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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1      Problem and context

As the (sub)title indicates, the subject o f this thesis  is data mining and group profiling.
In this chapter, 1 introduce the problems (and their contexts) that are dealt with. In this
first section, I describe what this thesis is about, what it is not about, and the
methodology that was used in the research. In the other sections of this chapter, some
basic information and some (working) definitions are provided in order to create a
practical framework for the following chapters.

1.1.1    The information age

Some people think we are at the eve of a new era, the information age. It may be
argued that these people are wrong: we are not at the eve of the information age, but
in the middle of it.   It is said that information is the new raw material of today's
economy, the new economy: Our society is focused on information, which is
considered necessary to make the right decisions. Information may be divided into
data, which is a set of facts, and knowledge, which is a pattern in data that is
interesting and certain enough for a user:

Many people seem to experience an overload of information, nowadays. The ability
to select which information is useful and which is not has become important for
individuals, companies, and governments. For those who lack the possibility of
distilling useful information from the large amounts of data, new markets have been
created, with companies selecting useful information or providing technologies that
can do this selection. One of these new technologies is dam mining, which provides
an automated analysis ofdata in order to find patterns and relations.

In order to be sure of having the necessary data, people tend to collect more and
more data. They first gather the data, and then select the useful parts. Throwing away
the useless parts is no longer necessary owing to the increasing data storage capacities
of today. This development may be considered a 'data pull'. The accumulation of data
in databases and its increasing accessibility are direct results of rapid technological
developments, such as the Internet. These developments seem to have great
consequences for our society. For instance, access to information is becoming an
important criterion for economic survival. Technological developments, such as

-.information and communication technology,
may be considered a 'technology push'.4 INFoRMATION IIIFoRMATION

50         4$00
You NEED

The data pull and the technology push are
strengthening each other, with increasing
possibilities of gathering and storing data as a
result. Much of the data collected is data

Irrfee'--,-
concerning people. Serious questions are now     7

-  -

being raised about the consequences for -1
-                      -

' Castells (1996); Vedder (200Ob).
2 see for instance Kelly (1998).
i Frawley et al. (1993). More on this issue may be found in Subsection 2.2 1.
4 See Subsection 8.4.1 for more on the data pull and technology push.
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CHAPTER 1

people when information about them is widely available. As the information may be
used for selection, or the information may be stigmatising or confronting, this often
results in pleas for (more) privacy for individuals. In Europe, therefore, data
protection laws were introduced for the protection of personal data.

But in the next phase of what may be called the 'battle for information', the parties
in need of information now seem to be making a new move. They are starting to use
group information, made available on a large scale by new technologies, such as the
aforementioned data mining. Instead of being judged as individuals, people are
increasingly being judged as members of groups; people are being judged as zip code
inhabitants, consumers ofpeanut butter, students, DNA carriers, etc.

By aggregating data in group profiles, the characteristics of people may be
predicted. At the same time, European data protection laws, which are not designed to
protect non-personal data, may not be applicable and current technologies such as
anonymizing data may not prevent group profiling. In this way, group profiles might
indirectly be posing the newest threat not 02ly to privacy, but also to other values,
such as liberty, dignity, equality, and, justice.

1.1.2    What this thesis is about

The subject of this thesis is data mining and group profiling. The focus is on the
example of epidemiology. The key question is:

What are  the possible moral problems  of group profiling using data  mining  (e.g.,  in
epidemiological research) and what might be possible solutions?

In this chapter, the meaning of this question is clarified. The question contains three
terms (i.e., data mining, group profiling, and epidemiology); for those who are
unfamiliar with these terms, data mining is explained in Section 1.2, group profiling
in Section  1.3,  and epidemiology in Section  1.4. A description  of what precisely is
meant by these terms is provided below.

Data mining is an automated analysis of data, using mathematical algorithms, in
order to find new patterns and relations in data. Data mining is one of the steps  in a
process called Knowledge Discovery in Databases, KDD in short. The KDD process
is explained in the next section.

A group profile is a property or a collection of properties of a group of people.
Group profiling thus means creating group profiles.  From the results of data mining, it
may be possible to find properties or collections of properties of people. Such
properties of people I refer to as projiles and may be created for individuals and for
groups. This thesis focuses on group profiles and not on individual profiles.7
Furthermore,   the key question states   that this research focuses on group profiling
11Sing data mining. Group profiling may take place without data mining, but I do not
focus on such group profiles.

Epidemiology is the study of the distribution  and determinants of disease  frequency
in man: It gives insight into the prevalence and incidence of diseases by quantifying

5 See the
Eur ean

data protection directive (directive 95/46/EG of the European Parliament and the
Council  of 24 October   1995,  [1995]  01 L281/31), which  had been implemented in national  law  in
almost all EU member states by the end of 2003.  For a more detailed account, see Chapter 6.
6 Vedder (19968); Blok (2001c).
  The reason for this may be found in the next subsection.
8 MacMahon and Pugh (1970), p. 1.
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INTRODUCTION

disease and its cure and/or mortality. The purpose of investigating diseases is to (help
to) solve etiological, diagnostic, prognostic, or therapeutic problems.9 Group profiles
may be created in different fields, but in Section 1,4 the main reasons for focusing on
the field of epidemiology as an example are explained in detail.

The key question also mentions possible problems and possible solutions. It may be
asked when something may be considered as a problem. To answer this, a normative
framework is required. In ethics, different normative theories may be used to identify
and articulate moral problems from a critical distance. In Section 1.5, I explain that, in
this thesis, the critical distance of ethics is combined with a moral point of view,
implying that the vulnerabilities of people are taken into account. The focus on
possible problems and possible solutions suggests a broad approach, which is also
explained in Section  1.5. In Chapter 5, with the help of ethics an inventory is made of
the possible moral problems of data mining and group profiling in epidemiology.
Solutions of the possible problems are searched for in the fields of law and
technology. 10 The possible solutions are investigated  in the light  of the normative
framework of Chapter 5, although law and technology obviously put their own
conditions and restrictions on the possible measures.

For possible legal solutions, current law and regulations that may be applicable to
data mining and group profiling in epidemiology are investigated. Where
shortcomings are found in law or regulations with regard to data mining and group
profiling in epidemiology, adjustments are considered. In Section 1.6, an overview is
given of legislation that may be applicable to data mining and group profiling in
epidemiology. For possible technological solutions, technologies that may be useful in
dealing with the possible problems of data mining and group profiling in
epidemiology are investigated. In Section  1.7 an overview of possible technologies is
given.

Section 1.8 provides a description of the structure ofthis thesis. The sections in this
first chapter may be considered introductions to the respective chapters of this thesis.
In Chapters 1 through 5, the analysis of the possible problems of data mining and
group profiling is described, whereas in Chapters 6 and 7 possible solutions to these

problems are described. In Chapter 8, the analysis is reviewed and an attempt is made
to combine the possible solutions that were found.

1.1.3 What this thesis is not about

This  thesis  is not concerned with individual profiling,  although  profiles  can  be  made
at a personal level. Many of the problems that individual profiles may raise may be
addressed under the traditional heading of 'privacy'. The concept of individual
profiles is mentioned several times, mainly for the purpose of explaining the different
or additional informational value that group profiles may have compared to individual
profiles.

Group profiles may result from several different processes. In this thesis, group
profiles that are created using information technology, particularly data mining, are
dealt with. Generalisations based on human observations (e.g., observations that
people make in day-to-day life) are not considered. The focus is on group profiling
based on data available in databases. Group profiling using data mining is focused on,

9 Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993), p. 1.
10 This distinction of approaches is supported by, among others, Holvast (1996) and Keller and
Willenborg (1992).
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CHAPTER 1

as data mining is one of most important technologies for the automated of creation
group profiles. Nevertheless, additional techniques that may enhance data mining are
discussed in Section 2.4. The differences between data mining and empirical
statistical research are explained in Section 3.2.

The technical problems of creating group profiles are not examined. Group
profiling may raise several technical problems, but the focus is on possible (moral)
problems for individuals, groups, or society. Technical problems are discussed only in
relation to moral problems or when they may stand in the way of solutions. i '

Finally, this research is not concerned with legal persons as data subjects.  Ethical
and legal issues are different when they concern legal persons or natural persons.
Therefore, I consider them beyond the scope of this research.

1.1.4     A note on methodology

The material presented in this thesis is based on an extensive study of the available
literature, supplemented with interviews and contacts with ethical, legal, and
technological experts. A problem- and solution-oriented approach is taken. 12 This
means that concrete (possible) problems are taken as a starting point and via different
(theoretical) approaches an attempt is made to find concrete (possible) solutions.

13

Such an arpmach tends to be relatively broad in its use of source materials and study
methods. This broad approach follows from the nature of the issues discussed: to
clarify what may be considered possible problems, explanations of data mining, group
profiling, and epidemiology are required. To clarify what may be possible solutions,
explanations of ethical, legal, and technological aspects of profiling are required. This
may seem like many different fields. However, it should be mentioned that all these
different fields are only considered insofar as they are considered relevant to data
mining and group profiling. In the respective chapters, the approaches are explained
that are taken for the various disciplines.

Although many of the issues discussed in this thesis have a global scope, a Dutch
perspective is taken, unless otherwise indicated This may seem strange, as this thesis
is concerned with issues of the information society, which is global by nature.  In fact,
it may be argued that, in a globalised and networked society, one should not look for
national solutions to international problems in the field of information and
communication technologies. However, given the complexity of the issuesI 5

addressed, it may be argued that addressing them is difficult from a national
16

perspective, but may be impossible from an international perspective.
This does not mean that this thesis is of interest to Dutch readers only. On the

contrary, this thesis is written in English because many of the issues discussed have a
global scope and/or may be valid for other countries. Part of this research was
performed in the U.S. and in Iceland. However, I do not draw full comparisons
between the U.S. or Icelandic situation and the Dutch situation. I try to show why
some possible problems that may exist in the U.S. or Iceland may also be (or become)

" For instance, the choice of data-mining tools may influence the reliability  of the resulting group

 2
rofiles; see Section 3.5.
Section 1.5 explains the focus on moral problems and provides a normative framework.

13 As was explained in Subsection 1.1.2, these approaches   were   in the fields of ethics,   law,   and
technology.
14 See also Bygrave (2002), p. 10.B See Koops (1999), p. 5.
16 An international perspective has to acknowledge many more issues, such as national concerns,
cultures, legal systems, etc. See Koops (1999), p. 5.
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INTRODUCTION

problems in the Netherlands.17 Furthermore, some 'ingredients' for possible solutions
are discussed that may be transposed from one situation to another. In cases where a
comparison with the U.S. situation showed possible problems or possible solutions,
this is indicated and it is explicitly mentioned that it concerns the U.S. situation. The
part of this research that was performed in Iceland concerns the national DNA
database that is being set up there. This case, discussed in Chapter 4, serves as an
example of a considerable effort to investigate the possibilities of data mining and
group profiling in relation to medical data.

I have tried to make this thesis readable for different academic backgrounds. As this
thesis addresses epidemiological, ethical, legal, and technological issues, I explain the
relevant terminology and basic concepts in all fields. An extensive index may help the
reader to  find the meaning of the terminology that  is used.  I have tried to increase  the
reader-friendliness of this thesis by using illustrations and textboxes. Although these
were carefully selected to match the text, they are not essential to the argument.

Finally, it should be mentioned that developments regarding data mining and group
profiling until the end o f 2003 were considered.

1.2 Knowledge Discovery in Databases

Data mining is a technique used to discover hidden information in very large
databases. Data mining is a step in a process called Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD).18 Fayyad et al. define Knowledge Discovery in Databases as the
nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately
understandable patterns in data.'9 This process consists of five successive steps,  as is
shown in Figure 1.1. In this section, it is briefly explained how group profiling using
data mining takes place.20 A more detailed account is provided in Chapter 2.

Step 1: Step 2: Step 3: Step 4: Step 5:

Data ..$  Data  _.$  Data -$ Inter- ._* Determine
collection preparation mining pretation actions

C   / 4
2/

Figure 1.1: Steps  in  the  KDD process  (figure from  Holsheimer)

1.2.1     Data collection

The first step in the KDD process is the collection of data.  In the case of information
about individuals, this may be done explicitly, for instance, by asking people for their
personal data, or non-explicitly, for instance, by using databases that already exist,

17
For  instance, in Section  1.5,  the  concept of harmful information is discussed.  In our networked

society, harmful information may easily travel across national boundaries without losing its possibly
harmful properties.
18 The KDD process is sometimes referred to as data mining, which may be confusing. I refer to data
mining only as a step in the KDD process to avoid such confusion.
19

Fayyad et al. (1996b), p. 6.
20 Distinguishing different steps in the complex KDD process may also be helpful in developing ethical
and legal solutions for the problems of group profiling using data mining. See Sietsma et al. (2002).
21

Holsheimer (1999), p. 100
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albeit sometimes for other purposes.  /4 i twve Your Zii; 
Explicit data collection may be done with C   coole, SOCI/1 1/urlty  1

the help o f obligatory inquiries. By granting C   Mu.ber /1,43#,He  /
  , DNA     /

a price reduction or access to a particular - 0 -Z/ 
service only after a response has been given e

to an inquiry, personal data may be obtained                                                   j
more forcefully than when inquiries are
made without obligations. For instance,
many supermarkets introduced customer
cards that register buying behaviour and in
return for using these cards, customers are
given price reductions and sometimes free products.

22

The information requested usually consists of name, address, and e-mail address. 23

Depending on the purpose for which the information will be used, additional
information may be required, such as credit card number, occupation, hobbies, date of
birth, fields of interests, and medical data.

Since responding to these inquiries is often mandatory in order to obtain a product,
service, or price reduction, a take-it-or-leave-it situation is created, in which there is
often no choice for a consumer but to fill in his personal data.24 In most cases, the user
is notified of the fact that privacy regulations are applied to the data. However,
research shows that companies do not always keep this promise, especially in relation
to information obtained on the internet. The same research also shows that25

customers are often not informed about the use that  is  made o f the information,  and  in
general much more information is asked for than is needed, mainly because it is
thought that such data may be useful in the future.

1.2.2    Data preparation

In the second step of the KDD process, the data is prepared by rearranging and
ordering it. Sometimes, it is desirable that the data be aggregated. For instance, zip
codes may be aggregated into regions or provinces, ages may be aggregated into five-
year categories, or different forms of cancer may be aggregated into one disease
group.  In this stage, a selection is often made o f the data that may be useful to answer
the questions that need to be answered. But in some cases, it may be more efficient to
make such a selection already in the data collection phase.

The type of data and the structure and dimension of the database determine the
range of data-mining tools that may be applied. This may be taken into account in
selecting which ofthe available data will be used for data mining.

1.2.3       Data  mining

The third step is the actual data-mining stage, in which the data are analysed in order
to find certain patterns or relations. This is done using mathematical algorithms. Data
mining is different from traditional database techniques or statistical methods because
what is being looked for does not necessarily have to be known. Thus, data mining
may be used to discover new patterns or to confirm suspected relationships. The

22

Thijssen (2000).
23 Artz and Van Eijk (2000), p. 11.
24 Volkskrant (1998). These take-it-or-leave-it options are sometimes referred to as conditionaj offers,
23 Artz and Van Eijk (2000).
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former is called a 'bottom-up' or 'data-
driven' approach, because it starts with the  -

f Tei boxes of alati 4,4 \data and then theories based on the DKe Itttle e,velope of

discovered patterns are built. The latter is f kMowle619e. 319Kitcre     )

called a 'top-down' or
'theory-driven' c plene... t===M   

approach, because it starts with a
hypothesis and then the data is checked to                              -

determine whether it is consistent with the 11
hypothesis.26

There are many different data-mining
techniques. The most common types of
discovery algorithms with regard to group
profiling are clustering, classification, and,
to some extent, regression. Clustering is
used to describe data by forming groups with similar properties; classification is used
to map data into several predefined classes; and regression is used to describe data
with a mathematical function.

In data mining, a pattern  is a statement that describes relationships in a (sub)set of
data such that the statement is simpler than the enumeration of all the facts in the
(sub)set of data. When a pattern in data is interesting and certain enough for a user,
according to the user's criteria, this is called knowledge.27 Patterns are interesting
when they are novel (which depends on the user's knowledge), useful (which depends
on the user's goal), and nontrivial to compute (which depends on the user's means of
discovering patterns, such as the available data and the available people and/or
technologies to process the data). For a pattern to be considered knowledge, a
particular certainty is also required. A pattern is not likely to be true across all the
data. This makes it necessary to express the certainty of the pattern. Certainty may
involve several factors, such as the integrity of the data and the size of the sample.

When the discovered knowledge concerns people, I speak of profiles. These profiles
may concern individuals, resulting in individual profiles,28 or they may concern
groups, resulting in group profiles. See Section 1.3.

1.2.4 Interpretation

Step 4 in the KDD process is the interpretation of the results of the data-mining step.
The results, mostly statistics, have to be transformed into understandable information,
such as graphs, tables, or causal relations. The resulting information may not be
considered knowledge by the user: many relations and patterns that are found may not
be useful in a specific context. A selection may be made of useful information.  What
information is selected, depends on the questions that need to be answered.

An important phenomenon that may be mentioned in this context is so-called
masking. When particular characteristics are found to be correlated, it may be possible
to use trivial characteristics as indicators of sensitive characteristics. For instance,
when people living in a particular zip code area have a high health risk, insurance
companies may use the zip code (trivial information) as an indication of a person's
health (sensitive information), and may thus use the trivial information as a selection

26 SPSS Inc. (1999), P. 6.
27

Frawley et al. (1993), p. 3, Adriaans and Zantinge (1996), p. 135.
28 Individual profiles are sometimes referred to as personal profiles or customer profiles.
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criterion. Note that refusing insurance on the basis of a zip code may be acceptable, as
companies may choose (on the basis of market freedom) the geographic areas in
which they operate. On the other hand, refusing insurance on the basis of sensitive
data may be prohibited on the basis of anti-discrimination law.29 Masking may result
in an intransparent situation for a data subject, as he may not know the consequences
of filling in trivial information, such as a zip code.

30

1.2.5   Acting upon discovered knowledge

Step 5 consists of determining corresponding actions. Such actions are, for instance,
the selection of people with particular characteristics or the prediction of people's
health risks. Applications in epidemiological research are discussed in Chapter 4.
During the whole process of knowledge discovery, it is possible -and sometimes
necessary- to feedback information obtained in a particular step to earlier steps. Thus,
the process can be discontinued and started over again when the information obtained
does not answer the questions that need to be answered.

It should be mentioned that some authors combine certain steps of the KDD process,
making it an input-output process. 31 Other authors do not consider step 5 to be a part
of the KDD process at all.32 Others distinguish steps within these five steps. 33

However, all the authors mentioned consider the data-mining step to be the most
important part ofthe KDD process.

1.3 Group profiling

There are two main approaches to identifying groups using the results of data mining:
classification and clustering. Classijication, also called segmentation, is the

34

examination of known groups to determine which characteristics may be used to
identify or predict group membership. Clustering is the identification of groups based
on particular characteristics, though without reference to any predefined group
information. 35

When groups are identified, the information obtained in the KDD process may be
used to make group profiles. A group profile is a property or a collection of properties
of a group of people. Examples of group profiles are the following: on average,
students buy one book a month; the inhabitants of Amsterdam are involved in more
car accidents than are other Dutch citizens. In each group profile, the group ofpeople
(the students or the inhabitants of Amsterdam) have a certain characteristic (buying

. 36books frequently or being involved in more car accidentsh Group profiles may have

29 See Section 6.7 for a more detailed account.
30

For instance, on the Internet, there are websites that provide profiles which include several social and
financial characteristics on the basis of zip codes. See www.prizm. nl.
31

Borking et al. (1998), Holvast (1999), Holvast (2001).
32

Fayyad et al. (1996), Vedder et al. (1998).
33 For instance, Adriaans and Zantinge Split the preparation step into cleaning, enrichment, and coding.
See Adriaans and Zantinge (1996), p. 38.
34 SPSS Inc. (1999), p. 131.
35 It may already be mentioned here that the distinction between classification and clustering resembles
the distinction between deduction and induction that is discussed in Subsection 3.4.1.
36 Actually, there is a second property: the one that defines the group (the property of being a student or
an inhabitant of Amsterdam). It could be argued that in a group profile, properties are connected to
each other.
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different forms and structures, different purposes, different reliabilities, and different
advantages and disadvantages. These aspects of group profiles are introduced in this
section. A more detailed account is given in Chapter 3.

1.3.1        Types  Of groups

Although grou s are usually constituted by the sharing of one or more
characteristics,3 there are different types of groups. An important distinction may be
made between self-categorising groups and groups  that are categorised  by  others. 38

The latter type of group is sometimes called a category instead of a group.39 Groups
categorised by others may lack social meaning, e.g., the group of people who have
more than two vowels in their surnames. Members of groups categorised by others
may also lack awareness of being part of that particular group, e.g., people usually
know what zip code area they belong to, but they may not know who judges them
upon it.

Self-organised groups are usually more structured. Members of these groups may be
more loyal and interdependent, they may choose one or more leaders,40 and they may
create policies for inclusion and exclusion, decision procedures, communication
structures, institutions and functions, group norms, etc.41 Higher degrees of structure
and organisation may result in more opportunities to defend the interests  o f the group,
which is more difficult, and sometimes impossible, in the case of groups categorised
by others that are randomly organised.

42

Also of importance for distinguishing different types of groups is the recognisability
of a particular group  and the speci/ic nature  Of the information about the group.  The
size of the group may be an important factor in its recognisability. It should be
mentioned that recognisability does not necessarily imply physical perceptibility (such
as the group of people who wear glasses), but may also involve a typical characteristic
in the data (such as the group of people born in 1970).

The specific nature of information concerns group profiles rather than the groups
themselves. The purpose, the sensitivity,4  and the reliability44 of group information
may be important factors for distinguishing group profiles and the effects they may
have.

1.3.2     The  need for group profiles

The science of classification and identification is called taxonomy.45 Everybody

recognises similarities and patterns in everyday perception. Learning, for instance,
involves practising taxonomy. Taxonomy may have several different purposes, such
as

37 An exception may be polythetic group profiles; this is discussed in the next subsection.
38 French makes a similar distinction between conglomerate coHectivities and aggregative collectivities
respectively. See French (1984),
39 Pierik (2001).
40 Binding to leadership may sometimes be of more importance for the cohesion of a group than the
binding of group members among each other. Freud (1970), p. 40.
41 See for instance Sampson and Marthas (1981), p. 27, French (1984), p. 13.
42 More on this issue may be found in Subsection 3.2.2.
43

See, for instance, the concept of masking in Subsection  1.2.4.
44 See Subsection  1.3.3.
45 Sokal (1974), p. 1116.
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•     Economy of memory
•    Ease of handling and retrieving information
•   The search for immanent structure in nature.

These different purposes are typically general advantages of group profiling. These
advantages may be so general that it seems that society cannot do without group
profiles. Trying to forbid or outlaw group profiles in general seems to be practically
impossible and undesirable, even if for these taxonomic reasons only.46 On the other
hand, group profiles may also pose several risks. A detailed description of the general
advantages and disadvantages of group profiling is provided in Section 3.6. However,
attention  must be drawn here to  the fact that many of the effects of group profiles may
be considered advantageous as well as disadvantageous, depending on the context and
the way in which,  and by whom, the group profiles are used. Section 1.5 provides a
normative framework to deal with this. Because of this dependence on context and
roles, I consider it useful to investigate a particular context and the roles ofthe players
involved in that context. In the next section, it is explained why the context of
epidemiological research was focused on. First, the different contents and structures
that group profiles may have are discussed.

1.3.3      The  contents  and  structures  of group profiles

It is important to recognise that not all group profiles are alike. Distinctions between
different types of group profiles may be made in different ways. Besides
distinguishing group profiles on the basis of information, several useful
methodological distinctions may be made.

Because the characteristics of groups are often based on empirical data, such as test
samples, the results are usually statistical data, such as averages or probabilities. If
these properties are valid for the group and for individuals as members of that group,
though not for those individuals as such, this is referred to as non-distributivity or
non-distributive properties.47 On the other hand, when properties are valid for each
individual member of a group as an individual, this is referred to as distributivi(v or
distributive properties.

Note that, although most group profiles are based on majorities, this is not always
the case. For example, in 2000, there were four incidences of Creutzfeldt-Jacob
Disease (CJD) in the British village of Queniborough, near Leicester. CJD can be
caused by BSE, or mad-cow disease. The British authorities were convinced that this
was not a coincidence, as there were only 75 known cases of CJD in all of Great
Britain, and Queniborough has only 2,300 inhabitants.48 Thus, four people were the
basis of a minority profile for the whole village.

As was stated before, the sharing  of one or more characteristics constitutes a group.
This sharing may exist in different forms. A classification is monothetic when classes
or groups differ by at least one property which is uniform among all members of one
class or group. A classification is polythetic when the members of a class or group
share a large proportion of properties but do not necessarily have one property in

46 Efforts in this direction, such as the German Teleservices Dam Protection Act and the Swiss federal
Data Protection Act, only tried to restrict the generation and use of certain types of profiles. See
Bygrave (2002), p. 328.
47 Vedder (1996b), Pierik (2001).
48 Volkskrant (2000).
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common.49 General properties of a bird are that it has wings, feathers, and a bill,  and it
can fly and lay eggs. In a polythetic classification, an animal with a large proportion
of these five properties can be considered a bird, although it may not have all five
properties. For instance, a penguin has wings, a bill, and can lay eggs, but it has hair
instead of feathers, and it cannot fly. It is still considered a bird. Another bird may
have a different set of properties. For instance, an ostrich has wings, feathers, and a
bill, and can lay eggs, but it cannot fly. On the other hand, a platypus, which has a bill

50
and lays eggs but has no wings or feathers, and cannot fly, is not considered a bird.

1.3.4   Logic and reliability

As the distinction between distributive and non-distributive profiles suggests, there
may be differences in the reliability of group profiles. In order to aid understanding of
the interpretation and reliability ofprofiles, a short introduction to the logical concepts
of deduction, induction, and abduction is provided in Section 3.4. With the help of
these concepts, some typical inference errors concerning group profiles may be
explained.

The reliability of a group profile may be influenced by each step in the KDD
process depicted in Figure  1.1. The first two steps may influence the reliability of the
profile itself, for instance, when the collected data contains errors or when errors are
made in the data preparation. As is explained in Chapter 2, the chosen data-mining
tool determines the structure of the resulting patterns. The last two steps may
influence the reliability of the use of the profile. The interpretation and application of
group profiles may not always be done properly. Using a logical analysis, Sections 3.4
and 3.5 clarify how errors may occur.

1.4 The example of epidemiology

In this section it is pointed out that group profiles may be used in many areas. For
reasons mentioned in this section, this research focuses on epidemiology as a typical
example of group profiling. Nevertheless, examples of group profiling in other fields
are occasionally used in this thesis. Chapter 4 gives a more detailed account of group
profiling in medical data and several cases that are investigated are discussed.

1.4.1     The application of group profiles

Group profiles are used in many contexts by different persons and institutions.5I

Governments use group profiles in the making of policies. Particular characteristics
may be used to discover (sub)groups that are in social or economic difficulties. Once
such groups are identified, they may be helped, for instance, by giving them certain
group rights. In this way, social inequalities may be suppressed by helping the least
advantaged in society.

49 This idea may also be found in Wittgenstein (1958) who suggested that there sometimes are only
family resemblances between instances of the meaning of words.
w Although it may not be a final answer to what a bird is, the Oxford Concise Dictionary describes a
bird as a "feathered vertebrate with two wings and two feet." Note that this definition does not describe

{,enguins or one-legged chickens.
For many examples, see Meij (2002).
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Group profiling also takes place in the private sector. The most common purpose is
direct marketing. The Direct Marketing Association of the United States defines
direct marketing as any direct communication to a consumer or business recipient that
is designed to generate a response in the form of an order, a request for further
information, and/or a visit to a store or other place of business for the purchase of a
specific product or service.52 Group profiling may be used to identify target groups for
direct marketing. From a corporation's perspective, this is helpful as, for example,
special offers call be made to new target groups, non-target groups no longer have to
be serviced, and links with loyal customers may be intensified.

Insurance companies and investment banks may use group profiles to perform risk
analyses of clients.  In this way, they may determine appropriate premiums or loans for
each client.

Group profiling on the Internet is also becoming common practice.53 With the use of
cookies, the surfing behaviour of a person on the Internet may easily be tracked. A
cookie is a small file that is placed on a person's computer when that person visits a
website. For instance, a cookie may provide a list of pages that were visited. From
these lists, an Internet service provider may make a profile of the preferences of
individuals or groups.

1.4.2     The field  of epidemiology

Although several contexts in which group profiling takes place were mentioned
above, this research focuses on one particular context, namely, the field of
epidemiology. Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants of
disease frequency in man.54 It is used to gain insight into the prevalence and
incidence55 of diseases and it is used to tackle different types of medical problems,
such as aetiology (the study of the causes of a disease), the making of diagnoses, the
making of prognoses, and the determination of therapies. The advantage of the use of
epidemiology in medical science is the direct study of the object of medical science,
the human being, and the direct investigation of so-called determinants.   A
determinant is a possible factor that influences the frequency of a disease.56 Note that
a determinant does not have to be causal. Although the most important determinants
in current epidemiological research are age and 'Cllardcter flaws &461 up.-:
gender, many other determinants may be
investigated.

Several difficulties are associated with the use
of epidemiology in medical science.57 First, the Careless

manipulation of determinants is limited.   In          -               + irrespons/b/c
practice, it is often difficult to find patients that + swoking

are different in the determinant of interest, but + wrong zip code
are, at the same time, comparable in all other + bad credit
relevant respects. + Ctc.58

0----- .-I

= Itcallit risk

52 See www. the-dma.org.
53 Custers (2001 a).  For a more detailed account, see Subsection 9.5.1.
54

MacMahon and Pugh (1970), p. 1.
55 See  Section 4.2  for a more detailed description of the concepts of prevalence and incidence.
56 Bunge (1959).
57 Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993), p. 4.
58 See the problem of confounding, discussed in Section 4  3.
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Second, on the basis of epidemiological research, it is often difficult to say if a
discovered determinant is in fact the cause of the disease or not. The discovered
determinant may also be a side effect of the disease, while another (undiscovered)
determinant is the actual cause o f both the disease and the presumed determinant. 59

Third, epidemiology does not provide any insight into the actual cause mechanisms
of a disease. For instance, men have a significantly higher risk than women of
contracting certain cancers, e.g., cancer of the stomach and large bowel,60 but this
finding does not reveal what the cause of this may be, how the disease works or what
may be done about it.

In this research, the field of epidemiology is used to provide an example of the
possible moral problems of group profiling. The field of epidemiology was chosen
because health information is generally considered sensitive data, more sensitive
perhaps than data in other fields in which group profiling is applied, such as in
determining marketing strategies or policy making.61 It may be expected that the
moral problems in the case of sensitive information are larger and, therefore, clearer
than in cases where information is not sensitive. Furthermore, the information
resulting from data mining and group profiling in epidemiology may be used outside
this field, such as for life insurances, the direct marketing of health products, job
offers, or investment decisions.

A second reason for choosing epidemiology was the increasing influence of
information technology in medical science. With the introduction of computers in
medical science, it became possible to gather and process large amounts of data.
Practising epidemiology requires large amounts of data. It is generally held that, the
more data there is available, the more reliable the conclusions of epidemiological
research. The current growth of scientific, social, and economical opportunities in
epidemiological research contributed to the relevance of epidemiology as a field to
investigate.

A third reason for deciding to focus on epidemiology was the rapid progress
medical science has made, and is still making, in the field of genetics. With the
introduction of genetics in medical science, it has become possible to make new types
o f health predictions. Relations no longer have to be obvious. For instance, suppose  a
certain genetic pattern may cause two effects, say, large hands and thrombosis. The
relation between these effects may be found quickly once all DNA patterns are
mapped and stored in large databases. On the other hand, without the genetic
information, no doctor may think to search for a relation between large hands and
thrombosis, because medical science traditionally tries to find causal relationships.
Only when a doctor specialised in thrombosis notices that all his patients have large
hands is there a possibility that he may start using this information in his diagnoses,

62
although the relation between the effects is not causal.

In Section 4.5, several cases of epidemiological research in which group profiling
may play an important role are discussed. The first case concerns group profiling in
smoking behaviour. This case does not involve data mining, but it is discussed as one
of the major examples of traditional epidemiology.63 The second case concerns the

59 A more detailed discussion may be found in Section 4.3.
60 Coebergh et al. (1995).
61 The fact that data protection law lists data concerning health in a special category of data expresses
this; see Chapter 6.
62 More on causality may be found in Section 4.3.
63 I use the term traditional epidemiology for epidemiology in which no data mining is used, See
Section 4.2.
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Icelandic health sector database, in which an attempt was made to find relations
between particular genes and diseases. This database may be considered one of the
most advanced examples of data mining in epidemiology. The third case concerns
mass-screening. This case may also be considered an example in which data mining
and group profiling may have considerable effects.

1.5 The normative framework

This research deals with the possible moral problems of data mining and group
profiling in epidemiology. This raises the question of when something is to be
considered a moral problem and how it is to be dealt with. In ethics, different
normative theories may be used to identify and articulate moral problems from a
critical distance. For heuristic reasons, I combine this critical distance of ethics with a
moral point  ofview: This implies  a willingness to  take  the vulnerabilities of people
into account. As is described later in this thesis, legal and technological issues are
dealt with in this research, in order to find out if they may provide solutions for the
possible moral problems that group profiling may raise. In other words, of all
problems that group profiling may raise (e.g., economic problems, technological
problems, etc.) only the moral problems are dealt with.65 When may moral problems

occur? There are three types ofmoralproblems:66
1. Moral problems may occur when moral principles (taken broadly) are violated.
2. Moral problems may occur in situations in which moral principles (taken broadly),

or actions-directives resulting from the application of moral principles to
particular situations, conflict with each other (i.e., moral conflicts)

3. Moral problems may occur when new (types of) problems arise for which no
moral principles (taken broadly) exist, or when it is not clear which principles to
apply to particular cases.

Although this typology describes moral problems in terms of moral principles, it is
important to note immediately that the term moral principle is used in a very broad
meaning; this is explained in Section 5.1. For all three types of moral problems, the
question is which set of moral principles should be taken as starting points. People
think differently about which (sets of) principles should be used, and how and why
they should be used.67 For heuristic reasons, (from the outset) I did not commit myself
to one set of principles.  I started with a broad approach by using different types of
arguments. In Section 5.2, it is investigated how data mining and group profiling may
lead to moral problems with regard to (classic) moral principles such as
nonmaleficence/beneficence, justice, solidarity, autonomy, individuality, and honesty.

Particularly with regard to the third type of problems, I took a more basic approach
and investigated, on a hypothetical basis, the roles of the main players involved in the
field of epidemiological data mining and group profiling. This may show in more
detail the vulnerabilities that may exist in each role. Furthermore, this enables me to
investigate several professional norms, i.e., normative starting points typically related
to the professions/roles in epidemiology. In the field of epidemiology, the main

64 See also Frankena (1973), p. 113, on the moral point of view.
65 See also Section  1.1.
66 Note that I consider this an exhaustive enumeration.
67

See, for instance, Kymlicka (1990).
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players are the patient/data subject,68 the doctor, the (medical) researcher, (health)
insurance companies, and the government.69 This enumeration of roles is not
exhaustive, of course, but these players are often directly involved in epidemiological
research and/or its results, and are, therefore, the most important with regard to the
issues of data mining and group profiling. How the roles are construed, taking into
account the characteristics ofeach role, is described in Chapter 5.

This approach included determining the needs, interests, and preferences of each
role. A typical characteristic of needs is that the ends for which something is needed
may be, to a certain extent, determined and/or recognised by external observers.
Needs were (non-hierarchically) distinguished in biological needs (to survive), basic
needs (for a decent state of living), and functional needs (to do a particular job/role).
Preferences were used in cases in which a player has a subjective liking for a
particular end. Interests were used to indicate something that puts a person in a
position to obtain or realise what he prefers or needs. When a person's needs,
interests, and preferences are not fulfilled, harm might occur. 70 I speak of harmful
information when information hinders a particular player in the fulfilment of his
needs, interests, or preferences. Obviously, needs may differ in directness, acuteness,
and/or seriousness, but I adopted a broad approach to this, which included the
suboptimal fulfilment of needs. Note that information that may be harmful for a
particular player may not necessarily be harmful for another player with different
needs, interests, or preferences.

The possible legal and technological solutions are discussed in the light of the
starting points in Chapter 5, even though law and technology may put their own
conditions and restrictions on the possible measures. Possible legal and technological
approaches are discussed in the next two sections.

1.6     Law and regulations

In this section, an inventory of the laws and regulations that may be applicable to data
mining and group profiling in epidemiology is provided. Chapter 6 contains a
description of an investigation into whether the current legal framework has
shortcomings concerning the possible problems of data mining and group profiling.
Adjustments are considered where relevant. The laws and regulations that are
discussed concentrate on three main areas: data protection law, public health law, and
anti-discrimination law. 71

68 The distinction between a patient and a data subject is discussed in more detail in Subsection 5.3.1.
69 The users of health information are often divided into primary users that provide care to patients,
e.g., doctors, and secondag users employing health information for a variety of societal, business, and
government purposes other than the provision of care, e.g., medical and social science researchers,
(health) insurance companies, and governments. See National Research Council (1997), p.65
70 As I point out in Section 5.2, not fulfilling a person's needs, interests and/or preferences does not
necessarily result in a moral problem.
11  Note that  in some cases there may also be the possibility of using tort law, which may be found  in the
Burger/Uk Wetboek (BW, Dutch Civi/ Code). The 'wrongful act' may be found in Article 6:162
paragraph 2 BW.
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1.6.1    Data protection law

When considering data protection law, sometimes confusingly referred to as privacy
law,72 the Dutch

lefislation is to
a large extent influenced by the European data

protection directive. This directive contains several principles of fair information
processing that may be found in the Treaty of Strasbourg14  of the Council of Europe
and the

privacy princi*les of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD). These privacy principles or principles of fair information
practices may thus be considered the core of the European data protection
legislation.76 These principles may be found in Section 6.3.

Another important element in data protection law is the concept of personal data,
which is defined as any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person. The principles of fair information processing apply to personal data only,
according to the European directive.77 This is important because the concept of
personal data explicitly excludes non-identifiable persons.78 Group profiles may
contain anonymous data, in which case data protection law may have limited
applicability.

Each member state of the European Union was required to implement the data
protection directive in national legislation. The If/et Bescherming Persoonsgegevens
(WBP, Personal Dam Protection AcO is the Dutch implementation of the European
directive. The WBP is sometimes confusingly referred to as the 'privacy act'.79 The
WBP also provides for the College Bescherming Persoonsgegevens (CBP, the Dutch
Data Protection Authority): This authority ensures that the processing of personal
data is in accordance with legislation.

1.6.2     Public health law

In the case of medical data, public health law may also play an important role in
epidemiological data mining and group profiling. Informational privacy is protected
by the professional secrecy of doctors.  Only

'ReadiM * flitc print...' /5;RDunder strict conditions are doctors allowed
to release information about patients.

The most important Act for the relation
between a doctor  and a patient during  CO-    A ¢r, 1311 lus''
medical treatment is the Wet Geneeskundige     1  />€3   7:I'l  LY-7
Behandelingsovereenkomst (WGBO,      ,K.2=r<-, t' 7734
Medical Treatment Contracts Act), which is   -ah     7-\P'
part  of the Dutch Civil Code.8    The  WGBO

72 See Section 6.2.
73 European Directive 95/46/EG of the European Parliament and the Council of 248 October  1995, Pb.
L281/31,23rd November 1995.
74 Council of Europe, Convention no. 108, January 28* 1981.
See also http://www.coe.fr/dataprotection/Treaties/Convention%20108%2OE.htm
75 See http://cs3-hq.oecd.org/scripts/pwv3/pwhome.htm. These principles were drafted in  1980.
76 Bygrave (2002), p. 2.
77 This also applies to the OECD privacy principles, the Treaty of Strasbourg, and the WBP.
78 Holvast (1996), Berkvens et al. (1989), Bygrave (2002), p. 366.
19 Overbeek and Sipman (1992).
80 Formerly known as the Registratiekamer.
8   See  book 7,  title 7 of the Dutch Civil Code.
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is meant to clarify the legal position of a patient, especially in cases in which no or
few agreements were made between the physician and the patient.82 The WGBO gives
the patient the right to look into his medical files, ensures that the consent of the
patient is asked before medical treatment is undertaken, and restricts the release of
medical information to a limited number of exceptional cases, which are dealt with in
Chapter 6.

The Wet beroepen in de individuele gezondheidszorg (Wet BIG, Individual Health
Care Professions Act) protects the patient from professionals that provide negligent
treatment. Disciplinary measures may be taken on the basis of the Wet BIG. However,
the Wet BIG does not include epidemiology, since e idemiology is not concerned
with individual health care but with general health care.

1.6.3   Anti-discrimination law

The Algemene wet gelijke behandeling (AWGB, Equal Treatment Act) is the
elaboration of Article 1  of the Dutch Constitution, in which it is stated that everyone
in the Netherlands will be treated equally in comparable circumstances. 84

Discrimination on the basis of religion, view of life, political preference, race, or sex,
or on another basis is not allowed. The AWGB not only prohibits unequal treatment,
it also prohibits the use of some characteristics in decision-making. Important with
regard to data mining and group profiling is that the AWGB does not require these
characteristics to be personal data, as the WBP does.

85

The AWGB also provides for a commission for equal treatment (Commissie Geli/ke
Behandeling, CGB), which may investigate whether or not a distinction was allowed.
A judgement of the CGB is not required for starting a lawsuit.

1.7 Security techniques

In this section an inventory of the security techniques that may be applicable to data
mining and group profiling is provided. When dealing with security techniques for
data mining and group profiling, two issues may be distinguished. The first is the
possibility of linking characteristics to an identity and the second is the possibility of
linking characteristics to each other. These two issues are dealt with here under the
headings of identifiability and linkability.86 A more detailed account is given in
Chapter 7.

1.7.1 Identifiability

From a technological perspective,87 identifiability exists when a piece of information
is available that can single out a particular person from a group of potential

82 Not:wt (1997),p. 219.
83 Bersee and Pluimakers (1998)
84 See http://www. ceb.nl/wetsframeset. html.
85 Vedder (200Ob). The AWGB does not even require the characteristic to be valid for the individual
that is being judged upon it.
86 Note that identifiability is thus a special type of linkability, namely, linkability in cases that involve
one or more identifying data items.
87 Identifiability from a legal perspective is discussed in Section 6.3.
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candidates.88 This may be the person's true name, printed on his or her driver's
license or passport, but not necessarily. It may also be a credit card number, a phone
number, a street address, an e-mail address, a photo, an IP address,8' etc.

It may be obvious that identifiability depends on the quality of the information. For
instance, a photo may be enough to identify someone. But this depends on the clarity
of the photo. A passport photo is likely to be enough to identify someone. A group
photo is less likely to suffice for identifying someone, but may still work, whereas an
old black-and-white group photo may only work in exceptional cases, such as for
acquaintances or when persons have typical characteristics, such as a scar in the face.

Furthermore, identifiability may depend largely on the reference group. The name
John Doe may not be likely to identi fy a person in the phone book o f New York  City,
but in a small village where everybody knows each other, such information may
immediately single out a particular person.

The opposite of identifiability is non-identifiability or absolute anonymity, which
means that a person's identity is not revealed and that there is no way to tell whether
or not a person is the same person that performed a prior transaction:0 Anonymity,
however, may be absolute or relative. Anonymity exists when the identity of the data
subject is not known and cannot be known. When the data controller can link
information, this is referred to as linkable or relative anonymity. For instance, when a
person buys a prepaid phone card, this usually enables the phone company to link all
calls made using that card.

Identifiability A

Pseudonymity

Increasing Increasing
anonymity Relative anonymity identifiability

(linkable anonymity)

Absolute anonymity
v          (non-identifiability)

Figure 1.2: Degrees between identifiability and absolute anonymity. Figure
adapted from Goldberg (2000).

Besides relative anonymity, pseudonymity is another important distinctive degree

between identifiability and absolute anonymity; see Figure 1.2. Pseudonymity  is
different from anonymity in that it has a distinctive mark, with which it can be
verified that certain actions or transactions were performed by a particular person.91

This mark is mostly a 'nym', a chosen pseudonym that hides a person's identity in
technical applications, but it may also be the use of a digital fingerprint, face

88 Goldberg (2000), p. 41.
89 The IP address  is the number that identifi es a person's computer on the Internet.  Note that identifying
a computer may not be the same as identifying a person.
90 Goldberg (2000), p. 43.
91 prins (2000).
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recognition, or something else. There is no need to know who the person is; what
matters is the possibility of verification. This may be compared with the PIN code at
an ATM: the person entering the code is not important; only the code itself matters.

Anonymity, on the other hand, does not include such a mark and, therefore, an action
or transaction cannot be traced to a particular person.

The similarity between pseudonymity and relative anonymity is that different
transactions made by the same person can, to a certain extent, be linked. The
difference is that, in the case of pseudonymity, a data subject can build a certain
reputation using his nym. If actions or transactions are performed repeatedly using the
same nym, that nym may gain a certain reputation, positive or negative. Note that a
person may use several different nyms at the same time, either in the same or in
different contexts.

1.7.2 Linkability

Next to techniques that provide (more) anonymity, techniques that limit linkability
may also play a role in cases of data mining and group profiling. Linkability may be
limited by restricting (the type of) access to the data items to be linked. This may be
the case when data items are in different databases that cannot be coupled. When data
items are in the same database, linkability may be limited by assigning different
access rights to different users.  This may be done  with  the  help of multilevel securily
systems. These systems require three types of information controls: access controls,
information flow controls, and inference controls. 92

Access controls handle the authorisation of direct access to data items. Many access
controls are based on a concept of ownership of a password, access token, or

· 93biometnc. Access problems may be transformed into key management
vroblemswith the help of coptography, the science or study of secret writing.  When

information is coded, the person possessing the secret key can decode the data, while
for others this is practically impossible.

95

Infbrmation flow controls, or flow controls in short, are concerned with the
authorisation to disseminate information. Even when access controls are present,
information may leak, for instance when an authorised employee sends company
information to his home address via e-mail. Flow controls specify valid channels
along which information may flow.

Inference controls are used to ensure that released statistics do not disclose
confidential data.  From the perspective of security techniques, inference is the process
of users posing queries and deducing unauthorised information from the legitimate
responses that they receive.96 For instance, suppose there is only one woman in a
certain department. If statistics are released about the total salary of all people in the
department and about the total salary of all men, the woman's salary can easily be
calculated by subtraction. Inference controls fall into two categories: restrictions on

92 Denning (1983).
93 See Section 7.5  for a more detailed account. An example of an access control without an ownership
basis is a password in the form of a puzzle. In principle, the solution to the puzzle does not belong to

Nlyone. Still, access is limited to those  who are capable of solving the puzzle.
See, for instance, Koops (1999), p. 34.

95 Van der Lubbe (1997), p.  13.
96 Thuraisingham (1999).
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the set of allowable queries and the addition of 'noise' to the data or the statistics
released.97

1.8 The structure of this thesis

The structure of this thesis largely corresponds  with the structure of this introductory
chapter.98 In Chapters 2 through 5 the analysis of the problem is described. In Chapter
2,  an analysis o f the process  of data mining is discussed in order to aid understanding
of the creation of group profiles. In Chapter 3, an investigation of the differences in
group profiles, such as their forms and structures, their reliabilities, and their general
advantages and disadvantages, is outlined. Chapter 4 focuses on the example of group
profiling in epidemiology. The basics of epidemiology are described and the
processes of group profiling in epidemiology are illustrated by several cases. In
Chapter 5, an inventory is made of the possible moral problems of data mining and
group profiling in epidemiology.

In Chapters 6  and  7, the search for solutions to the possible problems of data mining
and group profiling is delineated. Chapter 6 focuses on possible legal solutions and
Chapter 7 focuses on possible technological solutions. Finally, in Chapter 8, the
analyses described in Chapters 1 through 5 are reviewed and combined with the
possible solutions mentioned in Chapters 6 and 7.

1.9 Conclusions

In recent years, the collection and processing of data has increased considerably. For
instance, people are often confronted with (sometimes obligatory) questionnaires that
they need to fill out in order to obtain (reductions in the prices of) particular products
or services. Using new technologies, attempts are made to extract knowledge from the
collected data. Data mining, i.e., an automated analysis using mathematical
algorithms in order to find new patterns and relations in data, is one of the main
techniques used for this purpose. Group profiles is one of the forms of knowledge that
may result from data mining.

A group profile is a property or a collection of properties of a group of people. It
seems that society cannot do without group profiles, even if for taxonomic reasons
only. Although group profiles may be useful, they may pose risks as well. As the
advantages and disadvantages of group profiles may depend on the context in which
they are used and on those involved, in this research, I focus on profiling in
epidemiology, i.e., the study of the distribution and determinants of disease frequency
in man.

In ethics, different normative theories may be used to identify and articulate the
possible problems of data mining and group profiling in epidemiology from a critical
distance. For heuristic reasons,  1 combine this critical distance of ethics with a moral
point of view, implying a willingness to take the vulnerabilities of people into
account. Moral problems may rise with regard to (classic) moral principles. However,
since these may not be the only moral problems, a broader approach, investigating the
needs, interests, and preferences of those involved, is taken. For possible solutions,

97
Denning and SchIBrer (1983).

98 The structure of this chapter was described in Subsection  1.1.2
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legal and technological measures are investigated. Although these are evaluated in the
light of these starting points,  it may be obvious that law and technology put their own
conditions and restrictions on the possible measures.
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Chapter 2
Data Mining
2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, data mining, the third and probably most important step in the process
called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), is discussed. The steps of the KDD
process are described in Section  1.2.  In this chapter, the data-mining step is described
to enable a better understanding of the creation of group profiles. A better
understanding of data mining may help in grasping the possible problems of group
profiling' and, perhaps even more important, may help in finding solutions for these

problems.
Although this is a rather technical chapter, an attempt was made to make it

understandable to the non-technical reader as well. Therefore, the most technical
parts, such as equations, have been left out of the main text and appear in the
footnotes.

In Section 2.2, the terminology that is used in this chapter in relation to information,
data, and databases is explained, in order to make it easier to describe the data-mining
process and its possible consequences. Data mining is an automated analysis, using
mathematical algorithms, in order to find new patterns and relations in data. The aim
of data mining is to transform data (i.e., a set of facts) into knowledge (i.e., a pattern
that is interesting and certain enough for a user, according to the user's criteria). The
most important data-mining methods with regard to group profiling (i.e; regression,
clustering, and classification) are described in Section 2.3 and it is explained what
kinds of group profiles may result from these methods. I do not present a detailed
technical description of each method, nor do I give an exhaustive enumeration of all
available methods: In Section 2.4, additional techniques, such as the taking of test
samples and database coupling, are discussed. These techniques may increase the
possibilities of data mining. The results of data mining are patterns and relations.  But
patterns and relations are not the same as knowledge. Section 2.5 focuses on the
conditions of knowledge. These conditions are interestingness and certainty.
Interestingness depends on novelty, usefulness, and non-triviality, whereas certainty
depends, among other things, on data integrity, sample size, and significance. Finally,
in Section 2.6 it is explained how data mining may result in group profiles. Groups
may be identified by classification and clustering. The structures and contents of the
resulting group profiles are discussed in the next chapter.

2.2 Terminology

In this section, the terminology used to describe the data-mining process and its
applications is explained: The explanation of the terminology is split up into a
general part, a part concerning data, and a part concerning databases.

  See   Section   1.5   for   the normative framework. In Section   3.6, the general advantages   and
disadvantages of group profiles are discussed.
2 For a more detailed account, see Adriaans and Zantinge (1996), Fayyad (1996), Frawley et al. (1993).
3 For the non-technical reader, it should be mentioned that this terminology focuses on technical
meanings. Keep this in mind when terms such as "facts" and "values" are used, since in this context
they do not carry any philosophical or legal meaning
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2.2.1   General terminology

Data mining deals with the extraction of knowledge fium data. A distinction should
be made between data and knowledge. Data ('datum' in the singular) is considered to
be a set of facts.4 When the facts in such a set have in common that they all concern
one subject or object, the set is called a record or a personal record when it concerns
one particular person. Attributes are different from data. An attribute is a particular
kind of data. This difference can best be explained with an example: length is an
attribute  (a  kind  of data), whereas  182  cm  is a datum  (a fact). Gender  is an attribute,
whereas male and female are data. Data may be regarded as a particular value of an
attribute.

The differences between data attributes, and records may be illustrated with an
example. In Figure 2.1, an example of a small database is shown. This database
contains three records, of John, William, and Mary. It contains three attributes:
gender, height, and the possession of a driving license. There are nine data in the
database. Note that the size of the database (the number of data or facts) is equal to
the number of records multiplied by the number of attributes, but only when each
record is complete, i.e., when no data is missing. Data may be missing because it was
not measured, not given or simply lost.5

A pattern is a statement that describes relationships in a (sub)set of data such that
the statement is simpler than the enumeration of all the facts in the (sub)set of data.
When a pattern is interesting and certain enough for a user, according to the user's
criteria, this is referred to as knowledge.6 The term information is used to refer to both
data and knowledge.7

Examples of patterns that may be found from this database are the following: all the
men in the database have a driving license;8 all the men in the database are taller than
the women in the

databas ; and all the
people smaller than  1.70 m in the database do

not have a driving license.

John William Mary
Gender Male Male Female
Height 1.80 m 1.76 m 1.65 m
Driving Licence Yes Yes No

Figure 2.1: An example  of a small database,  containing three records,  each with
three attributes, resulting in nine data.

Data may be stored in a database, a (usually large) collection of data. A more detailed
explanation of database structures may be found in Subsection 2.2.3. In order to be

4 See, for instance, Fayyad (1996) and Frawley et al. (1993).
3 Klosgen and Zytkow ( 1996). See also Subsection 2.5.2.
6 Frawley etal. (1993), p· 3
' Many authors use the term 'information' in a different sense, but this sense corresponds, in my
opinion, best with the use of the term 'information' in Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) and related terms.
8 Note that the statement "all men in the database have a driving licence" is simpler than the
enumeration of the separate facts "John has a driving licence" and "William  has a driving licence",  and
4 therefore, a pattern.

Stattstics require a larger minimum sample size than this, therefore, these patterns may not be
extrapolated outside this database. See also Subsection 2.5.2 on certainty.
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able to use a database, metadata is needed. Metadata is a special kind of data,
I 0

containing information about data. Metadata may, for instance, include data about
•    where data is located;
•    what data exists;
•    where the data was obtained and to whom it belongs;
•    how this data is related to other data in other databases;
•    what data type it is in (see Subsection 2.2.2 on data types).

For these reasons, another database containing the metadata may be needed, which
describes the structure and contents of the database. Metadata may also be used to get
a first impression of the structure and the contents of a database. Statistical data
describing the database, such as averages and deviations, may also be considered
metadata.

2.2.2    Data types and scales

It is important for a person who wants to perform data mining to know what type of
data he is dealing  with.1 1  Not  all  data  are of the same kind. Attributes  such  as  'name'
or 'gender' are not comparable with attributes such as 'age' or 'weight'. Therefore, a
distinction between different data types needs to be made. All possible values of an
attribute constitute a scale. 12 Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the different types of
data on their respective types of scales.

Nominal l i l l I
Dutch German English

types of data
Ordinal

1 lil   I       D  
     Qualitative

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Interval l i l l I
10 °C  20 °C 30 °C

Ratio l i l l i l Quantitative
> types ofdata

10 cm  20 cm   30 cm

Absolute l i l l i   , ,
0 1 2 Co

Figure 2.2: Five dijferent types of data and their respective scales, divided into
qualitative and quantitative attribute values (adapted from Nijdam and Van Buuren,
1989).

The values of an attribute may be quantitative or qualitative:3 When an attribute is
quantitative, a value can be attached to it, such as the size of a person's feet, his body

10 Adriaans and Zantinge (1996), p. 27.
"  Note that the type of data  is also metadata; see the previous subsection.
12 Brinkman (1992), p. 61. The phrase "all possible values" does not imply that the number of

 ossibilities is limited.  Slotboom (1987), p. 136.
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temperature, or his date of birth. No such numbers can be attached to a qualitative
attribute. In this case, there are several classes, such as man/woman,
married/divorced/unmarried, or nationality.

For the automated processing of data, it may be useful to attach numbers to the
values of qualitative attributes, for instance, male=0, female=l. However, labelling
male=245 and female=433 would not make a difference, since such labelling is
arbitrary. The numbers have no significance in the degree of 'maleness' or
'femaleness'. When numbers are used only to label the value of an attribute, such data
is called nominal data. 14,15

If the numbers attached to the value of an attribute have a meaningful order, they are
called ordinal data:6 For instance, the days of the week have a meaningful (time)
order. When labelling  Monday= 1,  Tuesday=2,  etc., the order  may  not be changed.
Wednesday=43 would make no sense in such a case. However, different labelling
may be chosen, such as Monday=A, Tuesday=B, etc. As long as the order is
maintained, differences in the labelling are allowed. Another frequently used example
of ordinal data is the Likert scale, which uses symmetric approaches, such as totally
agree/agree/indifferent/disagree/totally disagree or much more/more/somewhat
more/equal/somewhat/less/much less.

I 7

There are several quantitative types of data. Interval scales not only have an order,
but the intervals between two successive values are the same. Interval scales have a
zero point, but it is arbitrary. A typical example of an interval scale is temperature in
degrees Celsius.18 The difference between    10   °C   and   20   °C   is   the   same   as   the
difference between 20 °C and 30 °C. However, the zero point was arbitrarily chosen
as the temperature at which ice melts. It is possible to choose a different zero point, as
Fahrenheit did. Note that a degree Fahrenheit is by definition not the same as a degree

Celsius, but that, on each scale, the intervals between successive values remain
constant. 19

Whereas interval scales have an arbitrary zero point, ratio scales have a natural zero
point. The result of having a natural zero point is that it is possible to calculate ratios
between values of attributes. For instance, three hours is twice as lon as one-and-a-

2 half hours. The unit in which the value is expressed may vary. Distance, for
instance, may be expressed in miles or kilometres, but since 0 miles is equal to 0 km,
the natural zero point remains at a fixed position.

The last type of scale, the absolute scale, is often considered a ratio scale, but no
unit is attached to the values. Its treatment as a ratio scale usually raises no problems,
since the sets of operations that may be performed on both data types are the same.
There is only one absolute scale, which is the set of natural numbers, i.e., 0,1,2,3,4,
5,..., 00. With the help of the absolute scale, it is possible to count, while the previous
scales allowed measuring only.

21

I 4 From the Latin "nomen".
I 5 It  should be mentioned  that when there  is an unlimited number of possible values,  it  may be difficult
to attach numbers, especially when the unlimited number is not countable. To names, e.g, one could
attach numbers by using the alphabet, but for modern multimedia data such as pictures and music, more
complex methods have to be found. See Meij (2002) for more on mining multimedia.
t6 From the Latin "ordo" (order).
I 7

Nooij (1990), p. 159.
18 Zwart (1992), p. 80.
19 The number of degrees Fahrenheit may be calculated as follows: F=1.8C+32, where C  is the number
ofdegrees Celsius.
20

Brinkman (1992), p. 63.
2i For more detailed differences between counting and measuring, see Rijken van Olst (1974).
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The order of the different levels of data you Must bc frow 1*e rel#Tionskip
datibitc. I w&*d to *et 10*COMC

types is an indication of the number of W 10 CD.4 ap| IK rek"D.0

(statistical) operations that may be datsbsici.

performed on the data. When more
operations are allowed, the data type is said
to function at a higher level. Thus, looking               a
at Figure 2.2, nominal data constitute the
lowest level and absolute data the highest
level. 22

Finally, a distinction may be made
between continuous and discrete data
values. Between two continuous dam, .4however close they may be to one another,
there is, in theory, always a new value to be found. For instance, between 20 cm and
21 cm are the values 20.4 cm and 20.5 cm, and between 20.4 cm and 20.5 cm is 20.45
cm, etc. Discrete data, however, have no such intermediate values between two
successive values. For instance, there is no intermediate value between Tuesday and
Wednesday. It is clear that nominal and absolute data are discrete. Ordinal data may

23be either discrete or continuous. Most interval and ratio data are continuous.

2.2.3    Database structures

Databases normally have a so-called matrix structure, arranged in records. These
databases are called relational databases.24 Each attribute may represent a different
table. For instance, the attribute 'income' of a record may represent a more specified
table containing net income, gross income, taxes, insurance premiums, etc. In Figure
2.3, this is illustrated with an example of a relational database.

Record
XI  X2  X3  4  X5  X6  X7  X8  X9

y,445556788
Y 2 5 2 6 5 4 7 9 -FA<
»7 9 8 8 3 6 9"T 4-

Attribute Y486724892\2 Attribute Yl in

»99932983\0 record xs

Y6    7     6     8     8     8     5     8     6     1\,               Z296
zi    8.5

) '7 9 4 7 1 9 9 8 9 4\   z, 7.9
»8 7 9 6 8 9 4 8 5   Z4    9.0

»8 3 7 7 4 9 8 7 8  \

Figure 2.3: Example  of a relational  database.  It  has  a matrix structure and  each
attribute  represents  additional  information  (in sublevels).  illustrated for attribute Yi  in
record x8.  which has a value  of 9,  the rounded average  of zi  through z4

22 Slotboom (1987). As an exercise, one could check that the different levels of data types make up an
ordinal scale.
2' Brinkman (1992), p. 64.
24 SPSS Inc. (1998), P. 11, Holsheimer and Kersten (1994).
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The dimension of a database is the number of independent attributes. Note that not  all
attributes have to be independent. For instance, the number of sons and the number of
daughters are independent attributes, but the number of children is a third, dependent
attribute, since its value can be derived from adding the values of the other two
attributes. When attributes are partially dependent, they are considered independent.
For instance, a particular zip code implies the attribute 'city'. However, since the city
does not define an exclusive zip code, this information is additional and is thus
considered independent. Note that when an entire address is known, the zip code is no
longer an independent attribute, since the address leaves no doubt about the zip code
involved.

Furthermore, a distinction may be made between the dimension of a database and
the number of layers formed by all sublevels. The database shown in Figure 2.3 shows
two layers (the general level and one sublevel as an example), but the dimension of
the database is 9, provided that all attributes yi through yg are independent.

The values of attributes may be placed  on the axes of a graph.  In this way, a record
becomes a point in a multidimensional space. A collection of such points is called a
data cloud An example ofthis is shown in Figure 2.4, where the records of Figure 2.3
are plotted in a two-dimensional space, and where the axes represent the first two
attributes y, and n (and, of course, the two dimensions). When dimensions are larger
than  3,   it   is  difficult  to  plot the results on paper   and,   thus, it becomes increasingly
difficult to use intuition to interpret the results. In the case of clustering (see
Subsection 2.3.2), high-dimensional spaces may cause even more problems.
Nevertheless, complex methods using high-dimensional spaces are available for such
data analysis.

25
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Figure 2.4: Records x, through x, of Figure 2.3 in a two-dimensional space. where
the axes represent attributes y i and yl

The examples of the databases shown in this section are very small, as the purpose
was to clarify some terminology. In practice, databases may have thousands or tens of
thousands of records, and hundreds or thousands of attributes, resulting in millions of
data points.26 Even larger databases exist, and the numbers of data keep increasing
exponentially. As a result, most traditional methods of statistical data analysis can be

25
See, for instance, Custers (1997).

26 Hand (1998).
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applied only within certain limits (see Subsection 2.4.1). Automated analyses such as
data mining may be more useful in such large databases.

2.3 Discovery algorithms

In this section, several different discovery algorithms are explained and the kinds of
group profiles that may result from them are discussed. I do not present a detailed
description, nor do I give an exhaustive enumeration of all methods. Only the data-
mining techniques that may be relevant to group profiling, namely, regression,
clustering, and classification, are discussed.27 Figure 2.5 illustrates these types of
discovery algorithms.

The purpose of regression is to describe data using a function. In Figure 2.5A, the
data is represented by a linear function. A typical example of a linear relation is the
relation between shoe size and tallness: taller persons have, in general, larger feet.
And the taller the person, the larger his or her feet will be. Clustering is used to
describe data by forming groups with similar properties. In Figure 2.5B, three
different groups are identified, marked by stars (*), open dots (o) and crosses (x).
After identification, descriptions of these groups may be found, indicated by the
ellipses drawn. Note that the groups may overlap. Classification is used to map data
into several predefined classes. In Figure 2.5C, a predefined class boundary is drawn
(a non-linear curve), creating two classes (one to the left of the curve and one to the
right of the curve). After the class boundary is defined,  each data subject is classified
into one ofthe two classes. Once it is clear to which class each data subject belongs, it
is possible to attach labels, which is done by attaching crosses (x) and open dots (o).

28

In the literature, many other types of algorithms are mentioned, but most of them
may be accounted for by the three types mentioned here.29 These three types of data
mining may be relevant to group profiling.

0
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00 X

0                        X
0

* 0X              0 0
**0       X

X 0

X           X    OO* 0

A                B                 C

Figure 2.5: Examples of dijferent types of discovery algorithms:  Regression (A),
clustering (B), and classification (C).

Z7
Fayyad et al. (1996a); Fayyad et al. (1996b).

28 Note that overlap is not possible in the case ofclassification.
29 E.g., decision trees may be further divided into classification trees and regression trees; see Berry
and Linoff (2000).
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2.3.1 Regression

Regression is used to find a function to describe the data. The simplest regression is
linear regression, which is used to find the line that best fits the data. Linear
regression is done using the least squares method: Non-linear regression is also
possible, but is mostly done when it may reasonably be expected that the data are
better described using non-linear functions. Examples of non-linear regression are
exponential functions (for instance, for increasing growth), cyclical functions (for
instance, for seasonal influences), and Gaussian functions (for normal distributions).

31

Combinations of these functions are also possible, such as a combination of linear
growth and seasonal influences.

One of the main concerns when using regression is whether the chosen function is a
good description of the data. The quality of such a fit is often expressed by the so-
called correlation coeDicient.32 The value r of the correlation coefficient is always
between -1 and +1.33 When r = 1, the line is a perfect fit for the data, i.e., all data
points are on the line. This is called perfect positive correlation.  In the case of r = -1,
there is perfect negative correlation. Negative correlation exists when one parameter
increases while the other decreases,  and vice versa.  In the case of positive correlation,
parameters decrease or increase simultaneously. In the case of r = 0, there is no
correlation at all. No line can be found that gives a good description of the data; any
line is as good or bad as any other. In practice, a correlation is seldom perfect, i.e., r =
1. De ,ending on the context, correlations of roughly 0.75 to 0.95 are considered
high.3  When the correlation coefficient lies between roughly -0.5 and +0.5, it is
assumed that there is no correlation.

2.3.2 Clustering

Clustering is used to identify groups of similar cases. This is done by linking data that
are closely related to each other. Linkage may be done in three ways: single linkage,
average linkage, and complete linkage.35 In single linkage, also called nearest-
neighbour linkage, candidates for membership of a cluster are admitted if they are
connected to any member of the cluster by a single pair-wise relation at or above a
criterion of similarity. In average linkage, candidates  for membership of a cluster are

10 Rijken van Olst (1974). The least squares method involves a minimisation procedure of distances of
the data values from the regression function. In the case of a linear fit rax+B, the values of a and 1 
are calculated by minimising I(y. -ar, - #)2

3, Brand (1993).
32 Slotboom (1987). The correlation coefficient is independent of the type of regression. In its simplest
form, the correlation coefficient between two parameters x and y is

Ix.y, -1-Ix·XY;
i=1 n i=t    i=1r=

'2
l

.2

33 The value is often expressed as a percentage, but since this is usually done in positive values, it is
impossible to distinguish between positive and negative correlation
34 This goes for negative correlation as well: between -0.95 and -0.75 the correlation is (depending on
the context) considered high,
35 Bailey (1994).
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admitted when the average o f the distances of all  the cluster members to the candidate
is at or below a threshold. In complete linkage, a candidate for membership of a
cluster is admitted if it connects to all present members by the criterion of similarity.
In Figure 2.6, the different linkage methods are illustrated with an example.

9   Y      1     2.  k
A                  B                C

Figure 2.6: The e#ect of dgerent clustering methods. A. Single linkage: B.

Complete linkage; C: Average linkage.
36

As may be seen in Figure 2.6, single linkage results in open and loose clusters,
whereas complete linkage results in tight and discrete clusters. Average linkage
results in a sort of intermediate solution. It should be mentioned that the threshold
chosen largely determines the results. When the similarity threshold is low, the
clusters will be large.  A very low threshold may result in one large cluster of all data.
On the other hand, when the threshold is high, the clusters will be small. A very high
threshold may result in clusters consisting of only one data point.

Another important factor in clustering is the order in which data points are
compared with each other. Some important methods for determining this are

37hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering, and neural network clustering.
Hierarchical clustering starts by combining cases and clusters that are similar to each
other, one pair at a time.  In each step, a pair of closest cases/clusters is merged.  This is
repeated until the closeness of the clusters is larger than the determined threshold.   In
k-means clustering, it is assumed that the data falls into a known number (k) of
clusters. First, a random profile is defined for each cluster. These profiles are called
cluster centres. Next, each data point is assigned to the cluster centre to which it is
most similar. Neural network clustering starts from so-called nodes that work
similarly to the neurons in the human brain. Each node computes the weighted sum of
its inputs (e.g., the distance of other nodes) and after a certain threshold is subtracted,
the result is passed to a non-linear function, e.g., a sigmoid function.38 The result of
this function determines the importance of the node as a clustering centre. Neural
networks are constructed by connecting the output of a node to the input of one or
more other nodes.39 It is important to select appropriate weights and thresholds. The
network can also 'learn', i.e., weights and thresholds may be adjusted after several

36
Figure from Sokal (1974).

37 SPSS Inc. (1999).

'   Hence,  each node computes a function  y = .ffs w,x,-
0)

where   f(x) = -L   is  the
C 1=1 1 + e-*

sigmoid function and w, are the weights.
39 Holsheimer and Siebes (1991).
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examples are compared with the desired output. In this way, strong connections are
kept and weak connections are disposed of.

Most clustering methods use distance scores for the calculation of similarity. It is

important to realise that distance scores, which express relative distances between
data objects, may be calculated in different ways. First of all, it depends on the data
type (see Subsection 2.2.2) whether distances can be calculated at all. If this is
possible, the distances first need to be normalised (i.e., expressed in terms of a
particular standard distance) and may then be calculated using the multidimensional
equation of Pythagoras, usually called the Euclidian  distance.40 A weighing of the
distances is also possible, ifparticular attributes are considered more important.

It should be mentioned that the number of dimensions n included in the clustering
method might need to be limited for several reasons. For instance, the complexity of
the clustering method should not be too high, in order to retain reasonable calculation
times.41 But high-dimensional spaces also make it difficult to interpret the results,
since it may be hard to apply intuition. And, finally, the distance scores between any
two data points in high-dimensional spaces will not really be different from the scores
in lower-dimensional spaces ifthe extra dimensions are not relevant.42

The calculation of distance scores usually requires several assumptions. For
instance, when the data concerns persons, it is assumed that persons of the same type
are close together in the data space. Another assumption may be that persons of the
same type show the same behaviour.

2.3.3 Classification

Classification in its simplest  form  is  the ordering of data into  groups or classes  on  the
basis of their similarity.43 Similarity is usually determined using distance scores (see
the previous subsection). The difference between clustering and classification is that
classification uses predefined classes, while clustering is used to establish such classes
or groups. Two basic requirements of classification are that the classes must be both
exhaustive and mutually exclusive:4 This means that all data can be assigned to one
class and one class only. Of course, there may be some classes to which no data are
assigned, but there is no data that cannot be assigned to any class.

Two important factors in classification methods are the number of classes and the
class boundaries. The number of classes must not be confused with the dimension of
the classification method, i.e., the number of attributes used in the classification. For
instance, a classification may consist of four classes: male with children, male without
children, female with children, and female without children, while the used
classification has only two dimensions, gender and children.

40 The multidimensional (n dimensions) equation of Pythagoras states that the distance (d) between x

1.                                                                                             149     <A, -y, 12
andy is     /E (x,  - yi) 2 or,with weights w, and normalisation on xi,    12L Wi

V i=l                                                      V i=,   <   X,   Y
u In general, the complexity should be no higher than nlogn, where n is the number of records; see
Adriaans and Zantinge (1996).
42 Irrelevant dimensions may be added, but for these dimensions xi-Yi, which means that the resulting
distance calculated by the multidimensional equation o f Pythagoras is hardly influenced by these extra
dimensions.
43 Bailey (1994).
44 Note that these requirements need not be fulfilled in the case ofclustering.
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The class boundaries are described using equations. The simplest form of
classification is, therefore, linear classification. in which the data set is divided by
linear equations. A single line divides the data into two classes. Such opposite classes
are usually referred to as polar 0'pes.45 Note that the use of linear equations does not
determine the dimension of the classification. A linear equation may involve several
attributes (see Figure 2.7 A for the case of linear classification for two attributes). A
threshold (see Figure 2.7 B) is a special case of linear classification where only one
attribute is considered.

The advantage of linear models is that they are relatively easy to comprehend for a
user,  but  they may not always present a good classification of the  data.  Thus,  in some
cases, a more complex (i.e., non-linear) function (illustrated by Figure 2.7 C) may be
needed to describe the data better.

*   0*00       0

:I       * * .         *    .
*  0

*

0 * *  OO               ***   *
0 0

0

A               B                C

Figure 2.7: Several methods of classification. A: Linear classification: B: A
threshold.  a  particular  type  of linear  classification;  C.  Non-linear  classification.

An important point is the way in which the class boundaries are set in the first place.
This may be done on the basis of an existing model or with the help of an example-
based method. Existing models are dependent on the context of the data. Often,
classes are chosen in such a way that they are similar in size or that they contain equal
numbers of persons or an equal amount of data. An often-used example of equally
sized classes is the five-year classes used in the classification of ages. For
classification based on equal numbers of persons or equal amounts of data per class,
the usual method is to determine the average and standard deviation of the distribution
and then determine the class boundaries in these terms. The standard deviation is an
indication ofthe extent to which the persons or the data differ from the average.46

Example-based methods determine class boundaries on the basis of a sample ofthe

data. This sample should be represenmtive of the data, which means that the
composition of the sample should be comparable to the composition of the data.
Usually, when the sample is large enough and taken at random, this is the case.47

Class boundaries may be determined on the basis of a sample using the clustering

45
Bailey (1994).

IX(X,-g)'
46 The standard deviation of an attribute x is expressed as:  s =   '    n -1

where x is the average

of all x's and n is the total number of x's.
47 For more advanced methods of sampling, such as stratified samples or sample matching, see
Brinkman (1992).
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techniques described in the previous subsection, or on the basis of an ad-hoc
hypothesis.

2.4 Additional techniques

Data mining is an important technique for making group profiles. Some other
techniques may strongly enhance the results of data mining. Two additional
techniques that are discussed here are the taking Of test samples and database
coupling.

2.4.1     Taking test samples

The taking o f test samples is more or less the traditional scientific approach to veri fy a
hypothesis. Traditionally, the analysis of data is done with a particular question in
mind. Researchers try to find patterns and relations by formulating hypotheses and
testing these against the available data, usually by taking test samples. After the
hypothesis is tested, it may be either rejected or accepted. An accepted h othesismay still be overthrown later when new data proves the hypothesis wrong.   This is
the so-calledfals(/ication theory, developed by the philosopher Karl Popper.49 When a

hypothesis has held for some time, it may be labelled as a theory.
Because the testing of a hypothesis usually takes much time and effort, it is

important to choose each hypothesis carefully. This focused method of finding
patterns and relations is called primary data analysis. The difference between this and
data mining, which is concerned with secondary data analysis, is that data mining is
aimed at finding unsuspected relationships. Because data mining formulates the
hypotheses itself, in an automated way, many more possible relations may be
checked.50 While a person taking test samples may check tens or hundreds of
hypotheses a year, using data mining, millions or billions of hypotheses may be
checked in a few hours. Obviously, the hypotheses tested by the scientist have a much
larger chance of providing useful results, but because of the large numbers, the
automated hypotheses may give a much larger number ofresults.

As many more possible relations are checked using data mining, the question arises
as to why the manual and time-consuming process of primary data analysis is used
any longer. There are two important reasons why primary data analysis may enhance
the possibilities of data mining. First, there is a practical reason. Although data mining
may check many more relations, processing may take a long time in the case of a
complex algorithm and a very large database. To save time, the automated analysis
may be focused on the parts of the database that have the researcher's interest. This
means a possible loss in the discovery of unsuspected relations, but this loss is often
assumed to be negligible. The second reason is that primary data analysis is usually
used to find causal relationships, while data mining is used to discover statistical
relationships. Thus, primary data analysis may help to interpret the results of data

48 Adriaans and Zantinge (1996), p   16.
49 Popper (1959).
50 This new approach is sometimes referred to as discovery-driven, as opposed to assumption-driven.
See Cogan (2002). See also Subsection 3.2.1.
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mining. In fact, statistical relations are Rasterfahndung
often used to discover causal relations,51             Rasterfahndung is an investigation method that is
for instance, in epidemiology. used to search databases automatically to find

lt is important to note the difference suspect information. This method emerged in
between statistical and causal Germany during the 7Os, when information on

relations. Suppose a certain gene persons suspected of being RAF terrorists was
shifted out of large databases. For such shifting, adeficiency causes both large hands

and thrombosis, but this gene and the criminal profile is required as a grid ('Raster') that
enables the search ('Fahndung') through the

implications of its deficiency are not database.
known. As there is no logical The current debate concerns whether a

expectation of causality between large government has the right to outlaw the public use

hands and thrombosis, no one will of cryptographic equipment and algorithms that
limit access to private communications, but

expect a relationship. Only a supposedly also seriously hamper the investigationphysician specialised in thrombosis of organised crime and other cases. In several
may notice, one fine day, that many of countries, such as the U.S., Germany, the U.K.,

his patients have particularly large and The Netherlands, legislation has given the
hands.

government the right to be able to listen to any

electronic communications, thus de facto
Although data mining results in outlawing effective crypto measures. More on

statistical     patterns, it should be cryptography may be read in Chapter 7.
mentioned that data mining is
different from traditional statistical methods, such as taking test samples.52 Data
mining deals with large databases that may contain millions of records. Statisticians,
however, are used to a lack of data rather than to abundance. The large amounts of
data and the way the data is stored make straightforward statistical methods
inapplicable. Most statistical methods also require clean data, but, in large databases,
it is unavoidable that some of the data will be invalid. For some data types (see
Subsection 2.2.2), some statistical operations are not allowed and some of the data
may not even be numerical, such as image data, audio data, text data, and
geographical data.

2.4.2    Database coupling

Database coupling may enhance the possibilities of data mining.  When the underlying
database is larger, more relations may be found than in separate databases. Figure 2.8
illustrates this, showing two very small databases. For large databases, the coupling of
two databases ma y result in twice as many (dual) relationships as when the databases
are not coupled.5  This form of database coupling is referred to as integration. The
integration of databases leads to a new, larger database.54 It is important to note that
there is a difference between the coupling of databases and the coupling of data.

5'  See also Section  3.4 and Section 4.3. Nevertheless, statistical relations  may  also  be used without
knowledge of possible causality. See the example of screening in Subsection 4.5.3.
52 Hand (1998). For a more detailed discussion, see Section 3.2.

(n 
53  For the mathematicians, two separate databases  of size  n can  make  up 2 1        I dual relations, whereas

(2)

(2n)
the coupled

database of size 2n can make up   2 y|
dual relations. For n-,00, the quotient in the

number of dual relations can be calculated using basic mathematics and results in a factor of 2.
54 Note that the integration may be temporary, since it is possible to retain copies of the separate
databases and to destroy the integrated database after use.
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A                         B
Two separate databases The coupled database                               

Figure 2.8: Separate databases result in far fewer (dual) relationships
(represented by lines) than do coupled databases: two separate databases offour data
items (represented by dots) result in twelve (two times six) relationships (A), whereas
the  coupled  database with a  total  of eight  data  items  results  in  28  relationships  (B).

The matrix structure of databases is considered in Subsection 2.2.3. There are two
basic forms of database coupling. First, several records may be integrated. For
instance, suppose that a particular type of cancer is rare, and there are many hospitals
with only a few patients suffering from this disease. Since every hospital database
contains little data, epidemiological research is difficult. Combining the records of
these patients may allow or enhance such research.

Second, attributes may be integrated. In this case, not the number of patients, but the
number of attributes per patient increases. Extending the previous example, this may
become possible when the medical insurance database is coupled with the medical
database of a hospital. Attributes concerning insurance and medical attributes are now
integrated. This can be done, of course, only when the databases contain information
on the same individuals.

The coupling of databases requires that the databases have the same identifier
system, something that is not always the case.55 However,  combinations of integrating
records and integrating attributes are possible as well. In this way, integration may be
full, i.e., all the data are in the new database, or integration may be partial, i.e., only
parts of the data are in the new database. Partial integration may be used to find
missing data.

56

The different methods of database coupling /'.==ZIWare illustrated in Figure 2.9. The blocks in \,er• w'# t,nors·/
this figure are to be interpreted as relational i-i
database matrix structures, as in Figure 2.3,  -
where the horizontal axis represents the 4,g,-
records and the vertical axis represents the    -P
attributes. The coloured sections are filled                        9
with data, the blank sections are empty.

55 National Research Council (1997), p. 118.
56

Running a check of the data against another database is called verification.
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Figure 2.9: Different forms of database coupling.  The  dotted parts are filled with
data and the  blank parts are empty.  A-  The coupling of records:  B:  The coupling of
attributes per record; C: The combination of coupling records and attributes; full
integration;    D:    The   combination   of   coupling   records   and   attributes;    partial
integration. Compare with Figure 2.3 to see that the horizontal length represents the
number of records and the vertical length represents the number of attributes.

lt should be mentioned that in coupling, a distinction is usually drawn between
computer matching, verification,57 and computer profiling.58 These forms of coupling,
however, refer to the coupling of data, not to the coupling of databases. 59 Matching
and verification are not closely related to enhancing data mining and are, therefore,
beyond the scope   of this thesis. Profiling is discussed extensively in Section   2.3.
Furthermore, it should be noted that several authors take matching, verification, and
profiling together with the integration of databases under the general label of
coupling.

60

2.5         Conditions of knowledge

A pattern in data must fulfil two conditions in order to become 'knowledge'.61 These
conditions are interestingness and certain), both according to the user's criteria.
Because it is the user who decides on interestingness and certainty, a pattern may be
'knowledge' for one user and 'no knowledge' for another user, who may not consider
the same pattern to be knowledge. Thus, the fact that the user determines these criteria
makes knowledge a subjective concept.

2.5.1       Interestingness

According to Frawley et al. (1991), interestingness requires three things: novelty,
usefulness and non-triviality. All three requirements must be fulfilled before it is
possible to speak of interestingness.

57 Verification is sometimes referred to as computer-assisted./ront-end ver#ication.
58

OTA report (1986).
59 Although verification is not really a method of database coupling, it may enhance the results of data
mining, as was mentioned above.
60 Holvast (2001). Schreuders (2001).
61 Frawley et al. (1991).
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Whether a pattern is novel depends on the user's knowledge. A pattern that is not
new may not be interesting. For instance, when a pattern is found according to which
car accidents occur  only in the group of people  of over 18 years of age, this is not
surprising, since the user may have already expected this. 2 Whether a pattern is
already known to other people does not matter; what matters is that the pattern is new
to the user.

A  pattern is use/id when  it may  help in achieving the user's goals. A pattern  that
does not contribute to achieving those goals may not be interesting. For instance, the
pattern that indicates groups of people who buy many books  is o f no interest to  a user
who wants to sell CDs. Usefulness may be divided into an efficacy component and an
efficiency component. E#icacy is an indication of the extent to which the knowledge
contributes to achieving a goal or the extent to which the goal is achieved, whereas
elliciency is an indication ofthe speed or easiness with which the goal is achieved.

Non-triviality depends   on the user's means. The user's means   have   to   be
proportional to non-triviality: a pattern that is too trivial to compute, such as an
average, may not be interesting. On the other hand, when the user's means are too
limited to interpret the discovered pattern, it may also be difficult to speak of
'knowledge'. Looking at Figure 1.1 again, where the KDD process is illustrated, may
clarify this, since a certain insight is required for Step 4, in which the results of data
mining are interpreted.

2.5.2   Certainty

The second criterion for knowledge, certainty, depends on many factors. The most
important among them are the integrity of the data, the size of the sample, and the
significance of the calculated results.

The integrity of the data concerns corrupted and missing data.  When only corrupted
data are dealt with, the terms accuracy or correctness are used.63 When only missing
data are dealt with, the term completeness is used. Integrity may refer to both
accuracy and the completeness of data.

64

Errors in data may be systematic or non-systematic. Systematic errors, often called

bias as well, may be the same for all values. For instance,  a pair of scales may have an
offset value of one kilo. Everything measured using the scales will have a systematic
error of one kilo. Systematic errors may also be dependent on the value, for instance,
when all the values stored in the database are twice as large as in reality. Since
systematic errors are reproducible, i.e.,  the size of the error remains constant when the
value of the attribute remains constant, they are usually easy to avoid or compensate

for once they are discovered. Non-systematic errors, often called noise, are not

necessarily the same at the same value, i.e., they are not reproducible. There are
several kinds of non-systematic errors, some depending on what is measured, some
depending on the measuring method, and some depending on the people conducting
the measurement.

Missing data may leave blank spaces in the database, but it may also be made up,
especially in database systems that do not allow blank spaces. For instance, the
birthdays of people in databases tend to be (more often than may be expected) on the
ls, of January, because  1-1 is easiest to type.65 Sometimes,  a more serious effort  is

62 In Europe, driving licenses may generally be obtained from the age of 18.
63 Berti and Graveleau (1998).
64 Van der Lubbe (1997); Stallings (1999).
65

Denning (1983).
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made to construct the values  of missing data.66  Note that,  in  the case of nominal  data,
an unknown value may be treated as a separate value, for instance, male=0, female=1,
unknown=2. This is impossible in the case of other data types.

The sample size is a second  important  factor  influencing certainty.  The  taking of test
samples is discussed in Subsection 2.4.1. However, the number of samples that needs
to be taken may be difficult to determine.67 In general, the larger the sample size, the
more certain the results. Minimum sample sizes for acceptable reliabilities may be
about 300 data items.68 These large samples, sometimes running up to many
thousands of data items, used to be problematic for statistical research, but current
databases are usually large enough to provide for enough samples.69

A third important factor influencing certainty is signN cance. Significance indicates
whether a discovered result is based on coincidence. For instance, when a coin is
thrown a hundred times, it may be expected that heads and tails will each occur fifty
times. If a 49-51 ratio were to be found, this may be considered a coincidence, but if a
30-70 ratio were found, it may be difficult to assume this is coincidental. The latter
result is significantly different from what is expected. With the help of confidence
intervals (see below), it is possible to determine the likelihood of whether a
discovered result may be considered a coincidence or not.

Once the certainty of particular knowledge has been determined using a chosen
mathematical method, it is up to the user to decide whether that certainty is sufficient
for further use of that knowledge. The standard technique for calculating certainty in
the case of regression techniques is the calculation of the standard error:' The
standard error indicates to what extent the data differs from the regression function
determined.72 The larger the value of the standard error, the larger the spreading of the
data. Using standard errors, it is possible to calculate confidence intervals. A
confidence interval is a range of values with a given chance of containing the real
value.73 Thus, the closer the boundaries of the interval, the smaller the confidence
interval, and the more precise the claim. In most cases, the user's confidence interval
is chosen in such a way that confidence is fixed at 95 or 99 per cent.

Finally, it should be mentioned that certainty is closely related to reliability, which
is dealt with in the next chapter. In Section 3.5, I introduce the term reliability, which
comprises a bit more than certainty. The reliability of a group profile may be split into
the reliability of the profile itself, which comprises certainty, as described in this
subsection, and the reliability of the use of the profile. For more details, 1 refer to
Section 3.5.

66 Holsheimer and Siebes (1991).
67 A common method uses a so-called nomograph; see Zwart (1993), p. 330.
68 Nooij (1990).
69 Hand (1998), p. 113.
m Slotboom (1987), p. 200.
"  Brand (1993).

II(y, -A)'
72 The standard error of y is expressed as  s,  =  

'=' where 9, is the estimated value of y,.
n-2

In  case of linear regression,  f, =a x, +P.  Note  the similarity to the standard deviation;  see

Subsection 2.3.3.
73 Slotboom (1987).
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2.6      From data mining to group profiles

Of the di fferent data-mining methods mentioned in Section 2.3, two methods may be
74used to identify groups: classification and clustering.   Regression is more useful for

making predictions about a known group. Classification, also called segmentation,
involves the examination of known groups to determine the characteristics that may
be used to identify or predict group membership. Clustering involves the
identification of groups based on certain characteristics, though without reference to
any predefined group information.

The results of data mining are patterns and relations, discovered in the data. As is
shown in Figure 2.10, these results may be divided into two subsets, one containing
patterns and relations that concern people, and one containing patterns and relations
that do not concern people. The patterns not concerning people may be encountered in
the natural sciences, production processes, etc. These patterns are not discussed here
as they are beyond the scope of this thesis (see Section 1.1). The focus ofthis thesis is
on patterns and relations concerning people, which (for reasons of convenience)  I call
projiles. Profiles may be split into two types: profiles concerning individuals and
profiles concerning groups, as is illustrated in Figure 2.10.

A profile concerning an individual is called a personal profile, sometimes also
referred to as an individual profile or a customer profile. A personal profile is a
property or a collection of properties of a particular individual. A property, or a
characteristic, is the same as an attribute, but I use these terms only in relation to the
attributes of people.75 An example of a personal profile is the personal profile of Mr
John Doe (44), who is married, has two children, earns 25,000 Euro a year, and has
two credit cards and no criminal record. He was hospitalised only twice in his life,
once for appendicitis and last year for a myocard infarct.

Results ofdata mining:
Patterns/relations

Concerning people Other

(profiles) (production processes,
natural sciences, etc.)

1            4
Individuals Groups
(personal profiles) (group profiles)

Figure 2.10: Patterns  and  relations  as  results  of data  mining

74 SPSS Inc. (1999), p. 131.
75 The terms property and characteristic are interchangeable in this thesis.
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Profiles concerning a group of persons are referred to as group profiles. Thus, a group
profile is a property or a collection of properties of a particular group of people.
Group profiles may contain information that is already known; for instance, people
who smoke live, on average, a few years shorter than people who do not smoke. But
group profiles may also show new facts; for instance, people living in zip code area
8391 may have a (significantly) larger than average chance of having asthma.77 Group
profiles do not have to describe a causal relation. For instance, people driving red cars
may have (significantly) more chances of getting colon cancer than people driving
blue cars. Research has shown that about 150 characteristics of each Dutch citizen are
available on the Internet.78 As mentioned in Subsection  1.1.3, the focus of this thesis
is on group profiles. In the next chapter, we take a closer look at the structures and
contents of group profiles.

2.7 Conclusions

The aim of data mining is to transform data (i.e., a set of facts) into knowledge (i.e., a

pattern that is interesting and certain enough for a user, according to the user's
criteria). Starting with data, it was shown that the number of statistical operations that
may be performed on data is dependent on the type of data. The possible statistical
operations limit the types of data-mining tools that may be used. Thus, the type of
data influences the results of data mining.

Furthermore, the structure of a database limits the types of data-mining tools that
may be used. The dimension of a database may also influence the number of possible
relationships. High-dimensional databases may also limit intuitive interpretations of
data-mining results. Because of the increasing sizes of databases, traditional methods
o f statistical data analysis can be applied only within certain limits.

The types of data, and the structure and dimension of the database, are important
because they influence the range of data-mining tools that may be used. The choice  o f
data-mining tools, in turn, determines the set of possible results of the data-mining
process. Classification and clustering are typical data-mining tools used to identify
groups. Regression is another important data-mining tool, often used to make
predictions. Data mining differs from traditional data analysis because hypotheses are
generated automatically. As a result, discovered relations may be unsuspected and not
necessarily causal. Data-mining tools are also capable of processing many more
hypotheses more quickly than traditional data-analysis methods. Although the
coupling of databases may be limited by the database structures, the coupling of
databases may considerably enhance the number of possible relations to be
discovered.

Whether or not data mining results in knowledge depends on the interestingness and
certainty of the findings, which are both determined by the user's criteria.

76 Note that when the group size is I,a group profile boils down to a personal profile.
77 in the Netherlands, zip codes consist of four numbers and two letters, e.g., 1234 AB. The numbers
indicate a region; the letters specify a street or a part of a street.
78

Van Nieuwstadt (1999). See, for instance, www.prizm.ni.
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Interestingness depends on the user's knowledge, goals, and means. Certainty depends
mainly on the integrity o f the  data,  the size of the sample,  and the significance  o f the
results. Data mining results in patterns and relations, which may include personal
profiles and group profiles.
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Chapter 3
Group profiles
3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a particular result of data mining, group profiles, is discussed. As
explained in the previous chapter, data mining is an automated analysis, using
mathematical algorithms, in order to find new patterns and relations in data. The
patterns and relations discovered may concern people, in which case I call them
profiles. Patterns and relations that do not concern people may be encountered in
natural sciences, analyses of production processes, etc. Such patterns are not dealt
with here. Profiles may be divided into two categories. A personal profile is a
property or a collection of properties of a particular individual, while a

groufprofile
is a property or a collection of properties of a particular group of people.  For the
reasons mentioned in Subsection  1.1.3, the focus  of this thesis  is on group profiles.
Different aspects of group profiles are dealt with in this chapter, in order to provide
tools for assessing and dealing with the effects of group profiles. It is important to
note that these tools are independent of group size.2

In Section 3.2, why group profiling using data mining may be different from group
profiling based on empirical statistical research is discussed. These differences may
be important in determining where existing solutions may be applied and where new
solutions may need to be developed. Since group profiles have different structures and
contents, in Section 3.3, several ways ofdistinguishing and identifying different forms
of group profiles are described. Analysis of the structure of group profiles may help in
understanding and evaluating the interpretation of group profiles and the
corresponding actions that follow interpretation. Interpreting and acting upon group
profiles are discussed in Section   3.4. This section mainly deals   with the rules   of

logical inference, to show how conclusions are derived from profiles and how
inference errors may occur. An important factor in the interpretation and use of group
profiles is reliability.  In  Subsection  2.5.2, the concept of certainty is discussed.
Reliability implies  more than certainty,  as is discussed  in  Section 3.5, where  a
distinction is made between the reliability of the group profile itself (which comprises
certainty)  and the reliability of the  use  of the group profile.  Finally, in Section  3.6,
several general advantages and disadvantages of the use of group profiles are dealt
with. Advantages and disadvantages of a more specific, context-dependent nature, in
epidemiological research, are discussed in the next chapter.

3.2       What is new about group profiling using data mining?

The first forms  of data mining  date  from the 1970s,  but  it  was  in  the   1980s  (with
increasing databases)  and  in the 1990s  (with increasing networks)  that data mining

  Personal profiles  are also referred  to as individual profiles or customer profites, while group profiles
are also referred to as aggregated projiles. Others use the terrns abstract profiles and specific profiles
for group profiles and personal profiles, respectively. See Bygrave (2002), p. 303, and Clarke (1997).
2

Thus, small groups, e.g., consisting of only two people, are also addressed. When the tools described
in this chapter are applied to groups of one person,  they are still valid,  but the results then boil down to
personal characteristics.
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made serious developments and gained widespread notice.3 Group profiles were made
in the past without data mining, for instance, by (human) observation or by empirical
statistical research, e.g., by taking test samples, either directly from data subjects or
indirectly from existing data sources. Attempts were often made to distinguish
particular groups and investigate their characteristics. Thus, it may be asked what is
new about group profiling when performed using data mining? Are we not dealing
with an old problem in a new context? Is it not true that we have always drawn
distinctions between groups?

In this section, 1 will show that group profiling using data mining may raise
problems that are different from the problems that may be raised by other forms of
statistical group profiling such as taking test samples.4 As pointed out in Subsection
2.4.1, data mining may be distinguished from other statistical techniques because it
generates hypotheses itself. Empirical statistical research with self-chosen hypotheses
may be referred to as primary dam analysis, whereas the automated generating and
testing of hypotheses, as with data mining, may be referred to as secondary data
analysis. In the automated generating of hypotheses, the known problems of group
profiling may be more severe and new types of problems may arise that are related to
group profiling using data mining.5 First, I point out differences that may be caused
by new technologies, such as data mining, and after that, I point out differences that
may be caused by new concepts of what may be regarded as a 'group'.

3.2.1   New technologies

Starting with the differences caused by new technologies between group profiling
using data mining and group profiling based on empirical statistical research, I discuss
four reasons why group profiling using data mining may be different.6

The first reason why group profiling using data mining may cause more serious
problems is a scale argument. Data mining is an automated analysis and, thus, it may
be very fast. It is possible to run parallel sessions, reducing the required processing
times even more. Since it is easy to apply, data mining may enable much more group
profiling to be done than does empirical statistical research. Growth is a relative
concept and, therefore, it should be mentioned that, in this case, 'much more' means a
non-linear, progressive growth; an

increase b<
a factor o f 10,  100,  1000, or even more

compared with empirical statistical research. With growing amounts of data and the
increasing potential of data-mining tools, the number of profiles grows quickly and
there may be an overload of profiles: This scale argument may have as a result that
the known problems of group profiling are more severe, but it does not necessarily
imply new problems.9

3 See also Adriaans and Zantinge (1996).
4 I do not go into profiling by (human) observation, as that was beyond the scope of this thesis, see
Subsection  1.1.3. For a comparison between data mining and statistics, see also Hand (1998).
5 A distinction may be made between technology-specific and technology-enhanced concerns, because
technology-specific concerns usually require new solutions, while conventional solutions may suffice
for the technology-enhanced concerns  See also Tavani (1999).
6 See also Custers (2003c).
7

Note, however, that only a small percentage of the resulting relationships may be useful. See Section
2.5.

8 See also Vedder (19993), Meij (1999), Mitchell (1999), and Bygrave (2002), p. 301.
9 New problems may arise, though, when it is not possible to upscale the corresponding solutions.
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A second difference is that, in data mining, every possible relation can be
investigated, while, in empirical statistical research, usually only causal10       ·      ·

relationships are considered. The relations found using data mining are not necessarily
causal. Or they may be causal without

beinif
understood. In this way, the scope of

profiles that are discovered may be muchi broader, with unexpected profiles in
unexpected areas. An example of this was mentioned in Subsection 2.4.1, where it
was supposed that a certain gene deficiency causes both large hands and thrombosis,
the gene and the implications of its deficiency not being known. Since there is no
logical expectation of causality between large hands and thrombosis, no one may
expect a relationship. Only a physician specialised in thrombosis may notice, some
fine day, that many of his patients have particularly large hands.

Data mining is not dependent on coincidence. Data-mining tools automatically
generate hypotheses, independent  ofwhether a relationship is (expected  to be) causal

or not, and each generated hypothesis is then checked against the data in the database.
Thus, relations are systematically checked, and if the data are in the database, the
relation between the phenomenon of large hands and thrombosis may be found

quickly.
As I point out below, group profiles based on statistical (i.e., not necessarily causal)

relationships may result in problems that are different from the problems of group
profiles based on causal relations, for instance because of masking (see below).
Statistical results of data mining are often used as a starting point to find underlying
causality, but it is important to note that merely statistical relations may already be
sufficient to act upon, for instance, in the case of screening for diseases.12 The fact
that not only causal relationships are searched for usually results in many more
patterns and relations. In this way, the automated generation ofhypotheses contributes
to the scale argument as well: the number of group profiles increases largely because
non-causal relations can be found as well.

A third difference between data mining and empirical statistical research is that,
with the help of data mining, trivial information may be linked (sometimes
unintentionally) to sensitive information. 13 Suppose it is found by mining a database
that there is a relation between driving a red car and developing colon cancer. Thus, a
trivial piece of information, the colour of a person's car, becomes indicative of his or
her health, which is sensitive information. This is sometimes referred to as masking. t 4

It may be argued that linking trivial information to sensitive information may also
be done using empirical research. For instance, empirical statistical research may
suffice to determine a possible relation between ethnic background and criminality.
Nevertheless, group profiling using data mining may present different problems here,
as becomes clear when looking at possible solutions. In the case of empirical
statistical research, it may be easy to prohibit the investigation of (particular) relations
between trivial information and sensitive information, but this is more difficult in the
case  of data mining, in which hypotheses are generated automatically. 15  Thus,  the

prevention of such particular profiling using data mining requires a different
approach. 16

zo Note that 'every possible relation' still depends on the data-mining tool that is used; see Chapter 2.
"

Only a small minority of all statistical relations is directly causal; see Subsection 4.3.1.
12 See Subsection 4.5.3.
13 See also Vedder (200Ob). The concept of sensitive information is dealt with in Section 6.5.
14 See also Subsection 1.2.4.
's Techniques to restrict the possibilities of data mining are dealt with in Chapter 7.
16 See Chapter 5 and Chapter 7.
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Another aspect of data mining is that transparency may be lacking, and thus it may
be more difficult for individuals to protect their personal data against group profiling.
People who provide only trivial information may be unaware of the fact that they are
also providing sensitive information about themselves because they belong to a group
of people about whom sensitive information is known. 17 As I point out in the next
subsection, people may not know to what groups they belong.

A fourth difference lies in a characteristic of information and communication
technology that is usually referred to as the 'lack of forgetfulness of information and

, 18.19communication technology  .    '     Once a piece of information has been disclosed,  it is
practically impossible to withdraw it. Computer systems do not forget things, unless

20information is explicitly deleted, but even then information can often be retrieved.
Since it is often difficult to keep information contained, it may spread through
computer systems by copying and distribution.21 Thus, it may be difficult to trace
every copy and delete it. This technological characteristic requires a different
approach to finding solutions for the problems of group profiling using data mining.

3.2.2       New  group  concepts

Group profiling using data mining starts from a specific concept of groups that may
be different from the commonly accepted concepts of groups. As pointed out in
Subsection  1.3.1, a distinction may be made between self-categorising groups and
groups that are categorised by others. These group concepts may also be referred to as
conglomerate collectivities and aggregative collectivities, respectively.

22

Conglomerate collectivities may have characteristics that aggregative collectivities
lack, such as ties of loyalty among group members, internal organisation/structure,
decision procedures, en forced standards of conduct, and defined roles.

The presence of such characteristics depends on the ways in which groups are
formed, such as by ascription, inscription, and community building. Ascription is the
attribution (by outsiders) of certain beliefs and practices to individuals who share one
or more characteristics. While ascription is done by agents outside the group,
inscription and community building are done by agents inside the group: by the
individual group members and the group as a whole, respectively.23 Inscription is the
adoption (by group members) of certain beliefs and practices as a result of
socialisation and enculturation. 24

Community building is the self-categorisation based
on a shared sense of belonging. When groups want to profile themselves, they may try
to present themselves in a particular way. This presentation may be towards the
members, for instance, by imposing certain rules on each member or by creating
certain expectations within the group, but it may also be towards people outside the
group, for instance, by releasing selected information about the group.

It is important to realise that group profiling using data mining is mainly a process
of ascription, i.e., the data-mining algorithm ascribes properties to the group, which

I7 This is dealt with in more detail in Chapter 8.
18 Blanchette and Johnson (1998), Ware (1994), p. 10.
19 For this argument it should be noted that data mining is regarded as an information technology,
contrary to empirical statistical research.
20 It may be argued that paper files do not 'forget' either, but paper files are, in general, less accessible
and thus there is  generally less spreading of the information they contain.
21 Think of Napster, for example.
22 French (1984).
23

Pierik (2000).
24 The psychoanalyst Freud uses the term infection (or contagion menta/e); see Freud (1970), p. 11.
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results in aggregative collectivities.25 As shown in the previous chapter, data mining
may also identify new groups based on shared characteristics instead of only ascribing
properties to known groups.

26

In general, inscription and community building lead to more structured groups (i.e.,
conglomerate collectivities) than does ascription. Members of these self-organised

groups are often more organised and interdependent; ties of loyalty may exist among
group members; they may choose one or more leaders; and they may create policies
for inclusion and exclusion, communication structures, institutions and functions,
group norms, etc.27 Conglomerate collectivities may even have group rights.28 It is
important to realise that organised groups are better in defending themselves and
managing their own affairs and interests. Since groups resulting from data mining are
generally more random (from the perspective of the group members) and less
organised, these groups may be less able to defend their interests. Of course, once it
becomes clear that there are particular interests at stake, inscription and community
building may start. But before this may take place, it has to be clear what the groups
are and who their members are.29 It is to be expected that, in most cases, this may not
happen because it often remains unknown in what way data mining is being done and
how a particular group is identified.30 Furthermore, within non-organised groups, it
may be more likely that members have conflicting interests and fewer ties of loyalty. 31

Who is going to organise bald people driving red cars, people who eat five to ten pots
of peanut butter a month, or people whose names start with an A and do not drink
coffee? Besides, it should be noted that community building is a long and rather slow
process, which makes it difficult to protect interests in the short run.

The different group concepts discussed in this subsection may lead to differences in
the possibilities of defending (group) interests and in the possibilities of assigning

group rights. But the application of group profiles to these new group concepts may
also lead to some forms of unfairness. This may occur, for instance, when people in
aggregative collectivities are judged upon group characteristics they do not possess as
individuals. This is dealt with in the following sections.

3.3 Different types of group profiles

Not all group profiles are alike. There are different ways to distinguish types of group
profiles. Three methods of distinguishing profiles are dealt with in this section. First, a
typology concerning the information used in forming group profiles is discussed.
Second, the distinction between distributive and non-distributive profiles is described.
Finally, the differences between polythetic and monothetic profiles are explained. The
latter two distinctions are particularly important for the reliability of group profiles

25 It is Sometimes suggested that in the case of data mining it may be more appropriate to speak of
categories  than of groups. See Pierik (2001).
26

See, for instance, the clustering techniques discussed in Subsection 2.3.2.
27

Sampson and Marthas (1981), p. 27.
28 For instance, the n'ght to associate, protecting the privacy of organisations and groups, can be
invoked only after a group is more or less organized. See Cavazos and Morin (1994), p. 15.
29 Members of non-organized groups may often be ignorant of their group membership; see Bygrave
(2002), p. 284.
30 See also Section 8.3 on awareness.
3I

Bygrave (2002), p.284.
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(see Section 3.5). Note that, besides the typologies described in this section, there may
be other methods of distinguishing profiles.

3.3. J      Information in the projile

An important way of distinguishing group profiles concerns the type of information
that a group profile contains. Distinguishing different types of information may take
place in many ways. For instance, according to Borking et al., data mining may result
in five types of information: association, sequences, classifications, clusters, and
predictions.

32

Associations are made when comparable events are connected with each other. For
instance, a person who is overweight may have an 80 percent chance of having high
blood pressure as well. Association rules generally have a so-called if-then structure. 33
'f a person has characteristic X, then  she has a 70 percent chance of also having
characteristic Y.

Sequences are connected successive events. For instance, patients may have a 40
percent chance of getting the flu, after hospitalisation. The difference between
associations and sequences concerns time: associations are made at the same time,
while sequences involve a certain time to have elapsed between events. Thus,
sequences usually have the if-then structure that associations have as well, though
sequences contain a time adjunct. When the time elapsed between the two events is

34very short, the distinction between a sequence and an association disappears. Still,
the distinction is useful since present and future characteristics have different effects,
as is shown in Subsection 3.5.2.

Classification, as is explained in Subsection 2.3.3, is the examination of known
groups to determine which characteristics may be used to identify or predict group
membership; for example, classification by nationality. Particular properties, such as
language or ethnic background, may be used to identify or predict group membership.
Thus, a person speaking Icelandic is likely to have Icelandic nationality. A person of
Albanian ethnic origin may have Albanian nationality, but this prediction is less
reliable since there are also many Albanians with Yugoslav or Macedonian
nationality.

Clustering, as explained in Subsection 2.3.2, is used to discover different groups
within the data. Thus, a particular characteristic is first chosen, and using this
characteristic, it is then investigated whether different groups may be identified. For
instance, taking the characteristic 'age', it might be discovered that many middle-aged
people live in the countryside, while young and elderly people mainly live in cities. If
this were the case, then age may be clustered around young, middle-aged, and elderly
people, each having its particular characteristics.

Classification and clustering may be used to identify groups.35 The difference
between classification and clustering is that classification uses known groups to find
characteristics, while clustering uses known characteristics to find groups.

32 Borking et al. (1998), p. 7. This typology was chosen as an example because most other authors deal
with the first type of information only, namely, associations. Note that Borking et al. focus mainly on
marketing purposes.
33 Agrawal et al. (1996), p. 307.
34 This is the reason why several authors do not make the distinction between sequences and
associations, or simply consider sequences to be a subset of associations containing a time adjunct.
35 SPSS Inc. (1999), p. 131.
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Karl Popper and the limits of Predictions are time extrapolations of
knowledge parameters. Extrapolations are usually

done on the basis of regression functions
Popper (1902-1994) was concerned with (see Subsection 2.3.1). but the use of morethe limits of knowledge and the sorts of
structures needed to promote the growth                                                     36complex methods, using dynamic
of knowledge despite those limits. He approaches, is also possible. Vabous

argued that progress requires a critical parameters may be predicted, but in
structure within which competing general, the further ahead, the less reliable
theories can be tested. Instead of the results are. For instance, making
attempting futilely to verify or justify

predictions about next month's weather isour theories, Popper claimed we should
try to falsify them since we need only a useless because it is simply too far ahead to
single negative instance to refute a make sense. The results of predictions are
universal theory. Consequently, what also less reliable when the data on which
matters in rational debate is that the prediction is based do not go back far
different positions are open to criticism,
which becomes the engine of progress in time. For instance, it is generally held

by removing from consideration false that predicting next week's Wall Street
theories, leaving only the provisionally figures on the basis of last week's figures is
best theories behind. The "best" theories less reliable than doing so on the basis of
could still not be verified or justified, last year's figures. Predictions make itbut since they had not been falsified
either, they would be preferable to

possible to anticipate events, and are thus
falsified theories. The rationality of similar to sequences. The difference
holding a particular position would be between predictions and sequences is that
granted to the extent to which the theory predictions concern parameters, while
is open to criticism.

sequences concern events. However, the
Source: htto://www- predicted values of certain parameters may

hoover.stanford.edu/publications/diizest/ make it possible to find sequences.
001/turner.html

3.3.2 Distributivity

Another important way of distinguishing different types of group profiles was
mentioned in Subsection   1.3.2, and concerns the distributivity of properties.   I f  a
property is valid for the group and for individuals as members of that group, though
not for those individuals as such, this is called non-distributivity or a non-distributive

37property.    On the other hand, when a property is valid for each individual member of
a group, this is called distributivity or a distributive property.

Note that whether or not it is possible to determine the distributivity of a group
profile may depend on whether the perspective is internal, i.e. from inside the group,
or external, i.e., from outside the group (see Subsection 3.5.2). For instance, in a
group in which 75 percent of the people have blond hair, an individual group member
with black hair may claim the profile is non-distributive. Nevertheless, an outsider
will ascribe a 75 percent chance of being blond to each (random) group member.  Such
inferences of personal characteristics from group characteristics are dealt with in the
next section. Although it is possible to falsify a distributive profile by using only one
appropriate (falsifying) example, verifying a distributive profile requires the
examination of each individual group member.38 Still, in the case of future

36 For instance, see Berndt and Clifford (1996) and Silver and Peterson (1991).
37 Vedder (1996b).
38 For falsification and verification theories, see Popper (1959). Instead of the term "falsify': the term
"refute" may also be used.
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characteristics (for instance, life expectancy), examination is possible only after the
profile has 'expired', i.e., when the claimed future characteristic has become present
or should have become present by that time. Non-distributivity is closely connected
with the reliability of the use of group profiles (see Subsection 3.5.2). Furthermore, it
should be noted that the terms distributivity and non-distributivity can be used only
for group profiles, not for individual profiles.

3.3.3    Monothetic or polythetic?

The difference between distributivity and non-distributivity concerns only one
characteristic. Complications arise when a number of characteristics are united in one
group profile. When a profile is constituted by more than one characteristic, it may be
useful to investigate whether the profile is a monothetic or a polythetic profile. When
at least one property is uniform among all members o f the group, this is refered to as a
monothetic profile. A group profile is polythetic when members of the group share a
large proportion of properties but do not necessarily have a property in common.  For
some examples, I refer back to Subsection  1.3.2.

Where members of a group share a large proportion of properties but do not have
one particular property in common, it is possible that no overlap in properties occurs
among all group members. For instance, the diagnosis of many diseases is based on a
checklist for the presence of particular symptoms.  When a patient has,  say,  four o f the
eight listed symptoms of a disease, this may be sufficient to diagnose the disease.
Another patient, having the other four of the listed symptoms, may also be diagnosed
with the disease. Although both patients now have in common that they belong to the
group of sufferers of this disease, they do not have one symptom in common.
Polythetic profiles may present some additional problems in linking statistical
relations with causal relations. This problem is dealt with in the next section (see
Mill's methods).

39

3.4 Logical rules of inference

In this section, the ways in which conclusions are derived from group profiles are
discussed. Logic can be used to distinguish between correct (valid) arguments and
incorrect (invalid) arguments. An argument consists of one or more premises and one

40or more conclusions.The premises are offered to support the conclusions.
Valid arguments may be divided into three standard types of reasoning: deduction,

induction and abduction, with decreasing conclusiveness.41 These types of reasoning
and how they may be used in creating and interpreting group profiles are explained in
more detail in Subsection 3.4.1. Most group profiles are not based on deduction,
which is conclusive, but on induction or, sometimes, abduction, which are, from a

42logical perspective, inconclusive and as such more controversial than deduction.
Because of its conclusiveness, deduction is usually the preferred way of reasoning,

39 Monothetic and polythetic group profiles are often the result of multiple causality. See Subsection
4.3.2 for a more detailed discussion.
40 Note that logic does not validate conclusions on the basis of the contents of premises but on the
basics of the form of the premises The acceptability of the premises depends on the underlying data;
see Section 2.5.
41 Flach (1995),p. 16. Kroes (1996), p. 194.
42 There is an ongoing debate on whether induction is allowed in epidemiology. See Buck (1975).
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but since the use of deduction is often impossible in practice, induction and abduction
may still be useful ways ofreasoning. The conclusiveness of the way ofreasoning that
is used influences the reliability of the group profile, which is discussed in the next
section. As is shown, group profiles based on induction are generally less reliable than
group profiles based on deduction. Abduction is generally considered even less
conclusive and thus less reliable than induction.

It may be argued that statistics are sufficient to determine the reliabilities of group
profiles.43 However, it is logic, and not statistics, that is needed to explain inference
errors when personal characteristics are inferred from group characteristics.44
Inferring the personal characteristics of group members from group characteristics
may lead to several errors, which are discussed in more detail in Subsection 3.4.2.

3.4.1    Deduction, induction, and abduction

There are three standard kinds of arguments: deductive, inductive, and abductive
arguments. All these ways of reasoning may be used to interpret group profiles,  but  it
is important to realise that not all these ways of reasoning result in the same
reliability.

The most reliable way of reasoning is deduction, because a deductive argument is,
by definition, conclusive, whereas an inductive or abductive argument is not. The
fundamental property of a deductive argument is that, if its premises are true, then its
conclusion must also be true. Take the following deductive argument:

45

1.   All people in street A wear glasses. (premise)
2. John lives in street A. (premise)
3.  Thus, John wears glasses. (conclusion)

When interpreting group profiles using deductive arguments, the results are perfectly
reliable when the premises are correct. Whether or not the premises are correct
depends on the underlying data and data-mining methods, as discussed in Sections 2.5
and 2.3, respectively.

To create and interpret group profiles, it may not always be possible to use
deduction. In fact, in most cases, it is not possible to use deduction, simply because of
limited information. However, that does not mean that creating and interpreting group
profiles is not possible without deduction; only, the results will be less reliable.
Deduction works from general statements to specific examples, but in group profiling,
attempts are often made to work the other way around, i.e., to make general

predictions on the basis of specific examples.
A method that is used more often is induction. The truth of the premises of an

inductive argument provides grounds for the acceptance of its conclusion, even
though these grounds are not conclusive. Its conclusion is probable though not certain,
i.e., an inductive argument may have true premises and a false conclusion.

Induction is used to derive a general conclusion from all cases of a certain kind
examined. An example of this is the following argument:

43
See Chapter 2 for the statistics underlying group profiles.

44 Note also that statistics does not indicate whether or not there is any causality, let alone what type of
causality. See Subsection 4.3.1 for a more detailed discussion.
45 For more deductive ways of reasoning and examples, reference is made to the literature. See, for
instance, Kahane (1978) or Mates (1972).
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1 These people live in street A. (premise)
2 These people wear glasses. (premise)
3    All people in street A wear glasses. (conclusion)

It is clear from this example that this way of reasoning is not conclusive, since, as
long as not all people in street A are examined, there may still be some chance that
there are people in street A who do not wear glasses. Thus, the reliability of the
conclusion depends on the number of examined cases.46

It is generally held that the probability that a conclusion based on induction is true
increases with each new confirming instance thereof, something that is called
consistency. The other way around, when examining a large number of cases, it
becomes less likely that there is an exception, since the probability that an exception

47may still be found decreases with each confirming case. If there are many
exceptions, why has one not been found yet,48 If no exception has been found, the
chances increase that there is no exception.

Epidemiological analyses often use induction instead of deduction.49 Deduction may
be preferred because it is conclusive, but it may not always be possible to use
deduction in practice. For instance, in the example above, deduction would require us
to check all people in street A, something that may be impossible within particular
limitations of time or costs. An inductive argument may sooner fulfil these time and
costs limitations, but the conclusions would be less reliable. However, in most cases a
less-than-perfect reliability may still be acceptable and inductive reasoning may be
useful. There is much discussion on whether or not induction is dispensable and
deduction is the only valid way of arguing.

50

The third way of reasoning, abduction, goes as follows: 51

1.   All people in street A wear glasses. (premise, hypothesis)
2. These people wear glasses. (premise)
3. These people are from street A. (conclusion)

An important difference between induction and abduction is that induction reasons
from specific to general and abduction reasons from result to cause. 52 Abduction is a
way of explanatory reasoning.53 The likelihood of an initial hypothesis is strengthened
by ruling out competing hypotheses.54 However, it is not tested whether or not the

46 Note that examining cases does not mean only physical observation, but may also consist of a
comparison ofdata with data in some database.
47 This is obvious when the number of cases is limited, such as in street A in our example. But it is
generally assumed that this is also the case when the number of cases is unlimited, for instance, when
throwing a coin or dices.
48 Note that the cases examined should be picked at random, otherwise this would not be valid. For
instance, if only old people in street A were examined, the conclusion "all people in street A wear

 lasses"
would be less likely to be true.

9 Weed (1986), Weed (1996).
50 The discussion started with Buck (1975). See also Davies (1975), Smith (1975), Jacobsen (1976),
Francis (1976), and Creese (1975).
51

Note that, when comparing the examples of deduction, induction, and abduction, each time a
different one of the three sentences functions as the conclusion.
52 Note that deduction reasons from general to specific.
53 Pierce (1992), P. 194. Abduction was introduced by Pierce.
54 It may be suggested that the anamnesis of a general practitioner usually works  like  this: by ruling out
competing possibilities he reaches a diagnosis. When a competing possibility cannot be ruled out, he
sends the patient to a specialist. Sarlemijn and Royakkers (1997). p. 80.
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hypothesis is in agreement with reality or with underlying data. 55 This type of
reasoning is in general even less conclusive than induction and, in many cases, too
weak to be useful.56 More important, abduction suggests what may be, but is often too
inconclusive to use for creating group profiles. Still, as I try to show later in this
section, abduction may be used to interpret causality in group profiles.

But let us return for a moment to induction. Continuing the example above, it is
plausible that examining a hundred people in street A may result in the discovery of a
person without glasses. Discovering an exception to the conclusion will result in
falsification of the conclusion.57 Thus, in order to be (more) sure of the conclusion,
group profiles based on induction create a greater need to collect large(r) amounts of
data. Larger amounts  of data, all confirming the premise,  make it more likely that the
conclusion is true. Since data mining and group profiling are often based on inductive
ways of reasoning, there is an obvious need for more data. 58

A typical weakness of induction is that all cases examined have to confirm the
conclusion. Let us rephrase the example given for induction by taking both premises

together:

1.   All people examined in street A wear glasses. (premise)
2.   All people in street A wear glasses. (conclusion)

This way of reasoning is valid only if all people examined do indeed wear glasses.
But what if half of the people examined in street A wear glasses? May it then be
concluded that half o f all the people in street A wear glasses?

Such a conclusion may be useful, but it is important to note that this is a statistical
conclusion;  this way of reasoning is usually not considered induction.59 A statistical
conclusion is less informative than an inductive conclusion since it only tells chances.
If half of all the people in street A wear glasses, it does not tell us which half.60

Nevertheless, such a group profile may be useful in some cases. For instance, when
Significantly more people in particular streets wear glasses, an optician may target this
group as potential customers or an epidemiologist may try to find underlying reasons

why more people living in these streets wear  *Jm blick 4,4 in- 
glasses.

  10•,6 oW fy thowsm bl/ck /44 DIwfc.   \
Iplcrefore, sow pengot,u m 014 fv ittows.2

lf we want to infer the characteristics of             .
individual group members from group

characteristics, this may present several
problems, are dealt with in the next subsection.
In such cases, deduction is usually the preferred t method because of its conclusiveness, but this is   -a -1-z-Zi-zL 4==
possible only when dealing with distributive     5 <C>-C  :,

'Logic:  #Motlicr fltlellwt  pemin,  *rclft very 9004  d

55 To make things more complicated, it should be noted that abduction is sometimes referred to as
hypothesis, but I do not use this term to avoid confusion with the process of formulating and testing
hypotheses such as in data mining, see also Subsection 2.4.1
56 "

Pierce (1992), p.  198. For more on the weaknesses of abduction, see also Van Fraassen (1980), p. 19,

and Iiacking (1983),p.52.
57 See Popper (1959). Falsification and verification was also mentioned in Subsection 3.3.2.
58 In order to achieve more reliability, attempts are often made to work to (more) distributive profiles,
but this does not always solve the problems of data mining and group profiling. A more detailed
discussion on this may be found in the next section.
59 An exception is Kahane, who Calls this statistical induction. See Kahane (1978), p. 262. He considers
induction as a special kind of statistical induction, namely, the kind in which probability is 100 percent.
60 These problems are dealt with in Subsection 3.3.2.
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profiles (in which every group member shares the group characteristic as an
individual). When dealing with non-distributive profiles (in which not every group
member the group characteristic as an individual) other, more advanced, ways of
reasoning may be needed to analyse the possible inference errors that may occur. It is
important to note that there is a difference between dealing with logical relations and
statistical relations. 61

Statistical relations are often used to find causal relations. A statistical relation may
be an indication of a causal relation, but not all statistical relations are necessarily (at
least directly) causally connected. Whether or not in the end everything is causally
connected is a philosophical question that is not dealt with here, because it is not
relevant to our case.62 What is relevant, however, is the link between statistical
relations and causal relations.

In general, it is assumed that the stronger the statistical relation, the higher the
probability that the relation is causal. Justifying causes with the help of abduction may
be done using a set of procedures called Mill's methods:3 The three main methods are
the method of agreement, the method of difference, and the method of concomitant
variation.

According to the method of agreement, if, in several instances in which
phenomenon A occurs, only one other phenomenon B is present in each instance, then
it may be concluded that A and B are causally connected (i.e., A causes B or B causes
A).64 Food poisoning may serve as an example. Suppose a general practitioner
receives many patients with food poisoning on one day. He tries to find out what food
they all had. If he finds a common factor among all patients, this is likely to be the
cause of the food poisoning.

The method of difference states that, if an instance in which phenomenon A occurs
and an instance in which phenomenon A does not occur are alike in every respect
except for one phenomenon B, and B occurs only when A occurs, then A and B are
causally connected. Take as an example again the food poisoning case. Suppose two
persons went to a restaurant and had the same first course, the same main course, and
the same desert. The only difference is that one drank wine, and the other water. If the
one who drank wine gets food poisoning and the other does not, the method of
difference states that the wine must have been the cause.

According to the method of concomitant variation, if a particular phenomenon A
varies in degree in some regular way with the degree of another phenomenon B, then
the two factors are causally related. For instance, the rate of death from lung cancer is
many times higher for smokers than for non-smokers. According to the method of
concomitant variation, it may be concluded that smoking is causally related to death
from lung cancer. Note that it cannot be concluded that smoking is the only cause,
since some people die from lung cancer without ever having smoked.

Mill's methods are often applied unintentionally. They may lead to wrong
conclusions. For instance, when a person drinks vodka and soda one night, whiskey
and soda the next night, and bourbon and soda on the third night, each night followed
by a hangover, he may conclude, according to the method of agreement, that these

61 See also Section 4.3.
62 As was indicated in Section 3.2, one of the new aspects of group profiling using data mining is that
relations no longer have to be causal to be acted upon.
63 After John Stuart Mill, who is responsible for their popularisation, though not their initial
formulation. See Mill(1973). See also Flach (1995), p  14.
64 Causally connected does not mean that there may not be other causes involved as well, i.e, it may
concern partial causality.
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hangovers are caused by the common factor, soda.65 Another problem is that, usually,
all instances examined have more than one factor in common and more than one
factor that differs. In such cases, causal factors are usually sought on the basis of
expectations o f the factors that may be important.

66

More may be said about the distinction between statistical relations and causal
relations, and how causal conclusions may or may not be drawn from statistical
relations, but I do this in the context of epidemiological research, in the next chapter.
The epidemiological context allows me to give more concrete examples of the use of
both statistical and causal relations that may be discovered using data mining.

3.4.2   Risks ofinference

Once a group profile has been determined, acting upon it may require inferring group
characteristics to individual characteristics.67 The most reliable method of doing this
is  on the basis  of deduction.  One o f the most commonly used deductive arguments  to
infer individual characteristics of group members from the characteristics of a group
profile is a syllogism, which was introduced in the previous subsection: 68

1    All people living in street A wear glasses. (major premise)
2 John lives in street A. (minor premise)
3 John wears glasses. (conclusion)

This valid deductive argument works from a general statement, i.e., the group profile
"all people in street A wear glasses", to a more specific statement, i.e., the individual
characteristic "John wears glasses". This particular type of deductive argument is
called a syllogism. A syllogism consists of a major premise, a general statement, and a
minor premise, which is a subset of the major.  Since John (minor) is a subset of all
people in street A (major), deduction tells us that the properties that go for all people
in street A go for John as well. Note that if this case concerned a non-distributive
profile, the major premise would not be correct, since the group profile would then
not be valid for all individuals.6' When dealing with non-distributive group profiles,
deduction does not work. In fact, if we want to infer a group characteristic from
individual examples when not all examples confirm the characteristic, induction does
not work either.

As  shown in the previous subsection, if we know that half of the people in street A
wear glasses,  we do  not know which hal f.  If 90 percent  o f the people in street A wear
glasses, is it safe to say that an individual in street A has a 90 percent chance of
wearing glasses? From a logical point of view, such an inference may lead to
contradictions. If we were to state that an individual in street A has a 90 percent
chance of wearing glasses, this contradicts information about an individual in street A
who we know does not wear glasses. When we know a person in street A who wears

65
Example from Kahane (1978), p. 276.

66 Sce also Section 4.3.
67 It is important to note that acting upon group profiles does not always require this inference to
individuals. For instance, screening a high-risk group does not require knowledge of the characteristics
of each individual  in the group; as long as the hit-ratio is high enough, the screening may be considered
sufficiently effective. See also Subsection 4.5.3.
68 For more ways of deductive reasoning,  see, for instance, Kahane (1978) and Mates (1972).
69 Although the premise would not be correct in the case of a non-distributive profile, the deductive
argument is still correct.
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glasses, he has a 100 percent chance of wearing glasses  and a person cannot have a 90
percent   and  a 100 percent chance of wearing glasses   at  the  same  time.   This  is
contradictory, but it is important to note that the conclusions are drawn on the basis of
different information.

This problem occurs often in practice because of the tendency to treat non-
distributive profiles with sufficient reliability as if they were distributive profiles. For
instance, in the example above, people in street A are regarded as wearing glasses
when  there  is no explicit indication  that  they are exceptions,  i.e.,  that they belong  to
the remaining 10 percent of the group that does not wear glasses.

Thus, in order to work with exceptions and inconsistent information, a different way
of reasoning may be needed. Non-monotonic reasoning is drawing conclusions that
might be invalidated by additional information.70 Monotony is the logical property
that adding new premises can never change the validity of drawn conclusions.
Dropping this logical requirement means that more conclusions may be drawn,
conclusions that were not possible using deduction, induction, or abduction. However,
the conclusions that may be drawn are generally less reliable. But since the
information available is usually not complete or fully consistent in practice, this way
of reasoning is commonly applied:'  It is common in many practical situations that
additional information may give rise to new arguments, resulting in other viewpoints
than those based on the original information.

Non-monotonic reasoning relies on rules of thumb. Unless there is an indication of
the opposite, a rule of thumb is considered valid. For instance, suppose that in our
example the majority of street A has been examined and that 90 percent of the people
examined wear glasses. This functions as our group profile and is, as such, our first
premise. When considering the whole street, it may be reasonable to assume, as a rule
of thumb, that every person in street A wears glasses, unless there is an indication of
an exception to this rule. Thus, it may be reasonable to assume that John, who lives in
street A, wears glasses, unless there is an indication that John is an exception to the
general rule. This rule of thumb is our second premise. There is a more specific rule
that forms an exception to the general rule, namely, that if John wears glasses, the
general rule is broken.72 This is our third premise.

On the basis of these three premises, it may be concluded that, since there is no
indication that John is an exception to the general rule, John has a 90 percent chance
ofwearing glasses. But let us first formalise our premises:

1   90 percent of the people in street A wear glasses. (premise, group profile)
2  IF 90 percent ofthe people in street A wear glasses (premise, general

AND there is no indication that John, who lives in street A, inference rule)
is an exception, THEN John wears glasses.

3  IF John does not wear glasses, THEN this is an exception. (premise, specific rule)

On the basis ofthese three premises, the conclusion would be that John wears glasses.

However, ifwe have additional information about John, namely, that he does not wear
glasses, this may be considered a fourth premise:

70 Prakken (1993a), p. 49.
1  Prakken (1993b), p. 207.
72 Note that the breaking of a general rule by a specific rule often occurs in legal cases, for instance
when a lex specialis overrules a lex generalis, when a lex posterior overrules a lex anterior, or when a
/ex supenor overrules a /ex inferior. See Prakken (1993b) for more on priority rules in law and the use
of non-monotonic reasoning.
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4  John does not wear glasses. (premise, exception)

Adding this fourth premise to the other three means that the conclusion is that John
does  not wear glasses.  Thus, the conclusion  on the basis of premises  1,2,  and  3  is
opposite to the conclusion on the basis of premises  1,2,3, and 4.73  It is important to
realise that the above formalisation is impossible using monotonic logic, as monotonic
logic does not allow any invalidation of drawn conclusions on the basis of additional
information.

This conclusion is non-monotonous, since the first conclusion becomes invalid as
soon as additional information becomes available. This additional information is
likely to be available to group members but may not be available to outsiders. For this
reason, I distinguish between internal and external perspectives in the next section.
However, regarding future characteristics, group members may lack this individual
information, for instance, when a group profile states that 10 percent of the people in
street A will contract lung cancer, nobody can tell which people will in fact contract

lung cancer and the group members themselves will not have additional information.
Non-monotonic reasoning has some disadvantages. One of these disadvantages is

that it is not a method of determining whether or not there is an exception to the rule
of thumb. That remains dependent on the contents of the premises. The acceptability
of the premises depends on the underlying data; see Section 2.5. Nevertheless, non-
monotonic reasoning does offer a way to apply general rules when it is unknown
whether or not there are exceptions. Another disadvantage is that reasoning with
inconsistencies does not provide a method of determining which of the conflicting
rules has priority. When it is not clear- which of two conflicting rules is the
inconsistency or exception to the other, non-monotonic reasoning is less useful.74 The

priority of the rules remains dependent on the contents ofthose rules and how they are
valued. This is dealt with in Chapter 5.

It is clear that, when inferring from group profiles, group claims are often treated as

if they were discovered rather than created, i.e., as if they were 'knowledge'.
According to Harvey, this may lead to three inference errors that may be avoided. 75

These inference errors may not all be logical errors, but they tend to happen in

practice. First, there is the risk of inferring that subjects sharing some characteristics
included in the group profile will have many other attributes in common. Such an
inference is not valid as long as the profile has not been checked concerning these
additional characteristics. Especially in  the  case of group profiling using data mining,
where causal relations may be absent, inferring additional characteristics may lead to
mistakes. Second, there is the risk of inferring causal relations between the
characteristics in the group profile, i.e., applying one of Mill's methods where it
should not be applied. As in the example mentioned above in Subsection 3.2.1 about a
gene deficiency causing both large hands and thrombosis, it is clear that there is no
causal relationship between large hands and thrombosis, although there certainly is a
relationship. Third, there is the risk of inferring from group characteristics, leading to

73 Note that there is a difference in reasoning with exceptions and reasoning with inconsistencies. This

example of non-monotonic reasoning dealt with exceptions, but reasoning with inconsistencies is
similar, see Prakken (1993b), p.213.
74 Prakken (19938), p.242.
75 Harvey (1990). Note that what Harvey defines as a group claim is similar to what I call a group

profile.
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conclusions about individual group members.76 As pointed out in this section, this
presents several different problems.  In the case of distributive profiles, deduction is a
valid way of reasoning.  But in the case of non-distributive profiles, deduction  is not
possible; neither is induction. Non-monotonic reasoning may be useful, but the
reliability of the conclusions may decrease. Whether or not properties in non-
distributive group profiles are valid for individual group members depends on the
perspective taken. Actually, it depends on the amount of available information, but the
perspective may determine whether or not additional information is available. These
problems are discussed and some examples are provided in the next section.

3.5 Reliability

The reliability o f a group profile may influence its effects, both positive and negative.
In this section, the reliability of a group profile is divided into two factors; first, the

77reliability of the profile itself; and, second, the reliability of its use.

3.5.1    Reliability of the profile

The reliability of the profile itself is closely connected with the concept of certainty,
which was discussed in Subsection 2.5.2. The reliability of a profile is largely
determined by its certainty. Certainty refers to knowledge and depends, among other
things, on the integrity of the data, the sample size, and the significance of the results.
Reliability, a term which I reserve for (group) profiles, may comprise somewhat more
than certainty.

Certainty relates to all knowledge and underlying data that was considered in the
KDD process, which was explained in Section 1.2. Reliability may also refer to some
knowledge and data that was not taken into account. For instance, as explained in
Subsection 2.2.3, when the number of dimensions becomes too large, it may become
difficult to use intuition. For such reasons, usually only limited numbers of attributes
are used. However, sometimes, many factors have an influence. Causal mechanisms
may have many causes and many effects.78 It may become difficult to determine what
the role is ofeach factor that is involved.

Note that this is different from the term completeness, mentioned in Subsection
2.5.2. Completeness refers to data that may or may not be missing. But even when
data are complete and accurate, there may still be problems with taking all data into
account, for instance, because of a lack of understanding or a lack of technology
necessary to mine the data. 79 However, data may be complete and accurate but still
insufficient to draw conclusions. In this case, the profile may be less reliable as well.

3.5.2    Reliability of the use of the profile

The reliability of the use of group profiles depends on the interpretation  of the group
profile and the actions that are undertaken on the basis of (the interpretation of) the
group profile. Both the interpretation and the actions may depend on the perspective.

76 See also Schulte and Singal (1996).
77 The former concerns the first three steps in the KDD process, whereas the latter concerns the last two
steps in the KDD process (see Figure  1.1).
78 See Subsection 4.3.2.
79

For instance, data mining on pictures and sound still has very limited possibilities.
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in this section, I distinguish two perspectives: internal, i.e., from inside the group, and

external, i.e., from outside the group.
Take as an example a particular group in which 90 percent of the group members

wear glasses. From an external perspective, inferring that every individual group
member has a 90 percent chance of wearing glasses may be useful information. For
instance, an optician may be interested in sending this group promotional material or
an epidemiologist may be interested in investigating this unusually high rate of
persons wearing glasses. From an internal perspective, a group member can
immediately tell whether or not he or she wears glasses. The 90 percent chance is not
applicable to this individual since he or she has additional information at his/her
disposal. 80 Still, excluding the people who do not wear glasses from the group may
(for instance, in a more detailed profile) lead to more work and costs than including
them, because they have to be traced individually.8' Thus, this lower reliability may
be taken for granted.

It should be noted that a perfectly reliable use of a (distributive) group profile, in
which 100 percent o f the group members share the characteristic,  does not necessarily
imply that the results of its use are fair or desirable. Especially regarding negative

characteristics this may be the case, for instance, when a group consisting 100 percent
of handicapped people is refused a particular insurance. Although the use of the group
profile is perfectly reliable, such use may not be considered fair by the group
members and others.

Note that the difference between an internal and an external perspective is not
applicable to the case of future properties. For instance, an epidemiological group
profile with the characteristic that 5 percent will die from a myocard infarct does not
provide any information on the question of whether Mr. Smith, who is a member of
this particular group, will  die  from  a heart attack. And since Mr. Smith himsel f has no
additional information on this, his internal perspective is no different from the
external perspective.

In the case of non-distributive profiles, in which not all group members share the

group characteristic, the consequences of unreliable use of the group profile may be
different, depending on whether the characteristic is negative or positive. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.82 People in category A have the disadvantage of sharing the

negative group characteristic and of being treated according to this negative profile.
This may result in an accumulation of negative effects for the group members:

negative health prospects; stigmatisation; and exclusion from jobs, insurances, etc.
In category B, people have the disadvantage of being treated as if they share the

negative characteristic, although they do not have the characteristic. There may be an
opportunity for these people to prove or show that they do not share the characteristic,
but they are 'guilty until proven innocent'. Sometimes, trying to prove exceptions
may be fruitless, for instance, when a computer system does not allow exceptions or
when handling exceptions is considered too costly or time consuming by a data
controller. Sometimes, people in category B may have an advantage. This is when

80 Nevertheless, this additional information may lead to interesting situations. Suppose, for instance,
that you are a male member of a random group, consisting of 50% men and 50% women. Excluding
yoursel f because you have information about your own gender would mean that there are more women
than men left in the group. Thus, it may be concluded that another group member is more likely to be
of the opposite sex than o f your own sex. (For matchmakers, this may prove the saying that every Jack
will find his Jill).
'  In groups of over a thousand persons, tracing 10% person by person may be difficult.
82 See also Custers (2003b).
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measures are taken to improve the situation of the people with the negative
characteristic. For instance, when the government decides to grant extra money to a
group with a very low income, group members not sharing the characteristic of the
low income may profit from this. However, people in category A may be
disadvantaged by this, since they will likely have to share extra revenues with more
people.

Group characteristic:
Negative Positive..

.....:............:.....:.: F.3mv People sharing

.:.:.:::.:;:.:.:.::i:i.i::.:::Ete:.E:i.>:..::6:.:             People not sharing

Figure 3.1: Non-distributive profiles: Not every group member has to share a
group characteristic. This has dijferent consequences depending on whether the
characteristic is negative or positive.

People in category C have the advantage of sharing a positive characteristic as well
as being treated according to a positive characteristic. Similar to people in category A,
they may experience a cumulative effect. The group may get the best offers ofjobs,
insurance, loans, etc.

Finally, in category D are the people who do not share the positive group
characteristic. The advantage may be that they are treated according to the positive
characteristic, but the disadvantage may be that they are not recognised as not sharing
the positive characteristic or maybe even as having a negative characteristic. The lack
of such recognition may be a problem when measures are taken to help people with
negative characteristics. For instance, people in category D may not be recognised as
people with a great risk of contracting colon cancer, and may thus easily be forgotten
in government screening programs.

83

From Figure 3.1, it is clear that there is a difference between correct treatment and
fair treatment. People in categories A and C can be said to be treated correctly since
they are treated according to a characteristic they really share. Whether this treatment
is fair remains to be seen. The accumulation of negative things for people in category
A and the accumulation of positive things for people in category C may lead to
polarisation. People in categories B  and D do not share the group profile of the group
they belong to and are, therefore, treated incorrectly. Incorrect treatment is likely to

83 See Subsection 4.5.3 for more on screening.
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imply unfair treatment since it does not take into account the real situation people are
in.

Although it may seem that all of this already leads to many complications, there

may be more difficulties. The underlying data on which the group profile was based

may change. For instance, take as an example a particular street A and another street

B (see Figure 3.2).

AAA
No. 2 No. 4 No. 6 No. 8

Glasses? Glasses? Glasses? Glasses?
Street A Yes Yes Yes No

AAIA
No. 2 No. 4 No. 6 No. 8

Street B Glasses? Glasses? Glasses? Glasses?
Yes No No No

Figure 3.2: Two streets: in the first one. 75% of the people wear glasses; in the
second one, 25% of the people wear glasses.

In street A, 75 percent ofthe residents wear glasses; in street B, only 25 percent ofthe
people wear glasses. For outsiders, a random person from street A has a 75 percent
chance of wearing glasses. With additional information, in this case, the number of
the house, it may be verified whether or not the particular person wears glasses.

Suppose that people move. Suppose that the people in houses no. 4 of both streets

change houses. This results in a new profile: now, an average of 50 percent of the
people on both streets wear glasses. There are two possibilities: either the profile is
updated or not. First, consider the case in which the profile is not updated. The old
profile claims 75 percent and 25 percent, respectively for the probabilities ofpeople in
streets A and B wearing glasses, although, in reality, the (new) profile is 50 percent
for both streets. Thus, both profiles contain an error of 25 percent. One profile
underestimates the probability; the other profile overestimates it. The errors are
smaller when the profile is based on less dynamic data and more static data. In a street
with a few dozen houses, a change in data does not result in such a large error as in
this example. From an internal perspective, there is change as well. Take, for instance,
the person from no. 4 in street A who moves to no. 4 in street B. First, he is ascribed a
chance of 75 percent of wearing glasses, but, after his move, he is ascribed a 25
percent chance. And he wears glasses all the time!

Take the second case, in which the profiles are updated. The statistics are correct

again (50 percent for both streets). Nevertheless, something strange happens. Looking
again at the person from no. 4 in street A who moves to street B, this person was
ascribed a 75 percent chance and is now ascribed a 50 percent chance. Thus, by
moving, his chances are lowered, although he wears glasses all the time. Similarly, the
likelihood of the person living at no. 2 in street B wearing glasses has changed:  from
25  percent to 50 percent, although he also never took off his glasses.
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In this example, I used a characteristic that can be verified. It is easy to check
whether or not people wear glasses. However, with a s characteristic, things may be
different. Suppose that the life expectancy is 70 years on average in street A, while the
average life expectancy in street B is 80 years. There is, as was mentioned above, no
difference between an internal and an external perspective in the case of future
characteristics. Thus, when a person moves from street A to street B, this increases his
life expectancy.

If an insurance is based on such profiling, it may be more sensible for individuals
(with regard to the insurance) to move to another street or district than to stop
smoking or to start a healthy diet. This is a direct result of the fact that statistical
relationships do not necessarily include underlying causes. When the average life
expectancy in street A is lower because this street is located close to a chemical
factory, then moving further away may really improve a person's health. But when a
smoker moves to a street where nobody smokes, this will not necessarily improve his
real chances of living longer if he keeps smoking. Furthermore, in both cases, the
improvement would not be instantaneous, although statistics may suggest this.

3.6 The effects of using group profiles

Group profiles are usually produced and used with particular purposes in mind. The
user of group profiles expects certain advantages when these goals are reached.
However, these advantages may be disadvantageous for others. Although most of the
advantages and disadvantages are dependent on the context and the perspectives of
persons, there are some general advantages and disadvantages, which are dealt with in
this section:4 Note that these effects may apply to group profiles created by data
mining as well as to other group profiles.

3.6.1 Advantages

The advantages of group profiling usually depend on the context in which they are
used. nevertheless, some advantages may hold for many or most contexts. I point out
some of these general advantages of group profiling as compared with individual
profiling or no profiling at all. The main advantages concern e#icacy, i.e., how much
of the goal may be achieved, and €1Rciency, i.e., how easily the goal may be
achieved.85 Data mining and group profiling may process huge amounts of data in a
short time; data that is often too complex or too much for human beings to process

manually. When many examples are present in databases, (human) prejudices as a
result of certain expectations may be avoided.

Group profiling may be a useful method of finding or identifying target groups. In
many cases, group profiling may be preferable to individual profiling because it is
more cost efficient than considering each individual profile. This cost elliciency may
concern lower costs in the gathering of information, since less information may be
needed for group profiles than for individual profiles. (Remember that if a group
profile is based on less information, it is usually less reliable; see the previous
section). But higher costs may also be expected in the time-consuming task of
approaching individuals. While individuals may be approached by letter or by phone,

84 This inventory is not exhaustive; other advantages and disadvantages may exist that cannot be listed
under the described effects.
85 Recall also the advantages of taxonomy mentioned in Subsection  1.3.2.
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groups may be approached by an advertisement or a news item. Take as an example
baby food that is found to be poisoned with chemicals. Tracing every person who
bought the baby food may be a costly process, it may take too much time, and some
people may not be traced at all. A news item and some advertisements, for instance, in
magazines for parents with babies, may be more successful.

Another advantage of group profiling over individual profiling is that group profiles
may offer more possibilities for selecting mrgets. An individual may not appear to be
a target on the basis of a personal profile, but may still be one. Group profiles may
help in tracking down potential targets in such cases. For instance, a person who never
travels may not seem an interesting target to sell a travel guide to. Still, this person

may live in a neighbourhood where people travel frequently. She may be interested in
travel guides, not to use them during holidays, but to be able to participate in
discussions with her neighbours. A group profile for this neighbourhood predicts this
individual's potential interest in travel guides, whereas an individual profile may not
do so. Such selection may also turn out to be an advantage for the targets
themselves.86 For instance, members of a high-risk group for lung cancer may be
identified earlier and treated, or people not interested in cars will no longer receive
direct mail about them. But, as I point out in the next subsection, selection may be
unwanted or unjustified, in which case it may be a disadvantage for the target.

Group profiling may be more useful than no profiling at all. Without any profiling,
without any selection, the efficiency or 'hit ratio' is usually poor. For instance,
advertising using inadequately defined target groups, like on television, is less
efficient than advertising only to interested and potentially interested customers. As
another example, research has shown that screening for breast cancer among the
whole population would not give very different results from screening women in a
particular age group only.87 In the specific context of epidemiology, there are more
advantages of group profiling. These specific, context-dependent advantages are dealt
with in the following chapters.

3.6.2        Disadvantages

The use of group profiles may have negative effects as well. In this subsection,
several of these general disadvantages are discussed. More specific disadvantages  of
the use of group profiles, especially in the context of epidemiology, are discussed in
the next chapter. Note that the disadvantages and risks mentioned below are closely
connected with the advantages mentioned in the previous subsection. Sometimes, an
advantage from one perspective may involve a disadvantage from another perspective
(see also Table 3.1 ). Differences in perspectives are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.

One of the most obvious risks of group profiles is that they may be used as selection
criteria in a way that is considered unjustified by group members or others.88 Selection
is one of the main applications of group profiles. As mentioned before, selection to
trace the incidence of diseases and provide earlier and better therapy to patients may
be useful. But selection may also be used for more controversial issues. When
selection for jobs is performed on the basis of medical group profiles, this may lead to

86 Van Wet (2001).
87 Coebergh (1991a), p. 45.
88 In fact, most of the literature on group profiles and data mining deals only with selection. See
Schreuders (2001), Holvast (2001), Borking et al. (1998), Wishaw (2000), Van Helden (2000).
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discrimination.89 For instance, an employer _ A 'Immwho does not want to spend too much   
money on personnel  that is frequently  ill     88#I,r-Al »-'zS S;r LEMB
may want to know the probability of a new    MAOR*+1[ \--7*Y'«12     
applicant reporting ill. In the Netherlands, a  -AM
medical examination for employees is 991 = 0 0  1.= .-
forbidden by the Wet op de medische  
keuringen (Medical Examinations Act).
Selection may also take place in purchasing
products, acquiring services, applying for

'At 4 result of cuttowiullon on tlic web, ]1* 9Dt 1loans, applying for benefits, etc. butoo co*fortable RoppIM  In Ns underwed
Some of the group profiles constructed by

companies, government, or researchers may become 'public knowledge', which may
lead to the stigmatisation of that particular group.'i Some time ago, in the Dutch city
of Groningen, the police wrote an internal report from which it could be concluded
that asylum seekers showed criminal behaviour five times more often than did local
people.92 After the mayor used this conclusion to start a public debate, the report had
to be made public. Although the research contained methodological errors, many
people seemed to conclude, without having read the report, that all asylum seekers (or
at least all asylum seekers in Groningen) were criminals. There are many examples of
stigmatisation and these examples are not always limited to the ones usually
mentioned in human rights documents, such as sex, race, colour, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national
minority, property, or birth.93

When group profiles are used for early diagnosis or the prevention of disease, it is
possible that people in risk groups be approached with a warning. In this way, people
are confronted with their health prospects, without having requested to be given such
information about themselves.  Especially in the case of very negative group profiles,
such a confrontation may have a large impact on people's lives. Apparently healthy
people may be confronted with the fact that they may only have a limited amount of
time left, which may upset their lives and the lives of others.  In some cases, people
may prefer not to know their prospects while they are healthy.94 These problems may
become even greater when little or no treatment is available.

Another type of risk involves one-sided information supply. This may be caused by
customisation, through which companies try to approach people (customers) in a
manner that corresponds with their personal preferences.'5 According to most
companies, good service typically includes giving a great deal of attention to a
customer and trying to fulfil his needs and wishes. An example of this is an electronic

89 A case study in the U.S. showed that discrimination as a result of access to genetic information
resulted in loss of employment, loss of insurance coverage, or ineligibility for insurance. All cases of
discrimination were based on the future potential of disease rather than existing (symptoms 00
diseases. See Geller et al. (1996). See also Volkskrant (1999) and Bygrave (2002), p. 292.
90 There are some exceptions to this general rule, in cases in which a medical examination is considered
absolutely necessary.
91 Vedder (200Ob). See also Donker (1994) and Last (1996). See also Section 5.3.1.
92 Volkskrant (2001).
93 These  are the criteria explicitly mentioned in Article   14  of the Convention  for the Protection  of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, prohibiting discrimination.
94

In fact, the Dutch Civil Code gives patients the right not to receive certain information if they do not
want to (Article 7:449 BW). See also Nouwl (1997), p. 229 and Section 6.5.
95 See also Sujdak (2001).
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newspaper. Suppose that an electronic newspaper company discovers, by data mining
click-stream behaviour, that a particular group, say students, are significantly more
interested in international news than in other news. Customisation may then involve
that each time a student logs in, he is provided with more international news, which is
considered to be good service. But as a result, the student may be provided with less
sports news, economic news, etc. Thus, although customisation may lead to a
perceived better service, it may also lead to one-sided information supply. The well-
known Internet bookstore Amazon.com, for instance, already provides users with
customised offers based on former purchases they made.

96

Although it may seem that group profiles lead to a more individual approach (e. g.,
by customisation), the use of group profiles may,  in  fact,  lead to de-individualisation.
This is a paradox. Group profiles result in a tendency to judge and treat people on the
basis of their group characteristics instead of on the basics of their own individual
characteristics and merits.97 Thus, the use of profiles is likely to lead to a more one-
sided treatment of individuals. Besides, individuals may be given an identity that is
not of their choosing.'8 Note that this may also be the case for personal profiles. Still,
the negative effects in the case of group profiles may be larger because of non-
distributivity (see Subsection    3.3.2),    when the characteristics ascribed to group
members may not be valid for them as individuals.

Advantages Disadvantages

EJTicacy
(To what extent has the goal been
achieved?)
(Cost) e#iciency
(How easily has the goal been
achieved?)
Selecting targets Selecting targets
(Wanted by subject/consent) (Unwanted by subject/no consent)
Justified discrimination? Unjustified discrimination?
Customisation/ One-sided information supply/
Personalisation De-individualisation
(Better service/fewer unwanted contacts) (Possible loss ofautonomy)

Stigmatisation
Confrontation

Table 3.1: An overview of the general advantages and disadvantages of group
profiles that are discussed in this section. Many of the elfects may be considered
advantageous as well as disadvantageous, depending on the context and the way the
group profile is used.

96 On the Internet, besides cookies, even secret programs, called spyware, are used to collect data for
customisation. On spyware, see, for instance, Gay (2000), Sprangers (2000a), and Mack (2000).
97 Vedder (1999c), Bygrave (2002), p. 312.
98

Bygrave (2002), p. 291.
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The effects described in
Jhis subsection ma  lead

to unwanted intrusions and/or
perceived loss of privacy and autonomy. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the
general advantages and disadvantages of group profiles that were discussed in this
section. As may be seen from this overview, many of the advantages and
disadvantages are more or less opposites. Depending on the context and the ways in
which the group profiles are used, group profiles may result in positive or negative
(side-) effects. Therefore, it may be useful to consider a particular context and the
perspectives of the actors involved. In the next two chapters, the focus is on the
context ofepidemiology and the roles of the players involved.

3.7 Conclusions

The problems of group profiling using data mining may be different from the
problems ofgroup profiling on the basis ofempirical statistical research. Furthermore,
groups formed following group profiling using data mining are often not organised
and not structured. Such groups may be less able to defend themselves against the
negative consequences of group profiles than are organised groups.

Distinguishing different types of information in group profiles may be helpful to
determine the possibilities and risks of a particular group profile. Distributivity, i.e.,
the  validity of a group characteristic  for each member o f the group  as an individual,  is
an important factor in the reliability of the use of group profiles. When more than one
group characteristic is considered at the same time, the distinction between
distributivity and non-distributivity becomes more complex and the distinction
between monothetic and polythetic group profiles may be more useful for determining
the reliability of the use of group profiles.

The interpretation of group profiles on a logical basis shows that group profiles
based on induction are, in general, less conclusive and thus less reliable than group
profiles based on deduction. In general, group profiles based on induction and group
profiles based on test samples are more reliable when based on more examples, which
creates a demand for large(r) amounts of data. When inferring personal characteristics
from group profiles, deduction is reliable when dealing with distributive profiles.
When dealing with non-distributive profiles, deduction and induction are not possible.
In such cases, non-monotonic reasoning may be helpful, as it provides a way of
reasoning with exceptions and inconsistent information. The reliability of a group
profile is an important factor in determining the positive and negative effects that the
group profile may have; the reliability of a group profile may be distinguished  in the
reliability of the profile itself and the reliability of the use of the profile. Perfectly
reliable group profiles may result in correct treatment, but this does not necessarily
mean that this will also be considered fair, just, or good treatment by those involved.

Group profiles may offer general advantages, such as enabling the selection of
target groups, customisation, and cost efficiency; general disadvantages of group
profiles may involve, for instance, unjustified discrimination, stigmatisation,  de-
individualisation, and confrontation with unwanted information. However, many of
the effects of group profiles may be considered advantageous as well as

99 Clarke (1994), Bygrave (2002), p. 292.
100 Ravenschlag (1990).
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disadvantageous, depending on the context and the way in which, and by whom, the
group profile is used.
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Chapter 4
Medical data in epidemiology
4.1 Introduction

Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants ofdisease frequency in
man:   Its   aim   is   to give insight   into the prevalence and incidence of disease   by

quantifying disease and its cure and/or mortality. The purpose of investigating disease
is to (help to) solve etiological, diagnostic, prognostic or therapeutic problems.2 This

chapter on epidemiology provides a typical example of a field in which group profiles
may play an important role.

To enable a better understanding of the field of epidemiology, some basics are first
explained. In Section 4.2, some background information is given in a short overview
of the developments in epidemiology, and a basic set of terminology is given to
provide the theoretical setting necessary to understand the rest of the chapter.

Causality in epidemiology is dealt with in Section 4.3, building on the logical
inference rules set out in Section 3.4. Whereas Section 3.4 has a general perspective,
in Section 4.3, the focus is on the context of epidemiological research, where the
difference between causal relations and statistical relations plays an important role.
The information that may be found in medical records is discussed in Section 4.4. The
information in medical records is usually stored in databases, and forms, as such, the
basis for data mining processes. In Section 4.5, several cases in which group profiling
is done in medical contexts are described.4 The first case is one of the major examples
of traditional epidemiology, i.e., without the use of data mining, namely, group
profiling in the investigation of smoking behaviour. The second case, concerning the
Icelandic DNA database, is an important recent example of epidemiology using data
mining. The Icelandic database, which contains genetic information concerning the
whole population of this country, may be mined in order to link genes to diseases. The
third case concerns the mass-screening programmes that are in use or are being
developed for different diseases, in particular for several forms of cancer. This case is
an example of how traditional epidemiology may be influenced by developments in
the field of data mining. In Section 4.6, it is pointed out that data mining and group
profiling are changing epidemiology. These changes force us to investigate the roles
of the players involved in epidemiological group profiling.

4.2 The basics of epidemiology

This section starts with a short historical background of the science of epidemiology.5

The branch of epidemiology in which no data mining is used, I refer to as traditional
epidemiology, whereas the new branch of epidemiology in which data mining and

'
MacMahon and Pugh (1970), p. 1

2 Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993), p.1
1 The reasons for focusing on the example of epidemiology were discussed in Section  1.4.
4  As  pointed  out in Chapter  1, this thesis focused  on the Dutch situation.  It  may be argued that these
cases (particularly the Icelandic case) may not concern the Dutch situation. Nevertheless, the group
profiles that result from these cases may be applied beyond their original settings and may, therefore,
concern the Dutch situation.
5 For a general introduction to epidemiology, see Rothman and Greenland (1998).
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other information and communication technologies are used, I refer to as modern
epidemiology. This section provides some basic terminology that is used in
epidemiology.

4.2.1     Historical background

While, in one sense, epidemiology is almost as old as medicine itself, in another
sense, it is a new discipline. The idea that human disease is related to man's
environment goes back to the time of the Greek physician Hippocrates (460-380 BC),
who is nowadays considered the founder of medical science. He made connections
between the incidence of diseases and the condition of water, air, and residence.
However, he never made a quantified approach, something that first became possible
with the  rise o f the natural sciences  in the  168  and 178 centuries.  But the real  rise  o f
epidemiology started in the second half of the 208 century, when large-scale
population researches were performed, for instance,  on the effects of smoking or the
screening programs for cancer.

The increasing possibilities of epidemiology are related to the rise of information
and communication technology. 6 Because ofthese technologies, enormous amounts of
data are generated and stored in large databases by companies, governments,
universities, hospitals, etc. Epidemiology is based on statistics, and it is known that
statistical science requires certain minimum amounts of data.7 In addition, a general
rule of thumb is that statistics become more reliable when the (representative) samples
from which they are derived are larger, i.e., contain more data.

Not only is the generation of new data important, but the increased accessibility of
both existing and new data is also an important factor in the development of the
science of epidemiology. With information

Hippocrates of Kos (460-380 BC)and communication technologies, access to
data has become much easier. For instance, Hippocrates' writings had a great impact not
the databases of hospitals may be coupled,      only  on the content of Greek medical
or useful information may be found on the thought, but also on the ethics of medical
Internet. practice. Medical students still take his oath

However, the statement that the
before they may practice their profession. In

this oath, the so-called Hippocratic principle
probability of finding useful information is expressed:
increases when more information is

generated and more information becomes I will follow that system of regime, which,
accessible is valid only to a certain extent. according to my ability and judgement, 1

consider for the benejit of my patients, andNowadays, because of the enormous
abstain from whatever is deleterious and

amounts of available data, people often mischievous.
sense an overload of information. For
instance, when a person using his Internet The Hippocratic oath also contains the
browser finds one million hits on his search professional confidentiality:
key, he is no closer to his goal than when Whatever, in connection with my
finding zero hits. The useful pieces of professional service, or not in connection
information must be distilled from the with it, I see or hear, in the life of men,
useless mass of information. What which ought  not  to be spoken of abroad.  1

information may be useful and how reliable will not divulge, as reckoning that all such

that information is must also be should be kept secret.

6 On the rise of information and communication technology, see Castells (1996).
7 Note that a statistical relation is not necessarily a causal relation. But statistical relations are often
used to find causal relations. This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.
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determined.8
There are several methods of dealing with large amounts of data. For instance, the

data can be described using metadata.' When several averages and deviations are
investigated, a database may become more understandable. For instance, when 80%
of the records of a patient database concern female records, this may not correspond
to the expected average of 50%. Such metadata may, for instance, reveal a
relationship between gender and the particular disease. But although information and
communication technology has increased the capacities and capabilities of
researchers, the amounts of available data have increased much faster. In order to
keep track, the process of finding patterns and relationships has been automated. One
of the most important techniques for this is data mining, which is extensively
discussed in Chapter 2.

4.2.2   Epidemiological terminology

As mentioned before, epidemiology is a medical science involving the investigation
of frequencies of diseases. The frequencies of diseases are usually distinguished using
two main measures: prevalence and incidence. Prevalence  is the number of existing
cases   o f a disease   at a particular point in time. 10 Prevalence is usually expressed
relative to the number of people under investigation. This measure is static, i.e., it
describes a situation at a particular moment in time. Incidence, on the other hand, is
the number of new cases of a disease within a specified period of time." Incidence is
usually expressed relatively as well, by dividing by the number of years lived by the
people under investigation. 12 Another way of determining the incidence is by dividing
by the number of people under investigation at the beginning of the period. This is
called cumulative incidence. 13 Prevalence and incidence are related to each other by
the duration o f the disease. The prevalence may be estimated roughly as the incidence
multiplied by the average duration ofthe disease.

The purpose of the science of epidemiology is to describe diseases as a function of
determinants. A determinant is a possible factor of influence on the frequency of a
disease. 14 It should be noted that, in epidemiology, determinants are not necessarily
naturalfactors, such as age and gender; socialfactors, such as residence and income,
may be possible determinants as well. As is explained in the next section,
determinants are not necessarily causal factors. I 5

The basic method of finding determinants is the same as that used in natural
sciences: by comparison. This may be observational, e.g., by comparing the myocard
infarct frequencies of persons  with and without hypertension.  Or the comparison may

8 See Sections 2.5 and 3.5.   See also Vedder (2002) on the reliability of medical information on the
Internet.
9 Metadata are data describing the data,  i.e., data about data; see Subsection 2.2.1.

zo Woodward (1999), p. 11.
1j

Woodward (1999), p. 11.
12 Thus, People from the group under investigation that die during the period are counted only for the
time they were alive.
13 Note that, for short periods, the cumulative incidence is almost the same as the incidence. The

I-,cmathematical equation  is C I=1-e , CI being the cumulative incidence, IC the incidence, and t
the duration of the time period.
14 Bunge (1959).
!5 Note that screening itself is  also a determinant, since the frequency of disease without screening may
be different from the frequency o f disease with screening.
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be experimental, in which case one factor is changed (while the other factors remain
constant) and the effects of this change are investigated:6 One of the drawbacks of
this latter approach is that experimental manipulation of determinants is often limited.
This may lead to discussions about the causality of discovered relations.  This is dealt
with in more detail in the next section.

A good epidemiological  test must fulfil several requirements. A person  with  a
disease should get a positive test result. This is called sensitivity. A person without a
disease should get a negative test result. This is called specificity. Table 4.1 explains
how these values may be calculated.

Disease No disease
Positive test result                           a                                b
Negative test result                          c                                d

Table 4.1: The sensitivity is equal to a/(a+c) and specificity is equal to d/(b+d).
The predictive value of a positive test is equal to a/(a+b) and the predictive value of a
negative test is equal to d/(c+d).17

The predictive value ofa positive  test is the probability of a person having the disease
once a positive test result has been obtained.18 The predictive value  of a  negative  test
is the probability of a person not having the disease once a negative test result has
been obtained. " Note that all the values in Table 4.1  may be used as indicators of the
reliability of group profiles; see Section 3.5.

4.3      Causality in epidemiology

In traditional epidemiology, researchers are interested in finding causal
relationships.20 When a chain of causality leading to a disease is known, a method
may be searched for to break this chain and thus prevent the disease. Data mining
provides statistical relations, but statistical relations are not necessarily causal
relations. Therefore, in this section, building on Section 3.4, causality is discussed in
the context of epidemiological research.

4.3.1      The concepts  of cause

As    indicated in Sections    3.2    and 3.4, there   is a difference between a statistical
relationship     and a causal relationship. Figure    4.1     illustrates this. Statistical
relationships are usually determined for groups, not for individual instances. Only a

16 Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993).
u Woodward (1999), p. 95.
a8 The positive predictive value may be calculated using the equation  of Bayes:

sens· prevpositive predictive value =
sens · prev + (1 - spec)(1 - prev)

where sens=sensitivity, prev=prevalence=a+c, and spec=specificity.
19 The negative predictive value may be calculated as follows:

spec · (1 - prev)negative predictive value -
spec.0- prev) + prev·(1-sens)

20
See, for instance, Blum (1982), Greenland (1979), Renton (1994) and Weed (1986).
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small minority  of all statistical relations is directly   causal.   It   is often impossible   to
determine whether secondary relations have some underlying cause or not. However,
it is important to realise that, in many cases in epidemiology, underlying causes do not
have to be known in order to act upon relations. Probably the most obvious example
ofthis is screening.

2t

Statistical relations that are presumed to be non-causal may still have an unknown
underlying cause. An example of a presumed non-causal relation is given in
Subsection 3.2.1, suggesting that an unknown hypothetical gene deficiency may cause
two effects, large hands and thrombosis. Although there is no direct causal connection
between these effects (they are both caused by the Fne

deficiency), they are
statistically related. Figure 4.2 A illustrates this abstractly.

Statistical
relation

4               4
Noncausally Causally
associated associated

4              +
Indirectly Directly
associated causal

Figure 4.1: Different types of relations. Classification from MacMahon and
Pugh.

23

In determining whether or not a relation is causal or merely statistical, in the science
of epidemiology a set of criteria proposed by Hill is commonly used.24 Hill's criteria,
more or less an expansion ofMill's methods (see Subsection 3.4.1), are the following:

• Strength: Stronger relations are more likely than weak relations to be causal.
•  Consistency: A relation is more likely to be causal if there are repeated

observations ofthe relation by different persons in different circumstances.
•    Specincity: A one-on-one relation is more likely to be causal.

•   Temporality: A relation is more likely to be causal when the cause precedes
the effect in time.

• Biological gradient: A relation is more likely to be causal  i f an increasing dose
results in an increasing response.

•   Plat:sibility: A relation is more likely to be causal if it is biologically plausible.
•    Coherence: A relation is more likely to be causal if it does not conflict with

generally known facts.

•   Experimental evidence: A relation is more likely to be causal if it is possible to
appeal to experimental evidence.

•   Analogy: A relation is more likely to be causal  if analogies can be made.

2' See Subsection 4.5.3 for a more detailed discussion of screening.
22 In the methodology, such a mistaken supposition of a causal relation is called a contamination.
23

MacMahon and Pugh (1970), p. 18.
24  Hill  (1965).  Note that the use of these criteria is usually implicit.
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Hill had many reservations about these criteria, which he called viewpoints: "None of
my nine viewpoints can bring indisputable

evidence for or a ainst
the cause-and-

effect hypothesis and none can be required as a sine qua non".2  A critical evaluation
made by Rothman and Greenland shows that many of the criteria may be useless: 26

specificity requires a one-on-one relation, which rarely exists in practice; temporality
is part of the definition of causality; plausibility and analogy are subjective and
relative concepts; and experimental evidence  is  not a criterion but  a test  of the causal
hypothesis. Many counter-examples can be found for the other criteria.27

However, epidemiological studies are feasible without the researcher knowing
whether a relation is causal or not, or without the researcher understanding the
underlying mechanisms. This is called black box epidemiology: Even without
understanding underlying mechanisms, it may be possible to find practical ways to
prevent diseases. Black box epidemiology may also indicate where to start research
for further understanding of underlying mechanisms.

Causal relations may be divided into direct and indirect causal relations. Indirect
causal relations are also a particular type of secondary relations, but now there is an
intermediate stage between cause and effect. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 B. An
example of an indirect causal relation is the following: if it rains (cause), the gutters
will fill up with water (effect). An intermediate stage is that the streets will become
wet: if it rains, the streets will become wet, and if the streets become wet, the gutters
will fill up with water.

-- --..I                      .

.---,

i   EPE

A                    B

Figure 4.2: Secondary    relations:     (A)    Q    and    R   are    statistically    related    (dotted)
although they are not necessarily causally related. There may be some unknown
(dashed) underlying cause P for both  Q and R.  (B) P causes  Q and  Q causes R.  P
causes R indirectly.

The practical significance of causal relations does not necessarily depend on the
degree of directness, but the prevention of disease depends on finding an element in
the chain that can be eliminated (e.g., using medicines) and which is sufficiently close
to the end of the chain. Thus, considering Figure 4.2B, removing cause P or Q would
prevent effect R from happening. On the other hand, considering Figure 4.2A,
removing Q does not prevent R from happening or vice versa, since this would mean
fighting symptoms, not causes. Thus, for medicine, it is often important to find
underlying causes (which may be found with the help of non-causal relationships).
But, as mentioned before, underlying causal mechanisms do not always have to be

25 Hill (1965), p. 299.
26 Rothman and Greenland (1998), p. 27.
27

See, for instance, Weed (1988) and Rothman and Greenland (1998), p. 24-28.
28 Savitz (1994); Loomis and Wing (1990).
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known in order to make sensible use of statistical relationships for epidemiological
policies.

4.3.2   Multiple causality

Usually, a disease is a result of a combination of factors.29 Where there is more than
one (possible) cause, this is called multiple causality.30 Different causes may have a
different status. A conditio sine qua non is a cause or condition that has to be present.

Without it, the effect will not take rlace.
An example is that, in order to get

appendicitis, an appendix is required. ' The so-called st cient cause is a set of
minimal conditions, characteristics, and events that inevitably in a deterministic way
cause the effect.32 A sufficient cause thus consists of a series of component causes.

The conditio sine qua non may be lacking for some of these causes. For instance,
using HIV-infected needles may be sufficient to get infected with HIV. But it is not a
conditio sine qua non, since there are other ways of getting infected,  such as frequent
unsafe sex.

When there are multiple causes, interaction may take place.33 Interaction means that
the effects of different determinants are different in the presence or absence of other
determinants. For instance, it is known that smoking and exposure to asbestos are both
determinants for lung cancer. Smokers have a probability of contracting lung cancer
that is ten times greater than that ofnon-smokers. The same is true for people who are

industrially exposed to asbestos. However, people who both smoke and are
industrially exposed to asbestos have a probability of contracting lung cancer that is
fifty times higher than normal. Thus, besides people who contract lung cancer through
their smoking habits and people who contract lung cancer through their exposure to
asbestos, there are also people who contract lung cancer who would not have got lung
cancer through smoking or asbestos alone. This more-than-additive effect is called
synergy.

It is also possible that determinants cause less effect together. This less-than-
additive effect is called antagonism.34 An example of this is Alzheimer's disease.  Age
is an important determinant, because older people have a higher risk of attracting
Alzheimer's disease. It may be suggested that people who smoke have a lower risk of
attracting Alzheimer's disease. This is because people who smoke generally have a
lower life expectancy, whereas Alzheimer's occurs only at older ages. As such, the
additional determinant, smoking, causes a reduction in the probability of attracting

29 See also Chakravarti and Little (2003).
30 Multiple causality may be applicable to group profiles on the basis of several characteristics. Such

 rofiles
can often be characterised as monothetic or polythetic group profiles; see Subsection 3.3.3.

' Thus, a doctor may rule out possible appendicitis when a patient's appendix was removed earlier in
his life.

32 Olsen and Overvad (1993); Rothman and Greenland (1998), p. 8.
33 Interaction is sometimes called  #ect-modification. See, for instance, Vandenbroucke and 1Iofman

(1993),p. 44.
34 Several determinants are usually combined using the following equation:

probability =
1  + e-c 86 +4., +hz.2 +   +h„x„ ,   ,

where  bo,  bi.....b. are constant (regression)coefficients known from epidemiological research and  xt,
X2' ''  ,xn are the values of the determinants for the patient under observation.
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Alzheimer's, simply because many smokers do not get old enough. But since the
determinants are related to each other, the effect is less-than-additive.35

One of the major problems in epidemiological research is confounding. When
investigating the effect of a particular determinant, a comparison has to be made with
a control group. The determinant under investigation should be absent in the control
group, but every other (relevant) characteristic should be the same as in the test group.
(remember Mill's methods, see Subsection 3.4.1). However, in practice, it is
impossible to have all characteristics the same except for one. But when not all
characteristics of the test group and the control group are the same, other factors may
influence the disease frequencies. The influence of determinants other than the
determinant that is being investigated is called confounding. For instance, to
investigate the influence of smoking on contracting lung cancer, two research groups
are needed: a group of smokers (the test group) and a group of non-smokers. These
groups have to be similar, in age, gender, etc. Still, smokers and non-smokers may
differ in several characteristics. For instance, smokers may drink more coffee than
non-smokers do. There is no way of telling whether the drinking of coffee also
contributes to the higher risk of getting lung cancer. Thus, the drinking of coffee may
confound the relation between smoking and lung cancer.36 It is important to note that,
with the help of large databases, it may become easier to find people for test groups
and control groups that are similar in all respects except the factor that is under
investigation.

4.4        Types of information in epidemiology

In this section, the types of information that might be used in epidemiology are
discussed. Most of the information used in epidemiology is derived from medical
records. Medical records are stored more and more in medical databases and, as such,
the information in medical records may serve as a basis for data mining.37 Other types
of information may also be used for epidemiological data mining and group profiling.
With this in mind, a broad typology (i.e., broader than in medical records alone) was
chosen to distinguish these types of information.

Some types of information, such as criminal infonnation and subsidy information,
are not usually included in medical records in the Netherlands. Rather, they are stored
in the records of other institutions, such as governmental institutions or insurance
companies. However, in order to determine the risks and benefits of data mining and
group profiling when coupling such information, such information was considered as
well. A broader typology than the information currently listed in Dutch medical
records is useful.38 The following information might be used in epidemiological data
mining and group profiling:

39

35 Related determinants always result in a less-than-additive effect because they overlap.
36 Several ways of reducing the influence of confounding factors may be found in Vandenbroucke and
Hofman  (1993),  p.  134. All these methods  are  used  to  make the composition  of the  test and control

f,
roups more comparable.
Note that many patient records are still, for some part, paper records. See, for instance, Dick et al.

(1997),p. 48.
38 Although the most important types of information were included, it is impossible to give an
exhaustive overview of all information that might be used in epidemiological data mining and group

 9
rofiling.

Gostin (1997). This typology is more common in the United States than in Europe, and contains
several more types of information than do many European typologies. For a typology of information
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•   Demographic information, such as name, age, sex, and race.
40

•   Financial information, such as income,41 and health insurance data.
•  Subsidy information, such as information about disabilities, special medical

needs, and other criteria used to determine eligibility for subsidies.
• Medical information about diagnoses, treatments, and disease histories

(including mental illness, drug or alcohol dependency, smoking, AIDS and
other sexually transmitted diseases).

42

• Genomic information, including diagnostic tests for carrier traits (such as
sickle cell anaemia and cystic fibroses) and genetically related diseases.

•     Personal and social information, such as sexual orientation, family status, and
sexual relationships.

• Criminal information, such as information about bein the victim or
8

perpetrator of violent behaviour,  such as rape or child abuse.

Keep in mind that, even if it is allowed to use such information in epidemiology, the
information may be incomplete or incorrect.44 Furthermore, it should be noted that the
above types of information are not always mutually exclusive. For instance, genetic
information indicating Down's syndrome may at the same time be subsidy
information for financial support from the government.

Medical and genomic information are split because medical information concerns
information about the current health status of a patient, whereas genomic information
may also concern the future health status of a patient. Genomic information may
contain much 'hidden information', which may become applicable as research
advances.45 Another aspect of genomic information is that it may be applicable not
only to the patient, but also to relatives.46

Distinguishing different types of information in epidemiology may be useful in
preventing several of the possible problems of data mining and group profiling from
arising: it may be argued that, in order to prevent the occurrence of particular forms of
data mining, not all information should be accessible to everyone. Possible limitations
in access to information for the different players in the field of epidemiology are
discussed in Section 5.5. The types of information distinguished in this section serve
as a basis for discussion.

that may be found in Dutch medical records, see Vedder (19968) and Vedder (1996c). For medical
records on the Internet, see, for instance, www.medlook.nl. Crommentuyn (2000). A reason for the use
of broader typologies in the U.S. may be found in the way the U.S. health care system is organized.
40 Demographic information may largely overlap with what is sometimes referred to as administrative
information. See OTA Report (1995), p. 39. Consent is usually considered administrative information,
but special consents, e.g., for non-routine procedures, may be considered medical information.
41 In the Dutch health care system, a person's income determines whether health insurance is public or
private. See Subsection 5.3.4.
42 Medical information usually includes nursing data and discharge summaries.
43 This information is not usually included in medical records when there are doubts about its
reliability.
44 See Subsection 2.5.2 on completeness and related issues.
45 See Subsection 3.5.2 on the methodological difference between current and future characteristics.
46

Leenen (2000). This may result in problems concerning consent and the right (not) to know; see
Section 6.5.
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4.5 Group profiling in epidemiology

In this section, several cases in which group profiling takes place in medical contexts
are discussed. These examples illustrate some of the general advantages and
disadvantages of group profiling described in the previous chapter, and provide other,
more context-dependent advantages and disadvantages.

The first case concerns group profiling in smoking behaviour. Most of these group
profiles were created without the use of data mining. Nevertheless, this is a much-
explored field of epidemiology, with many examples of typical group profiles,
expected as well as unexpected. The second case concerns the Icelandic DNA
database, which contains the medical data of almost the entire population of this
country. This new database may be used for data mining in order to find relations
between certain genes and diseases. Using the discovered relations, new medicines
may be developed. The third case is about mass-screening. Group profiles have
always been used to determine which groups should be screened. With more refined
group profiles, the results of screening may be enhanced considerably.

In investigating the first case, the focus is mostly on the problems of group profiles
that already exist; in examining the latter two cases, I concentrate on the problems that
may arise when the use of data mining results in group profiling on a larger scale.
Note that, although a Dutch perspective is taken in this thesis,47 these cases have a
different scope, particularly the Icelandic case. Nevertheless, since information is not
restricted to national boundaries in a globalised and networked society, these cases
may influence the Dutch situation. How the situation in the Netherlands is influenced
by these developments is discussed in the next chapter.

4.5.1      Smoking  behaviour

Lung cancer is one of the most important side-effects of smoking. The incidence of
lung cancer depends on smoking habits.48 For this reason, I considered it useful to
investigate which characteristics lead to smoking habits causing a higher incidence of
lung cancer. In this subsection, some typical group profiles are presented that resulted
from traditional epidemiological research, i.e., epidemiological research performed
without the use of data mining.49

During the last decade, the percentage of NO k1461'n,1 fi 1111*9 ·Ille
people in the Netherlands who smoke I'M Sull,9110 tobicco .alomy CORP/nics bcc*tite i

decreased among those with higher cowp#la bcc, tic I repcatc,Ity kit Mytclf A tite
swoked for rjrs #Ma Ited wftit 4 brick *nol got

education. This is a group profile that might 90·r luM Uncer! brdin 4/Mect.

have been expected, considering that **
higher-educated people may be (more) * 4*e*aware of the negative consequences of

-

smoking. An interesting exception to this,
however, is the fact that this profile is not
valid for general practitioners.50 This more
detailed profile is unexpected, since the
reason given above, if correct, should apply
especially to general practitioners. As a

47 See Section  1.1.
48

See, for instance, Janssen-Heynen (1998).
49 Most of the examples in this subsection may be found in Coebergh ( 1990).
50

Adriaanse et al. (1985).
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doctor, a general practitioner should be particularly aware of the consequences of
smoking, from his education and from contact with patients with lung cancer and
other smoking-related diseases.

Use of the rough profile is less reliable.5'  For instance, screening for lung cancer or
campaigns to create awareness of the effects of smoking aimed at people without high
education omits the group of general practitioners.  On the other hand, using the more
refined group profile may be more expensive and more stigmatising (especially since
not all general practitioners in the group profile smoke). Campaigns against smoking
that are specifically focused on general practitioners may result in a lack of trust
among patients. Why should I trust a general practitioner who advises me to quit
smoking, when he smokes himself? Besides, campaigns usually aim at creating
awareness.52 Awareness of the effects of smoking is already present among general

practitioners.
For young people, social determinants seem to be important in smoking behaviour.

'Peer pressure' seems to be more important than the good or bad example of parents.
Especially children with lower socio-economic backgrounds and with particular
personality characteristics are relatively more often smokers. Advertisements53

usually focus on these characteristics, suggesting that smoking is part of a modern
lifestyle, associated with culture, adventure, pleasure, et cetera.

Since smoking, or nicotine to be more precise, has an addictive effect, starting to
smoke is the most important stage in the process of developing lung cancer.54  Once  a
person has become addicted to smoking, it is difficult to stop. People who manage to
quit smoking are suspected of having different smoking behaviour and a different
lifestyle from those who continue smoking. When taking the addictive effects of
smoking into account, the group profile of children of people with lower socio-
economic backgrounds is similar to that of people without higher education. Both
groups smoke more than average and the relation between the group profiles may be
explained by the underlying relation between socio-economic background and
education, although it should be mentioned that the strength of this relation is
decreasing in the Netherlands.

Other factors influencing the health of smokers are often difficult to trace because of
confounding (see the previous section). Group profiling using data mining may help
in such cases. Because data mining allows for the use of large amounts of data,
something that is difficult or impossible in traditional epidemiology, discovered
relations may be recognized earlier as significant.55 For instance, pollution of the air
in buildings deteriorates the health of smokers as well. Besides known determinants,
such as the absence of ventilation, the size of the rooms, and occupational factors,
there are also indications of unexpected determinants, such as, for instance, the
presence of domestic birds in the smoker's house.56 Data mining may reveal such a
relationship.

57

When results are valid only for particular groups, the degree of anonymity may
decrease. For instance, research showed that smoking Israeli soldiers had a 40%

 ' See Subsection 3.5.2 on reliability.
52 See also Section 8.3.
53 Seltzer and Oechsli (1985).
54

Van Proosdij (1970).
55 See Subsection 2.5.2 on significance.
36 Holst (1987).
57 Provided, of course, that information concerning the presence of domestic birds is available in the
database.  This may be the case because of coupling of databases; see Subsection 2.4.2.
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increased probability of contracting influenza in case of an epidemic.58 Although
these results may be valid for larger groups as well, this group profile must meet
many requirements before it can be applied to a particular person. The degree of
anonymity may be low for such specified groups.

59

When more information is available, it may become possible to create more detailed
profiles such as the one above. More detailed profiles may result in more reliable
profiles, but this is not necessarily the case. For instance, if 80 percent of the people in
a street smoke, then the reliability of the profile "this is a street of smokers" is 80
percent. Now, suppose a more detailed profile is made in which smoking is related to
the house number.  If it turns out that smokers live at all odd numbers  in this street,  the

more detailedgrofile (i.e., smokers live at odd house numbers in this street) will be
more reliable.    On the other hand, if the smokers are randomly distributed over the
house numbers, the more detailed profiles, including the house numbers, will not
show more reliability than the original, rougher profile, namely, 80 percent.

All  of the above examples of group profiles were discovered without the use of data
mining. Most of these group profiles were expected on the basis of induction (see
Section  3.4) and, therefore, investigated and confirmed using deduction. Without  the
use of data mining, unexpected group profiles are often discovered by chance. Group
profiles may aid better understanding, however.  On the basis of the group profiles in
this subsection, for instance, it may be suggested that discouraging smoking may be
thought of as a social issue. The results of screening for smoking-related diseases such
as lung cancer may also be enhanced. Screening is dealt with in Subsection 4.5.3.

4.5.2      The  DNA  database  of Iceland

The population of Iceland descends mainly from a small group of Scandinavian
founders. The Icelanders' genetic profiles are, therefore, relatively homogeneous,
which means that Icelanders are likely to have fewer and more easily identifiable
genetic factors related to common diseases. This simplifies the search for disease

genes, although the results may be valid for broader populations.
The Icelandic company deCODE genetics61 recognized this opportunity and

negotiated a license to collect data from the medical records of Icelandic healthcare
institutions.62 They built a database containing more than 630,000 entries, spanning
12 centuries, including all 290,000 living Icelanders and over 90% of Icelanders born
since 1800.63 The company obtains medical data and samples from patients through
an extensive network of collaboration with local physicians. People have the
possibility of opting-out, although this possibility was established only after serious
domestic and international pressure.64 At first, the opt-out mechanism was flawed
because patients who changed their minds about partici ation were not allowed to
withdraw their data after it was entered in the database.6 But deCODE has changed

58
Kark et al. (1982).

59 See Section 7.2 on anonymity and identifiability.
60 Note that some asymmetry will occur: if the profile for the odd numbers becomes more reliable, then
the profile for the even numbers may become less reliable.
61 See www.decode.com.
62 For this license, a special bill was passed through parliament, resulting in the Icelandic Act on a
Health Sector Database; see later on in this section.
63 The information of centuries ago consists mainly of genealogical data. The more recent information
also consists of genotype and phenotype information.
64 Kaye and Martin (2000).
65

Zoega and Andersen (1999), p. 47.
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its view and patients with second thoughts can now have their data deleted. For
research into blood and tissue samples, an opt-in system is used.66

The database may be searched for patterns using data-mining tools,. These data-
mining tools may be used to link diseases to genes or to link known genes to
diseases.67 Since the database also contains genealogical data, it is possible to cluster
patients with a particular disease into large extended families, containing hundreds of
individuals.68 In this way, inheritance checks may be done for diseases or genes.
When patients are significantly more related to each other than to matched control
groups, this is a strong indication that the disease has genetic components.

Linkage analysis, when applied to common diseases, has had limited success in
mapping the genes contributing to them.69 Successes were yielded in the Mendelian
diseases, i.e., well-behaved genetic disorders with well-defined models of inheritance.
But most common diseases are more complex and often skip generations, and thus
lack a clear inheritance pattern. Their complexity may result from variants ofmultiple
genes and possibly their interaction with environmental risk factors. 70

Though the entire database has not been fully completed yet, the genealogical
approach applied to the relatively isolated population of Iceland has already had
several successes. In a series of press releases and scientific publications, deCODE
has announced having mapped, among other things, the location of genes thought to
be related to the development of schizophrenia,71 strokes,72 diabetes,73 late-onset
Parkinson's disease,74 psoriasis,75 rheumatoid arthritis,76 and hip osteoarthritis.77

The linkage analysis is done by checking alleles. Alleles are different forms of the
same gene. When a particular disease has genetic components, patients will have
different alleles of a gene, or groups of genes, than non-patients. Thus, in comparing
alleles, it may be discovered which genes are related to the development of which
diseases. Once such a relation is discovered, a simple look at which allele a person has
may indicate whether or not the person will develop the disease.78 The raw genetic
facts, called genotypes, that contain the information on the alleles are compared with
the physical condition of each patient, called the phenotype.79 The genealogical
database is also used to search for familial patterns of illness.

Although Iceland is not a member of the European Union, it is a member of the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA). As a result, the European data protection

66 See also Subsection 5.3.5.
67 Several data-mining tools are used, such as Clinical Genome Miner, Disease Miner, GeneMiner,
DecodeGT, and Allegro. On the latter, see Gudbjartsson et al. (2000). Allegro is based on clustering;
see Subsection 2.3.2. On DecodeGT, see Palsson et al. (1999). DecodeGT is based on classification
with a threshold, which is explained in Subsection 2.3.3.
68

Helgason et al. (2001). See Subsection 2.3.2 on clustering algorithms.
69

Gulcher et al. (2001).
70 Lander and Kruglyak (1995); Risch and Merikangas (1996).
"   Fuhrmans (2001 a).
72 Fuhrmans (2001 c).
73 Fuhrmans (200IC).
74

Fuhnnans (200 ld); Sveinbjdrnsdottir et al. (2000)
75 Gulcher et al. (2001).
76 Grant et al. (2001).
77

Ingvarsson et al. (2000).
78 The relation has to be significant enough; see Subsection 2.5.2. A statistical criterion for significant
 enome-wide linkage

was proposed by Lander and Kruglyak (1995).
It should be mentioned that the discovered relations between genotypes and phenotypes are not yet

sufficient for effective genetic screening. See Kdhler (2002). See also the next subsection on screening.
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directive, discussed in Section 6.3, had to be implemented in national legislation.80 As
such, all the privacy principles discussed in Section 6.3 are applicable to personal data
in the database. However, according to deCODE, the database contains only non-
personally identifiable information and, therefore, the EU data protection directive is
not applicable, 81

The specific protection of the data in the health sector database consists of several
parts, illustrated in Figure 4.3. As mentioned above, the database contains
genealogical data and medical data. The genealogical data is publicly available. The
medical  data is obtained through a network of collaboration with local physicians with
the approval of the National Bioethics Committee of Iceland and the Data Protection
Commission of Iceland.82 The latter also encrypts all personal identifiers.83 However,
it is practically impossible to de-identify the records completely, as combinations of
data are frequently sufficient to identify patients in the relatively small Icelandic
population.84 It is important to note that de-identification is not the same as
anonymizing.85 Furthermore, it should be mentioned that, in order to prevent
inference, query controls are in use. For instance, each query should concern at least
ten data subjects or it will not be answered, and different queries may not concern the
same data subjects.

86

Collecting and processing of medical data is allowed with the data subject's
consent.87 The Icelandic Act on a Health Sector Database arranged an opt-out system
of presumed consent for medical data.88 This presumed consent may be found in
Articles 7 and 8 of this Act. The full text of this Act may be found in Appendix B.
DeCODE stated that it would obtain informed consent to generate genetic data and to
link it to the medical information in the database.89 The methods of cross-referencing
the medical data in the healthcare database with genealogical data or genetic data
require approval of the Data Protection Commission of Iceland. It should be noted,
however, that most genealogical data used to be

exemeed from basic
data protection

laws and is thus readily available in the public domain.
In return for conceiving, creating, and paying for the database, the government

granted deCODE exclusive rights to market it abroad for twelve years." This caused

80 Act  on the Protection and Processing  o f Personal   Data, No. 77/2000,   May   108   2000.   For  more

information,  see the website of the Icelandic Data Protection Authority at www.Dersonuvernd.is.
8' The Icelandic privacy commissioner has stated that it is not impossible that data in the database be
regarded as personal data, although some people argue that, in this case, the exemption provisions of

 aragraphs 3 and 4
of Article 8 of the EU directive may be applicable. Hreinsson (2001).

2 Gukher et al. (2001).
83 See Section 7.3 on encryption.
84 Anderson (1998).
85 See Section 7.2. De-identification does not necessarily mean that pseudonyms may no longer be
used. Some countries with similar central databases, such as New Zealand, do not consider
pseudonyms to be enough protection; see Anderson (1998). A safer system was suggested in Adar and
Huberman (2001). For a more detailed discussion on security techniques, see Chapter 7.
86 See the General Security Terms of the Icelandic Data Protection Commission at
www.personuvernd.is. A detailed discussion on inference controls may be found in Subsection 7.5.3.
N7

88 Article 9 sub  I  of the Act on
the Protection and

Processin 
of Personal Data.

No. 139/1998, passed  by the Althing on December   17      1998.  This  act  may be considered  a  /ex
specia/is with respect to informed consent. See also Stefansson (1999).
See http://www.raduneyti.is/interpro/htr/htr.nsf/pages/pagngr-102-ensk
89

Stefansson (1999), p. 30.
90 Arnardottir et al. (1999), p. 308, Specter (1999), p. 3. Note that under European data protection law
genealogical data is usually personal data, see Chapter 6, and with the implementation of the European
data protection directive, the kelandic Data Protection Act was changed accordingly.
91

Specter (1999), p. 2.
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great concern, especially among researchers, throughout the world.92 No other country
has ever tried to collect, store, and sell a national genetic heritage. The handing over
ofthis task to a private company raised even more concerns. 93

Genealogical data in             2.2   ' . ' . ' . ' . .2  - Genealo-
the public domain

· Protecti«n »f. ' .     -    gical data
ihdipid«al ·
identifymg · ;

 

data;by ·'·'· · Crdst.   2 : . :....
Data obtained from · indtpendent · . ·  m:ttehin)i bl'· 2 ·
health care providers tiatties.2 Icelandic . m'erhods.'.'.
with presumed . . . . ED> healthcare #*rove*d byi :
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      cummidd...
·

di IkeINd:  r  · .
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Figure 4.3: A diagram of the Icelandic healthcare database. showing some of the
possibilities for exploring correlations  in  the data. 94

One obvious reason for the government to support this decision is the potential
profit. Pharmaceutical companies are expected to spend billions of dollars for the
genes deCODE manages to identify. In addition, deCODE provides several95,06

hundred well-paid research jobs in a country whose economy is based mainly on
fishing. Opponents, mainly scientists in Iceland and abroad, argue that surrendering
these resources to a private company jeopardizes patients' privacy and the standards
of medical ethics.97 Also, because of deCODE's monopoly, it prevents others from
taking advantage of the results. There seems to be a shared belief that the Icelandic
people, and not a private company, should profit from the results.98

The above objections mainly concern the way in which the information is
processed.99 Objections concerning the contents of the information and the research
results, e.g. group profiles, are mainly the objections described in Subsection  3.6.2.
Other objections concern the nature of genetic information,  such as the possibilities of

92 See htto.//www.mannvemd.is/english/index.html for some of the critique. Mannvernd is the
association of Icelanders for ethics in science and medicine, and opposes the health sector database.
93 See also the website of Mannvernd mentioned above.
94

Figure from Gulcher and Stefansson (2000).
95 Note that Iceland's entire annual federal research budget is less than the amount spent on research by
deCODE.
96 In 1998, the Swiss pharmaceutical company Hoffman-La Roche signed a contract with deCODE in
which it agreed to pay more than two hundred million dollars over a period of five years in return for
the nght to develop diagnostic tests and drugs based on any genes deCODE discovers. In return, Roche
has promised to provide such tests and drugs without charge to all Icelanders who need them. See
Fuhrmans (2001 b).
97 Specter (1999). See also the website of Mannvernd mentioned above.
98

Specter (1999).
99 For the objections made by the Icelandic Medical Association (IMA), see Zoega and Andersen
(1999),p. 44.
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genetic manipulation or possible eugenetics.'  The genetic information of a person
usually implies some medical information about relatives as well. This causes

problems when the person whom the genetic information concerns releases his or her
medical data voluntarily. It is unclear whether or not relatives should (be able to)
consent to this, since the genetic information may to a certain extent be their personal
information as well. 101

iceland's DNA

What is the value of the genetic past, present and /=3-
future of the population of an entire country? It's
hard  to  fix  a fair selling price  for the kinds  of   r<(S,  E -
information that come with exclusive access to a bily
population's health records, but a company called Lfyl
deCODE genetics negotiated a license to create and  \CNt, _, :r-Rli'i,
operate a health sector database with the medical      et<1  11   w -LI  .0
records of all Icelanders.  &149 \f /624=PA

Because the vast majority of Icelanders share a ,¢*PH H " 138 -1-
small group of common ancestors who lived -    11 -,7/
thousands of years ago, they represent an interesting
research population. Individual genetic variations are
easily researched because they stand out from an otherwise homogeneous gene pool, and such
variations are important for unravelling the often complex genetic causes of disease.

For the database to be useful, medical records from nearly the entire population must be included.
This means every individual needs to give consent -a practical impossibility. The Icelandic approach

flipped the presumption in the Act on the Health Sector Database, by including individuals in the
database unless they object. The burden falls to  individuals to opt out of what effectively seems to  be
research without consent.

Source: http://europe.cnn.com/HEALTH/bioethics/9902/iceland.dna/template.html

There was public debate in Iceland on whether the bill grantinR deCODE its
exclusive rights should be  assed by the Althing, Iceland's parliament.  2 The bill was

103
passed on December    17 1998. This public debate is discussed further in
Subsection 8.4.2, but it should be noted that possible risks and benefits resulting from
data mining and group profiling, such as discussed in Section 3.6, were hardly
mentioned in this public debate.

4.5.3       Mass-screening for  cancer

Cancer arises as a result of a multi-stage process, caused by DNA aberrations in cell
104cores. The growth of a tumour, from the first division of cells till the first

appearance of symptoms, may take years or even decades. The larger the tumour
becomes, the larger the chances of spreading and the tumour becoming malignant. It
is clear that doctors want to diagnose cancer as quickly as possible in order to prevent
a tumour from spreading and/or invading surrounding tissue. In general, it is assumed
that the earlier a cancer is diagnosed, the better it can be cured. The chances of

'oo See Leenen (2000), p. 73.
101 Van Bemmel (1989), kenen (2000), p. 96.
102 Gulcher and Stefansson (2000)
:03 Act No. 139/1998 of December  17th  1998.
104

Coebergh (19918), p. 41
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survival decrease considerably after a tumour has spread or invaded surrounding
tissue. Also, treatment in an early stage may be much less invasive for the patient.
Radiation treatments or chemotherapy may be shorter and thus less damaging and less
fatiguing for patients. Operations aimed at removing a tumour may save more tissue
or prevent amputations or removal of organs. In short, the best results of treatment
may be achieved when the chain of developing cancer is broken as early as
possible. Screening comprises all diagnostic activities aimed at finding those

105

persons in a population that are in an early stage of the disease, when no ymptoms
exist yet, i.e., symptoms that are a reason for a patient to go to a doctor. 06 Mass-
screening is the screening of an entire population or large groups of the population.

107

As cancer is a multi-stage process, it is important to determine the role of screening
in this process. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, at some point in time (P), the first malign
degeneration of a cell takes place. At this stage, the tumour is too small to detect.
Only after some time, indicated by Q, has the tumour grown large enough to be
detected by screening methods. How fast Q comes after P depends on the type of
cancer and the test method applied. At some point in time, here indicated by R, the
first symptoms of the disease occur and the patient usually goes to the doctor. From
that point, there is clinical disease. The interval from P to R is called the pre-clinical
stage of the disease, which may be split into a detectible and a non-detectible stage.
Only in the detectible pre-clinical stage is screening useful.

P Q R

   I Time
1     1 Disease

Y
non-detectible detectible pre-

stage clinical stage

Figure 4.4: Screening becomes possible from the detectible pre-clinical stage. P
indicates the first cancer cell: Q indicates the point when the tumour becomes
detectible: R indicates the first symptoms of disease. Figure adapted from
Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993)

The duration of the non-detectible stage is unknown, since screening can (by
definition) provide results only positive results in the detectible pre-clinical stage. For
onetime screening, the duration of the detectible pre-clinical stage may be estimated
with the help of a large number of positive screening results, since, on average, a

10&
positive screening takes place halfway through the detectible pre-clinical stage.     The

105 See Figure 4.2. Note that morbidity as a result of treatment may be a drawback of an early
diagnosis.
106 Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993), p. 61.
107 When high-risk groups are selected for screening, the term se/ective screening is also used. Selective
screening may also be large-scale and may be considered a form of population screening. See Wilson
and Jungner (1968), p. 11
108 For repeated screening, the lead-time may be calculated as a result of the prevalence and incidence
of the detectible pre-clinical stage. For a more detailed account, see Vandenbroucke and Hofman
(1993),p. 65.
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period  of time between the positive
screenin  and

the (hypothetical) moment  of
occurrence of symptoms is called the lead time.

Screening is supported not only by patients and doctors. Governments and health
insurance companies also often favour screening, for instance, because it may be less
expensive than treatments that are started in a later stage of the disease. On the other
hand, since many people may have to be screened, the lower costs per individual must
be multiplied by the larger number of people.  In  this way, decisions about screening
programmes are often regarded as balancing public health against costs. However,
many more issues are involved in using mass-screening methods.

In  1968, the World Health Organisation (WHO) drafted some well-known general
principles that should be fulfilled by useful screening:

110

•    The disease sought should be an important health problem.
111

• There should be an accepted treatment.
•    Facilities for diagnosis and treatment should be available.
• There should be a recognisable detectible pre-clinical stage (see Figure 4.4).
• There should be a suitable, reliable test.
•    The development of the disease should be adequately understood.
• There should be an agreed policy on whom to treat as patients.
•  The costs should be balanced in relation to possible expenditure on medical

care as a whole (see above).
• Screening should be a continuing process.

Screening may also be performed on databases using data mining, instead of or in
addition to using physical tests.  I investigated the above principles in the light of data
mining and group profiling.

As regards screening without databases, meaning that people have to show up for a
physical test, the first principle is obvious: if the disease is not important enough,
people may not be willing to participate and the costs may be too high compared to
the benefits. But screening in databases using data mining is not necessarily restricted
to major diseases. When databases are large enough, a sufficient number of cases may
be found and screening for rare diseases may be as easy and as inexpensive as
screening for more common diseases.

A problem may arise when people with a positive test result cannot be treated, for
instance, because there is no cure for the disease or when there is not sufficient
capacity in hospitals, e.g., too few personnel, too little equipment, or too many
patients on waiting lists. Mass-screening programs require far-reaching logistics that
are often underestimated.112 In general, in situations in which patients cannot be
treated, screening (whether by data mining or not) is not advisable. fI 3

The reliability of the screening method is an important factor in making decisions
on screening. As explained in Subsection 4.2.2, the reliability of a test method can be
expressed in terms of sensitivity and specificity. When the test method is less reliable,
many problems may arise. Diagnostic errors may cause wrong decisions to be made

109 Thus, the duration of the detectible pre-clinical stage is twice the average lead time. Compare this
with waiting for a bus: when the bus frequency is once an hour, the average waiting time is half an
hour.
110 Wilson and Jungner (1968), p. 26.
lit In general, this means a high prevalence; see Morrison (1992), p. 159. Note that the prevalence may
increase when the focus is on risk groups instead of on the general population.
112

Coebergh (2000), Schaapveld et al.  ( 1993).
113

See also Coebergh (199la), p. 47.
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concerning treatment, causing the patient's situation to deteriorate. For patients

without a disease but with a positive test result (false positives), this may be
inconvenient and uncomfortable, lead to anxiety, or involve medical risks and
Costs. Patients with a disease but with a negative test result (false negatives) may114

not get any treatment at  all.' 15 The latter  case may appear the  same  as  if no screening
had been performed, but the performance of no screening may have been cheaper and
may not have given this group ofpatients the illusion ofhaving a good health status.

Group profiling, whether using data
mininf or not, may enhance the effectiveness of

screening, i.e., result in higher 'hit ratios'. 16 If particular group profiles indicate a
high incidence of some form of cancer, this may be a good reason to screen (only)
these groups. The results ofsuch screening are likely to be better because the search is
more targeted. On the other hand, if particular group profiles indicate a low117

incidence, screening may be useless. When only a few cases may be found, screening
may not be the best means of finding these cases, because of the costs involved and
the burden placed on people.

For instance, breast cancer screening usually focuses on particular groups with a
higher incidence. First, and most obvious, screening is performed only on women,
since breast cancer is rare among men. 118

Second, screening is performed only on
women between 50 and 70 years of age. In the Netherlands, research showed that,
after screening a group of women between  50 and 70 years of age, the mortality rates

dropped considerably, while similar research showed that, after screening a group of
women younger than 50 years of age, mortality rates did not change significantly. 119

The estimated costs of screening programmes for breast cancer are 4 Euro per
inhabitant for each life-year saved for women in the age-range of 50-70 years and
5,000 Euro per inhabitant for each life-year saved for women in the age range of 70-
75 years.

120

People may not want to participate in screening, particularly when this turns out to
be unnecessary afterwards. Screening of high-risk groups usually involves smaller
numbers of people.  Thus,  it may be useful  to limit screening to particular age groups,
to particular professions, to consumers of particular products, to particular zip code
areas, etc. On the other hand, screening on the basis of group profiles may lead to the
problems described in Subsection 3.6.2, such as stigmatisation. In the U.S., genetic
screening caused problems when the screening was done for diseases that occur only
in particular groups, such as Tay-Sachs disease, which occurs only among a particular

114 Morrison (1992), p. 166.
115  ln general, persons who develop a tumour within one year after screening are considered '-missed"

by the screening method. See Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993), p. 66.
116 Morrison (1992), p. 159.
117 One of the possibilities for selective screening is on the basis of genetic information, i.e., genetic
screening, which becomes possible with research such as that described in the previous subsection.

However, the effectiveness of genetic screening is still less than the effectiveness of selective screening

on the basis of characteristics such as smoking or alcohol consumption. See Kohler (2002).
118 In the South of the Netherlands, for instance, the incidence of breast cancer is about 30 per year of
life for men and about 6,000 per year of life for women. See Coebergh et al. (2001).
119

Coebergh (199la), p. 45.
izo Coebergh (2000), p. 1470. These are estimates for European screening programs. Note that the use

of age as a risk indicator often has the drawback that the screening is directed at the oldest people (who
usually have the highest risk) and thus at the people who have the least to gain in life expectancy.

Morrison (1992), p. 161.
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group of (Ashkenazi) Jews. Stigmatisation, in turn, may contribute to the effects of121

(unwanted) selection. When, for instance, insurance companies start using group
profiles to determine premiums, r°ple may be selected on the basis of the risks of the
group profiles ascribed to them.

Most people who are confronted with positive screening results are in a stage in
which no symptoms of the disease have occurred yet (see Figure 4.4).123 This means
that they did not discover the problem themselves, but that the problem was
discovered for them. This may make a serious difference for patients when dealing
with the fact that they have a disease. It also implies an undeniable if subtle pressure
on patients to be grateful for this. 124 Although, undoubtedly, many are grateful, it is
strange to feel grateful when confronted with a disease.

Screening is effective only when large parts ofthe groups to be screened participate.
Participation in screening programmes is voluntary and it is known that persons
participating in screening programmes are generally from different socio-economic
groups than persons who do not participate. 125 It is important to avoid putting pressure
on people to attend to screening programmes. Providing information is important, but
suggesting that people will have nothing to worry about after being screened is a form
of deception.  Even for those who have negative screening results, this reassurance is
temporarily.

The success of screening is usually measured as a reduction of mortality.126 But this
does not offer any certainty of cure or a normal life. Although screening may increase
the life expectancy of patients, this does not necessarily mean that the quality of life
also improves for patients.

In summary, data mining and group profiling may force a change in the current
views of screening. The commonly accepted standards of the WHO for screening may
need to be revised, as suggested above, for screening that uses data mining, instead of
or in addition to using physical tests.  Some of the criteria, such as the importance of
the disease and understanding the development of the disease, may become less
relevant, whereas other criteria, such as an accepted treatment and sufficient127

treatment facilities, may become more important. 128  This  case thus indicates  that  new
technologies such as data mining may offer new possibilities, but that it is unclear
whether these possibilities should always be used. This question is dealt with in the
next chapter.

4.6 Investigating various players

From the cases discussed in the previous section, it is clear that data mining and group
profiling are changing epidemiological research. Several advantages and

111 Leenen (2000), p. 87. Tay-Sachs disease is a recessive disorder, so carrier couples avoid marrying
(where marriages are arranged). However,  only a minority o f the Ashkenazi Jewish population takes up
screening, even in the U.S. See also Chadwick et al. (1997)
122 The role of health insurance companies is discussed more extensively in Subsection 5.3.4.
123

Otherwise, screening would not be useful.
124 Roberts (1989).
125 Vandenbroucke and Hofman (1993).
126 Roberts (1989), p. 1154.
127 Remember that data mining presents no problem in finding low-incidence diseases in large
databases and that the discovered relations are statistical, not necessarily causal.
128 Remember that data mining may result in the discovery of confronting information and many more
relations and patterns than treatment facilities can handle.
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disadvantages may arise from each particular case; advantages and disadvantages that
may be different from those of traditional epidemiological research. In this section,
the focus is on these changes and it is pointed out that there is a need to investigate the
roles of the players involved in epidemiological group profiling.

Using group profiles, it may be possible to (help to) solve etiological, diagnostic,
prognostic or therapeutic problems. When the causes or causing mechanisms of a
disease are known, it may be easier to establish a prognosis of the incidence of that
particular disease, in which case preventive measures may be taken. It may also be
possible to establish a diagnosis sooner and start treatment or therapy. In general, a
treatment may have better results if the diagnosis is made in an early stage of the
development ofa disease.

Epidemiological group profiles may enhance therapeutic results not only by
allowing earlier diagnoses or by enabling prevention on the basis of prognoses, but
also by providing information on the results of the therapy itself. Epidemiological
group profiles may be used to compare the results of using a particular therapy or
medicine with the results of using different treatment or medicines or of using no
treatment or medicines at  all.  With a better understanding of the aetiology of diseases,
new medicines may be found.

As explained above, not only the natural determinants of a disease can be
investigated; it is also possible to find social determinants. Social determinants may
lead to natural determinants. For instance, when a profile shows that there is a higher
than normal incidence of asthma in a certain district, a factor may be that the air in
this district is less clean, for instance, because it is in a highly industrialized area. If
this is the case, measures may be taken against the air polluting factories.

Epidemiological group profiling may also play an important role in determining the
demand and supply of health care. In this way, group profiles may help predicting
how much health care of what type is required among which groups. Hospitals and
government policy makers may use such information.

All these applications may make epidemiological group profiles useful. But
although the well-being of patients may be enhanced and lives may be saved, it may
be argued that group profiles should be treated with caution because there are risks
involved in the use of group profiles. Besides the more general risks described in
Subsection 3.6.2, some other risks became clear from the cases described in the
previous section.

As  far as the case o f the Icelandic DNA database is concerned, it seems that Iceland
took serious measures to protect the privacy of its citizens after a public debate. 129

Although it remains to be seen, these and perhaps some additional safety precautions
may prove to be sufficient to solve these problems in Iceland. On the other hand, the
knowledge (e.g., group profiles) that may be discovered in the Icelandic DNA
database may not remain within Iceland. It is to be expected that many ofthe relations
between genes and diseases will be useful outside Iceland. But whereas, in Iceland,
there was a long and critical public debate on the decision to create the database and
start the research, other countries may be confronted with the Icelandic results without
having had such a debate. Group profiles resulting from the database may be ascribed

to groups or individuals in other countries. And while the Icelandic people may have
implemented several safety precautions against the negative effects of group profiling,
other countries may lack such protection against negative effects.

129 See Subsection 8.4.2 for a more detailed discussion of the public debate in Iceland.
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In other countries, there does not seem to be a possibility of limiting parts of this
Icelandic research in which information that may be considered harmful may be
discovered, and neither is there a possibility of preventing such information from
becoming public knowledge. As no other country is currently building a database
similar to that in Iceland, this means that the incentives to start public debate on data
mining and group profiling elsewhere are not as large as they were in Iceland.
Nevertheless, the knowledge discovered in Iceland may have negative effects outside
Iceland. These effects may be more problematic in countries where no safety
precautions were taken because ofa lack ofawareness.

In the case of screening, the use of data mining may cause some problems in the
application of the WHO criteria for screening.'Jo Many more cases of a disease may
be found when data mining is used than when it is not used. However, when there is
no adequate therapy available to those with positive screening results, problems may
only increase. Similarly, increasing numbers of diagnosed patients may create too
heavy a burden on the available health care facilities. When not everyone can be
treated because of limited facilities,  this may pose a serious problem. The reliability of
screening tests may also cause problems. False positive test results may cause anxiety
and unnecessary or even harmful treatment. False negative test results may cause the
illusion of being healthy and meanwhile lead to people not getting treatment.
Although data mining may enhance the effectiveness of screening (i.e., 'a higher hit
ratio'), it may not necessarily improve the reliability of test results (i.e., 'more correct
hits').

The costs of screening may become much lower when data mining is used. This
may result in more screening, even for rare diseases.  Even when selective screening
is used, as is to be expected, this may result in an increasing 'medicalisation' of
society.  With the use of data mining and other technologies, there is also the risk of
screening becoming a highly technological service. 131 It is generally held that diseases
should be treated on a case-by-case basis and not as some kind of a production
process.

This chapter shows that data mining and group profiling are changing epidemiology.
These changes force us to consider the roles of the players involved in
epidemiological group profiling. In the next chapter, the needs, interests and
preferences ofthose involved in epidemiological research are discussed.

4.7 Conclusions

Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants ofdisease frequency in
man. Frequencies of diseases are usually expressed in prevalence and/or incidence.  In
epidemiology, the concepts of sensitivity and specificity may be used as indicators of
the reliability of group profiles.

Data mining may result in non-causal relations, but, in epidemiology, underlying
causes do not always have to be known in order to act upon statistical relations.
Screening is a typical example of this. Data mining and group profiling in
epidemiology may result in the finding of new, unexpected determinants of diseases.
Furthermore, data mining and group profiling in epidemiology may be useful in some
cases to deal with a common problem in epidemiology, confounding. With larger

1 ' Wilson and Jungner (1968); see also previous section.
I 31

Roberts (1989).
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numbers of cases, it may be more likely that test groups and control groups differing
only in the characteristic under investigation will be found.

Several cases of group profiling in epidemiology were investigated. The first case,
concerning smoking behaviour, showed that group profiles with low levels of detail
may be less reliable but that group profiles with high levels of detail may provide less
anonymity; therefore, it may be argued that the level of detail of a group profile
should be balanced  with its reliability and anonymity.  The case of the Icelandic health
sector database is an example of a situation in which a considerable effort was made
to examine the new possibilities of data mining and group profiling in medical
databases. The third case, concerning screening, showed that group profiles may be
useful in enhancing the effectiveness of screening processes. When screening for
cancer, for instance, more targeted screening may result in earlier detection and may
improve the patient's prospects accordingly. In general, the cases discussed showed
that data mining and group profiling are changing epidemiology.  Investigation of the
roles of those involved in epidemiological research may contribute to a better
understanding of the effects these changes may have.
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Chapter 5
How ethics may help
5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, it is shown how ethics may help in recognising and articulating
possible moral problems in data mining and group profiling in epidemiology. Ethics is
a branch of philosophy; it is critical philosophical thinking about morality, moral
problems, and moral judgements. In ethics, different normative theories may be used
to identify and articulate moral problems from a critical distance. Although I take
these theories seriously and I use them to recognise and articulate moral problems, I
did not commit myself to one of these theories in order to take a broad approach.  1
must immediately add that, for heuristic reasons, I combine this critical distance of
ethics with a moral  point  ofview, implying a willingness to take the vulnerabilities of
people into account: This combined approach may useful  as the theoretical approach

may overlook (practical) details that may cause moral problems. As pointed out in
Section 1.5, there are three types of moral problems:
1. Moral problems may occur when moral principles (taken broadly) are violated.
2. Moral problems may occur in situations in which moral principles (taken broadly),

or actions-directives resulting from the application of moral principles to particular
situations,2 conflict with each other (i.e., moral conflicts).

3. Moral problems may occur when new (types o f) problems arise for which no moral
principles (taken broadly) exist, or when it is not clear which principles to apply to
particular cases.

Although this typology describes moral problems in terms of moral principles, it is
important to note that the term moral principle was used in a very broad way, as a
starting point. Why and how this broad approach was taken, is explained in Section
5.2. The starting points that may help in recognising and articulating the possible

problems of data mining and group profiling are discussed. The moral problems that
may be encountered are categorised into one of the types above. Note that some moral
problems may be categorised into more than one of these types, depending on the
point of view that is taken.

In Section 5.3, the focus is on the roles of the different players in the context of data
mining and group profiling in epidemiology.3 This shows in more detail in which
situations they may encounter the problems discussed in Section 5.2. Furthermore,

1 See also Frankena (1973), p. 113, on the moral point of view. According to Frankena, a person is
taking a moral point of view if (a) he is making normative judgements about actions, desires,
dispositions, intentions, motives, persons, or traits of character; (b) he is willing to universalise his
judgements; (c) his reasons for his judgements consist of facts about what the things judged do to the
lives of sentient beings in terms ofpromoting or distributing non-moral good and evil; and (d) when the
judgement is about himself or his own actions, his reasons include such facts about what his own
actions and dispositions do to the lives of other sentient beings as such, if others are affected.
1 See, for instance, Ross (1930), who argues that moral conflicts may sometimes be caused by a single
moral principle rather than by two conflicting moral principles. For instance, when two people are
starving but there is sufficient food to save only one of them, the principle of beneficence (see
Subsection 5.2.2) states that one should be saved, instead of both being allowed to die. This (single)
moral principle does not solve the problem, however, since it does not tell us to whom the food should

be given.
' See Section 1.4 for the reasons to focus on epidemiological research.
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this enables me to investigate several professional norms, i.e., normative starting
points typically related to the professions/roles in epidemiology. This further broadens
the approach taken in Section 5.2. The roles that are investigated are the patienUdata
subject, the doctor, the (medical) researcher, the (health) insurance companies, and the
government. This list of roles is not exhaustive; nevertheless,  I consider these players
to be the most important with regard to data mining and group profiling because they
are often directly involved in epidemiological research and/or its results.

An inventory of the possible moral problems that may arise from data mining and
group profiling is provided  in this chapter.  It  may be argued  that this inventory
determines to a certain extent the normative framework, as it may indicate which
problems are important and it may indicate directions for possible solutions. For this
reason, the normative framework set out in Section 1.5 is re-examined in Section 5.4.
In the following chapters, the possible legal and technological measures are discussed;
in Chapter 8, these possible solutions are combined and evaluated in the light of this
re-examined normative framework. Clearly law and technology put their own
conditions and restrictions on the possible measures.

5.2 Starting points and the moral point of view

In this section, a broad range of starting points, such as ideals, values, principles, and
rules, that may help in recognising and articulating the possible moral problems of
data mining and group profiling in epidemiology is discussed. These starting points
vary in degree of abstractness, and may originate from different theoretical
backgrounds. Although it is not possible to provide an exhaustive overview of all the
possible moral problems of data mining and group profiling, I consider such a broad
approach the most suitable. This overview is not exhaustive for two reasons. First,
because my theoretical framework is not a closed system in which it is possible to
take an exhaustive approach. Second, because it is impossible to predict future
developments and circumstances, even using a closed system,.4

Although  I realise that there may be different ways of defining starting points, such
as ideals, values, principles and rules, let me point out how I use them. Ideals and
values are more abstract and

 eneral than
principles; principles, in turn, are more

abstract and general than rules.  Starting at the most concrete, specific level, (moral)
rules.6 in their most common form, are prescriptive norms of conduct:

the<
determine

how one ought to behave, e.g., do not smoke, pay your bills, do not steal. Principles
may be considered to be norms that prescribe that a thing be realised to the highest
degree possible in a particular situation.8 Principles can be fulfilled to a certain
degree, whereas rules are either fulfilled or not.' For instance, a rule about health care

4 Note that, although it may be possible to make an exhaustive inventory within a closed system, this
does not mean that this would also be an exhaustive inventory in practice, since the system may be
deficient.
5 Note that this hierarchy may not always be as obvious as suggested here, but for the purposes of this
thesis, I consider these descriptions sufficient.
6 Note that there is a difference between legal rules and moral rules. ln this chapter, the focus is on
moral rules; in the next chapter,tile focus is on legal rules.
7 Rules are not always simply prescriptive. See, for instance, Hart (1994), p. 91, who draws a
distinction between primary rules, i.e., rules of obligation, and secondary rules, i.e., rules about the

 rimary rules, such as rules about applying and changing rules.
See also Alexy (1985),p. 19.

9 See also Dworkin (1978), p. 24.
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may specify to what extent care has to be taken, while a principle about health care
requires that the best care possible be taken, which makes it open-ended. A principle
may be considered a norm prescribing how to go about the realisation of ideals or
values in a particular situation. In other words, ideals or values may be considered the
desirable state of affairs that one aims to realise, and principles are the norms
prescribing how to achieve this state of affairs. For instance, the principle ofjustice 10

prescribes how to realise an ideal of a just society. How this desirable state of affairs
(e.g.,  a just society) looks   like,  may  not be known in detail. 1 1 Whether ideals  and
values are to be distinguished from each other is a controversial issue and is beyond
the scope ofthis thesis. 12

Apart from investigating the starting points mentioned here, the needs, interests, and
preferences of the players involved are identified, at the most basic level, in order to
discover in which situations they may encounter problems. Whereas the starting
points originating from different theoretical backgrounds may be used to recognise
and articulate moral problems from a critical distance, this basic approach of
investigating needs, interests, and preferences is taken for heuristic reasons. As
explained above, a moral point of view is taken, implying a willingness to take the
vulnerabilities of people into account. This may reach beyond the starting points of
the theoretical approach, for instance, because these may overlook (practical) details
that may cause moral problems or because new (types of) moral problems may occur,
in which it is not clear what moral principles to apply or how to apply them:3 Since
needs, interests, and preferences go hand in hand with vulnerabilities, I hope to be
able to recognise and articulate this type of problems with such a basic approach.

Not all moral problems related to needs, interests, and preferences are of the third
type. For instance, as explained in Subsection 5.2.2, not fulfilling needs, interests, and
preferences may be regarded as violating the principles of beneficence or non-
maleficence, or both. In fact, whether it is a moral problem of the third type when
needs, interests, and preferences are not fulfilled is a controversial issue. When a
person has a preference for a big house with a swimming pool,  it maM not be generally
accepted as a moral problem when this preference is not fulfilled.  When a person
has a need for food that is not fulfilled, people may claim that this is a moral problem.
However, not everyone may be convinced that not fulfilling this need is a moral
problem. Some may argue that it is only a moral problem when the principles of
beneficence or non-maleficence, or both, are used, which may be violated when needs
are not fulfilled.  In that case, it would be a moral  problem of the first type. Although
this issue is of conceptual theoretical importance, I do not choose between these
views, as my goal is to recognise and articulate the possible moral problems of data
mining and group profiling. Thus, not choosing enables me to take a broader
approach.

For the type 1 and 2 problems, I investigate the (classic) moral principles that may
be violated or that may conflict in the case of data mining and group profiling.
Although it is indicated above that an exhaustive account is impossible, in this
section, 1 discuss what I consider to be the main (classic) moral principles that may
apply to data mining and group profiling: beneficence and non-maleficence, justice
and solidarity, and autonomy and individuality. Beneficence and non-maleficence are

10 Note that there may be different interpretations of the principle ofjustice. See also Subsection 5.2.3.
" See also Van der Burg (1996), p. 6
12 See, for instance, Taekema (2000), p. 10.
13 This is a problem of the third type; see Section 5.1
I4 Note that it may be considered a problem how to distribute available resources to fulfil preferences.
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normally held to be related to the needs, interests, and preferences of the different
players and, in practical situations, concrete actions may easily be derived from them.
The other moral principles may not always be applied this concretely, but this does
not mean that they are less important. These moral principles are distinguished as (a)
the moral principles that may cause problems when dealing with group profiles in the
relations between groups and society, and (b) the moral principles that may cause
problems when dealing with group profiles in the relations between groups and
individuals. I investigate in which situations group profiling may violate each of these
moral principles (type  1) and in which situations some of these principles may conflict
with each other (type 2). Examples are provided of all but the most obvious situations.

5.2.1    Needs, interests, and preferences

Taking a moral point of view implies the willingness to take the vulnerabilities of
people into account. Needs, interests, and preferences go hand in hand with
vulnerabilities.15 Note that this may particularly be the case when they are not
fulfilled. Not fulfilling needs, interests, and preferences may -at least prima facie-
raise moral problems, even though these problems may not always be serious. The
needs, interests, and preferences depend on the context (in this thesis, epidemiological
research) and the players involved. In the next section, the different needs, interests,
and preferences that are typical of the various relevant roles in epidemiology are
discussed. In this subsection, I stipulate how I use these terms in this thesis.

The terms needs, interests, and preferences may be used in many ways. Each use
reflects something of the author's outlook and what he regards as important. In this
subsection, I indicate how these terms are used in this thesis. The reader may
determine his position and either agree or disagree with me. It should be mentioned
that much more may be said about these stipulations from a theoretical point of view,
but they suffice as working definitions.

People usually speak ofneeds when a thing is required. When a person claims that a
thing is needed, it may be asked to what end it is needed. Since needs are related to
ends, a distinction of different kinds ofneeds may be made by distinguishing different
ends. Different distinctions may be possible. In this thesis, I used the distinction made
by Benn and Peters, who distinguish biological needs (to survive), basic needs (for a
decent state of living),16 and functional needs (to do a particular  job/role). 17   In  this
distinction, the ends may be considered to create vulnerabilities that must be taken
into account.18 The following are some examples. A patient with a life-threatening
disease may have a biological need for access to a doctor who may offer treatment.
Without the help of a doctor, he may not survive. A person may have a basic need  for
an affordable health insurance, because paying high health insurance premiums may
result  in a shortage of money for housing, clothing, education, leisure,  etc."  An
example of a functional need is a doctor's need for information to treat a patient.  If a
patient does not reveal all information relevant to his medical status, the doctor may

I 5 This does not mean that there may not be other vulnerabilities; these are discussed in the following
subsections. Vulnerabilities typically related to the roles in epidemiology are discussed in the next
section.
I6 Note that what is considered a decent state of living may depend on the culture, and change over
time.
17

Benn and Peeters (1975), p. 144. Functional needs may also be referred to as professional  needs.
" Note that other vulnerabilities may exist; these are dealt with elsewhere.
19 When health insurance is no longer affordable, this may have as a result that people are not insured
When uninsured people need medical care, health insurance may become a biological need.
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not be able to perform his job properly and this may result in incorrect diagnoses and

wrong treatment.20

A typical characteristic of needs is that the ends for which a thing is needed may be,
to  a certain extent, recognisable by others.21  This  is  why the concept of needs  is
associated with an objectivistic view. Thus, external observers may determine a
person's needs without referring to the preferences of that individual. This may be
clear in the above distinction. Here, it is assumed that every human being has a natural

tendenc<
to survive (biological needs) and to have a decent state of living (basic

needs).2 With regard to functional needs, the underlying assumption is that persons as
well as organisations, institutions, and companies have particular jobs to perform.  For
each role, such as that of a doctor or a health insurance company, it is possible, to
some extent, for others to determine the job to be performed.

It may be thought that the needs distinguished above have a hierarchical order. For
instance, if a person's biological needs are not fulfilled, he may not survive and may,
therefore, not care for functional needs. However, this way of arguing is too simple,
as people in some roles may have functional needs to fulfil the biological and basic
needs of people in other roles, such as that of the patient/data subject. Because of this
(in)directness of needs, functional needs may conflict with biological or basic needs.

For instance, on the one hand, a government may have a functional need for particular
information concerning infectious diseases. On the other hand, it may be argued that
patients have a basic need for confidentiality. A moral conflict between these

conflicting needs may then arise for a doctor.23

The issue of the level of fulfilment of needs may also indicate that the different
types of needs are not hierarchical. Some needs may become less serious when they
are fulfilled to some extent, whereas other needs may not. For instance, a functional
need of an insurance company may be to ensure that no fraud has been committed in
claims of clients. When it is possible to reduce the occurrence of fraud to less than  1
% of the company's profit, it may be argued that this need is not completely fulfilled,

but its seriousness is significantly reduced.24 However, other needs may not become
less serious when they are not completely fulfilled. For instance, when a person has a
need for particular information to remain confidential, it is not sufficient that most

people who have this information available to them do not disclose it. When only one
person discloses the information, this is sufficient for (complete) non-fulfilment of
this need.

In addition to these distinctions in the directness and seriousness of needs, a
distinction may also be made between needs that are acute and needs that are more
long term. For instance, a patient may have an acute need for a particular medicine. At
the same time, he may also have a long-term need for epidemiological research that

20 Note that, from a legal perspective, a patient has an obligation to provide the information relevant to
his treatment under Dutch law. See Article 452 WGBO; see also Section 6.5.
21 See also Barry (1965), p. 48.
22 Note the difference between a want and a need: to say a man wants food is simply to describe his
state of mind; to say that he needs food is to say that he will not measure up to an understood standard

unless he gets it. Benn and Peeters (1975), p. 143.
23 Note  that,  in the Netherlands, doctors  have a legal obligation  to  noti fy the inspector of public health
of cases of particular seriously infectious diseases; see also Section 6.5. This means that, in this case,
the functional need has been given priority over the basic need.
24 Note that at some point it may be more expensive to find the remaining cases of fraud than they
actually cost.
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may provide a cure for his disease.25 This difference between acute and long-term
needs also indicates that the above distinction may not be considered hierarchical.

Note that it may not always be possible to determine what type of need (biological,
basic, or functional) is being dealt with. Sometimes, depending on the point of view, a
need may fit  into more than  one type,  as was indicated with the example of affordable
health insurance, which may be considered a basic need, but is also a biological need
once an uninsured person needs medical care. Affordable health insurance may even
be considered a functional need, for instance, when considering the job/role of a father
with regard to his children: in order to properly perform his job/role as a father, it may
be argued that he should arrange health insurance for his children. Affordability then
becomes a functional need. However, since there is no hierarchical order between the
different types ofneeds, it may not always be important to determine the type ofneed.

Now that I have discussed the use of the term needs, the use of the terms
preferences and interests must also be explained. A preference is referred to when a
player has a subjective liking for a particular end. Since preferences may be unique to
each player, they are not objectifiable like needs and are, therefore, more difficult to
predict. Note that this does not mean that preferences are never predictable: for
instance, it might be expected that people who enter a lottery may have a preference
to win the first price, even though they may not have a biological, basic, or functional
need for this. Preferences can be unpredictable, as people may have different ideas
about what to do when they win the lottery. One person may prefer to purchase a
house with a swimming pool, another may prefer to invest in his own company, and
yet another may prefer to buy a fast car.

An interest is referred to when something puts a person in a position to obtain or
realise what he prefers or needs. An interest may apply to both needs and preferences.
For instance, when a starving person has a (biological) need for food, it may be
argued that obtaining money would be in his interest, since money may enable him to
buy food. When a person has a preference for fast cars, obtaining money may be in
his interest in a similar way, as having sufficient money would enable him to buy a
fast car. Interests are, to some extent, associated with an objectivistic view, as a
person's interests may be determined by others once the needs or preferences, or both,
o f that person are known.

The question may be raised whether there is a hierarchical order between needs,
interests, and preferences. In this respect, it is important to note that my aim in this
chapter is to identify possible moral problems. It is not my intention to draw decisive
conclusions on which of these possible problems are more important.  Some of these
problems may not be comparable. For instance, it may be impossible to say whether a
researcher's preference for additional funding or a patient's interest in

 rivacy is moreimportant. Both may be important, but they are difficult to compare.2  This does not
mean that nothing can be said about the importance of needs, interests, and
preferences. With regard to the vulnerabilities of the players involved, non-fulfilment
of needs may in general be more severe than non-fulfilment of preferences. It is clear
that a need for food is more important than a preference for strawberries.

The distinction between needs and preferences may not always be clear in this
respect. For instance, a person addicted to hard drugs may claim he has a need for
hard drugs. Doctors may even confirm such a person's physical need for hard drugs.

25 It should be noted that expectations of recovery or improvement of health as a direct result of
epidemiological research in which a patient participates are usually not high, since the development
and testing of new medicines usually takes a long time. See Subsection 5.3.1.
26 An example ofcomparable situations is Pareto-optimality; this is discussed in the next subsection
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However, others may claim that this person has a preference for hard drugs, as he may
survive without them and still (or because of this) be able to achieve a decent state of
living, even though it may take some effort to recover from the addiction. As
mentioned above, my aim is to take a broad approach to the possible moral problems.
Therefore, I consider including all possible problems a more important goal than
ranking the seriousness of those problems. Although I show that data mining and
group profiling may raise several serious problems, at some points I leave it to the
reader to determine which problems are more important than others. Furthermore,
because of the unpredictability of preferences, these are mentioned solely as
examples. As stated in Subsection 5.2.3, preferences also play a role with regard to
the principle ofjustice.

How needs, interests, and preferences may lead to moral problems is investigated.
Not fulfilling needs, interests, and preferences does not necessarily lead to moral
problems. For instance, it is not generally considered a moral problem when a
person's preference for a house with a swimming pool is not fulfilled. Note, however,
that this may become a problem when the principle of justice is considered.27 As was
pointed out in the introduction to this section, whether non-fulfilment of particular
needs may be considered a moral problem of the third type is a controversial issue.  It
is shown in the next subsection that, in such cases, possible moral problems may be
identified using the (classic) moral principles of beneficence or non-maleficence, or
both.

5.2.2   Beneficence and non-maleficence

As mentioned in the previous subsection, whether unfulfilled needs, interests, and
preferences are intrinsically morally problematic is a controversial issue. When non-
fulfilment of needs, interests, and preferences is not in itself considered a moral
problem of the third type, it may still be possible to regard several issues as moral
problems of the first or second type, when the principles of beneficence or non-
maleficence, or both, are considered. It is normally held that beneficence and non-
maleficence are related to the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved. In
this subsection, I discuss these principles and show that non-fulfilment of needs,
interests, and preferences may lead to violations of these principles and moral
conflicts. Note that the non-fulfilment of needs, interests, and preferences does not
necessarily always lead to moral problems with regard to beneficence or non-
maleficence: there may also be situations in which needs, interests, or

 references arenot fulfilled but in which it is not clear which moral principles to apply.
The principles ofbeneficence and non-maleficence may be considered two different

principles.29 The latter, non-male/icence, in its simplest formulation, boils down to the
„30maxim printurn non nocere: "above all, do no harm .  Applying this principle

requires some understanding of what harm  is. As indicated in Section  1.5,  harm  is
considered in a broad way in this thesis to be the non-fulfilment (which includes sub-

27 See Subsection 5.2.3.
28 When it is not clear whether non-maleficence/beneficence is applicable, this is a moral problem of
the third type.
29 Note that some authors combine non-maleficence and beneficence in one principle. See, for instance,
Frankena (1973), p. 47.
30

See, for instance, Beauchamp and Childress (2001), p   113.
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optimal fulfilment) of needs, interests, or preferences:'  Like many others,  1 consider
the principle of ben€/icence, in its simplest form, to suggest that one ought to do good
in terms of the fulfilment of needs, interests, and preferences.32 Thus,  in this thesis, to
do good means to contribute to the fulfilment of a person's needs, interests, and
preferences.33 This idea of what is good does not indicate what is best, for instance, in
the case of conflicting interests,  but  I return to that later.

First, I explain how the principle of non-maleficence and the principle of
beneficence may be applied. Take, for instance, an incidental situation in which one
person has barely enough food to survive and another person has plenty of food. The
principle of non-maleficence states that the person with plenty of food should not steal
food from the person with barely enough food, as this would inflict harm (without
doing any good, such as by contributing to his own needs). Consider another
incidental situation in which one person has no food and is starving and another
person has so much food that he cannot eat it himself and will eventually have to
throw it away. If the person with plenty of food did not cause this unequal
distribution, he did not inflict any harm. The principle of non-maleficence, therefore,
does not prescribe any transfer of food that may contribute to fulfilling the needs of
the starving person. The principle of beneficence may now be of help in meeting the
need of the hungry person, because it states that the person with plenty of food ought
to do good, which in this case means giving some food away.

Note that in the latter (incidental) situation the giving of food means that the
starving person is better off and nobody is worse off, since the person with plenty of
food will not miss a small share. He would have had to throw it away anyway. This is
an example of a Pareto-optimal situation. A particular situation is Pareto-optimal
compared with another if at least one person is better off (has more of his needs or
preferences, or both, fulfilled) in the first situation than in the second, and nobody is
worse off in the first than in the second. 34

As mentioned in Section 3.6, group profiles may be used for selection, such as for
screening, jobs, insurances, purchasing products, acquiring services, applying for
loans, applying for benefits, etc. All these goods, services, and provisions may
contribute to the fulfilment of a person's needs, interests, and preferences, and, thus, it
may increase beneficence/non-maleficence. Or, when people are excluded from these
goods, services, and provisions,  the  use of group profiles may violate the principles o f
beneficence/non-maleficence. Selection may also result in distribution problems, but
these are discussed in the next subsection. Furthermore, as this thesis deals primarily
with information, it is important to note that the above problems may be different with
regard to information: as information may be copied and distributed at very low costs
or even without cost, the transfer of information is often Pareto-optimal. For example,
if a cake is shared equally between two persons, both  et half of it, but a piece of
information does not get smaller when it has been shared. 5

31 Compare this, for instance, with Feinberg who considers harm to be a setback of interests. My
afproach also included needs and preferences. See Feinberg (1984)

What obligation may be derived from this principle is subject to debate. Although this is an
important issue,  I consider it beyond the scope of this thesis.
33 Note that to do good may include contributing to the fulfilment of one's own needs, interests, and

i'4

references.
See also Little (1957).

35 This difference may also play a role in distribution problems (with regard to information itself as
well as its indirect results); these are discussed in the next subsection. Note that easily copying and
distributing information does not prevent all distribution problems with regard to information, since a
person may have a need, interest, or preference for others not to have access to particular information.
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In situations in which needs, interests, and preferences conflict, it is more difficult to
determine how to avoid harm and how to do  od, because what may be good for one
person may cause harm to another person. For instance, in an epidemiological
context, the availability of more detailed information to researchers may involve less

privacy for data subjects. Some argue that all harm should be avoided before
beneficence is maximised, whereas others argue that harm may be compensated to a
certain extent. The latter point of view raises questions about how to determine the
size of harm and beneficence, and how to balance them. Furthermore, it is often

argued that not only harm should be taken into account, but also the probability of
harm occurring.37 It is not my aim to determine how to achieve maximum
beneficence, or to provide final solutions for dealing with conflicting principles. My
goal is to point out where moral problems may occur. It is important to note that, in
situations in which needs, interests, and preferences conflict, a moral problem exists.
Which type ofmoral problem this is remains to be determined: it may be the first type
(when beneficence is not maximised), or it may be the third type (when it is not clear
whether all harm should be avoided or harm may be compensated to a certain extent).
The latter may also be considered a moral conflict (type 2) between the principles of
non-maleficence and beneficence.

The principles of beneficence and non-maleficence play a special role in the
utilitarian point of view.38 For those who  are not familiar with it, utilimrianism,  in  its
simplest formulation, claims that the morally right act or policy is that which produces
the greatest happiness for the greatest number of members of society.39 The idea is to
satisfy the needs, interests, and preferences of as many people as possible (i.e., to
maximise beneficence or utility), each person having equal weight. It should be noted
that determining needs is not a problem peculiar to utilitarians, although this is
sometimes suggested.40 As indicated above, it may be difficult to make an inventory
of all needs, interests, and preferences. Furthermore, it may also be difficult to
determine how to maximise utility. However, as pointed out before, my approach in
this thesis is broader than the utilitarian approach.

In the case of group profiling, it may be expected that particular types of group

profiles may be harmful to the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved.
Group profiles about life expectancies are a typical example of this, as they may be
confronting and stigmatising.41  When none o f the players involved benefits  from  such

profiles, it may be suggested on the basis of the principles of non-maleficence or
beneficence, or both, that the creation of such profiles should be prevented.42 Such a
situation would be Pareto-optimal. In cases that are not Pareto-optimal, for instance,
when group profiles may be expected to cause (much) more harm than good, the

36 Note that this may also result in problems regarding justice; see the next subsection.
37

See, for instance, Vedder (1999b), Beemer and De Wachter (1980), and Winston (1988), p. 94. Note
that the distinction between harm and the probability of harm occurring is closely related to the
distinction between current and future characteristics; see Section 3.5.
38 It may be argued that utilitarianism does not take into account any other principles.
39

See, for instance, Kymlicka (1990), p. 9. Note that society as a reference group may have different
meanings: some consider every human being part of the reference group, whereas others consider
everybody within a country or within a particular community as a references group.
40

See also Hare (1981), p. 118.
41 See also Subsection 3.6.2 for the negative effects group profiles may have.
42 Technological ways to prevent particular forms of data mining and group profiling are discussed in
Chapter  7.
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principle of beneficence may also prescribe that such group profiles not be created.43

Such considerations depend on the expected risks and benefits of particular group
profiles and how they are weighted.44 In Section 5.3, a detailed account of the roles of
the players involved in epidemiological research is given.

5.2.3    Justice and solidarity

Group profiles may also raise problems with regard to other moral principles that may
not be as concrete as non-maleficence or beneficence, which are based on concrete
needs, interests, and preferences. However, that does not mean that they are less
important. As indicated above, moral principles concerning the relations between
groups and society are dealt with in this subsection.45 I consider justice and solidarity
to be the main principles in this respect. When group profiles are used to determine
particular treatment of particular groups, such as selection46 for insurances, jobs, or
products, the principle ofjustice may be violated or conflict with other principles. In
attempts to explicate justice, terms such as fairness,47 desert' 8 (what is deserved), and
entitlement have been used.49 Common to these theories ofjustice is a minimal formal
requirement: equals must be treated equally and unequals must be treated unequally.
This principle is usually referred to as theformal principle ofjustice.50

However, apart  from this formal justice, an underlying idea is also required of what
a just society is. Formal justice in the above sense of equality contributes to achieving
a just society, but it tells us nothing about what the rules of distribution or
comparative treatment are to be.  Note that justice may even require deviating from the
formal principle ofjustice: for instance, unequal treatment may also contribute to the
realisation  of the  aims of justice  (a just society), for instance, when disadvantaged
(groups of) people are helped.51 Therefore, the remaining question to be answered is
how to tell what rules of distribution or comparative treatment we are to act on. As
mentioned above, different criteria, such as fairness, desert, and entitlement, have
been proposed to fill in this material aspect ofjustice. All these approaches share the
requirement of formal justice, but are different with regard to the (types of)
characteristics that are considered relevant for (un)equal treatment. These different
approaches concern material principles of justice. ln this way, particular visions of a
just society may result in complex criteria for achieving just distributions.

43 For instance, some have suggested separating medical information from financial information
because of the risks involved. See, for instance, Sweeney (1998).
44 For instance, Risse and Zickhauser (2003) came to the conclusion that racial profiling should be
allowed, whereas others, including myself, think that racial profiling should be dealt with cautiously.
See, for instance, Custers (2003d).
45 In the next subsection, principles concerning the relations between groups and its members or
individuals, or both, are dealt with.
46 See also Section 3.6.
47 Rawls (1971). Note that fairness is used in a different way in the next subsection.
48 For attention to justice as desert, see MacIntyre (1988).
49

Nozick (1974).
50 The formal principle ofjustice is often attributed to Aristotle; see Aristotle (1975), p. 257. However,
note that Aristotle did not describe justice in terms of formal justice only, but used material principles
ofjustice (see below) as well. Justice may also refer to criminal matters, but this is not relevant here.
See Beauchamp (2001), p. 308.
51 In this respect, (formal) justice is more than equality or anti-discrimination, as through using the
principle of justice an attempt  is  made to achieve  a just society, instead of merely focusing  on just
procedures.
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Which characteristics are relevant may depend on the situation and may change over
time.52 When group profiles are used as a tool for making decisions about groups, or
about individuals as members of a group, it may be questioned whether the group
characteristics are sufficiently relevant to justify different treatment.  In the case of car
insurances, for example, it goes without much discussion that age is a factor in
determining the premiums. Statistically, younger people (particularly up to the age of
24) are more often involved in car accidents. Similarly, it goes without much
discussion that geographic region is a factor in determining the premiums for car
insurance: in densely populated areas, the likelihood of car accidents occurring is
greater than in the countryside. On the other hand, factors such as gender, religion, or
ethnicity are not considered acceptable as factors determining insurance premiums.

53

In masking, i.e., using trivial characteristics as indicators of sensitive characteristics,
the principle ofjustice may be infringed.54 Masking may thus be considered a moral
problem of the first type. Note that masking may also be considered a violation of
honesty; this is discussed in the next subsection.

It may be argued that the principle of beneficence is an aggregative principle, as it
is used to describe a preferred state of affairs in terms of the total satisfaction of
needs, interests, and preferences among the members of a group.55 The principle of
justice, however, may be considered a distributive principle, as it is used to describe
the way in which the satisfaction of needs, interests, and preferences is divided among
the members ofthe group.56 When the resources required to fulfil needs, interests, and
preferences are limited, questions may be raised about what just distributions are. In
the case of data mining and group profiling, these distribution problems may not be
direct, since information may easily be copied and distributed.57 However, distribution
problems may indirectly result from group profiles, when profiles are used for
decision-making: as pointed out in Chapter 3, group profiles may be used for selection
for (and, thus, distribution of) jobs, insurances, loans, products, services, etc.

58

Group profiles are usually specifically created for decision-making. Therefore, it
may be argued that group profiles are specifically meant to facilitate (un)equal

treatment. The question that may then be raised is to what extent such (un)equal
treatment can be justified. The use of particular characteristics, such as race, religion,
and gender, is generally not considered relevant to justify inequality, unless the aim is
to help disadvantaged (groups of) peoplesg or to specifically give people what they
can be expected to need or prefer.60 Other characteristics, such as zip code, residence,
and good payment records, are usually considered relevant in business transactions to
justify unequal

treatment. Ar
and gender are usually considered relevant in screening

to justify unequal treatment.  1 Determining which characteristics are relevant in which

52
See, for instance, the discussion about anti-discrimination law in Section 6.7 for several

characteristics that are currently considered relevant.
33 For a detailed account of anti-discrimination law, see Section 6.7.
54 See also Subsection 1.2.4.
55 Note that utilitarianism may be an exception to this, as it links beneficence to distributions.
56 See also Barry (1965), p. 43.
37 lf a cake is shared equally between two persons both get half of it, but a piece of information does
not get smaller when it is shared.
58 Note that these may be known problems; nevertheless, they may be enforced by data mining; see
Section 3.2.
59 This is sometimes referred to as positive discrimination; see Section 6.7.
60 For instance, providing a synagogue to Jews, a church to Christians, and a mosque to Muslims may
imply unequal treatment on the basis of religion but does not necessarily violate justice.
61 See Subsection 4.5.3.
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circumstances is beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, when it is not clear
whether a particular characteristic is relevant to the principle of justice,  this may
constitute a moral problem o f the third type.

It is also important to determine whether characteristics are correct, not only for
individuals as members of a group, but also for individuals as such. Suppose, for
instance, that a particular neighbourhood is profiled as a group of unemployed people,
but that 2 % of people in this (non-distributive) profile have low-income jobs. When
the government decides to financially support the whole neighbourhood as a group of
unemployed people,62 the people with low-income jobs benefit from the group profile
even though they do not share the group characteristic (i.e., being unemployed) as
individuals. This may be considered to conflict with the principle ofjustice, as it may
be argued that, in this case, the financial support was not meant for people with low-
income jobs. Treating persons on the basis of incorrect or unreliable characteristics
may also raise problems with regard to individuality; this is discussed in the next
subsection.

The formal principle ofjustice may also conflict with other principles, such as that
of beneficence.63 Take, for instance, a private hospital that uses the profits from
plastic surgery to provide cheaper therapies for cancer. It is possible that people are
treated unequally, since only wealthy people may be able to afford plastic surgery.
However, this unequal treatment may contribute to realising the aims of the principle
of beneficence, as health care may now be provided to more people. Without the
money resulting from the plastic surgery, fewer people would receive health care.64

Note that  in con flicts such as  the one described above, the weight  o f the importance
ofjustice may be increased when solidarity plays a role. Solidarity focuses on what
people award each other on the basis of mutual ties,  i.e.,  on the basis of loyalty to the
group they belong to.65 It is often argued that the reason for solidarity is to ensure an

66      ·    ·
adequate functioning of groups or society as a whole.  Solidanty may be of
importance at different levels: among groups in society and among individuals within

67a group. Solidarity among individuals within a group is discussed in the next
subsection.

The following example, concerning group profiling, clarifies the principle of
solidarity. Consider the premiums that a health insurance company charges each
client. As group profiles may be used to estimate risks, it may be argued that those at
lower risk (for instance, people who do not smoke) should be given a reduction in
their premiums, or that those at higher risk (for instance, people who do smoke)

62 Note that it may be expensive (for instance, for bureaucratic reasons) to determine which people in
the profile do not share the group characteristics as individuals. When this costs more than the financial
support of this 2  % of the group,  this may constitute a reason to treat non-distributive profiles as  if they
were distributive.
63 These are moral problems of type 2. see Section  1.5.
64 Note that, when beneficence is interpreted in a utilitarian way (i.e., satisfying the needs, interests, and
preferences of as many people as possible), it may seem that a similar conflict arises. However, since
utilitarianism is a theory ofjustice itself, this involves not conflicting moral principles, but conflicting
theories ofjustice.
65 When viewed from outside the group, another difference between solidarity and justice may be that
solidarity concerns supererogatory acts, i.e., acts that involve doing more than is (morally) required.
Doing more than is (morally) required depends on what a person considers to be the minimum morally
required: for instance, from inside the group solidarity may be considered morally required, whereas
from outside the group it may be not.
66 See also the discussion on group structures in Subsection 3.2.2.
67 Note that solidarity may, therefore, be a collective responsibility as well as an individual
responsibility.
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should pay a bit more. Some material principles ofjustice may suggest that smoking
is a relevant factor to take into account, for instance, because people choose to smoke.
Such a price differentiation may be possible to some extent, but when carried too far,

68health insurance may become unaffordable for people at high risk, such as smokers.
From this point of view, it is understandable why (health) insurance companies are
based, at least to some extent, on solidarity. As discussed in Subsection 5.3.4, their
role is not merely to pay for medical treatment, but also to spread the risks among
their clients. For this reason, moral problems may occur when group profiles violate
solidarity (type 1).

Group profiles may uncover differences among groups that may not be relevant for
justifying different treatment. In cases of different treatment, this may result in
violations  of the principle of justice. Group profiles may also uncover differences
among groups that may be relevant for justifying different treatment. However, even
though differences among groups may justify different treatment, according to the
principle of solidarity, this does not mean that they should always lead to different
treatment.

Data mining and group profiling may raise problems with regard to justice and
solidarity. Masking may involve a violation  of the principle of justice  (type  2),  but
even without masking, group profiles may result in distribution problems because of
conflicting needs, interests, and preferences (type 2). Determining what characteristics
are relevant to justify (un)equal treatment may constitute a moral problem of the third
type. As far as solidarity is concerned, group profiles may lead to moral problems
when they violate solidarity (type  1). Similar problems with regard to solidarity may
occur in the relations between groups and their members.

5.2.4   Autonomy, individuality, and honesty

This subsection deals with the moral principles that may cause problems when dealing
with group profiles in the relations between groups and individuals. I consider
autonomy, individuality, and honesty to be the main principles in this respect. As
mentioned in the previous subsection, solidarity among group members may also be
relevant in this respect.

The principle of (respect for) autonomy, in its simplest form, is to respect people as
individual centres of control over their own lives. It is generally held that (at least)
two conditions are essential for autonomy: a capacity for intentional action and
independence of controlling influences. As pointed out below, in cases of group
profiling, both conditions may be lacking, resulting in violations of autonomy. This
may constitute moral problems of the first type. With regard to group profiling,
informed consent (see below) is an important element of autonomy.69 It should be
mentioned that in most cases there is currently no legal obligation to ask consent for
data mining and group profiling.70 In addition to several known problems of acquiring
informed consent, data mining may raise a new problem: since the results of data
mining are unpredictable by nature, this may raise difficulties with regard to obtaining
informed consent. When it is not clear how to ensure informed consent, this may raise

68 For a detailed account, see Subsection 5.3.4.
69 A lack o f consent may imply a violation of the principle of autonomy.  See, for instance, Gulcher and
Stefansson (2000), Shultz (1996) and Gold (1996). However, relying on consent only to safeguard

autonomy may not be enough. See McCrystal and Barnes (2002).
70 For a detailed account, see Chapter 6.
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moral problems of the third type.71 Group profiling may also conflict with the second
condition for autonomy. In such cases it may be argued that not only autonomy is
violated, but also individuality.

There may be various reasons why acquiring informed consent may be difficult in
the case of data mining and group profiling. Informed consent is used to ensure that
people make well-considered decisions. A category of difficulties regarding the
informed consent (i.e., focusing on the decision) and a category of difficulties

regarding the informed consent (i.e., focusing on whether the decision is well
considered) may be distinguished. The former category may, for instance, include
difficulties with regard to people who are not considered to be capable of giving
informed consent72 and difficulties regarding the strength of the consent.73 These are
not typical problems o f group profiling. A typical (practical) problem of data mining
and group profiling is that it may be difficult to ask consent, because much data that is
used is anonymous. Asking consent may be difficult or impossible when data does not
have a name and address attached to it.74 Another issue (though not a problem) that
may typically be mentioned with regard to data mining and group profiling is the
asking of consent in 'components',75 for instance, consent to collect data, consent to
perform data mining on the data, consent to use the results of data mining, consent to
sell or release data, etc. Components may concern not only types of data collection or
processing, but also types of data, for instance, a person may consent to the use of
medical data, but not to the use of social data.

The latter category of difficulties regarding informed consent focuses on whether
decisions are well considered, i.e., it is ensured that, in cases in which consent is
provided, this consent is informed consent. It is generally held that the consent of
autonomous individuals has to be based on sufficient and reliable information.
Consent that is given without knowledge of the consequences of such consent is
usually not considered to be real consent.76 There may be several problems in
informing the data subject:

71

•    It is not always clear how much information an individual should have.
•    An individual may not always understand all information.
•    Not all individuals are helped by information.

These problems do not apply only to data mining and group profiling, 78 but there are
various reasons why they may be problems with regard to data mining and group

7I See Section 5.1.
72 For instance, very young children, people in coma, people suffering from psychological disorders,
etc.
73 For instance, weak forms of informed consent concern cases where a person more or less understands
what the issue is, cannot think o f any real objections or any good advantages, and is strongly in fluenced
by others in his decision-making. De Beaufort calls this unstable consent, as opposed to stable consent,
which is consent when the individual understands what the issue is, has good arguments for granting or
refusing consent, and takes an autonomous, free decision. De Beaufort (1985), p. 94.
74

See also Section 7.2 on anonymity.
75 Gulcher and Stefansson (2000).
76 In this way, asking for consent may quickly become a formality that is mainly concerned with
obtaining legal immunity for the person who is obtaining the consent.
77 De Beaufort (1985), p. 97. Note that De Beaufort is particularly concerned with obtaining informed
consent for medical experiments.
78

For instance, in medicine it is sometimes argued that highly detailed medical information may cause
more anxiety to patients, but there are indications that the level of detail in information provided to
obtain fully informed consent is of no significant influence to the patient's anxiety. See Kerrigan et al.
(1993).
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profiling. Regarding the first problem, concerning how much information an
individual should have, a typical difficulty of data mining is the unpredictability of the
results of the KDD process.79 Data subjects may provide some general consent to the
performance of data mining and group profiling, but as an overview of concrete

possible consequences may be lacking, how well considered the consent was may be
questioned.80 As far as the second problem is concerned, it may be argued that people
do not understand all information provided regarding data mining and group profiling,
since these may be considered complex processes; the same may be the case for
information regarding epidemiological and statistical research.8I Whereas the first and
second problems of informing data subjects may result in violations of autonomy
(type  1).82 the third problem may result in moral conflicts (type 2). The third problem
is that patients/data subjects may not always be helped by information. Information
may even be harmful to patients/data subjects,83 particularly in the case of medical
data. An example is the confrontation ofpeople with unsolicited information in group
profiles, such as life expectancies.84 There are two ways to prevent confrontation with
(possibly) harmful information: such information may be withheld (generally by the
doctor) or the patient/data subject may indicate that he does not want to be given
particular information.85 The former is usually based on the so-called therapeutic
exception and is discussed below. The latter, the right not to know, is discussed in
Section 6.5.

As indicated above, a doctor may not simply deny patients particular information, as
this would violate the patient's autonomy.86 Only when providing particular
information would result in a severe disadvantage for a patient is a doctor (legally)
allowed to deny the patient information.87 This is called the therapeutic exception* A
problem in such cases may be that it is difficult to assess the different situations
(knowing and not knowing) for an individual patient. In the case of data mining and
group profiling, the problem of the unpredictability of the results of the KDD process
may be less severe, as a doctor may decide to invoke the therapeutic exception after
having evaluated the results o f the KDD process.  It may be argued  that not providing
information (for instance, on the basis of the therapeutic exception or the right not to
know)  is  not a violation  of the principle of autonomy  (type  1), but rather a moral
conflict between the principle of autonomy and the principle of beneficence/non-
maleficence (type 2). The right not to know is a controversial issue: on the one hand,

79 See also Chapter 2.
80 See also Tavani (2003). The term broad consent is used in cases in which, for practical reasons, data
subjects cannot be informed with the level of detail required by informed consent. See Gulcher and

Stefansson (2000).
" However, it may be argued that refusing to provide information that is regarded as too complex for
data subjects may result in a self-fulfilling-prophecy effect: when the information is not provided, data
subjects will not have an opportunity to at least try to understand the information. People do not have to
be experts to understand some technical or medical information; otherwise, how could people become

experts?
82 As mentioned above, when it is unclear how to ensure informed consent because of the unpredictable
results of data mining, this may also be a moral problem of the third type.
83 What is considered harmful information is explained in Section  1.5.
84 See also Subsection 3.6.2.
85 The Dutch legal right not to receive information from a doctor can be found in Article 449 WGBO.
86 Note that some people consider co-operating with the right not to know as much a violation of
autonomy as the right to refuse information. See, for instance, Strasser (1986).
87 Nouwt (1997), p. 195; Bergkamp (1988).
88 The therapeutic exception may be found in the legislation, in Article 7:448 paragraph 3 0 f the Dutch
Civil Code. See also Section 6.5. See also Leenen (2000), p. 197.
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it may be argued that a right not to know is                     - - - - - - - -           --
--

supported  by the principle of autonomy:  a                                           - - - - -                     - -
person who chooses  not   to   know   may  be                                 -      -  --             - -  ---
considered to express self-determination. On
the other hand, choosing not to know may filifg 'WrigHfur).41 im:&,
not be considered an autonomous decision *441 1-P   =,0,4"
because autonomous decision-making
assumes persons to be fully informed and   | F3117          -aware of the consequences of their
decisions. 89

Related to the principle of autonomy is the principle of individuality, which also
focuses on the singularity of persons. Individuality suggests that people should be
considered to be unique individuals and that in dealing with them or deciding upon
them their particular characteristics and the situations they are in should be taken into
account. Group profiling may violate individuality in two ways:90 first, characteristics
may be correct but limited to describe persons as unique individuals and, second,
characteristics may be correct for the group and its members, but not for the group
members as individuals. The latter problem may typically occur in non-distributive
profiles.'1 The former problem was already mentioned in Section 3.5: with the use of
group profiles, people are often treated as members of a group, i.e., as having a
limited number of typical group characteristics, instead of being treated as individuals
with various individual characteristics and merits. Profiling can reinforce a tendency
to regard persons as mere objects.92 This may violate a person's individuality.'3 It may
also violate a person's autonomy, since group profiles may constitute a controlling
influence restricting the decision-making of individuals.94 For instance, group profiles
may limit a person's options with regard to finding jobs, choosing insurances, and
purchasing products.

95

The second way in which group profiling may violate individuality concerns the
incorrect ascription of group characteristics to individuals as such.96 Group
characteristics are often used as if the were individual characteristics, but for non-

 ;distributive profiles this is not correct.   This may lead to treatment that infringes the
individuality of the person.M Suppose, for instance, that particular group members do
not share the group characteristics as individuals and that they consider these group
characteristics to be negative. These non-distributive profiles may lead to situations in
which people have to prove that they do not share a group characteristic. This
suggests a presumption of guilt, instead of a

presumgtion of innocence." It may bedifficult for individuals to deal with this in practice.    In fact, individuals may have

89 Chadwick (1997).
90 Note that violations of individuality are moral problems of the first type; see Section 5.1.
9i See Subsection 3.3.2.
92 Bygrave (2002), p. 312.
93 Note that this may also violate a person's integrity and dignity.
94 Note that this is a paradox: although group profiles are often intended to achieve a more individual
approach (for instance, by customisation), they may in fact lead to de-individualisation. See also
Subsection 3.6.2.
95 For a detailed account, see Chapter 1.
96 See also Vedder (1999c).For the process of ascription, see Section 3.2.
97

See Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
98 Note that it may also be argued that this violates other moral principles, such as those ofjustice and
fairness.
99 See also Subsection 3.5.2. See also Bing (1986) and Bygrave (2002), p. 312.100 See Subsection 6.4.2
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little influence on processes of data mining and group profiling at all: even if a data
subject has a possibility of influencing the collection and processing of his own
data,101 data mining and group profiling may still be possible on the basis of the data
of others.

A third principle that may cause problems when dealing with group profiles in the
relations between groups and individuals is honesty. Honesty refers to providing102

accurate and adequate information. There are different forms ofdeception. Lying may
be the most obvious, but other forms of deception include not providing particular
pieces of information, subjective weighting of importance of information, and
suggesting causality where it is not present. As mentioned above, providing

103

information plays an important role in ensuring autonomy, particularly with regard to
consent, but even when consent is not an issue, honesty may still be important, for
instance, in relation to fidelity and promise-making.  In the case of group profiling. the
principle of honesty is violated in the case of masking. As explained in Subsection
1.2.4, masking refers to using trivial characteristics as indicators of sensitive
characteristics. For instance, when a particular zip code area consists of Romany in
caravans, an insurance company may decide not to offer fire insurances in this zip
code area if it expects that caravans are at a greater risk of catching fire than brick
houses. If an insurance company does not want to service this zip code area, it may
use arguments of market freedom  for this, since refusing insurance on the basis of the
group profile (i.e., ethnicity) may be a violation of non-discrimination law. 104

However, refusing insurance for a reason that is not admitted involves a violation of
honesty. This is a moral problem of the first type. Note that the principle of honesty
may conflict with the principle of beneficence (type 2) in the case of the therapeutic
exception that was discussed above. In such cases, the doctor is deliberately not
honest to the patient because he considers this best for the patient.

As pointed out in the previous subsection, the principle of solidarity may also be
applicable to individuals within groups. For instance, solidarity may play a role when
individuals participate in group profiling: if it is expected that particular group
profiles will reduce the beneficence of the group, solidarity may constitute a reason
for individuals not to participate in group profiling. For instance, when the health105

risks of a neighbourhood are profiled in order to determine insurance premiums and a
significant number of people in that neighbourhood suffer from several forms of
cancer, it may be expected that the group profile will result in increased insurance
premiums for this high-risk group. For the healthy people in the neighbourhood,
solidarity may then be a reason not to participate in the profiling, even though they
may be able to avoid a raise of their own premiums.

Solidarity may also apply to group members of distributive profiles. When people
share the characteristic in a group profile but do not have much in common beyond
the group characteristic, this may be a reason for individuals to act out of a sense of
solidarity and to want to be treated equally to other group members. Examples of such
groups are a group of people who happen to be in an aircraft that is hijacked, or, with

m For instance, informed consent is often not required for the collection and processing of data; see
Chapter 6.
102 Honesty may also be referred to as veracity or tnithfitiness.
103 For a detailed account of the completeness and reliability of information, see Chapter 3.
104 See Section 6.7.
'os Similarly, if it is expected that particular group profiles will contribute to the beneficence of the
group, solidarity may constitute a reason for individuals to participate in group profiling
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regard to group profiling by data mining, a group of people who turn out to have the
same rare disease.

Data mining and group profiling may raise moral problems with regard to
autonomy, individuality, and honesty. Autonomy  may be violated  (type  1)  when
individuals are not able to influence the process of group profiling or when it is not
possible to ask informed consent, or when both of the above apply. When it is not
clear how to ensure informed consent because of the unpredictable results of data
mining, this may raise a moral problem of the third type. Conflicts between non-
maleficence/beneficence and autonomy (type 2) may arise when information provided
to obtain consent is harmful information; in such situations, the therapeutic exception
or the right  not  to  know  may be applicable. Individuality  may be violated  (type  1)
when limited amounts of characteristics are used in group profiles to describe unique
individuals or when characteristics are not correct for group members as individuals,
or when both of the above occur. Honesty may be violated in the case of masking
(type  1) and moral conflicts between honesty and beneficence  (type  2) may arise  in
the case of therapeutic exceptions.  In the relations between groups and their members,
solidarity may lead to problems similar to those in the relations between groups and
society.

5.3 The various relevant players in epidemiology

In this section, the focus is on the roles of the different players in the context of data
mining and group profiling in epidemiology. This shows in more detail in which
situations they may encounter the problems discussed in previous section. Several
professional norms are investigated, i.e., normative starting points typically related to
the professions/roles in epidemiology. This broadens the approach taken in Section
5.2. The roles that are investigated are those of the patient/data subject, '06 the doctor,
the (medical) researcher, the (health) insurance companies, and the government. 107

The specifications of the roles are construed on a hypothetical basis, taking into
account the characteristics of each role. Although this enumeration of roles is not
exhaustive, I consider these players the most important with regard to data mining and
group profiling because they are often directly involved in epidemiological research
or its results, or both. It should be noted that the focus on epidemiology does not
imply a focus on medical information only, since medical information may be coupled
with non-medical information and epidemiological group profiles may also be used
outside epidemiological contexts. 108

It is determined, for each role, which vulnerabilities may arise from the starting
points discussed in the previous section and from any additional professional norms.
The order in which the starting points are discussed is the same as in the previous
section. Thus, I start by specifying the needs, interests, and 'expected' preferences of
each role. With regard to the (functional) needs of each role, I first discuss the task of
that role, except for the patient/data subject, who has no task. As indicated in
Subsection 5.2.2, non-maleficence and beneficence are normally held to be related to

106 The distinction between a patient and a data subject is discussed in more detail in Subsection 5.3.1.
107 The users of health information are often divided into primary users, who provide care to patients,
e.g., doctors, and secondary users. who employ health information for a variety of societal, business,
and government purposes other than providing care, e.g., medical and social science researchers,
(health) insurance companies, and governments. See National Research Council (1997), p.65.
108 See also Section 4.4.
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the (non)fulfilment of these needs, interests and preferences. The other starting points,
such as justice, solidarity, autonomy, individuality, and honesty, are then dealt with.
In order to avoid any overlap with the previous section, starting points are omitted
when no new problems or more detail can be added to the problems mentioned in the
previous section.

5.3.1    The patient/data subject

First a distinction must be made between patients and data subjects. The term patient
is used to refer to a person who is receiving medical treatment from a doctor. In this
chapter, a data subject can be anyone whose data (medical and non-medical) is
used.'09 Unlike patients, data subjects do not have to be receiving medical treatment
from a doctor. They may be perfectly healthy (for instance, in the case of a reference
group in the testing of medicines) or they may no longer be alive (for instance, in
epidemiological research into the Spanish influenza at the beginning of the twentieth
century). A data subject in a medical context may also be a patient.no However, data
subjects do not have to be involved in any medical context. For instance, individuals
may also be data subjects on the basis of demographic information. Furthermore, data
subjects are not necessarily the sources of information: when information in group
profiles is ascribed to individuals, these individuals  are also considered data subjects.
As explained above, in this subsection, the vulnerabilities that may arise from the
starting points discussed in the previous section are discussed insofar as they are
specific to patients/data subjects. 1n discussing these starting points, I use the same
order as used in the previous section. Since the patient/data subject has no task, I do
not consider functional needs.

Prima facie, it seems that the patient/data subject is the most vulnerable player. This
is because he has the most to lose. It is his health and his data that is at stake. This
direct and personal involvement means that his vulnerability directly relates to his
biological and basic needs. The needs, interests, and preferences of the other parties
are usually less direct or less personal. The needs, interests, and preferences of
patients/data subjects may be specified with reference to the advantages and
disadvantages of group profiling discussed in Section 3.6.

The advantages are efficacy, (cost) efficiency, selection, and customisation/
personalisation. For instance, selection may contribute to realising the biological need
to survive in the case of screening. Using group profiles, individuals in the early111

stages of cancer may be diagnosed and treated. This may be decisive for their
survival. An example ofhow selection may contribute to realising the basic need of a
decent state of living is profiling for financial support from the government. Using
profiles on income and employment, a government may decide to financially support
particular social groups, raising their standards of living. An example ofhow selection
may contribute to the realisation of the preferences of patients/data subjects  is a data
subject with a preference for fast cars: group profiles indicating this preference may
lead to direct marketing and personalised offers of everything that has to do with fast

112cars. For more examples, I refer back to Section 3.6.

109 For a legal approach to the term data subject, see Subsection 6.3.2.
"o For a person who is a data subject in epidemiological research, but is not a patient, the term test
subject is used.
"' See also Subsection 4.5.3.
112 Note that selection is closely related to customisation in this example.
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The disadvantages of group profiling discussed in Section 3.6 are selection,
stigmatisation, confrontation, and a one-sided supply of information. These
disadvantages may lead to non-fulfilment of the needs, interests, and preferences of
patients/data subjects. For instance, selection on the basis of group profiles may lead
to non-fulfilment of basic needs when insurance premiums become very high for
high-risk groups. High insurance premiums for these groups may lead to such people
no longer being able to afford basic needs such as housing, clothing, and education.
More direct examples of how selection on the basis of group profiles may lead to
infringements of basic needs are selection procedures for jobs, loans, mortgages,
offering particular products and services, etc. As mentioned above with regard to
basic needs, there may be different opinions about what is required for a decent state
of living. Therefore, some people may consider a thing a basic need, whereas others
consider it an interest or a preference. Thus, selection on the basis of group profiles
may also infringe preferences. An example of this is a person living in a relatively
poor neighbourhood but with a preference for fast cars and big houses with swimming
pools. On the basis of the geographic group profile, this person may not receive
information or advertisements about his preferences.

Other general disadvantages may be found beyond the scope of epidemiology.
Stigmatisation and confrontation may also typically infringe basic needs.
Stigmatisation is considered opprobrious and grievous treatment of people in this
thesis. Contrary to 'discrimination', stigmatisation may also apply to 'soft cases' in

113which no provable selection on the basis of personal data takes place. Note that
stigmatisation may be disadvantageous for individuals, but also for groups as a whole:
the reputation of groups may influence the decisions taken about them. It nnay be

114

argued that confrontation (for instance, with a short life-expectancy resulting from a
disease) may infringe a basic need for some people, whereas, for other people, the
desire to know or not to know depends on personal preference. Some people who are
confronted with the fact that they have only one year left to live may prefer to know
this in order to arrange things, whereas others may prefer not to know in order to
extend the time lived without the anxiety that comes with the confrontation with such
information. For more examples, I refer again to Section 3.6.

The above are the main needs and preferences of patients/data subjects with regard
to data mining and group profiling; we now focus on the other starting points
discussed in the previous section. Justice and solidarity are closely related to the
selection problems described above. When group profiles are used for selection for
particular jobs, loans, services, etc., this may not only infringe the needs and
preferences of people, but it may also result in distributions that are unjust. It is
important to note that these distribution problems may reach beyond medical contexts:
group profiles may be used not only in selection processes regarding available health
care, medicines, screening, etc., but also in selection processes regarding jobs,
products, mortgages, etc. For instance, group profiles may lead to violations ofjustice
for patients/data subjects when an insurance company uses a characteristic that is not
considered acceptable for unequal treatment (e.g., religion, ethnicity) to exclude
people from buying their insurances. When such distribution problems reachIj5

113 See Subsection 6.4.1.
114 See also Harvey (1990) on stereotypes; see also Vedder (1996a).
115 Note that anti-discrimination law prohibits this in the Netherlands, but this may occur using
masking; see Section 6.7.
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beyond medical contexts, group profiling may lead to the polarisation of groups in
society as a result of cumulated advantages or disadvantages.

116

In relation to autonomy, it is important to note that it may be difficult for data
subjects to access their data in epidemiology. As shown in Section 6.4, this is closely
related to difficulties of transparency of the process of data mining and group
profiling. People may not always realise when and how they may access their data, or
have it changed or removed. Transparency and access to data is important to data
subjects as part of their autonomy and self-determination. When data controllers
explicitly try to avoid transparency, this may also be a violation of honesty. The
access of others to the data ofdata subjects is also important. This is closely related to
privacy and confidentiality, which are typical vulnerabilities of

fatients/data
subjects

with regard to data mining and group profiling in epidemiology. 17 When information
about data subjects is disclosed, this may lead to vulnerable situations, such as
stigmatisation.

A second vulnerability of patients with regard to autonomy is their dependence  on
the other players. people may tend to co-operate with those on whom they are.118

dependent.119 The most obvious is a patient's dependence on the doctor's expertise
and knowledge:20 The patient's dependence on researchers is more long term, since
the work of researchers is often more likely to help future generations of patients than
current generations. Nevertheless, current generations of patients often hope they will
profit from research, particularly because it is usually unknown when a major
breakthrough will take place. Furthermore, patients are dependent on the health121

insurance companies, the pharmaceutical industry, and the government for payment of
health care, the development and supply of medicines, and an adequate public health

care system.
A third vulnerability of patients with regard to autonomy is the mere fact that they

are patients. The disease a patient has to cope with is in almost all cases a distraction
from protecting his needs, interests, and preferences. In the case of serious disease, a
patient may no longer be able to protect his needs, interests, and preferences at all:22
Note that the latter vulnerability applies only to patients, not to all data subjects.

With regard to individuality, a vulnerability of data subjects may be incorrect
treatment: non-distributive group profiles may lead to the treatment of people on the
basis of characteristics that they do not share as individuals. On the one hand, it may
be argued that it is not the incorrect treatment that infringes the needs and preferences
ofpeople, but the result of it: as long as group profiles result in positive consequences

116 See Section 3.5.
117 See Section 6.2 for a more detailed account.
  i8  See also Winston  (1988),  p.  95, who argues that vulnerabilities may arise from inequalities  in
knowledge or power.
119 Leenen (1980). Leenen makes a distinction between people who are unaware, people who are
unwilling but coerced, people who are indifferent, people who benefit, and people who are committed
(altmistic).
120 Although a patient may check information -traditionally in the library, nowadays often via the
Internet- this does not make him equal to the doctor. Vedder (2002) discusses the reliability of such
information. See also Van Rijen et al. (2002).
12' Other reasons for data subjects to participate in epidemiological research include contributing to
research that  will  help others  now or in the future, and contributing  to a fair distribution of advantages
and disadvantages regarding former test subjects and future patients.  See De Beaufort  (1985),  p.  73.
See also Subsection 1.2.1, where reasons such as payment for data, price reductions, etc., are discussed.
See also Vossenaar and Pauw (1980).
122

Consider, for instance, a patient in coma or a patient with serious psychological disorders.
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for people, they may not be concerned about correctness, but as soon as they
experience negative consequences they may realise the importance of correct
treatment. On the other hand, it may be argued that correct treatment is a means not
only of avoiding infringement of needs and preferences, but of achieving
individuality.

In conclusion, it was shown in this subsection that the patient/data subject is a
particularly vulnerable player because his needs, interests, and preferences are direct
and personal. These needs, interests, and preferences were specified with reference to
the advantages (such as efficacy, cost efficiency, particular selection processes, and
customisation) and disadvantages (such as being safeguarded against unsolicited
selection, stigmatisation, confrontation with unsolicited information, and one-sided
information supply) of group profiling that are discussed in Section 3.6. With regard
to justice, selection in particular may constitute vulnerabilities for patients/data
subjects. In relation to autonomy, vulnerabilities of patients/data subjects may occur
when they have no access to their own data. Other vulnerabilities are related to
transparency, privacy, and confidentiality. Patients are particularly vulnerable because
of their dependence on other players, such as doctors, and because of the mere fact
that they are patients, which may imply that they are less able to protect their needs,
interests, and preferences. With regard to individuality, incorrect treatment may be a
vulnerability for patients/data subjects.

5.3.2 The doctor

In this subsection, the vulnerabilities that may arise from the starting points discussed
in the previous section are discussed insofar as they are specific to the role of the
doctor. A doctor is a person who provides medical treatment to patients. The needs,
interests, and preferences of the doctor are discussed below. First, his task is
considered. The task of the doctor is investigated in order to determine his functional
needs, and to find problems related to his professional norms. The needs of a doctor
are mainly functional needs, contrary to those of the patient/data subject, which are
mainly biological and basic needs.

The  professional  task  of a doctor  may be found in several medical codes. 123  For
instance, the Declaration of Helsinki  of the World Medical Association states that the
mission of a medical doctor is to safeguard the health of people.  It is generally held
that the main element of the doctor's task is described by the therapeutic principle or
the Hippocratic principle,124 which has several interpretations. The strong version is
that a doctor has to do what is best for the patient.'25 The weak version is that a doctor
should (at least) do no harm to a patient. A moderate version prescribes that a doctor
should do what is reasonably good, which is not necessarily the best for the patient. 126
Note the similarity between the Hippocratic principle and the principles of
beneficence and non-maleficence, discussed in Subsection 5.2.2. However, the
Hippocratic principle refers specifically to the relationship between a doctor and a

123 See the medical codes in De Beaufort and Dupuis (1988). For instance, the Declaration of Helsinki
of the World Medical Association states that the mission  of a medical doctor is to safeguard the health
of people. See also the principles of biomedical ethics discussed by Beauchamp and Childress (2001).
124

Hippocrates (460-380 BC) was a famous Greek physician and is often considered the founder of
medical science.
123 Fried (1974), Jonas (1970). Fried suggests that a doctor needs to provide the best care he is able to
give and that ability is not measured simply by the physical limits of endurance. Fried (1974), p. 123.
126

De Beaufort (1985), p. 55.
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patient. An important difference is, therefore, that Nlwt if i told you Doctor, tiwt

the purpose of the Hippocratic principle is to We &re 41| blere (6«DOM
clwuctcnil

maximise beneficence for the patient, not for
science or society.

127

A doctor is able to fulfil his task only when
patients are convinced that the doctor is         •

(bcommitted to helping them, even, for instance, in
cases in which medicine may turn out not to be of
any use. Without sufficient trust in doctors,         -
patients may not go to

doctors or they may       withhold information that may be useful to a
doctor in providing adequate help.128 Note that it
is essential for doctors that individual patients
trust them, but also that people in general trust
them. It is often suggested that, if people were no longer able to trust doctors, this

119would threaten the health care system. Therefore, it may be argued that the trust of
patients is a vulnerability (and thus a functional need) of doctors.

The trust of patients in doctors  is not limited to trusting that a doctor will  do what is
best for the patient; in order to ensure that patients may trust doctors without any
reserve, a patient must also be able to trust that a doctor will not disclose information
about patients to others. In practice, privacy and confidentiality in the patient-doctor
relationship are expressed in the concept of professional secrecy. Similar to the130

Hippocratic principle, the purpose of professional secrecy is that people may trust
doctors without any reserve. It allows patients to call in medical assistance whenI 31

required. It also ensures that individual patients may tell anything to a doctor without
any reserve and without the risk that their medical data may be revealed or used for
other purposes. Thus, the trust of patients in doctors is a functional need of doctors not
only with regard to the Hippocratic principle, but also with regard to professional
secrecy. Note that the use of medical data for data mining and group profiling may
influence the trust in the professional secrecy of doctors.

There are cases in which professional secrecy, instead of contributing to the
realisation of the needs of the doctor, may cause vulnerabilities for the doctor in
performing his task. This may occur, for instance, when the doctor's obligations
conflict. Consider, for instance, cases of child abuse or AIDS in a relationship, in
which persons other than the patient may have a need to have particular information
revealed. As conflicting obligations are exceptional cases, it is difficult to give132

general rules about when the professional secrecy may be broken. 133 It is usually
argued that there has to be some immediate threat to the safety of others. When

127 Beauchamp and Childress (2001), p.319.
128 Note that inadequate help resulting from this might further damage the trust in doctors.
129

See, for instance, Nouwt (1997), p. 95 and Leenen (2000), p. 222.
130 The professional secrecy consists of two parts: an oath of secrecy, and the right to refuse to give
evidence. See Nouwt (1997), p. 91, Van Herten (1995), p. 12, Hendriks (2001), p. 527. The oath of
secrecy means that a doctor may not reveal anything that is part of his relation with the patient. The
right to refuse evidence is meant for lawsuits and is beyond the scope  of this thesis.  In the Netherlands,
a violation of the oath of secrecy may be punished by criminal law, see Article 272 Wetboek van
Strafrecht (WvSr, Criminal Code). See also Section 6.5.
21 Fried calls this unqualified fidelity, see Fried (1974), p. 50. See also Hartlev (1999), Roscam Abbing
(2000).

ill Vedder (1999b).
133 Some criteria may be found in Leenen (2000), p. 234.
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obligations conflict, it is generally held that whether the doctor made reasonable
decisions taking into account all relevant interests is more important than which
decision was made.134 The second exception to professional secrecy may occur when

133a patient reveals his own information.    Even when a patient reveals all his personal
information to others, a doctor is not allowed to do the same.136 This may lead to
difficult situations in which a doctor is required to keep disclosed information
confidential. A doctor may need an exception to professional secrecy in such cases.

Furthermore, a patient's consent is sometimes presumed, for instance, when medical
information is passed from one doctor to another doctor who also contributes to the
treatment  of the patient.'37 However, presumed consent  is not usually considered  an
exception to professional secrecy; only when the consent was incorrectly presumed, is
the professional secrecy broken. The third exception to professional secrecy is a138

legal obligation. When the law conflicts with professional secrecy, a doctor may need
to make an exception to professional secrecy. Such legal obligations are discussed in
Section 6.5. An example is the breaking ofprofessional secrecy in the case ofa highly
infectious disease that poses a threat to public health. In such cases, a doctor may have
a legal obligation to notify the authorities.

A doctor may sometimes also need or prefer to make an exception to the
Hippocratic principle. This occurs, for instance, when a doctor prefers to refuse to
provide a particular treatment because he has scruples, e.g., based on religion or
personal beliefs. For instance, a doctor may object to performing abortion or139

euthanasia. Note that it may also be argued that abortion and euthanasia conflict140

with particular interpretations of the Hippocratic principle. Another exception to the
Hippocratic principle concerns a doctor's safety at work: when a doctor works with
patients with highly infectious diseases, this may present a risk (vulnerability) to his
own health. This may influence the care that is provided.

Apart from a functional need  for the trust of patients with regard to the Hippocratic
principle and professional secrecy (and their exceptions), doctors may have other
needs, preferences, and interests. It is important to note that these other needs,
interests and preferences are, in general, less influenced by data mining and group
profiling. An exception to this may be good planning of health care, which is a

141functional need for doctors to perform their job: without good planning, there may
be long waiting lists, referring patients to other doctors may be difficult, or payment
for treatment may be problematic. Other needs, interests, and preferences may be less
influenced by group profiling. Typical examples of the preferences of doctors concern
career and reputation, sufficient payment, limited liability, and privacy for himself
and his family.

134

Leenen (2000), p. 85.
135 Note that professional secrecy is considered a right of the patient, not a right of the doctor. De
Brauw (1988), Hendriks (2001), p. 531.
136 Van Herten (1995). Maintaining professional secrecy becomes more difficult when others already
have information at their disposal.
137 Lako et al. ( 1990).
138 Note that it is not always clear for doctors how the professional secrecy should function in practice.
Hendriks (2001), p. 532. Professional secrecy is not always observed: for instance, about 6 % of Dutch
doctors provide medical information to employers without the patient's consent. In these cases, the
legal exceptions to professional secrecy do not seem to apply, as the information is provided to
employers. WUOG & NIVEL (2000), p. 239.
139 Other considerations for doctors may be, for instance, former experience with similar ethical issues,
empathy with a particular patient, wishes o f family members, and (second) opinions of colleagues.
140 Abortion and euthanasia are legally allowed in the Netherlands under certain conditions.
141 Data mining and group profiling may be useful for planning purposes, see Subsection 5.3.4.
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Apart from needs, interests, and preferences of the role of the doctor, the other
starting points may also constitute vulnerabilities of the doctor. As indicated above,
non-mateficence/beneficence for the doctor is usually interpreted in terms of the
Hippocratic principle. However, the purpose of the Hippocratic principle is to
maximise beneficence for the patient, not for science or society. Thus, conflicts142

may arise between these principles. Examples of this are provided above: in cases of
child abuse or AIDS in a relationship, revealing information may help persons other
than the patient (non-mateficence/beneficence), whereas not revealing information
may help the patient (Hippocratic principle).

With regard to justice and solidarity, the task of the doctor is to provide the best care
for each patient, regardless ofthe characteristics (other than medically relevant) of the
patient. This means that every patient is equal: characteristics such as a criminal
background or income do not influence the health care that is provided. Group
profiling may influence this equal treatment, as it may influence access to health care,
as shown in Subsection 5.2.3. When group profiles become public knowledge,
particularly in the case of stigmatising group profiles, there might be a risk that
doctors unconsciously start to differentiate. However, as this does not seem to be a
problem with current characteristics that may be stigmatising, I do not consider this
likely to happen.

In summary, when considering the vulnerabilities of the role of the doctor, one of
the most relevant functional needs with regard to information is the trust of patients.
Other relevant functional needs of doctors with regard to information include the
reliability and the adequacy of information. The trust of patients requires trust in the
Hippocratic principle and trust in professional secrecy. However, a doctor may have
functional needs for exceptions to both forms of trust. Other needs, interests, and
preferences of doctors are hardly influenced by data mining and group profiling; only
the planning of health care may be important in this regard. With regard to the other
starting points, conflicts between the Hippocratic principle and non-
maleficence/beneficence may occur.

5.3.3   The (medical) researcher

In this thesis, when reference is made to researchers, this means medical (particularly
epidemiological) researchers. The main difference between the (medical) researcher
and the doctor is that the doctor performs therapeutic work, whereas the researcher
does non-therapeutic work. The doctor deals with patients, whereas the researcher
deals with data subjects.143 The task of the researcher is investigated, and the needs,
interests, and preferences related to this are determined. The other starting points and
professional norms are discussed insofar as they add new problems or more detail to
the problems discussed in Section 5.2.

The task of a (medical) researcher is to contribute to the growth of scientific
knowledge in his field of expertise. The researcher and the doctor both try to144

benefit the sick, but the researcher's role is mainly focused on helping unknown,
future patients, whereas the doctor's role is aimed at helping current patients.145 The

142
Beauchamp and Childress (2001), p.319.

143 Note that a person can be a patient and a data subject at the same time. Thus, in the case of
therapeutic research, a researcher deals with data subjects who are at the same time patients.
144

De Beaufort (1985), p. 62.
145 Beauchamp and Childress (2001), p. 320. Regarding group profiling, keep in mind the distinction
between current and future group characteristics that was made in Section 3.5.
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tasks of a doctor and a researcher are not always easy to distinguish, fur instance, in
the case of therapeutic research (see below).  This is not necessarily  a problem.  In fact,
combining both roles in one person may have many advantages. For instance, the
results of research are sometimes immediately applied to patients. A doctor doing
research may be more aware of the practical issues concerning patients. But although
the tasks of a doctor and a researcher may not always be distinguishable, it may be a
problem when it is not acknowledged that the tasks may conflict in some situations. 146

Medical research is often divided into non-therapeutic research, which offers no
prospect of medical benefit to the subject, and therapeutic research, which offers
some prospect of medical benefit to the patient/data subject and is usually conducted
as part of the care of the patient. 147 For the doctor, only therapeutic research may be
relevant when choosing a treatment for a patient. As far as the researcher is concerned
-and the distinction applies to research- therapeutic research may need to take the
role of the doctor explicitly into account, whereas non-therapeutic research does not.

In order to fulfil this task, a researcher needs a certain amount of freedom in his
work. Therefore, a researcher has a need forfreedom ofresearch. Although there may
be many reasons to overrule freedom of research,  this does not mean that freedom of
research is not important. It is generally held that research has to be independent so
that people who may have an interest in a particular result are not able to influence the
results of research. Freedom of research may also include freedom of publication.  If
researchers have the freedom to choose their field of research, it is likely that they will
be more motivated and creative, which may lead to more and better results.
Furthermore, with regard to data mining and group profiling, it is important to note
that freedom of research requires access to data. Without access to the appropriate

148
data, epidemiological research cannot be performed.

Freedom of research may conflict with other starting points. For instance, research
results may infringe the needs, interests, and preferences of data subjects in cases of
stigmatising or confronting results. Researchers may also discover characteristics that
may be used as selection criteria that may not be considered just criteria. Conflicts
with autonomy may occur when data subjects are treated on the basis of research
results based on personal information for which no consent was given with respect to
this research. 149

Furthermore, the need for information that researchers may have may
also conflict with privacy of individuals. Privacy may be an issue when people give
away bits and pieces of information about themselves at different places and for
different purposes and in the end find out that this information was all linked together
in one dossier. 150 It may be su gested that data mining and group profiling may result
in gradual erosion ofprivacy.

Another functional need of researchers concerns sufficient funding. When financial
means are lacking, this may influence the research that may be done. Since data
mining may partially automate research, it may influence the financial needs.
However, as pointed out in Chapter 2, the interpretation of data-mining results may

146 De Beaufort (1985), p. 70.
147

Beauchamp and Childress (2001), p. 320, Leenen (2000), p. 70.
148 Note that access to data does not necessarily include the co-operation of data subjects; for a more
detailed account, see Chapter 6.
149 Note that, in the Dutch legal system, consent may not be required to process personal data; see
Section 6.3.
m See Subsection 6.2.2. Note that the above-mentioned problems with regard to selection,
stigmatisation, and confrontation may result from this.
151 See also Subsection 8.3.3. See also Brands (1999), Schwartz (1995).
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not be automated. Therefore,  it may be argued that data mining changes the role of the
researcher rather than reduces it.

Researchers may also have biological needs, basic needs, interests, and preferences.
These arc roughly the same as those of doctors discussed in the previous subsection.
A biological need may be safety at work; a basic need may be sufficient income.

Interests/preferences of researchers may be, for instance, personal honour, career,
human curiosity, and commercial motives. It should be noted that these issues are152

not likely to be influenced by data mining and group profiling.
With regard to the other starting points discussed in Section 5.2, it is indicated

above that freedom of research might conflict with other starting points, such as
justice, respect for autonomy, and privacy. In such cases, these other starting points
may have priority over the freedom of research. Restrictions in the freedom of
research may be achieved by restricting access to data for performing data mining and
group profiling. Restricting freedom of publication may help to limit the use of153

possibly harmful information (i.e., information that may lead to non-fulfilment of
needs, interests, and preferences).

In conclusion, the researcher has a functional need for freedom of research, and,
with regard to data mining and group profiling, this particularly involves access to
data. Sufficient funding may also influence the research that may be done. Data
mining and group profiling are not likely to influence the other needs, interests, and
preferences of (medical) researchers. However, freedom ofresearch may conflict with
justice, respect for autonomy, and privacy.

5.3.4    The health insurance companies

The role ofhealth insurance companies is discussed in this subsection. First, their task
and their functional needs are discussed. Next, the vulnerabilities that may arise154

from the other starting points discussed in Section 5.2 and the characteristics typical
of the role of health insurance companies are considered. For a person purchasing
health insurance, the most obvious task of a health insurance company is to spread

(health) risks among its clients. 155 There are different ways to spread risks; these are
discussed below. Data mining and group profiling may help in determining the risks
of people, which may influence the spreading mechanisms. In many countries, 156

152 Nardone (1977), Drogendijk (1980).
133

See Chapter 7.
154 As insurance companies are not human beings, biological and basic needs are not considered.
Preferences are not considered for the same reason; interests are considered in the light of functional
needs.
I 53 It may be expected that the task of an insurance company is to be found in its mission statement.
However, the mission statements of many insurance companies seem to focus on the planning task (see
below) rather than on the risk-distributing task.
156 This includes the Netherlands and the U.S. In the Netherlands, the health insurance system is mainly
arranged in two  Acts.  The  Algemene  Wet  Buzondere  Zieklekosten  (AWBZ,  General  act  special  health
costs) covers high medical costs, such as treatment in a nursing home. Everyone living or working in
the Netherlands is insured for the AWBZ. The Zieken»,dnt·et (ZFW, Act on sick-»Ids) is only for
people with an income below a threshold; others have to arrange their own, private, health insurance
Although the sick-fund insurance is compulsory for people below the income threshold, there is free
choice regarding which sick-fund to join. There is a competitive market in Dutch sick-funds although
the premiums are based on community rating (by class). A sick-fund insurance gives rights to basic
health care, such as a family doctor, a specialist, a hospital, and particular medicines. For those who
think the cover of these insurances is limited or inadequate, it is possible to take complementary
insurances, which may be risk-adjusted.
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(private) health insurance companies have
NOM,0*/.Z#18/=2 &-5-i an additional task: to plan and organise (with

<   SON,c  rglte  our  insur#nce  r     4   \ 3 -
But·  .3==92.zr others)157 the supply and demand of health

+ | -1.3- care. Managing the supply and demand of
A |__ll_ health  care  is a distributive  task. 158 Certain

4 amounts of information are required in order
to determine this supply and demand; data

-   mining and group profiling may be useful in
- acquiring this information. As planning and

organising the supply and demand of health
care may also be a governmental task, this is

discussed in the next subsection. Although the focus in this subsection is not
specifically on the Netherlands, this subsection is applicable to the Netherlands. 159
Because we are concerned with medical data, the focus is on health insurance
companies in this subsection. Nevertheless, the issues dealt with in this subsection
may be relevant to other types of insurances, as the use of (medical) risks as a factor
in determining premiums may also be used for life insurances, liability insurances, car
insurances, etc.

160

Starting with the vulnerabilities of insurance companies with regard to their tasks,
an obvious vulnerability of privatised health insurance companies is that they have to
be competitive in order to make sufficient profit to stay in business in a free market.
Competitiveness may, therefore, be considered to be a functional need. An insurance
company may be more competitive when it is able to avoid large payments and when
it is able to offer low premiums. Using data mining and group profiling, it may be
possible to estimate the risks of (groups 00 data subjects.'61 In this way, it is possible,
when allowed, to adjust premiums according to risks, or, when there is no open
enrolment, to exclude high-risk groups from insurance. Similarly, low-risk groups

162

may be offered low premiums according to their low risks, premiums that may be less
expensive than those of competitors who may have to compensate for payments to
high-risk groups. However, it is important to note that competitiveness depends on the
type of insurance.  In this subsection, two types of insurances are distinguished, which
differ in the way premiums are determined. For risk-adjusted insurances, the

premiums are determined on the basis that the greater the risk, the more one should
pay for coverage. For community rated insurances, on the other hand, the same

163

157 Organising the planning of health care may be done in co-operation with government institutions.
158 Note that spreading risks may, in a way, be considered a distributive task as well, but with a
different object (i.e., risks instead of actual health care). 1 do not refer to the spreading of risks as a
distributive task because risks cannot be distributed (they are already present); only particular
consequences of health risks, such as costs, may be distributed.
159 The situation regarding health insurance companies in the Netherlands is clarified in the footnotes.
160 Insurance companies use clauses in their insurance contracts in which the patient automatically
consents to several kinds of uses of his or her personal information. Some insurance companies even
use clauses in their insurance contracts (i.e., the contract between insurers and those insured) that acquit
doctors from their professional secrecy. See Van Herten (1995), p. 81. See also Hooghiemstra (2002).
Also, publicly available information, such as zip code, phone number, residence, date of birth, etc.,
may be used for data mining and group profiling as risk indicators; see also Vedder (19968).
161

Murray ( 1992), p   12.
162 Note that a sharp rise in insurance premiums may result in a de facto exclusion of people.
163 This is closely related to the equivalence principle, stating that an insurer has to break even on each
insurance contract. See Roscam Abbing and Rutten (1985), p. 104.
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premium is quoted for everyone,
164165

Redlining independent of risk characteristics.
Insurance companies increasingly use risk-In the past, some financial institutions drew

red lines on maps around entire adjusted premiums instead of community
166

neighbourhoods they deemed off-limits for   rated premiums. Risk-adjusted and
loans. This practice, known as "redlining". is community rated insurances each have
now strictly illegal their own vulnerabilities. We look first at

Discrimination on the basis of race, sex.
marital status. etc. is illegal, but because of the vulnerabilities of community rated

group profiling, these characteristics may be insurances.

linked to trivial characteristics. such as Health insurance markets may be

underwriting based on geographic location or regulated in order to ensure access to
credit history. affordable health insurance: this may result

Source: www. insurelegal com/12_18 97.htm in community rated insurances. To regulate
insurance markets. it is often suggested

- that premium rate restrictions may be* ., applied, usually combined    with    open*
enrolment. Rate restrictions can take

£,2,--   '. f several forms, such as community rating
(by class) as described above, rate-banding

49 / WIt (by class), or a ban on particular rating./.i> 167factors. Rate-banditig implies setting a

14 ..,11- minimum and maximum premium.168 A., eNLT
ban on particular rating factors is usually

lt# present fur sensitive characteristics, use of
which is considered discriminating, such as

, Zzzacckk odplieisastit   race or religion. However, trivial
169

         80 % white population characteristics (that may be indicators of
80 % or greater white population

sensitive characteristics), e.g., zip codes,
are usually allowed for selection, based on
the argument of market freedom: 70 Note
that a ban on all rating factors would boil

down to community rating. For insurers, premium rate restrictions create a predictable
loss on high-risk individuals. Such a predictable loss is an incentive for insurers to171

164 In the Netherlands, community rated health insurances (sick-funds) co-exist with (private) risk-
adjusted health insurances. This is not a free market. however. since the community rated health
insurances are obliged to accept people below a particular income and the community rate is regulated
by the government  See also Ankond (1993) and Bongers et al. (1997).
165 In this context, a distinction is sometimes made between risk solidarity and group solidarity. The
latter does not take into account the risks of those insured. whereas the former creates homogeneous
risk groups with corresponding premiums See Vedder (1997), p   112.  Van der Giessen (1991)  The
type of solidarity discussed in the previous section is group solidarity To avoid confusion. the term risk
solidarity is not used: it suggests supererogatory acts that are not present
166 Van de Ven et al. (2000), P. 317.
167 Van de Ven et al. (2000).
168 Rate-banding is applied in many states in the U.S.: some states (Minnesota, New Jersey, New York)
require community rating. See U S General Accounting Office (1995) and U S General Accounting
Office (1996).
169 See Section 6 7 for a more detailed discussion.
i m See Subsection 3.2.1.
"'  About one third of clients may be expected to be unprofitable under community rating.  See Van de
Ven et al (2000). p. 325. Note that premium rate restrictions are restrictions of competition and may
thus reduce efficiency as well
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avoid insuring people with high risks, despite an open enrolment procedure.172 Thus,
even in community rated insurances, insurance companies may try to determine risks.
From this vulnerability, a need for (or interest in) information may arise, as explained
below.

In a competitive insurance market, premium rate restrictions, such as community
rating (or rate-banding with a narrow band), create incentives for other selection
processes, because it is no longer possible to use the premium as a competitive
element. 173 Two forms of selection are commonly distinguished: adverse selection (by

174those insured) and cream skimming (by insurers). Adverse selection is the selection
that occurs because high-risk consumers have an incentive to buy more insurance than

175low-risk consumers (within the same premium risk group). A necessary condition
for adverse selection is that the consumers themselves know whether they have a high
or a low risk. This may occur when consumers have more information than the
insurance companies, or when the insurance companies may not use the information
they have because of premium rate restrictions. 176 Preventing adverse selection is one
of the main reasons for insurance companies to try to estimate the risks of clients. 177

Cream skimming (or preferred risk selection) is the selection that occurs because
insurers prefer low-risk consumers to high-risk consumers (within the same premium
risk group). A necessary condition for cream skimming is that insurers know which
consumers have a high risk. Data mining and group profiling may be useful tools for
finding this out. Adverse selection constitutes vulnerabilities for insurance companies,
whereas cream skimming constitutes vulnerabilities for patients/data subjects.

Vulnerabilities may arise not only from the functional needs of insurance
companies, but also from the other starting points discussed in Section 5.2. Excluding
high-risk groups from access to (affordable) insurance may violate justice and
solidarity. In this way, risk-adjusted premiums and selection procedures may
constitute further vulnerabilities for those at high risk as well as for the insurance
market itself. Starting with the people at high risk, it may be argued that risk-adjusted
insurances conflict with justice, since most illness and disability are not chosen or in
any way 'deserved'.178 It may then be argued that health insurances should be
affordable for those at  high risk. 1 79   This may not include disease or illness caused  by

irresponsible behaviour,    but, as shown in Section 4.3, there    are many practical
difficulties in determining (partial) causality between behaviour and disease.180 The

counter-argument of those at low risk usually is, why should I pay for something for

172 Tools to select despite open enrolment are, for instance, selective advertising, providing poor service
to high-risk individuals, providing insurance agents with incentives to advise high-risk individuals to
buy insurance elsewhere, and offering high-risk individuals a large sum of money to choose another
insurer.  See Van de Ven et at.  (2000),  p.  321.
'ii Van de Venetal. (2000), p  316.
174 See,   for  instance,   Pauly  (1984).   Note  that  these   forms   of  selection  are  based on asymmetric
in»·mation, i.e., insurers and those insured have different information at their disposal; see Eeckhoudt
and Gollier (1995), p. 301.
175 See also Daniels (1991).
176 Wilson (1977).
177

Leenen (2000), p. 94.
178

Murray (1992), p. 16. For different interpretations ofjustice, see Subsection 5.2.3.
179

For instance, from a communitarian perspective, it could be argued that insurance companies serve a
social purpose in spreading risks in society and that individuals also have responsibilities towards each
other, such as not driving up premiums for everybody by dishonesty; see Chadwick (1997).
180 Note that the results of data mining and group profi ling may clari fy relations between (irresponsible)
behaviour and contracting particular diseases. See the examples in Section 4.5
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which I will get nothing in return? However, the aggregated savings of low-risk181

individuals may be illusory, as either the premiums of those in private insurance
schemes may cross-subsidise (to some extent) high-risk individuals or taxes may
cover (to some extent) the costs of insuring high-risk individuals through public
schemes. Nevertheless, risk-adjusted insurances are likely to result in premiums182

that are no longer affordable for high-risk groups. In the U.S., some insurers183,184

charge premiums as much as 600 per cent above standard rates. 185

Risk-adjusted insurance premiums not only threaten those at high risk, but they may
also constitute a vulnerability for insurance companies, as they undermine the
insurance markets, which are based on the concept of solidarity. 186 This is because
risk-adjusted insurances tend to become saving funds rather than insurances when, in
extreme cases, (the outcomes of) risks can be estimated very precisely: when both the
insurance company and the client already know who is going to be ill and who is not,
why insure for this? People usually insure themselves to buy off risks. For a
patient/data subject, this reason to buy insurance may disappear when the risks are
known in advance and the premium is equal to the payment plus the profit for the
insurance company. Insurances used to be based on solidarity, but this concept may be
superseded by information and communication technologies that enable risks to be
estimated with increasing precision. Insurance companies do not yet seem to be

187

capable of predicting risks this accurately, but serious efforts are being made to
predict these risks, for instance, by data mining and group profiling the large amounts
of data already collected in their databases. As mentioned above, the incentive to
predict these risks is to be competitive, for instance, by avoiding adverse selection.

These vulnerabilities arising from risk-adjusted insurances may call for very
detailed assessments of the health risks of people to be limited. Premium rate
restrictions do not remove the insurance companies' need for information, but the
information surplus of insurers from data mining and group profiling may be
restricted, i.e., by restricting the degree to which risk is classified.188 This may be
done by limiting access to data and by limiting data-mining possibilities. Both are
discussed in Chapter 7.

To conclude, the tasks of health insurance companies are to spread health risks
among their clients and to manage the demand and supply of health care. For both
tasks, insurance companies have a functional need to make sufficient profit to stay in
business. With regard to spreading the risks, community rated insurances were
distinguished from risk-adjusted insurance. As community rated insurances constitute
a predictable loss for insurers, companies may have a need for (or interest in)

'8' See also Smit (2003).
182 Daniels (1991), p. 514. Note that this assumes that justice and solidarity are not heavily violated.
183 Daniels suggests that those   at the greatest   risk   may   not find insurance available   at any price.
However, i f insurance is available for those at the greatest risk, the premiums will reflect the risks and
will be, as such, very high. Daniels (1991), p. 503.
184 Accessibility o f health care is important  for the role of the government and is discussed in the next
subsection.
185 U.S. General Accounting Office (1998). Empirical analyses show that, when premiums are adjusted
to risks in unregulated competitive markets, the maximum premium for complete health insurance
based on a simple premium model could be more than 70 times the minimum premium for the same

 86
roduct. See Van de Ven et al. (2000).

Roscam Abbing and Rutten (1985), p. 116.
l 87 See also Ippel (2000).
188

Kass (1992).
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determining risks.'89 Data mining and group profiling may be in their interest because
it may contribute to determining these risks. For risk-adjusted insurances, the need for
information regarding these risks is obvious. Selection on the basis of risks may
constitute vulnerabilities for insurers (because of adverse selection by patients/data
subjects) and for patients/data subjects (because of cream skimming by insurers). At
the same time, the estimation of risks may violate justice when those at high risk no
longer have access to affordable health insurance. Very detailed estimations o f risks
may even result in the undermining of the insurance markets, which are based on
solidarity.

5.3.5    The government

In this subsection, the role of the government is discussed. With regard to functional
needs, the tasks of the government (particularly with regard to health care) are first
discussed, and then possible problems with regard to the other starting points
discussed in Section  5.2 are considered."0  In general, the government is expected to
focus on the common good, and develops strategies and policies to promote and
protect the common good. In this respect, the government is supposed to look after the
needs (and, to some extent, also the interests and preferences) of the general public,
even though the government may not always be able or willing to do this, for instance,
for practical or political reasons. The general  public  has  no task.1'1 However,  the task
of the government includes protecting the vulnerabilities of the general public.
Therefore, the vulnerabilities of the government (in relation to its task) as well as the
vulnerabilities of the general public are discussed  in this subsection. As shown below,
the vulnerabilities of the general public may be different from those of patients/data
subjects because they exist at an aggregated level instead of at an individual level.

The task  of the Dutch government with regard to health  care is described in Article
22, paragraph  1,  of the Dutch Constitution, in which  it is stated  that the government
takes care of improvements in public health. This governmental task of promoting
public health may be split into several (sub)tasks:

192

•      Protecting the rights o f individual citizens (protective task).
•    Promoting a good health care system (aggregative task).
•   Promoting a just distribution of the claims made on the health care system

(distributive task).
• Creating conditions for scientific research.

Note that these tasks are related to the roles discussed in the previous subsections. The
protective task concerns the needs, interests, and preferences of patients and data
subjects, discussed in Subsection 5.3.1. Insofar as these needs, interests, and
preferences are (legal) rights, they are discussed in the next chapter. The aggregative
and distributive task concerns the needs, interests, and preferences of the general

189 As mentioned above, tools that can be used to select despite open enrolment are, for instance,
selective advertising, selective service, selective advice, and offering money to end insurance contracts.
190 Note that a difficulty here is that these starting points (e.g., justice, autonomy) may have a double
function, as it may be considered a governmental task to protect (to some extent) these starting points.
'g' Similarly, the government has no biological and basic needs and no preferences.
192 De Beaufort (1985), p. 35. In this context, Roscam Abbing makes a similar distinction between a
protective task (i.e., protecting individual citizens) and a promoting task (the other tasks mentioned).
See Roscam Abbing (1984a); Roscam Abbing (1984b).
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public: 93 The aggregative and distributive       0  0 00 6% 0   0 4
tasks are discussed below. As mentioned in 0  0 104'600   0 69
the previous subsection, the distributive      O  • 4.  -0 0.0-0 /<40<ovt-o"'of
task may also be a task of the health      0 2 *
insurance companies. The fourth task, ,/14*&+,P£10? 5.° »  fril
regarding scientific research, concerns the  u/l 'S 0.   2-  *9
needs, interests, and preferences of  '<4.Z O 17 24/21-
researchers, as discussed in Subsection

<Kll.,cst .,  ,  -5.3.3.
1-11.-„©C ly

The aggregative task is to ensure that the =f:55      9 0«
= ndwi hon  t a  t f th  lthu  see a ef L©914%
health care, which is treating, curing, and
looking after patients. '94 The distributive task  is to ensure that the distribution of the
available health care among the patients is a just distribution.195 Both tasks concern
the needs, interests, and preferences ofthe general public. For instance, (regarding the
aggregative task) when the government has to decide how much money is to be made
available for health care, this money may no longer be used for other needs, interests,
and preferences of individuals, such as education, police, social benefits,
infrastructure, etc. Inadequate performance of these tasks may, therefore, constitute
vulnerabilities for the general public. With regard to data mining and group profiling,
it is important to mention that they may contribute to the aggregative and distributive
tasks, for instance, in the case of determining the supply and demand of health care.

With regard to performing the aggregative and distributive tasks, the government
has a functional need for information regarding the supply of and demand for health
care. Note that, when the distributive task is a task of health insurance companies,  it is
they who may have this need for information.'96 Group iwofiles may be useful in
determining the demand for and supply of health care. Epidemiological group
profiles not only indicate how much health care of what type is required, but may also
indicate where, or among which groups, it is needed. Thus, geographic and social
factors may be used in the planning of health care. Health information that is198

collected by governments may include hospital discharge data, immunisation data,
birth and death certificates, cancer registers, AIDS registers, tuberculosis registers,
child abuse data, etc.

199

The needs and interests of the general public may differ from those of individuals.
This may be expressed in opt-in/opt-out systems, as group profiles may also influence
people whose data are not used. Opt-in means that each data subject has to give2DO

explicit consent before his personal data may be used, whereas opt-out201 means that
personal data may be used unless the data subject has explicitly refused the right to
use of his data. A typical example of an opt-out system is used in the Icelandic DNA

'93 Note that these tasks may also concern the individual players discussed in the previous subsections.
194 Note that this includes the prevention ofdiseases.
195 See also Subsection 5.2.3 on justice.
196 Note that, in many countries (e.g., the U.S. and the Netherlands), health insurance companies are

responsible for the planning of health care, sometimes in co-operation with the government.
197 De Vries (1998), Spanjer (1990). See also Subsection 4.5.3.
198 Bouter et al. (1989).
199 See also National Research Council (1997), p 72-76.
200 Note that this is regardless of whether or not consent has been given for using the data.
201 Opt-Out is Sometimes referred to as presumed consent. See, for instance, Gulcher and Stefansson

(2000)
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database, discussed in Subsection IIow old will you get?
4.5.2. For epidemiological research
in the Netherlands, there is also an A person's life expectancy is influenced by many

opt-out possibility: patients may different factors. When the most important
determinants such as health, lifestyle, diet, familyprevent their doctors from providing history, and education are taken into account, it istheir data for statistical and possible to make an estimate of how old a person

scientific research when they will get. As interesting as this may be for yourself

explicitly object. This 'opt-out' (who wouldn't want to know his own future?),202

may be used when information is remember that others may calculate your life
expectancy as well. Big business for undertakers.provided to others, but not, for To calculate your life expectancy, look at:

instance, when a doctor uses the http://www.bbc.co.uk/healtWtools/living 100.shtmt
information for his own research.203    or
A typical example of an opt-in http://semorhealth.about.com/cs/healthassessmene

system, though not in Other examples may be found on the Internet when
browsing for "life expectancy calculator".

epidemiological research, is the EU
directive on data protection rules for
the electronic communications sector that restricts the gathering of information via the
Internet. This directive, to be implemented in national legislation at the end of

204

2003, prescribes an opt-in system for both spam205 and cookies.206 Opt-in and opt-out
systems may be an interest ofthe general public, since these systems assume a choice,
and this may imply fewer difficulties for individuals. Furthermore, opt-in and opt-out
systems may support autonomy and self-determination: when individuals disagree
with a particular choice, they may indicate this.207 A government may implement opt-
in or opt-out systems where appropriate.

With regard to the other starting points (e.g., justice and respect for autonomy), it
nnay be argued that it is also a governmental task to protect these starting points, at
least, to some extent. These starting points (and, thus, the corresponding governmental
tasks) may reach beyond the scope of health care. For instance, protecting justice may
involve ensuring equal treatment/anti-discrimination, and ensuring that the health208

care system is accessible to everyone. Protecting autonomy may involve ensuring
informed consent at some points. Furthermore, a government may have the task of
ensuring, to some extent, transparency of data collection and processing, privacy, and
confidentiality. With regard to beneficence, there may be cases in which the needs,
interests, and preferences of the general public differ from those of individuals.
Examples include vaccination and screening programmes, and controlling highly
infectious diseases. Screening is discussed in Section 4.5.3. Vaccination programmes
work only when large parts of a population participate in these programmes: when
only a small part of the population gets vaccinations, this may not prevent the
spreading of a disease. The same goes for the spreading of highly infectious

209diseases. In such cases, the general public may have priority over the needs,
interests, and preferences of individuals.

202 See Article 458, paragraph 2, sub c WGBO.
203 See Nouwt (1997), p. 244.
204 European Directive 2002/58/EG  of the European Parliament  and the Council  of  12'k  July  2002,

[2002] OJ L201.
205

Spam is unsolicited commercial e-mail.
206 For further discussion, see Section  8.4.1.
207 Note that there may be rectification problems; see Section 6.4.
208 See Section 6.7.
209 See also Section 6.5.
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5.4      Re-examining the normative framework

In the previous sections. an inventory was provided of the possible moral problems
that may arise from the use of data mining and group profiling in epidemiology. As
pointed out, moral principles may be violated, moral conflicts may arise, and new
situations, in which it is unclear which moral principles apply, may arise. The
seriousness of the possible problems was not ordered, because some of these problems
are not comparable. This does not mean that the problems described are not serious; it
merely indicates that their exact weighting depends on the point of view taken. With
this  inventory.  I consider the first part of the key question (see Subsection  1.1.2) to be

, 210answerea.
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the inventory of possible problems

determined to a certain extent the normative framework. as it indicated directions for
possible solutions. In Section 1.5, the normative framework for what may be
considered problems was introduced. In this chapter. it was explained how a broad
range of starting points was used to identify and articulate the possible problems of
data mining and group profiling in epidemiology. In Chapter 8, it is described how
these starting points are used as a re-examined or refined normative framework to
evaluate the combined possible legal and technological solutions: The possible211

legal and technological solutions are discussed separately in the following chapters;
The approach taken with regard to the possible solutions depends on the type of

problem. For the first type of problems, i.e., violations of principles. it is relatively
straightforward to determine whether a particular measure is a solution or not: when
only one moral principle is concerned, it may be suggested that a particular measure is
a solution when it contributes to realising the aims of that principle. This also applies
to the fulfilment of needs. interests, and preferences: when in a new situation at least
one person is better off (has more of his needs, interests. or preferences fulfilled) and
nobody is worse off. a measure leading to this situation is clearly a solution. These are
cases of Pareto-optimality.

212

For moral problems of type 2. i.e.. moral conflicts. it is more difficult to determine
whether a particular measure is a solution. as a measure may contribute to realising
the aims of one principle but, at the same time, infringe another principle. In general,
three types of approaches to finding solutions for moral conflicts may be
distinguished. First. it may be found, after investigation. that a possible solution does
not  contribute to realising  the  aims  of one  of the  principles  in the moral conflict.  Take.
for instance. the question whether a large-scale pp ulation

research for HIV is
acceptable without the consent of the data subjects.-1  On the one hand. it may be
argued that screening for HIV without consent violates autonomy. On the other hand.
it may also be argued that such screening contributes to realising the aims of
beneficence, as it contributes to prevent the spreading of the disease and, therefore,
contributes to public health. This leads to a moral conflict between autonomy and
beneficence. However, when it is possible to prove that screening for HIV does not
contribute to public health (for instance, because it does not prevent spreading of the

210 As mentioned above. I cannot guarantee that this inventory is exhaustive, because I do not use a
closed system and because it may be impossible (even in a closed system) to predict future
developments and circumstances
2' 1 Law and technology may put their own conditions and restrictions on the possible measures.
212 See Subsection 5 2 2.
1" See also the example in Vedder (1989)
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disease), this may solve the conflict, as this makes the principle of beneficence
irrelevant. If one of the principles in the moral conflict is no longer relevant, the issue
becomes afroblem of the first type, i.e., how to avoid violations of the remaining
principle:'  In the example above, this means that screening for HIV without consent
should not take place as it violates autonomy (the remaining principle).

The second approach to finding possible solutions for moral conflicts concerns
subsidiarity. in this approach, it is not considered whether a measure contributes to
realising the aims of the principles in the moral conflict, but the measure itself is the
subject of debate.  When a particular measure contributes to realising the aims of one
principle, but conflicts with another principle, it may be useful to investigate i f there
is another (subsidiary) measure that contributes to realising the aims of the first
principle but does not conflict with the second principle. For instance, in the above
example (screening for HIV without consent), a subsidiary measure may be to provide
education about safe sex. This measure may prevent spreading of the disease and,
therefore, contribute to public health, without violating the principle of autonomy.
Sucha subsidiary measure may then be a solution to the conflict.

The third approach to finding possible solutions for moral conflicts concerns
proportionalio'. When a particular measure leads to a small infringement of one
principle but contributes largely to realising the aims of another principle, this
measure may be regarded as (contributing to) a solution. In my view, however, this
approach should be dealt with cautiously, because it depends on various weightings
(of principles, needs, preferences, etc.). What may be a small infringement to one
person may be very important to another person. For this reason, I do not use this
approach to provide decisive solutions. However, in some places, 1 suggest measures
that allow different weightings to be used.

For the third  type of moral problems, in which  it is not clear which moral principles
to apply or how to apply them, finding possible solutions may only be possible
indirectly.  Problems of the third type may, after investigation,  turn out to be problems
of the first or second type, in which case the approaches are delineated above, or they
may turn out not to be moral problems at all, in which case finding solutions is215

beyond the scope of this thesis. However, as this type of problem may be complex, it
is possible that none of these approaches may work.  It is expected that there may not
be solutions for several of the problems, or that the suggested measures may not
provide decisive solutions to the problems discussed in this chapter.

5.5 Conclusions

Three types of moral problems may be distinguished: (1) violations of moral
principles, (2) moral conflicts, and (3) new (types of) problems, i.e., problems that
occur when it is unclear which moral principles apply. In order to take a broad
approach, a broad meaning of the term moral principle was used; it was regarded as
nothing more than a starting point. Several starting points were investigated.

The first approach was to identify, at the most basic level, the needs, interests, and
preferences of those involved. A typical characteristic of needs is that the ends for
which a thing is needed may be, to a certain extent, determined or recognised by

214 When both principles become irrelevant in this way, the issue is no longer a moral problem at all, in
which case finding solutions is beyond the scope of this thesis.
213 When the problems   turn   out   not   to be moral problems,   they may still remain problems,   e.g.,
technical problems.
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external observers. Needs were (non-hierarchically) distinguished as biological needs

(to survive), basic needs (for a decent state of living), and functional needs (to do a
particular job/role). Preferences were referred to in cases in which a player has a
subjective liking for a particular end. The term interests was used to indicate a thing
that puts a person in a position to obtain or realise what he prefers or needs.

Whether not fulfilling needs, interests, and preferences constitutes in itself a moral
problem is a controversial issue. For those who do not consider this to be a moral
problem, it may still be possible to regard several such issues as moral problems of
the first or second type, with regard to the (classic) moral principles ofbeneficence or
non-maleficence, or both, when "doing no harm" and "doing good" are interpreted as
in terms of fulfilment of needs, interests, and preferences. In some cases, it is clear
how to apply non-maleficence/beneficence, such as in cases that are Pareto-optimal,
but in other cases there may be conflicting needs, interests, and preferences that
constitute moral problems (oftype 2).

In the relations between groups and society, group profiles may cause problems

with regard to justice and solidarity. Masking may involve a violation of the principle
ofjustice (type 2), but even without masking group profiles may result in distribution
problems because of conflicting needs, interests, and preferences (type 2).
Determining what characteristics are relevant to justie (un)equal treatment may
constitute a moral problem of the third type. As far as solidarity is concerned, group
profiles  may  lead to moral problems  when they violate solidarity  (type 1). Similar
problems with regard to solidarity may occur in the relations between groups and their
members.

In the relations between individuals and groups, group profiles may lead to
problems with regard to autonomy, individuality, and honesty. Autonomy may be
violated  (type  1) when individuals  are  not  able to influence the process of group
profiling or when it is not possible to ask informed consent, or when both of the above
occur. When it is not clear how to ensure informed consent because of the
unpredictable results of data mining, this may raise a moral problem  of the third type.
Conflicts between non-maleficence/beneficence and autonomy (type 2) may arise
when information provided to obtain consent is harmful to the needs, interests, and
preferences of individuals. Individuality may be violated (type 1) when limited
amounts of characteristics are used in group profiles to describe unique individuals or
when characteristics are not correct for group members as individuals, or when both
of the above occur. Honesty  may be violated  in  the  case of masking  (type  1),  and
moral conflicts between honesty and beneficence (type 2) may arise in the case of
therapeutic exceptions.

The roles of the various relevant players in epidemiology were investigated to show
in more detail the vulnerabilities that may arise from the starting points mentioned
above and from professional norms, i.e., normative starting points typically related to
the professions/roles in epidemiology. The roles of the patient/data subject, the doctor,
the (medical) researcher, the (health) insurance companies, and the government were
investigated. It was pointed out that the patient/data subject is a particularly
vulnerable player because his needs, interests, and preferences are direct and personal.
Further typical vulnerabilities for the patient/data subject may exist with regard to
justice (e.g., in cases of selection) and with regard to autonomy (e.g., when patients
are dependent on other players or have limited abilities, or both).

For the doctor, the most relevant functional needs with regard to information
include the trust of patients (particularly regarding the Hippocratic principle and
professional secrecy) and the reliability and adequacy of information. Without this, a
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doctor may not be able to provide adequate treatment. These professional norms may
conflict with non-maleficence/beneficence. For the researcher, the most relevant
functional need with regard to information is freedom of research, which particularly
involves access to the appropriate data. However, freedom of research may conflict
with other starting points, such as justice, respect for autonomy, and privacy.

Health insurance companies have a need to make sufficient profit to stay in
business. Data mining and group profiling may be in their interest as these may be
used to determine risks. Selection on the basis of risks may constitute vulnerabilities
for insurers (because of adverse selection) and for patients/data subjects (because of
cream skimming). Both forms of selection may conflict with the solidarity on which
insurance markets are based. For the planning of health care, the government or health
insurance companies, or both, have a functional need for information regarding the
supply of and demand for health care. Furthermore, the government may be expected
to protect the other starting points (e.g., justice and respect for autonomy), at least to
some extent, when protecting the vulnerabilities ofthe general public.

With this inventory of the possible moral problems that may arise from the use of
data mining and group profiling in epidemiology, the first part of the key question was
answered. The possible legal and technological solutions are discussed and evaluated
in the light of these starting points, though law and technology may put their own
conditions and restrictions on the possible measures.
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Chapter 6
Laws and Regulations
6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, group profiling through data mining is dealt with from a legal
perspective. Particular attention is paid to the possibilities of avoiding, solving, or
minimising the problems mentioned in the previous chapters. As mentioned in Section
1.6, laws and regulations related to (the possible problems of) group profiling and data
mining in epidemiology are concentrated in three main areas: data protection law,
public health law, and anti-discrimination law. This chapter does not provide a
complete and detailed overview of current legislation in these areas.1  Each of these
three areas is introduced in a discussion of the legal issues relevant to group profiling
in epidemiology. Following each section in which this is done is a section in which an
analysis is described of the protection offered by legislation against the possible
problems ofdata mining and group profiling. In each case, this analysis is split in two
parts: first, applicability ofthe legislation is investigated and, second, it is investigated
what protection the legislation may offer with regard to the possible problems  of data
mining and group profiling, and the needs, interests, and preferences of those
involved.2 Suggestions for changes in both applicability and protection are made in
several cases. This chapter contains only possible legal solutions; possible
technological solutions are discussed in the next chapter; combined solutions are
discussed in Chapter 8.

An extra, preliminary section (6.2) on data protection law is added in order to
explain the relation between privacy and data protection. Issues concerning data
mining and group profiling are often not privacy issues but, on the other hand, data
protection law may be an important tool to regulate the collection and processing of
data, including data mining and group profiling. As data protection law and privacy
law are closely related, I briefly discuss this relation, indicating that there are different
aspects of privacy: This may be important as concepts of privacy were historically
developed for individuals, whereas technological developments now seem to require
that these concepts be used for groups as well. This chapter focuses on the aspect of
informational privacy or, in relation to legislation, on data protection law.

6.2      Privacy and data protection

This section deals with the relation between privacy and data protection.4 Although
most problems of data mining and group profiling are closely related to data

' An elaborate overview of privacy and data protection  laws  and regulations may be found in Prins and
Berkvens (200Oa), Bygrave (2002), and Nouwt (1997). An elaborate overview of Dutch public health
law may be found in Leenen (2000). An elaborate overview of Dutch anti-discrimination law may be
found in Asser-Vonk and Groenendijk (1999) and Gerards and Heringa (2003).
2 For the possible risks and benefits of group profiles, see Section 3.6. For the epidemiological context,
see the analysis in the previous chapter of the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved in
epidemiological research.
3 The theoretical debate on whether the different aspects of privacy can be combined in one unified
concept ofprivacy is not dealt with.
4 For a more detailed account of privacy law, see B lok (2002).
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protection issues, they are often not privacy problems. Considering the development
of the concept of privacy may clarify why the original concept of privacy, which is
focused on individuals, may lead to difficulties when technological developments
require this concept to be applied to groups.

6.2.1    The right to privacy

Everyone   has a right to privacy.   This is stated in Article   12   of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948:

"No one shall be subjected  to arbitrary interference with  his privacy, family,  home or
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the
right  to  protection  of the  law against  such  interference  or  attacks." 5

The right to privacy was also incorporated in the European Convention on Human
Rights and

Fundamental    Freedoms6     ECHR)    in    1950    and    in    the    InternationalCovenant on Civil and Political Rights    (CCPR)  in   1966. The right to privacy  has
been incorporated in the constitutions of many countries as well.8 But although
everyone has a right to privacy, guaranteed by all these conventions and laws, it is not
clear what the concept ofprivacy and the right to privacy comprise.

Although John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) already pleaded for the protection of
individual freedoms against intrusion by governments, social institutes, and other
citizens; something like the modern concept of privacy was first introduced at the end
of  the 19th century by Warren and Brandeis." The increasing possibilities   of
photography and its use by the newspapers at that time made them worry about the
publication of information relating to private and domestic life. Although they did not

s See http://www.un.ore/Overview/rights.html.
6 Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms reads:

1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his
correspondence.

2. There shall be no interference  by a public authority with the exercise of this right except  such
as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interest of
national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention
of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights
and freedoms of others.

See http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/EN/Treaties/Html/005.htm
' Article 17 ofthe International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights reads:

1.     No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home
or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.

2.      Everyone  has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
See http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/1)/a ccpr. htm.
  For instance, the translation of Article  10 of the Dutch constitution reads:

1.           Everyone shall have the right to respect for his privacy, without prejudice to
restrictions laid down by or pursuant to Act of Parliament,

2.                 Rules to protect privacy shall be laid down by Act of Parliament in connection
with the recording and dissemination of personal data.

3. Rules concerning the rights of persons to be informed of data recorded concerning
them  and of the use  that  is made thereof and to have such data corrected shall be laid down  by
Act of Parliament.

See http://www.uni-wuerzburp.de/law/n100000 .html. Changes in this article were proposed, see
Nouwt et al. (2000), but it seems that these suggestions will not be carried through.
' Mill (1974).
10 Warren and Brandeis (1890).
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define the concept of privacy, they connected privacy with other values, such as an
individual's right to be left alone. 11

In 1967, Westin referred to privacy in terms of control over information, describing
it as a person's right to determine for himself when, how, and to what extent
information about him is communicated to others:2 This indicates how, with the rise
of information and communication technologies, the focus of privacy legislation has
shifted from the protection of such things as family, home, and reputation towards the
protection of personal information and informational self-determination. As this thesis
dealt with data protection rather than with privacy, in the next subsection privacy in
general is distinguished from informational privacy.

6.2.2    Informational privacy

It  is difficult to  find a common factor in all the different views of privacy, and there is
an ongoing theoretical debate on whether there is in fact underlying unity in these
views   at   all. 13   As this chapter focuses   on   only one aspect of privacy, namely
informational privacy, I consider it more useful -instead of trying to combine the
different views of privacy- to investigate what distinguishes informational privacy
from other aspects of the concept ofprivacy.

Informational privacy is often considered to be a part of the concept ofprivacy, next
to spatial, relational, and communicational privacy.14 However, the privacy of the
home, intimate relationships, and confidential communication may all require
protection from the spreading of information; this suggests that informational privacy
is not a separate form of privacy. Therefore, it may be argued that informational
privacy, on the one hand, and spatial, relational, and communicational privacy, on the
other hand, are different dimensions of privacy.

15

This close connection between informational privacy and the other aspects of
privacy may explain why informational privacy, and consequently data protection,
focuses on individuals and data concerning individuals. 16 However, it may not always

be possible to describe the problems of group profiles as problems of identifiable
individuals.

This focus on individuals may also explain why data protection law is often referred
to as privacy law. However, the possible problems of data mining and group profiling
discussed in Section  3.6  are  in most cases not privacy problems.  As an exception  to
this, it may be argued that group profiling may be a privacy issue when people are

confronted with information about themselves that they did not know: 7 It may be
argued that group profiling is a privacy issue when people give pieces of information
about themselves at different places and for different purposes, and in the end find out
that this information was all linked in one large dossier about them. The latter issue is

"  Schoeman (1984). Note that Warren and Brandeis use in their original text the expression "the right
to be /et alone", an expression used in a ruling of Judge Cooley. Many authors, however, refer to this
concept of privacy as "the right to be /€17 alone".
I 2 Westin (1967). Note that Westin's definition, sometimes referred to as informational self-

detenninalion, is still the most commonly used in the United States in the context of data protection.
See Blok (2002). For similar concepts, see Fried (1968), Rachels (1975).
11 Blok (2002).
14 Sce, for instance, Schreuders (1998), Sentrop (1973).
15 Blok (2002), p. 283.
/6 See also Bygrave (2002) p. 243, who even claims that much of the academic literature on privacy
and data protection completely ignores the possibility of privacy for collective entities.
17 For instance, life expectancy or the risk of disease based on a group profile.
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closely related to the (reasonable) expectations  ofprivacy that people may have when
giving information:18 a person who releases single pieces of information at different
places may not expect that all these pieces of information were linked, and finding
this out may be confronting for a data subject. Awareness of how information is
collected and processed may play an important role in this, and is discussed in more
detail in Section 8.3.

Other possible problems of data mining and group profiling, such as unwanted
selection or stigmatisation, are more closely related to data protection and
discrimination issues than to privacy issues: whereas spatial, relational, and
communicational privacy concern the protection of private life, informational privacy
deals with the fair processing of personal information. This form of privacy has adifferent scope, as it deals not only with private life, but also with public life: -20 This
shifting focus towards informational privacy resulted in the development of fair

information   practices. As shown in the next section, data protection laws mainly
focus on several principles that ensure the fair collection and processing of
information. As our concern is the possible problems of data mininy' and group
profiling, the remainder of this chapter focuses on informational privacy.

6.3 Data protection law

The main legal regimes of interest concerning data protection law in the Netherlands
are the Treaty of Strasbourg, the European Data Protection Directive and the Dutch
Personal Data Protection Act (WBP). The central rules of these data protection laws
are based upon and embody a set of principles that was drafted by the Organisation
for Economic  Co-operation  and  Development  (OECD)  in  1980,  the so-called privacy
principlesP The principles are explained in Subsection 6.3.1. In all these laws, these
central rules apply to a particular set of data, namely, personal data, i.e., any
information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person. Subsection 6.3.2
elaborates on the concept ofpersonal data. In Subsection 6.3.3, it is explained how the
privacy principles were implemented in the Treaty of Strasbourg, the European Data
Protection Directive and the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act.

6.3.1    The privacy principles

In  1980,  a  set  of principles  for fair information processing was developed  by  the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The OECD is an
organisation of 30 countries world-wide that is committed to democratic government
and a market economy that works on economic and social issues.23 The principles
developed by the OECD, commonly referred to as the privacy principles, are

24

18 See also Blok and Vedder (2000), Black (2002), p. 269.
i 9 Blok (2001b), p. 438, Blok (2002), p.124, Willekens (1988), Raes (1988). Blok argues that
connecting informational privacy (and the protection of personal data)  with  the core of privacy (spatial,
relational, and communicational privacy) results in less protection for both forms of privacy and was,
therefore, a historical mistake
20 Note that it may be difficult to determine what is public life and what is private life, for instance, on
the Internet.
21 The scope of this chapter is not limited  to the current fair infonnation practices.
22 See also Bygrave (2002), p. 2.
23 See http://www. oecd.org.
24 See http://wwwl.oecd.orR/dsti/sti/it/secur/prod/PRIV-EN.HTM.
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• the collection limitation principle, stating that "[t]here should be limits to the

collection of personal data and any such data should be obtained by lawful and
fair means and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data
subject";

25

•    the data quality principle, stating that "[p]ersonal data should be relevant to
the purposes for which they are to be used, and, to the extent necessary for
those purposes, should be accurate, complete and kept up-to-date";

•  the purpose speciRcation principle, stating that "[t]he purposes for which
personal data are collected should be specified...  and that the data may only
be used for these purposes";

•  the use limitation principle, stating that "[plersonal data should not be
disclosed, made available or otherwise used for purposes other than those
specified,... except  a)  with the consent  of the data subject;  or  b)  by  the
authority of law";

•       the security saNguards principle, stating that reasonable precautions should  be
taken against risks of loss, unauthorised access, destruction, et cetera, of
personal data;

•    the openness principle, stating that the subject should be able to know about
the existence and nature of personal data, its purpose,  and the identity of the
data controller;

•   the individual participation principle, stating, among other things, that the
data subject should have the right to have his personal data erased, rectified,
completed, or amended;

26

• the accountabilio, principle, stating that the data controller should be
accountable for complying with measures supporting the above principles.

The former four principles focus on the data and the conditions under which
processing of the data is allowed, and the latter four principles are duties of those
responsible for the processing ofpersonal data and rights of the data subjects.

27

It should be mentioned that others have tried to compose different sets of privacy
principles, such as the Principles for providing and using personal information28 of
the Electronic Privacy Information Centre (EPIC). Similar sets  of principles were29,30

designed for medical  data in particular,  such as the Principles fbr federal privacy
protection of medical records   and the Fundamental principles for proper use of
medical personal data:2 This chapter focuses on the OECD privacy principles
because they may be considered the central rules of the Treaty of Strasbourp the
European Data Protection Directive and the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act.

a This principle is sometimes referred to as the princiAle ofminimalily, see Bygrave (2002), p.  341.
26 Note that, in the European Data Protection Directive and the WBP, this principle applies only to
incomplete or inaccurate data, or data that are irrelevant or processed illegitimately
27

Nouwt (1997), p. 72.
28 See htto://www.rewi.hu-berlin.de/Datenschutz/Netze/Drivwe.html.
29 See http://www.evic.org.
30 Other sets of principles are listed in Federal Council of Science and Technology (1973) and Trubow
(1999).
3, See EPIC Alert (1995).
32 Nouwt (1997),p. 387.
33 See also Bygrave (2000), p. 57.
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6.3.2    Personal data

The principles discussed in the previous subsection protect (the processing of)
personal data. Personal data is defined as any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person.34 This definition may be found in the OECD guidelines
mentioned in the previous subsection, but also in the Treaty of Strasbourg, the
European Data Protection Directive and the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act. Note
that this definition explicitly excludes data concerning legal persons, non-identifiable
persons, and deceased persons.35 In the case of data mining and group profiling, this
definition is important for determining whether the information in group profiles is
personal data or not, and, consequently, whether or not data protection laws are
applicable.

36

A difficulty with the concept of personal data is that it may not be clear which data
are identifiable and which data are not.37 Identifiability is often considered an absolute
standard: data are either identifiable or not.38 The Dutch State Committee Koopmans
suggested that this means that only in cases where eveg possibility of linking data to

39an identified person has vanished is the data not considered to be personal data.
However, with technology providing more and more means of linking data, and with
increased dissemination of data, such an interpretation may result in almost all data
being considered personal data.

Because it is impossible to check if every possibility of linking data to an individual
has vanished, an element of reasonableness was already included in the concept of
identifiability when the WPR40 was discussed in the Dutch parliament:41 when it
would require a disproportionate amount of time, money, and manpower to identify
the data, these data are not personal data.42 However, with the possibilities of
information and communication technologies increasing further, the amounts of time,
money, and manpower needed to identify data become steadily smaller.43 Methods of
coupling databases may be especially efficient in identifying data (see Subsection
2.4.2). Thus, even with such an account of reasonableness, it seems that more data

44will be comprised in the concept ofpersonal data as time passes.

34 This person is referred to as the data subject,
33 Holvast (1996), Berkvens et al. (1989), Bygrave (2002), p. 366.
36 The applicability of data protection laws in cases of data mining and group profiling is discussed in
Subsection 6.4.1.
37 Especially with combinations of data, this may be difficult.
38 Or, the other way around, data are either anonymous or not. Note that, from a technological

 erspective, different degrees of identifiability may be distinguished. See Subsection  1.7.1.
9 Koopmans (1977), p. 117.

40 The WPR is the predecessor of the WBP, the current Dutch Data Protection Act, see Subsection
6.3.3.
41 See Kamerstukken II, 1984-1985,19 095, nrs. 1-3, p. 35.
42 Note that for identifiability it is necessary to determine whether or not identification is possib/e, not
whether or not identification will in fact take place
43 See also Bygrave (2002), p.317, Roscam Abbing (1999), p. 365.
44 It may thus be argued that this element of reasonableness (and, therefore, the concept of personal
data itself) is not a technology-independent legal standard. See Section 8.4 for a more detailed account.
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6.3.3   Current legislation Paging passenger Li

As mentioned above, the main laws When identifying a person, a name is the first
of interest concerning data protection characteristic to think of But names and identity
law in the Netherlands are the Treaty are not always linked one-on-one. Nowadays

of Strasbourg, the European Data people invent new names and use them for
themselves to express their identity. One of the

Protection Directive and the Dutch
strangest examples of this is rock star Prince who

Personal Data Protection Act. In this changed his name to an ideogram which has no
subsection,  it is explained  how the pronunciation (see left picture).
privacy principles were implemented In China, on the other hand, problems occur

because the country is running out of names. Onin the Treaty of Strasbourg, the
paper, there are about 3100 surnames, the majority

European Data Protection Directive existing of one character. Unfortunately, a quarter
and the Dutch Personal Data of the 1.25 billion people in China share just  five

Protection Act. surnames: Wang, Zhang, Liu, Chen and Li (see
In 1981, the Council of Europe right picture). In Beijing alone, it is estimated that

drafted the Convention for the there are over 5000 individuals named Zhang Li
and Liu Hui.

protection of individuals with regard The problem is particularly acute in big cities
to automatic processing Of personal where thousands of people share  the same surname

data, the so-called Data Protection and given name, written in exactly the same
Treaty or Treaty of Strasbourg.45 The characters. Chinese newspapers frequently report

wrongful arrests, bank account errors and unwantedCouncit of Europe is the largest
surgery performed - all due to identity mistakes.

European intergovernmental
organisation, aimed at creating Source: Lonely Planet Travel guide to China

greater European unity and
sustainable democratic governments,
and protecting human rights.46
Almost all European countries are
members of the Council of
Europe.

47,48

When developing the Treaty of
Strasbourg, the Council of Europe
closely collaborated with the OECD,
which was drafting the privacy principles at that time.49 All the principles are included
in Chapter 2 of the treaty; see Table 6.1. According to Article 4 of the treaty, each
ratifying country is obliged to take the necessary measures in its domestic law to give
effect to the privacy principles before the treaty comes into force. Thus, contrary to
the OECD guidelines, the Treaty of Strasbourg is binding, although the articles of the
treaty are not se!j-executing, i.e., a citizen cannot appeal to them in court.

Following the Treaty of Strasbourg, the Council of Europe issued several so-called
recommendations on the protection of data. These recommendations, addressed to the
governments of member states, are focused on filling in the privacy principles in
specific areas where personal data is used. Examples are the Recommendation on the

45 Council of Europe, Convention no. 108, January 288  1981.
See http://www.coe.fr/dataprotection/Treaties/Convention%20108%2OE.htm.
46 Burkens et al. (1997), p. 305.
47 See http://www.coe.int/DortaIT.asp.
48 The Council of Europe should not be confused with the European Union (EU), and especially not
with the European Counci/, which consists of the collected heads of states of the member countries of
the EU. Barents and Brinkhorst (1998), p. 119.
49 See the explanatory report at htti)://conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/cadreprincipal.htm.
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Protection of Personal Data used for Scientific Research and Statistics,  the
Recommendation on Hospital Information Systems, ' the Recommendation on the

52Collection of Epidemiological Data on Primary Health Care, and the
Recommendation on the Protection ofMedical Data.

53

In   1995, the European parliament  and the Council accej)ted  a data protection
directive for the member states of the European Union. This European data
protection directive, or the European directive on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing ofpersonal data and on the free movement of such data, as it
is officially called, used the privacy principles of the Treaty of Strasbourg as a
starting-point.55 Table  6.1   gives  an  overview  of  where  the  privacy  principles,
described in Subsection 6.3.1, can be found in each document. The full text of the
European data protection directive may be found in Appendix A.

It is sometimes suggested that the European directive contains a provision dealing
directly with profiling practices.56 The provision that is referred to in such cases is
Article  15, on automated decisions, which states that nobody should be subject to
decisions that are based solely on the automated processing of data. However, at the
moment, data mining does not seem to be a technology that enables the making of
decisions that are wholly the result of automated processing of data: data mining does
not produce decision rules, but patterns and relations that may serve as a basis for
(human) decisions.57 This may hinder the applicability ofthis article in this case. 58

European directives must be implemented in the national legislation of the EU
member states.59 In the Netherlands, the European Data Protection Directive was
implemented in national law with the introduction of the If/et Bescherming
Persoonsgegevens (WBP, Personal Data Protection Act), which came into force on
1 st   September   2001.60 The three-year deadline for implementing the European
directive had passed long before,   on 24th October   1998. In January   2001,   the
European Commission decided to take five countries (France, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Germany, and Ireland) to court for failure to notify all the measures
necessary to implement the directive. By the end of 2003, the data protection directive
was implemented in national law in all EU member states, except France:' As a result
of implementation of the European directive, the privacy principles were laid down in
the WBP. Table 6.1 indicates where in the WBP these principles may be found.

50
Recommendation R(83)10

5I Recommendation R(87)23.
32

Recommendation R(89)4.
33

Recommendation R(97)5. See: http://cm.coe.int/ta/rec/1997/97r5.html.
54 European directive 95/46/EG of the European Parliament and the Council of 248 October 1995,
[1995] OJ L281/3 1. Sec also http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/lif/dat/1995/en  395 L0046.html.
55 Number  11  of the preamble of the directive reads: "The principles of the protection of the rights and
freedoms of individuals, notably the right to privacy, which are contained in this directive, give
substance to and amplify those contained in the Council of Europe Convention of 28 January  1981"
36 For a more detailed discussion on this issue, see Bygrave (2002), p. 319.
57

Cf.  Figure 1.l i n Subsection 1.1.1, where data mining and resulting actions are explicitly mentioned
as separate steps in the KDD process.
58 Data mining or other technologies may develop in the future in such a way that this article may
become applicable, but since the results of data mining are unpredictable, it may be difficult to attach
automated decision-making systems to data mining tools that operate without any human intervention.
59 For a more detailed account, see, for instance, Barents and Brinkhorst (1998), p. 174.
w See http://rechten.kub.nl/loml/privacy/doc/wbp.pdf. An unofficial translation into English may be
found at http://home.planet.nl/-privacyl/wbp en rev.htm. See also Prins and Berkvens (200Ob).
61 An overview of the progress of EU member states with regard to implementation may be found at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal market/grivacy/law/implementation en.htm
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Privacy Principle OECD Treaty of EU Data Dutch Personal

Guideline Strasbourg Protection Data Protection
Directive Act (WBP)

Collection limitation Art. 7 Art. 5a Art. 5-9 Art. 6,8
Data quality Art. 8 Art. 5c, 5d   Art. 6 Art. 11

Purpose specification   Art. 9 Art. 5b, Se   Art. 6. lb, Art. 7
10-11

Use limitation Art. 10 Art. 5b Art. 5-9, Art. 9
25-26

Security safeguards Art. 11 Art. 7 Art. 16-17 Art. 13
Openness Art. 12 Art. 8a Art. 10-12, Art. 33-34

18-21

Individual Art. 13 Art. 8b, 8c   Art. 12-15 Art. 35-36
participation
Accountability Art. 14 Art. 8d Art. 22-24 Art. 15

Table 6.1: Overview  of where  the  privacy  principles  of the  OECD  may  be found
in the Treaty of Strasbourg, the EU Data Protection Directive, and, the Dutch
Personal Data Protection Act. 62

The WBP replaced the older  Wet  Persoonsregistraties  (WPR, Data Protection Act).  A
major difference between these two Acts is that the WPR was based on the concept of
person registers, whereas the WBP is based on the concept of personal data; see
Subsection 6.3.2. This shift is closely related to changes in information and
communication technology. Whereas data used to be stored in centralised databases,
for which the concept of clear-cut person registers was quite simple, data are
nowadays stored in networked areas, accessible to different users in different places
and in different ways.

63

6.4      Testing data protection law64

Some privacy experts suggest that the WBP offers protection against the possible
problems of data mining and group profiling.65 Their argument goes as follows: the
scope of the  WBP is defined by the concept of personal data (see Subsection 6.3.2).
When anonymous data are processed, the data, not being personal data, are not
protected by the WBP. Group profiles may thus be created. However, from the
moment a person is judged on the basis of a group profile, the characteristics of the
group profile are ascribed to this (identified) individual.66 From that moment on, the
data belong to an identified individual and are, therefore, personal data, protected by

62 Table based on Nouwt (1997), p. 88. Information regarding the WBP was added.
63 More about control over information in centralised databases as well as in decentralised databases

fray be found in Section 7.5.
As this thesis focused on the Dutch situation (see Subsection 1.1.4), the WBP was considered rather

than the EU data protection directive or the Treaty of Strasbourg. Note, however, that many of the
comments on the WBP in this section may also be valid for the latter two acts, as the WBP is closely
related to them.
65 For instance, Schreuders (2001), in particular "bedenking 5". Similar arguments were raised earlier
by Flaherty (1985) and Bing (1986).
66 See Subsection 3.2.2 on ascription.
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the WBP. in this view, the WBP is applicable to the first and the last step of the KDD
process.

67

It is investigated whether or not data protection law offers protection against the
possible problems of data mining and group profiling described in the previous
chapters. The investigation consists of two parts: the first part deals with the
applicability of the WBP to data mining and group profiling,  and in the second part it
is examined whether the WBP, in cases in which it is applicable, offers protection
against the possible problems of data mining and group profiling, particularly with
regard to the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved in epidemiological
group profiling.

6.4.1      Applicability

Article 2 of the WBP states that the WBP applies only to personal data, which were
described in Subsection 6.3.2 as "any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person". Bygrave argues that this definition may be read as two

cumulative conditions; namely,  that the data must facilitate the identification o f such a
68person  and that the data must relate to or concern a person.      If either the condition of

identifiability or the condition of a data-person relation is not fulfilled, the data are not
personal data, and the WBP is not applicable.

Let us start with the condition of identifiability. As already discussed in Subsection
6.3.2, an element of reasonableness was included in the concept of identifiability: only
when it would require a proportional amount of time, money, and manpower to
identify the data may these data be considered personal data. However, with the
increasing possibilities of information and communication technologies, the element
of reasonableness may become increasingly easier to fulfil.69 It may be argued that,
when more data are considered personal data, this may extend the applicability of the
privacy principles in data protection law. For the data subject, this may be an
advantage because the privacy principles tend to protect the position of data subjects.
For the data controllers, 70 this may be disadvantageous, because extensions in the
applicability of data protection laws may hinder them in collecting and processing
data. In order to provide solutions for the possible problems of data mining and group
profiling, it may be argued that it is not necessary for data protection law to impose
conditions on the use of increasing amounts of data, but rather to impose conditions
on the use of data that may hinder meeting the needs of those involved.71

Another problem with the concept of identifiability is that it suggests that data are
either identifiable   or   not. In Section   1.7,   it   was already shown   that,   from   a
practical/technological point of view, there are different degrees of identifiability.
Non-identifiable data may still be used for data mining and group profiling, as long as
the data are not absolutely anonymous. Thus, the concept of identifiability does not
reflect the practical situation. As explained in the next chapter, from a technological

67
See Figure  1.1.

68 Bygrave (2002), P. 42. See also Holvast (2001), p. 36.
69

It may be argued that the element of reasonableness (and consequently the concepts of identifiability

and personal data) is not a technology-independent legal standard. See Section 8.4 for a more detailed
discussion on technology-independent standards.
70 In epidemiological research, the data controllers are the doctor, the (medical) researcher, the health
insurance companies, and the government; see Section 5.3.
71 The needs, interests, and preferences of those involved in epidemiological research are discussed in
Section 5.3
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perspective, preventing the use o f particular forms o f data mining requires focusing on
linkability rather than on identifiability.

When the condition of identifiability is applied to group profiles, it may be argued
that group profiles generally do not contain data about identified individuals: deriving
individual data from group data requires an inference step to be made first.72 The
argument that group profiles may become personal data when inferred to individuals
may be true, but such inference does not always take place. Nevertheless, group

profiles may cause problems, as described in Subsection 3.6.2. In other words,
sometimes the problems of group profiles cannot be described as problems of
identifiable individuals.8 For instance, contrary to 'hard' cases, such as provable
selection on the basis of personal data, for 'soft' cases, such as stigmatisation and
confrontation with unwanted information, the WBP may not be applicable, because
these problems may occur without identification of individuals. 74

The second condition for personal data, a data-person relation, may also be difficult
in group

rrofiles.
Group profiling may ascribe to people characteristics that lack

integrity.7 As explained in Chapter 3, group characteristics may not be valid for
individual members of a group. Thus, it is to be doubted if such incorrectly ascribed
data should be considered personal data. Since personal data are "any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person", the question is whether data
are ascribed in such a way that they relate to the particular individual. For instance, if
a group profile based on a zip code ascribes to 25-year-old female students the
properties 'retired' and 'male', should this be considered personal data with many
errors or should it simply not be considered personal data? It may be argued that once
characteristics are ascribed to identifiable individuals, these characteristics, whether
correct or not, relate to them.76 However, when characteristics are ascribed to groups

of people, it may be more difficult to maintain this argument and the WBP may not be
applicable.

On the basis of the above arguments, it may be concluded that the concept of
personal data limits the applicability of data protection law to the possible problems of
data mining and group profiling. Only in the first and the last step ofthe KDD process

may personal data occur. For this reason, I suggest extending this concept. However,
as I  investigated only the concept of personal  data in respect of data mining and group
profiling, I cannot draw any conclusions on the effectiveness of the concept of
personal data regarding other issues. Thus, I have no reason to suggest any changes or
extensions in the concept of personal data for issues other than group profiling.  An
extension of the scope ofdata protection laws that applies only to cases of data mining
and group profiling may be achieved by extending its scope on personal data to data
in group profiles. In order not to conflict with the existing protection of personal  data,
a condition of such an extension may be that it refers to personal data when a group
consists of one person. In such an approach, nothing would change for the current
protection ofpersonal data.

72 See Section 3.4,
73 See also Bygrave (2002), p. 303.
74 Note that anti-discrimination law may have similar problems when there is no 'hard' case, such as

 rovable
selection. See Section 6.7.

5 See Subsection 2.5.2. Errors are common. For instance, a study by the U.S. Public Interest Research
Group of credit-report accuracy and privacy issues found that 29 per cent of credit reports contain
serious errors that could result in the denial of credit, loans, or jobs, and that altogether 70 per cent of
credit reports contain mistakes. Public Interest Research Group (1998).
76 See also Section 7.2, on identifiability
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Although this is not a final answer (there may be other or better answers), I suggest,
as an example, an alternative in the form of so-called categorical privacy. This
example is borrowed from Vedder and focuses on the possible negative

77

consequences of particular information, instead of on what kind of data arc personal
data.78 The advantage of such an extension of the concept of personal data is that the
privacy principles mentioned in the previous section can still be used, but the
principles will apply to a wider range o f data.

As indicated above, data protection law is not applicable to non-identifiable data
and may, therefore, not be used to deal with the possible problems of group profiles,
such as selection, stigmatisation, and confrontation. Individual privacy concepts do
not seem to be enough to protect people from negative aspects of group profiles.
Vedder suggests that a solution should not be sought in terms of collective privacy,
because the groups involved in group profiles often have no structure or organisation
(see Subsection 3.2.2).79 As people are members of many different groups that may
vary in composition all the time, it is practically impossible for them to protect their
well-being in communities of interest.80 Instead, Vedder pleads for a new concept,
which he calls categorical privacy. This concept is largely based on the concept of
individual privacy, but includes privacy that concerns information that is no longer
identifiable as relating to individual persons but that may have similar negative
consequences for group rrtembers.

Cate orical
privacy applies to data or information

to which the following conditions apply:

1.  The information was originally taken from the personal sphere of individuals,
though it is no longer accompanied by identifiers of individual natural persons,
but, instead, by identifiers ofgroups ofpersons.

2. When attached to identifiers of groups and when disclosed, the information is apt
to carry with it the same kind of negative consequences for the members of the
group as it would for an individual natural person if the information were
accompanied by identifiers of that individual.

The advantage of this concept is that it selects the data that are related to the problems
of data mining and group profiling; namely data that may have the same negative
consequences as personal data. On the other hand, it is important to note that this
concept of categorical privacy still includes all personal data. This can easily be seen
when a 'group' of only one person is considered. The conditions for categorical
privacy are then reduced to the conditions for personal data.

Another advantage of the concept of categorical privacy is that the privacy
principles discussed in Subsection 6.3.1 can easily be maintained. The only difference
is that the principles will apply to a wider range of data. As far as the participation

77 Vedder (2000a).
78 When protecting data subjects, focusing on the harm caused by the use of data instead of on the type
of data seems logical and has been advocated by several people who have criticised data protection
legislation based on personal data, including people in parliament. See Stichting Waakzaamheid
Persoonsregistraties (1982) p. 16, Berkvens (1989), Sentrop (1985) p. 70, and Kamerstukken U 1982/83,
17 207, nr. 5, p.21-22.
79 Vedder (2000a). Forms of collective privacy have, for instance, been suggested by Westin (1967),
who labelled it organisational privacy, and by Flaherty (1985) and Bloustein (1978), who labelled it
group privacy.
'0 See Subsection 3.2.2.
81 Vedder (2000a). Note that Vedder argues that his concept of categorical privacy should be combined
with measures to change the social and economic patterns that make group profiling attractive.
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principle is concerned, the group members may be considered data subjects. Their
right to have incomplete or inaccurate personal data erased, rectified, completed, or
amended might be extended with the right not to have the group profile ascribed to
them when incorrect,  so that the negative consequences of incorrect treatment may be
avoided.82

The above concept of categorical privacy may also cause some difficulties. The
term 'negative consequences' is used. A more specific description ofthis term may be
required before the concept of categorical privacy can be applied.  In this thesis, only
the possible negative consequences for groups (particularly in epidemiological
research) are investigated, while the above description of the concept also supposes
some idea of what the negative consequences for individuals may be.  I would suggest

using the general disadvantages of group profiles (discussed in Section 3.6)  as a basis

for determining what the negative consequences may be for groups. A discussion of
the negative consequences for individuals (i.e., consequences of individual profiles) is

beyond the scope of this thesis. 83

Another possible objection is that it may be difficult to change data protection
legislation because it is arranged at a European level. A European approach to dealing
with the possible problems of group profiling would be preferable.84 On the other
hand, if this poses practical difficulties, there is no objection to starting with an
extension of the concept of personal data in the Netherlands: applying the privacy
principles to a broader range of data than personal data does not contradict the EU
data protection directive, but supplements it, which is not prohibited.

6.4.2    Protection

In the second part of the analysis of the WBP, the protection it offers against the

possible problems of data mining and group profiling is examined. This protection is
investigated under the assumption that the WBP is applicable. The protection the
WBP may offer consists mainly of the privacy principles that  form the central rules of
the WBP.85 These principles of fair information processing focus on the position of
the data subject. For this reason, and because the data subject may be considered the
most vulnerable party involved in group profiling and data mining (see the previous
chapter), the focus of this subsection is on the protection of the needs, interests, and
preferences of data subjects. Meeting the needs of the other players involved in
epidemiological data mining and group profiling, does not seem to be hindered by the
privacy principles in the WBP: the privacy principles do not prevent the use of data
mining and group profiling, but impose conditions on the ways in which information
is processed. There are no indications that these conditions hinder doctors,
researchers, insurance companies, or the government in fulfilling their tasks, i.e.,
meeting their (functional) needs.86

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a data subject may consider treatment on the basis of
group profiles to be unfair or incorrect (or both). When a data subject considers
himself unfairly treated on the basis of a group profile, the WBP may offer
possibilities of liability and redress; these are discussed later in this section. A data

82 See Section 3.5 for the difference between incorrect treatment and unfair treatment on the basis of
group profiles.
83 See Section 1.1.
84 See also Section 1.1, where the international scope of data mining and group profiling is discussed.
85 Bygrave (2002), Nouwt (1997). See Section 6.3 for the privacy principles.
86 See Section 5.3.
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subject may also try to use anti-discrimination law, which I discuss in Section 6.7.87

Incorrect treatment, on the other hand, results from the use of unreliable data, and it
may be suggested that , using the individual participation principle in the WBP,88 the
data subject use his right to have incomplete or inaccurate data changed.89 Although
this right may not be denied, it may not offer protection against incorrect treatment.
This problem is illustrated in Figure 6.1 and is discussed below. Starting with wrong
data, but giving a ferson the right to amend  the data, resembles a guilty-until-proven-
innocent system.    It may be argued that such infringements of the presumption of
innocence should be avoided under the rule o f law.

According to the WBP, a person has the right to have incomplete or inaccurate data
changed, destroyed, or removed. 1 The right to have data changed or removed may
appear clear on paper, but may prove to be difficult to assert in practice.92 If the data
collector ignores the openness  rinciple, it may be difficult to find out what data havebeen collected and processed.'   If the openness principle is applied, the data subject
may ask to have his personal data removed, but the data collector may ignore this
request (enforcement is discussed below) or remove the identifiers of the personal
data so that the WBP is no longer applicable.94 Finally, if the data collector is willing
to change or remove the data, this may prove difficult to do. As errors spread
throughout the system and accumulate as data are disseminated and merged, data
subjects may find themselves affected by the same errors over and over again. This
problem may become even greater when other organisations are involved. A data
collector who has sold several copies of his data to other companies may inform these
companies about the changes, but has no obligation to do so. Alternatively, the data
subject may contact each of these companies with his request to change or remove his
personal data, which means starting all over again; see Figure 6.1.

Another problem may arise when the security system of the database involves
different access levels. A person who has access at a low level is not authorised to
change data at all levels. Thus, only in a security system where a person has access to
all security levels would it be possible to perform adequate changes in a database.
This problem is called poly-instantiation, and is explained more thoroughly in
Subsection 7.4.1.

The rectification of incorrect data may involve the release of more personal data,
which may result in an experienced loss of (informational) privacy.e When
characteristics are ascribed incorrectly, a request to change the incorrect data may
imply that the data subject needs to provide the correct data, in order not to be judged

87 Note that tort law may also be used by a data subject who considers himself unfairly treated.
 ' Article 35-36 WBP.
89 Note that the data controller also has the obligation to keep the data accurate, complete, and up to
date on the basis of the data quality principle.
w See also Bing (1986), who states that by being a member of a group the burden of proof may be
reversed.
91 Article 36 WBP. Note the difference between the right to have data destroyed and the right to have
dam removed. The former means that the data will no longer be available in any way, whereas the latter
means that the data will no longer be available as personal data. They may still be used in another
database as anonymous data. See Nouwt (1997), p. 359.
92 It may be argued that this is a problem of enforcement, but when difficulties of enforcement are to

some extent inherent in legislation, they may be regarded as a shortcoming in that legislation.
93 It is not uncommon to ignore the openness principle; see Artz and Van Eijk (2000). This problem is
dealt with later in this section.
94 The removal of identifiers brings us back to the question of applicability of the WBP, discussed in
the previous subsection.
95 Note that such an experienced loss ofprivacy may occur without any infringement of a legal right.
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on the incorrect data.  Such a release of personal information may imply that the data
96

subject  experiences a loss of (informational)  privacy.  I  call this the privacy paradox.
Note that this is, strictly speaking, not a legal paradox, but a result of the legal

provision that only changes in incomplete or inaccurate data may be requested.

Data with errors: No: No identifiers; therefore,
--t   Is WBP applicable? I no personal data. No rights

from privacy principles.
4

Yes: Personal data. No. Privacy rights cannot be
Is there openness? I enforced.

Yes. Is the data                           ,   No.  The
data collector  may

collector complying? not be held accountable when

4
identifiers are removed.

Yes. Is it possible to No; There are too many
rectify the data within D copies. There is also a
the organisation? problem of poly-instantiation

4
Yes. If the number of
copies is not limited to
one organisation, start
over again.

Figure 6.1: Rectification problems  and  other problems  of applying the  individual
participation principle.

It could be argued that destruction ofdata might be preferred to rectification ofdata in
such cases. However, in the case of positive characteristics, destruction of the data
may, for instance, result in a data subject not getting particular special offers he would
have liked to receive. In such cases, a data subject has to determine the risks and
benefits involved in releasing his data. In extreme cases, group profiling may become
a way of collecting personal data because of the privacy paradox: companies may start
rough projiting based on limited or inaccurate data. They may explicitly use the rough
profiles combined with some invitation to rectify the incorrect data in order to obtain
the correct data.

The above arguments indicate that the WBP may not offer protection against the
possible problems of data mining and group profiling. Nevertheless, these arguments
are not so much legal arguments as practical and technological arguments. This may
call for other solutions, such as technological solutions, rather than (mere)
adjustments in the WBP.97 Insofar as the above arguments are legal arguments (such
as possible lack of compliance and openness on the part of the data controller), they

96 Note that others have already used the term privacy paradox for other situations. See, for instance,
Etzioni (1999), who used it to indicate that, although the government (Big Brother) was traditionally
seen as the biggest threat to privacy, it may nowadays be to the same government that we need to turn
for protection from the threats that private companies (Big Bucks) pose to our privacy.
97 Possible technological solutions are dealt with in Chapter 7.
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concern the enforcement of the privacy principles. Therefore, next to non-legal
solutions, it may be argued that strong (or stronger) enforcement of the WBP is
required:8 Both transparency and accountability may contribute to such enforcement.

Enforcement starts with transparency: it has to be known who is collecting what
data and for what purpose, before it is possible to hold a data collector responsible for
violating one of the privacy principles. Thus, the openness principle and the
accountability principle are in a loop: accountability is difficult to enforce without
openness and openness is difficult to enforce without accountability. There may be
another reason to explicitly support transparency. This reason is based on the
phenomenon of masking, which is explained in Subsection 1.2.4.

The WBP contains a special regime for special categories of data, intended to offer
extra protection. These special categories of data, so-called sensitive data, concern

personal data regarding religious or philosophical beliefs, race, political opinion,
health, sex life, trade-union membership, and criminal data.99 Whereas the collection
and  processing of 'normal' personal  data  are in principle allowed, with certain
exceptions, the collection and processing of sensitive data are in principle not
allowed, again with certain exceptions.100 Using data mining, it is possible to link
trivial information to sensitive information. In this way, trivial information may

101become an indicator for sensitive information, something that is known as masking.
As the special protection offered by the data protection directive does not apply to
trivial information, masking may be used to circumvent the special regime for
sensitive information.

It may be difficult to hold a data collector responsible for not complying with the
openness principle when it is not known who is responsible for what. Making it
attractive for a data collector to pursue openness may help in getting out of this
impasse. This may be done by making a general policy of openness a competitive
argument.

102

Take as an example the free e-mail provided by Hotmail.103 A free e-mail address
may be applied for by filling out a form with personal data. Hotmail uses this
information, according to its website, to create profiles and send customised
advertisements.  In a free market, other e-mail providers may compete with Hotmail
by  stating  that  they  do not collect  data  or perform profiling. 104 These services  are
usually not free, but a customer may choose to pay a bit (more) in order to have more
privacy.

105

98 There are indications that the enforcement of the WBP is not effective. See Artz and Van Eijk
(2000). The Dutch police violated the data protection law; see Huisjes (2002). Especially hospitals and
insurance companies seem to neglect the obligation to notify the data protection authority; see CBP

 0038) and
CBP (2003b).

Article 16 WBP. Note that sensitive data in the WBP are not always similar to the characteristics on
which discrimination is forbidden on the basis of the Equal Treatment Act, see Section 6.7. For
instance, gender, nationality and marital status are not sensitive data although they may be
discriminating characteristics according to the Equal Treatment Act. Blok (2002) p. 132
100 Exceptions in which the collection and processing of sensitive data is allowed may be found in
Articles 17 through 24.
:0  One of the most often used trivial characteristics in masking is the zip code. See Van Nieuwstad
(1999).
102 A policy of openness is usually part of aprivacy policy. Note that openness may also be harmful for
competition positions as the revelation of strategies and openness adversely affect competition
positions when data subjects do not like particular forms of data processing.  See also Section 8.3.
103 www.hotmail.com. Hotmail is just one example of a broad range of free e-mail providers.

'04 See, for instance, www.XS4ALL.nl.
105 Note that this may indicate that privacy is a luxury good.
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According to general economic theory, markets function efficiently only when well-
informed consumers are able to choose from among competing products or
services.'06 This means  that the above-mentioned competition would  only  work  if
there were a real choice for the customer. If all c-mail providers required the filling
out of forms with personal information, there would not be such a choice. A second
requirement is that there is some awareness among the customers about the privacy
issues involved.'07 Self-regulation would mean, in theory, that if privacy is important
to consumers, then organisations will respond to the perceived consumer demand and
Will provide privacy protection. But many people are not aware of the possible108

violations of their privacy and thus do not think about the consequences of giving
away their personal data, for instance, when applying for an e-mail address:09 When
asked, people say they care about privacy, but they may not always realise how the
linking ofdata may result in a gradual erosion ofprivacy.

110

Thus, privacy as a competitive element in a free market requires at least that a data
subject has a real choice and is aware of the risks and benefits involved. This
awareness may be improved with the help of quality marks. An independent
Certijicate Authority (CA) may issue such TTlity marks for companies and
organisations that have adequate privacy policies.     As with othe  uality marks, it is
not a problem if there are several different certificate authorities. With the help of
quality marks, people may choose to avoid companies and organisations without clear
and adequate privacy policies. In this way, quality marks may be an incentive to draft
such privacy policies. Accountability may also contribute to the enforcement of the
privacy principles. Openness without accountability may not result in enforcement.
Therefore, a closer investigation of accountability in the WBP may also be needed.

In order to supervise the data protection law in the Netherlands, the CoUege
Bescherming Persoonsgegevens (CBP, the Dutch Data Protection Authority) was
installed.113 One of the tasks of this authority is to supervise whether the processing of
personal data is in accordance with legislation."4 The WBP offers several possibilities
for sanctions, such as compensation for damages resulting from violations of the
WBP:15 Other sanctions include administrative coercion (Art. 65 WBP),
administrative fines (Art. 66-74 WBP), and criminal sanctions (Art. 75 WBP). Most
of the sanctions may be used only by a judge in a lawsuit, but the data protection
authority may in some specific situations use administrative coercion and

106 See Barr (2002) on free markets in health care.
107 A more detailed discussion on awareness may be found in Section 8.3.
108 Regan (2002).  For more on the discussion about the self-regulation of privacy and codes of conduct
in different contexts, see Berkvens (1994), Bentinck van Schoonheten (1994), Van Casteren and Ippel
(1994), Overkleeft-Verburg (1994), Sanders (1990), Holvast and Ketelaar (1994), Schilder (2000),
Zwenne (2000), Singewald (2000), and Van Eck (2000). For a comparison with the U.S. situation, see
Nouwt et al. (2002), p. 42.
109 In 1996, research surveys by Equifax and Louis Harris & Associates indicated that about 55 per cent
of people in the U.S. am privacy "pragmatists", who are willing to trade personal data depending on a
number of factors, including the benefits they will receive in return.
See htto://www.mindspring.com/-mdeeb/equifax/cc/parchive/svr,96/docs/summary.html.
110

See also Brands (1999), p. 26. See also Section 8.3.
"'  See Kohnfelder (1978) who proposed CAs for public-key systems; this is discussed in Section 7.3. It
should be mentioned that the term Trusted 71,ird Party (TIP) is sometimes also used.
I 12 Certificate Authorities may also be used for other applications such as the issuing of certificates of
identity or reliability of pseudonyms; see Section 7.2.
"i The College Bescherming Persoonsgegevens was formerly known as the Registratiekamer.
114 Article 51 WBP.
,5 Article 49 WBP.
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administrative fines (for instance, in the case of neglect to notify the data protection
authority ofthe processing of personal data).

116

The sanctions at the disposal of the data protection authority may be imposed only
on those collecting and processing the data. However, it may be suggested that other
parties should (at least to some extent) be held accountable for their actions as well. It
may be suggested that, as in other parts of society, data subjects have some
responsibility to protect their own interests. I 17 People who reveal their data too easily
may be at least partially responsible themselves for possible negative effects.
Therefore, the recognition of joint responsibility  for the careful  use  o f information
may contribute to the enforcement of the privacy principles.

As a final remark, it should be mentioned that accountability might be difficult to
enforce in the international collection and processing o f data. Data protection law may
not deter criminals who commit crimes using computers, as it is possible with today's
networks to operate over large distances and users can remain untraceable, making it
difficult to enforce laws and prosecute suspects. Here, the international scope of the
Internet and other ICT networks can raise some problems. European data protection
legislation may easily be avoided when operating from another country without data
protection laws. Global harmonisation of data protection laws seems to be118

imperative for overcoming this problem, but it is to be doubted whether this goal will
ever be accomplished. This may bc a reason to focus on the above-mentioned119

transparency, rather than on accountability.

6.5 Public Health Law

In this section, the public health law that is applicable to the use of medical data is
discussed:2' The focus is on the professional secrecy in medicine, which may be
considered a form of data protection, since medical data may only be released to
others under strict conditions. Professional secrecy is included in the Oath of121

Hippocrates (see Section 4.2) as a moral obligation, but it is also implemented in
legislation, although the legal regulation of professional secrecy in medicine is
fragmentary and not always transparent. It often overlaps with the more general122

WBP, discussed in the previous sections, but it may also offer additional protection
(see Section 6.6). The most important parts of Dutch public health law are123

discussed here.

"6 Article 27-28 WBP.
117 Abelson and Lessig (1998). See also Section 8.3.
"8 Brands (1999), p. 225. The European directive contains safeguards for the exchange of personal data
with countries without adequate privacy protection. The so-called safe harbour principles were
developed for the exchange of personal data with the U.S., one of the countries considered to have
inadequate privacy protection. When U.S. organisations agree to comply with these principles, the
protection is considered to be adequate and the exchange of personal data is allowed. See Van der
Klaauw-Koops and Prins (2000), Blok (2001 a), Schreuders and Blok (2000), and Westin (1996).
119 On the other hand, the argument "if we don't do it, somebody else will" may not be a morally
acceptable reason for doing nothing; see Shickle (1997).
120 For a complete and detailed overview of Dutch public health law, see  Leenen (2000).
121

Nouwt (1997), p. 91. See also Subsection 5.3.2.
122

Van Herten (1995).
123 Blok (2002) p. 108.
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As indicated in Subsection 5.3.2, professional secrecy consists of two parts, an oath
of secrecy and the right to refuse to give evidence. In Article 88 of the Wet124

beroepen in de individuele gezondheidszorg (Wet BIG, Individual Health Care
Professions Act),125 it is stated that every person who is professionally engaged in the
medical care of individual patients must maintain professional secrecy. Those who are
involved in the treatment of a patient but have no legal professional secrecy, such as
medical students and secretaries, have a duty to maintain secrecy that is derived from
professional secrecy. It should be mentioned that the Wet BIG does not include126

epidemiology, since epidemiology is concerned not with individual health care but
with general health care.

Professional secrecy can also be found in the Wet Geneeskundige
Behandelingsovereenkonist (WGBO, Medical Treatment Contracts Act), which is part
of Book 7 of the Dutch Civil Code. The WGBO clarifies the legal position of a
patient, especially when no, or few, agreements were made between the doctor and
the patient, something that happens frequently in practice. The WGBO is based on
mutual trust between the doctor and the patient. 127 Furthermore, the WGBO gives the
patient the right to access his medical files (Article 456) and requires the consent of
the patient for starting treatment (Article 450).128  If a patient indicates that he does not
want to be informed of his medical status, the doctor may refrain from providing
information, unless the disadvantages for the patient are considered to be too great
(see below).

As indicated in Subsection 5.3.2, reasons for a doctor to break professional secrecy
include a patient's consent, conflicting obligations, or a legal obligation. The patient's
consent as a reason to break professional secrecy may found in Article 457 WGBO,
which states that a doctor, or any person professionally involved in the medical
treatment of a patient, may provide medical information of the patient to others only
with the consent of the patient. But even with consent of the patient, providing
information is not allowed when this information may affect the privacy of others.
Consent is presumed when information is provided to others who are involved in the
treatment of the patient.

129

Information intended for epidemiological research may be provided without the
patient's consent on the basis of Article 458 WGBO, but only when (1) asking
consent is not reasonably possible and the privacy of the patient is not intruded on too
seriously or (2) asking consent is not reasonable considering the nature ofthe research
and the precautions that were taken to ensure that the data involved would not be
identifiable. 130 Other requirements are that the research serves the public interest, the
research cannot be done without the data, and the patient has not explicitly objected to

124 Nouwt (1997), p. 91. The right to refuse to give evidence may be found in Article 218 of the
Wetboek van Stnvi•ordering (WvSv, Act on criminalprosecution). It is a right o f the person providing
medical care, not a right of the patient.
125 Sluijters et al. (1999). See also Bersee and Pluimakers (1994). The Wet BIG replaced several older
acts, among whichthe Medische  Tuchtwet (MTW, the Medical Discipline Act).
126 Leenen (2000), p. 224.
127 Leenen (2000), p. 183.
128 Note that the WGBO does not contain a patient's right to have data in a medical record changed or
removed. The patient has, however, the right to add documents to the medical record on the basis of
Article 454 WGBO. Consent is dealt with in Subsection 5.2.4.
129 Article 457 WGBO.
130 For instance,  with the use of encryption; see Section 7.3.  For the problems of identifiability, I refer

back to the previous section.
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the use of his data. Note that the latter requirement may be considered an opt-out
system.

131

Another legal exception to professional secrecy may be found in the Wet Bestrijding
In»ctieziekten (WBI, I,vectious Diseases Act). According to this Act, a doctor must
notify the inspector of public health of cases of particular seriously infectious
diseases. 132

Data mining and group profiling may result in the discovery of previously unknown
information, and this information may, in some cases, be harmful information. 133

Confrontation with harmful information, for instance, with a limited life expectancy,
may cause so much distress to a data subject that he may have preferred not to have
such information. In such cases, a data subject may prefer 'not to know' to

134awareness. In the case of medical data, there is a right not to know in Dutch
legislation. However, there are several practical problems in the use of it.135 For
instance, how can a person decide (in an informed way) not to know, i f it is not clear
what there is to know? 136 Especially in the case of data mining, the unpredictability of
the results of the KDD process may raise difficulties here.,37 Another problem is that
a doctor is usually obliged to provide a patient with the information he has available
about him in order, for instance, to obtain informed consent. Not informing a patient
may conflict with the Hippocratic principle, for instance, when this means that a
disease remains untreated. When a patient may easily be helped when informed, a
doctor may overrule an appeal to the right not to know. It may be argued that a patient
who exercises the right not to know imposes a burden on the doctor instead of taking
responsibility for the choice himself. 138

Disci linary measures may be taken, when necessary, on the basis of the Wet
BIG:3 Possible disciplinary measures, according to Article  48   Wet  BIG,   are  a
warning, a rebuke, or a fine, 140 or temporary, 141  partial, or definitive denial of medical
competence. A violation of the oath of secrecy may be punished by (Dutch) criminal
law; see Article 272 of the Wetboek van
Strafrecht (WvST, Criminal Code). The My 1#wyer 143 1 Cin

sue * school bcciuse
maximum sentence for this is one year of tktrc vrolrtfi,3  1, Y

detention or a fine ofthe fourth category.
142

ri,31ttto bc stupid.

In the Netherlands, a medical examination 5 - 3

for employees or applicants for particular +3TrA le'/1insurances is forbidden by the If/et op de
9/:Oil: file'.4/medische keuringen (Wmk, Medical

Examinations AcO.143 This Act has two

131 See Subsection 5.3.5.
132

Kastelein (1988).
133 See Section 1.5 on harmful information.
134 See Chadwick et al. (1997). For a further discussion, see Hermeren (1999), Husted (1997), and
McGleenan (1997).
135 Article 7:449 WGBO.
136 Macklin (1992), Rhodes (1998).
137

Again, the KDD process may be explained and some possible outcomes, including its reliability,
may be suggested.
138

Levitt (1997),
139 According to Article 462 WGBO, the hospital may also be held liable in such cases.
140 A maximum of about 5,000 Euro.
141 A maximum of 1 year.
142 The fourth category contains fines up to about 10,000  Euro.
143 See http://home.planet.nl/-privacyl/wmk.htm There are some exceptions to this general rule, in
cases in which a medical examination is considered absolutely necessary.
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purposes: first, to ensure that people will not have to undergo (too-) comprehensive
examinations; and, second, to ensure that it will not be made impossible for people to
find a job and that people's access to insurances and other services will not be
restricted. Needless to say, the data protection legislation applies to the data collected
in medical examinations.

6.6 Testing public health law

In this section, the protection that public health law offers against the possible
problems of data mining and group profiling in epidemiology is discussed. The
applicability of public health law and the protection it may offer are investigated.

6.6.1 Applicability

The Wet BIG does not include epidemiology, since epidemiology is concerned not
with individual health care but with general health care. 144 Nevertheless, the Wet BIG
offers the possibility of enforcement of the WGBO in the form of disciplinary
measures.

The WGBO focuses on the relation between a patient and a doctor. As mentioned in
Chapter 5, the patient and the doctor are not the players that perform data mining and
group profiling. They serve rather as a source of data for data mining and group
profiling by medical researchers, insurance companies, and the government. Thus, it
may be argued that the WGBO focuses on (the players involved in) the first step of
the KDD process, namely, the data collection. 145

The WBP may be applicable to more steps in the KDD process than is the WGBO,
especially when the concept of personal data is extended. Such an extension to
broaden its scope to more steps in the KDD process is not logical for the WGBO,
because the WGBO focuses on the relation between a patient and a doctor, and neither
performs data mining.

When the WBP and the WGBO conflict, the act which best protects the interests of
the data subject is given priority. As indicated in the previous chapter, the patient146

may be considered the most vulnerable player and may, therefore, need the strongest
protection. Overlapping protection may be considered stronger protection. On the
other hand, it may be questioned what additional protection the WGBO offers
compared with the WBP. This is dealt with in the next subsection.

6.6.2 Protection

Since the WGBO addresses the patient and doctor, it may be argued that it addresses
the sources of information rather than the processing147 of information, such as data
mining and group profiling. Whereas the WBP places responsibility on those
collecting and processing information, the WGBO places responsibility on the sources
of information, the patient and the doctor. This corresponds to the needs of the patient

144

Bersee and Pluimakers (1998), p. 7
145

See Figure  1.1 in Section  1.2.
146 Leenen (2000) p. 253.
147 Note that the processing of information includes the collection and release of information; see
Article 1 WBP.
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and the doctor: the patient is given additional protection and the doctor obtains the
patient's trust as a result of professional secrecy.

The question remains whether this conflicts with the needs of the other players,  who

may want to perform data mining. As pointed out above, the provision of medical data
is more or less restricted to exceptional cases.148 When medical data are provided on
the basis of the exception in Article 458 WGBO for epidemiological research, data
mining and group profiling may take place. After such a release of information, the
WGBO no longer applies to that information. Any protection concerning that
information then depends on the applicability of data protection law. Therefore, it
may be argued that, if the data miners' need for information is not fulfilled, this is due
not to the WGBO but to the WBP.

Regarding the public health law discussed in this section, it may be concluded that
the WGBO protects the needs of the patient and the doctor, and does not hinder the
needs of those who perform data mining and group profiling. It should be noted,
however, that the protection of the needs of the patient does not extend beyond the
collection of data: the other steps in the KDD process are beyond the scope of the
WGBO.

6.7     Anti-discrimination law

The Algemene wet gelijke behandeling (AWGB, the Equal Treatment Act) clarifies
what discrimination is and when this is not allowed.149 Article 1 AWGB distinguishes
between direct and indirect distinctions. Direct distinctions are distinctions on the
basis of religion, philosophy of life, political orientation, race, gender, nationality,
sexual orientation, or civil status. Recently, disabilities, chronic diseases, and age

150

were also included in this list of characteristics. Indirect distinctions are distinctions151

on the basis of other characteristics resulting in direct distinctions. The latter protect
against masking, mentioned in Subsection   1.2.4.  The  AWGB  does  not  apply  to
indirect distinctions that may be 'objectively justified'.152 What may be considered
objectively justified is subject to strict limitations. 153 Other cases in which the AWGB
does not apply may be found in Article 2 and include, for instance, so-called positive
discrimination, i.e., making a distinction with the purpose of reducing or abolishing
existing inequalities. Articles 5 through 7 AWGB state in which cases distinctions,
whether direct or indirect, are prohibited. Although various exceptions apply, these
cases concern, for instance, offering jobs, dismissing employees, promoting
employees, offering products and services, etc. It should be mentioned that the
AWGB deals with distinctions that actually have an effect, not with distinctions that
,night occur. 154

148 This is in line with the collection limitation principle (Subsection 6.3.1).
'49 See http://www.cRb.nt/wetsframeset.html. The AWGB may be considered to be based on Article 1
of the Dutch constitution. An elaborate overview of Dutch anti-discrimination law may be found in
Asscher-Vonk and Groenendijk (1999) and Gerards and Heringa (2003).
l50 These characteristics are not always considered sensitive data in data protection law.
15I

See  Wet  gelyke  behandeling  op  grond  van  handicap  of chronische  ziekte  (Equal Treatment  Act on
the Basis of Disabilities or Chronic Disease) of 2003  and  Wet gele'ke behande/ing op grond van  leefUd

bit de arbeid (Equal Treatment Act on the Basis of Age for Labour) of 2004.

Article 2, paragraph 1 AWGB.
153 Asscher-Vonk and Groenendijk (1999), p. 21.
154 See Asscher-Vonk and Groenendijk (1999), p. 93.
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It could be argued that, when group profiles are used, no distinctions are made
among group members, which implies equal treatment anyway. The AWGB,
however, also prohibits the use of some characteristics for decision-making. For
instance, excluding all Muslims from insurance may be equal treatment from one
perspective, but it is generally held that this would be unfair discrimination and it is,
therefore, prohibited.

The AWGB has also installed a commission for equal treatment (CGB, Commissie
Geluke Behandeling):55 This commission may investigate whether or not a
distinction was allowed. 156 However, a judgement of the CGB is not necessary for
starting a lawsuit.

6.8 Testing anti-discrimination law

In this section, the protection that anti-discrimination law may offer against the
possible problems of data mining and group profiling is discussed. The applicability
of anti-discrimination law and the protection it may offer are investigated.

6.8.1 Applicability

Articles 5 through  7 0 f the AWGB state in which cases discrimination  is not allowed.
All these cases concern forms of selection,  such  as  for jobs, products, or services.  The
AWGB does not provide protection against other possible problems of data mining
and group profiling, such as stigmatisation or confrontation. It may be argued that

157

the AWGB focuses on the last step of the KDD process, the step in which actions is
taken on the basis of group profiles. 158

Compared with the WBP, which may be applicable to the first and last steps of the
KDD process (and, potentially, to the other steps when the concept of personal  data is
extended), the AWGB may be considered a repressive tool. On the other hand, when
the AWGB is compared with data protection legislation, there are two elements that
provide the AWGB with a broader scope.159 The first element is that the AWGB does
not require that characteristics belong to identifiable individuals. This means that also
(groups of) anonymous people are protected by it. The second element of the AWGB
is that it does not require a characteristic to be correct.

In these respects, the AWGB may offer protection in cases in which the data
protection legislation may not. This is dealt with in the next subsection. It is unclear
(similar to what was suggested for data protection law in Section 6.4) whether it is
possible to extend or change the scope of the AWGB in such a way that it would
apply to more steps in the KDD process. The applicability of the AWGB to the KDD
process is restricted by its focus on (actual) decisions. Thus, instead ofprohibiting the
use of particular characteristics for decision-making, the scope of the AWGB may be
broadened by prohibiting the general use of these characteristics. Such an extension

155 Article 1 1 AWGB.
156 A more detailed discussion about the CGB may be found in Asscher-Vonk and Groenendijk (1999),
p. 235.
157 See Section 3.6.
158 Note that action may also be taken on the basis of personal data in step  1  of the KDD process, but
this may be considered to be acting on the basis of personal profiles, which is not the focus of this
thesis; see Section  1.1.
159 Vedder (200Ob).
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would include other steps in the KDD process, such as collection and data mining.
However, this may not be realistic, as there may be compelling reasons for particular
uses of these characteristics. The exceptions in the AWGB are evidence of this.
Furthermore, considering the needs, interests, and preferences o f the players discussed
in the previous chapter, it may be argued that such a general prohibition of the use o f
these characteristics may not contribute to fulfilling these needs, interests, and
preferences. For instance, positive discrimination (discussed above) includes the use
of characteristics that would then be prohibited. Data mining and group profiling may
be used for positive discrimination, which is likely to contribute to fulfilling the needs
of those involved, and to contribute to realising the aims of the principle ofjustice, 160
but may become impossible once the scope of the AWGB has been extended as
suggested above.

6.8.2 Protection

The AWGB may contribute to the protection of the needs, interests, and preferences
of those involved in epidemiological data mining and group profiling, and it may
contribute to realising  the  aims  of the principle of justice.  The AWGB prohibits  the
use of particular characteristics for making particular decisions. For the data subject,
this may offer protection against treatment on the basis of these characteristics when
he considers such treatment unfair. In this respect, the AWGB may contribute to
fulfilling the needs, interests, and preferences of data subjects and also to justice and
individuality. The AWGB does not limit the use of these characteristics by data
controllers for data mining and group profiling. Thus, it may be argued that data
controllers are not limited  in the fulfilment of their needs as long as they do not use
the resulting group profiles for selection. However, when selection on the basis of
group profiles is what they need (for instance, when health insurance companies need
to select risk groups), their needs may not be fulfilled. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, in such cases, the principle ofjustice may also play a role.

It may be argued that the AWGB protects against masking.16' As mentioned in the
previous section, indirect distinctions are explicitly mentioned in the AWGB in order
to deal with masking. However, in practice, this seems to be difficult as it may not
always be easy to recognise which characteristics were used for making a
distinction. 162  In this way, enforcement of the AWGB deals  with a similar problem to
that dealt with by the WBP, namely, that of openness: without openness, it may be
difficult to determine on the basis of which characteristics a decision was made.

In cases without sufficient transparency, the suspicion may arise (based on the facts
and situation) that a distinction was made that was not allowed. In such cases, the
CGB requires those who are thought to have made this distinction to refute this.
However, the court is stricter and requires proof o f the fact that  such a distinction was
made.163 As transparency may be provided only by those who (supposedly) made a
distinction, it may be argued that the CGB approach is preferable for ensuring
openness and thus for enforcement o f the AWGB  and for dealing with masking.

160 See Subsection 5.2.3.
161 See Subsection  1.2.4.
162

For case law, see Asscher-Vonk and Groenendijk (1999), p. 108.
163 Asscher-Vonk and Groenendijk  ( 1999), p.  106.
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6.9 Conclusions

Data protection law, public health law, and anti-discrimination law were investigated.
The relationship between data protection law, and privacy law was explained in order
to clarify our focus on informational privacy.

In the Netherlands, the main legal regimes of interest in the field  of data protection
law are the Treaty of Strasbourg, the European Data Protection Directive, and the
Dutch Personal Data Protection Act (WBP). The central rules of these data protection
laws are based upon and embody the so-called privacy principles, developed by the
OECD   in   1980.   These  principles   apply   to   the  concept of personal data, i.e., any
information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person. The definition of
this concept, based on identifiability, may have as a result that data protection law is
applicable only to the first and last steps of the KDD process. In order to broaden the
applicability of the  WBP  to all steps of the KDD process, an extension of the concept
of personal data was suggested, for instance, by using the concept of categorical
privacy.

The privacy principles contribute to (or at least do not hinder) the fulfilment of the
needs, interests, and preferences of the players involved in epidemiological data
mining and group profiling, but there are indications that the enforcement of data
protection law may need to be strengthened. Limited enforcement o f the participation
principle seems to have technological causes, which may call for technological
solutions rather than adjustments in the WBP. From a legal perspective, enforcement
may be strengthened by focusing on transparency and accountability. More
transparency may be achieved by making it attractive for a data collector to pursue
openness, for instance, by making it a competitive argument. Accountability exists for
data controllers only, but some accountability for data subjects may result in the
recognition of joint responsibility, which may result in better enforcement of the
privacy principles.

Dutch public health law with regard to data mining and group profiling mainly
concerns the Medical Treatment Contracts Act (WGBO), which applies to the
(professional secrecy in the) relation between a patient and a doctor. With regard to
the problem of confrontation, the WGBO contains the right not to know, which a
patient may invoke. Furthermore, the WGBO restricts the release of information to
exceptional cases; this contributes to the fulfilment of the needs of the data subject
and the doctor. However, the WGBO does not extend beyond the release/collection of
data; further steps of the KDD process are beyond the scope of the WGBO.

Dutch anti-discrimination law mainly concerns the Equal Treatment Act (AWGB),
which prohibits the use of particular characteristics for making decisions. Since these
characteristics do not have to belong to identifiable individuals and they do not have
to be correct, this protection may supplement the WBP. However, the AWGB
addresses only cases where selection actually took place; earlier steps in the KDD
process are beyond the scope of the AWGB. Although the AWGB addresses masking,
a lack of transparency may be a problem for enforcement. Therefore, reversing the
burden of proof in cases of suspicion (already existing for the commission for equal

treatment, CGB) may also be recommendable for lawsuits.
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Chapter 7
Security techniques
7.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on technical methods of avoiding, solving or minimising the
possible problems that group profiling through data mining may cause. The
techniques discussed are generally regarded as (data) security techniques, hence the
title of this chapter.2 Although this is a technical chapter, the most technical parts,
such as equations,  have been  left  out of the main text and appear in the footnotes.  Two
different security issues are distinguished in this chapter. One is the possibility of
linking characteristics to an identity; the other is the possibility of linking
characteristics to each other. As explained below, these issues may sometimes be
similar, depending on whether the characteristics are identifying characteristics.

The first issue addressed is which characteristics may be used as identifiers. Section
7.2  starts  with the issue of identifiability and anonymity. As indicated in Figure  1.3,
from a technological perspective, there are several degrees of identifiability and
anonymity: Section 7.3 deals with cryptography, the science or study of secret
writing. Cryptography may be used to encode information and to create anonymity:
Although anonymity alone does not guarantee protection from (the possible problems
of) data mining and group profiling, some basic techniques are explained in the
following sections that can be used as a basis for security techniques for data mining
and group profiling. In Section 7.4, the hiding of information is discussed further.  In  a
database system with different users, different types of access may be required.  In a
so-called multilevel security system, not all users have the same access rights. Such
diversification ofaccess rights leads to several difficulties, which are discussed below.
In multilevel security systems, access controls alone are insufficient to guarantee
security. Information may leak from higher to lower levels. Flow controls may
prevent this. Inference controls may prevent the possible deduction of confidential
information by combining legitimately released information. In Section 7.5, these
three types of controls, i.e., access controls, flow controls, and inference controls, are
discussed. Finally, in Section 7.6, the strengths and weaknesses of the security
techniques that are discussed in this chapter are evaluated in the light of the possible

problems of data mining and group profiling, and the needs, interests, and preferences
of those involved in epidemiological data mining and group profiling.5 As
technological measures are not the only possible solutions,6 combined solutions to the
problems ofdata mining and group profiling are discussed in Chapter 8.

' See Chapter 5. For the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved in epidemiological research,
see the analysis in Section 5.3.
2 See, for instance, Denning (1983).
3 See also Klaver (2001). Note that this is not the case from a legal perspective; see Subsection 6.3.2.
4  Section 7.3  does not contain a complete overview of cryptography. For detailed discussions, see,  for
instance, Van Tilborg (1988), Van der Lubbe (1997), and Stallings (1999).
5 See Chapter 5 for the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved in epidemiological data
mining and group profiling.
6 Possible legal solutions are discussed in the previous chapter.
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7.2 Identifiability versus anonymity

The first issue addressed is which characteristics may be used as identifiers. Figure
1.3  illustrates  that  there  are several degrees of identifiability and anonymity. First,  the
high end, identifiability, is considered. then the low end, anonymity; and finally the
middle, pseudonymity.

7.2.1     Identifiability

From a technological perspective, identity in/brmation is a unique piece of
information associated with an entity: Identity may then be considered a collection of
characteristics (i.e., identity information) which are either inherent or are assigned by
someone else.8 The most common collection of characteristics providing
(representing) an identity is the passport

identi06 of
a person, i.e., the name,

nationality, and place and date ofbirth of that person.
Identity has two important properties: linkability and permanence:0 Linkability with

regard to identity means that any identifiable transaction that a person performs can be
linked back to him, and thus, to any
other identifiable transaction he

11,12
"On the Internet, nobody knows you're a dog"

performs. Such transactions

contribute  to the dossier €(Rct:  they This sentence originated as a caption to a cartoon
make it possible to construct a large by Peter Steiner in The New Yorker on July 56
dossier on a person by cross- 1993. By now, it is almost a saying and it appears

referencing large numbers     of    at the start of many articles on Internet privacy
D and anonymity. In reality, a person on the Internet

databases. Permanence means that may not be as anonymous as is suggested by this
identity may be hard  to  change. 14 Even cartoon. Many companies on the Internet ask their
if it is possible to change identity customers many questions in order to determine

information, there is often a record of who they are dealing with, as the cartoon below

the change. The problems of changing illustrates.

data are dealt with in Section 6.4. This 04 * (Frtcr,ler *tobo TO dowKIOd ......
is what rnakes identity theft kpows you're / le*M htert- recipe  .

...ek.«............problematic: if a thief uses a person's
identity, for instance, by stealing his

S.*Mo*2·                       ria 2--credit card and causing a bad credit 1-0 Butckcr

record, it is difficult to put things Nct

To,0 to litestraight: it may be undesirable (and '..You're  .  404,:*arrow bog p•9,
di fficult) to change the identity of the ctick here. ...0.r«f .you!2.

legitimate credit card holder 19--- 2(permanence) and it may be difficult to
separate his transactions from the

7 Abelson and Lessig (1998), p. 1. Note that identity may be unique, but not all identifiers are.
8 See Subsection 3.2.2 on the difference between ascription and inscription.
9 Cap and Maibaum (2001).
I 0 Goldberg (2000), p. 42. Note that Goldberg uses the term verinymity for identifiable information.
"  This linking back does not necessarily involve linking to a name;  it may also consist o f linking  to a
dossier number or another unique characteristic.
12 Automated linking requires that the data or databases have the same identifier system; see Subsection
2.4.2. Also see National Research Council (1997), p. 118.
i 3 This is also often done on the Internet. See Alberts (2002)
I4 Instead ofpermanence, the term persistence is also used.
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transactions the impostor made (linkability). I 5

From a technological perspective, identifiability is the possibility to single out a
particular person from a group of potential candidates on the basis of a piece of
information.16 Not every characteristic is equally useful for determining a person's
identity. Some data are directly identifiable (e.g., name, address, and zip code), some
data are indirectly identifiable (e.g.,  rofession, residence), and some data are non-
identifiable (e. g., data of birth, sex). But since data from these categories may be
combined and subsequently result in higher degrees of identifiability, this distinction
may not be useful in many cases. For instance, referring to a "30-year-old man" (age
and sex both being non-identifiable data) may in a specific community, for instance,
in a home for the elderly (residence being indirectly identifiable data) have the same
effect as disclosing the person's identity straightaway when there is only one man of
30 years in this community. This is usuall referred to as sponmneous recognition.

 9

I 8

Identifiability may serve several functions:
20•    Authentication: make sure that a person is who he says he is.

•    Integrity: make sure the information was not modified by someone else.
•   Non-repudiation: the inability to later deny that the information was not given

or not received.
•    Confidentiali(y: no one besides the intended recipients of the information are

able to read the information

Note that these functions are closely related to the functions of cryptography.
Cryptography, the science or study of secret writing, plays an important role in
realising these functions. For instance, authentication may be realised using so-called

21digital signatures. Encryption may be used to hide or encode information, making it
practically impossible to decode such information without the secret key. The
possibilities of cryptography are dealt with in Section 7.3.

7.2.2 Anonymity

The opposite of identifiability is non-identifiability or (absolute) anonymity.
Anonymity exists when the identity of the data subject is not known and cannot be
known. It is sometimes thought that removing the name, address, and date of birth
from a record secures anonymity, but this is not true.22 Spontaneous recognition,
linkability, inference, and the posing of queries to databases are some of the methods
of identifying people without having directly identifiable data such as name, address,
and date of birth.23 Consider, for instance, the following hypothetical example: a

1

5  See also Custers (2002a) and Custers (2002b).
I6 Goldberg (2000), p. 41. Note that the legal concept of identifiability, dealt with in the previous
chapter, is closely related to this.
17 Kuitenbrouwer (1989).
18 Holvast (1996). Research shows that public-use (medical) files can often easily be reidentified by
cross-correlating them with commercial databases. See Sweeney (1997).
19 Abelson and Lessig (1998), p. 7.
20 See Subsection 7.5.1.
21 See Diffie and Hellman (1976) and Rivest et al. (1978). The term digital signature is used here as a
technological term, not as a legal term: from a legal perspective, e/ectronic signatures may also be used
to realise authentication.
22 Schlarer (1975).
23 For spontaneous recognition and linkability, see the previous subsection; for inference and querying,
see Subsection 7.5.3.
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person who wants to find out whether a politician born on June 2nd  1946 and treated
for  a broken collar bone after a college football  game  on  May  88   1967  had  been
treated for drug or alcohol problems, and who can make an enquiry using those dates,
may be able to single out an identifiable medical record from a national database. 24

It is often thought, as the discussion on personal data protection in the previous
chapter illustrates, that data are either identifiable or not. Data are considered
identifiable if they can be made identifiable with reasonable amounts of time, costs,
and effort. However, the possibility of linking creates different degrees of

25

identifiability and anonymity (see Figure 1.3).26 Different degrees of linkability may
result in different degrees of identifiability. Linked data create a higher (or at least the
same) degree of identifiability than do the unlinked parts. Anonymity may be either
absolute or relative. lin the case of relative anonymity, the identity of the data subject
is not revealed, but it is possible to link information in some cases. In the case of
absolute anonymity, such linking is not possible. It is easy to move to higher degrees
of identifiability, simply by providing and linking more information. However, it is
difficult to move to lower degrees of identifiability because of the lack of
forgetfulness o f in formation and communication technology.

27

There are several difficulties in providing anonymous data.28 First, anonymity is in
the eye of the beholder: information that may be anonymous to one person may be
spontaneously recognised by another person. Just as identifiability depends on the
available means and information of the person who performs identification,
anonymity depends on the absence of those means and information. Second, unique
and unusual information may appear in the data. Sometimes, it is unknown
beforehand that a characteristic is unique. A diagnosis code, data on visiting, or some
small detail or combination  of details may appear to be unique. For instance,  the  only
woman in a database may attract attention and this may create an opportunity for
linking even though her identity may not be known (see Subsection 7.5.3). Third,
measuring the degree of anonymity in released data is a problem. A solution for this
may be found in particular methods for assigning sensitivity labels to data (see
Subsection 7.4.2).

The difference between privacy and anonymity is important. It is often thought that,
once data are anonymous, privacy is guaranteed, but this is not the case. Anonymous
data may be used for data mining and the patterns discovered may result in group
profiles in ways that were described in Chapters 2 and 3. When these profiles are then
used for (group) selection, people may experience a  loss of privacy even though  the
data used were anonymous. The difference between privacy and anonymity also
concerns the difference between privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) and
anonymisers. The term privacy-enhancing technologies comprises in a broad way
every technology that may enhance privacy. Anonymity may be a way to enhance
privacy, but in the case of data mining and group profiling, anonymity do not
guarantee that people will not experience a loss of privacy. I refer to privacy-

29enhancing technologies that provide only anonymity as anonymisers. Anonymity

24 This example was borrowed from Anderson (2001), p. 172. Techniques to prevent the use of such
methods for identifying individuals are discussed in Section 7.5.
25

Holvast (1996).
26 Others distinguish different steps between identifiability and anonymity. See, for instance, Grijpink
and Prins (2001).
27 Blanchette and Johnson (1998). See also Subsection 3.2.1.
28 Sweeney (1998).
29 This term is often related to technologies dealing with information on the Internet, but these
anonymisers may also be applied in databases.
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may enhance privacy: when non-identifiable information cannot be linked to
identifiable information, intrusion of privacy is more difficult. Thus, techniques
providing anonymity may be considered privacy-enhancing technologies.30 As there
can be serious tension between the desire for detailed data and the right to privacy, it
is important to understand what may be expected of PETs. Privacy-enhancing
technologies are often mentioned and promoted by regulators as general privacy
mechanisms,  but, in practice, seldom  used in non-technological environments.  1   As
mentioned above, intrusion of privacy may still take place in the case of anonymous
data, for instance, through group profiling. Thus, anonymising data may be useful as
the starting-point for creating privacy, although it does not guarantee privacy. Other
tools are needed to prevent more forms of linking. As privacy problems are not the
only possible problems of data mining and group profiling, I speak of security
techniques rather than PETs. Security techniques for anonymous data are described in
Section 7.5.

7.2.3 Pseudonymity

As     mentioned in Section 1.7, pseudonymity, sometimes called persistent
pseudonymity,32 is similar to relative anonymity in that the information about a data
subject may be linked in both cases. The difference between them is that, in the case
of pseudonymity,  a data  subject  can build  a certain reputation using his pseudonym.
Building a reputation is only possible when unforgeability is created, i.e., only the

33original person or co-operating persons behind the pseudonym can use it.
Pseudonymity is in fact more common than (direct) identifiability, as people in large
databases are usually registered and processed using administration numbers instead
of their actual names. Pseudonymity is also more common than (absolute) anonymity,
since the often-used administration numbers with which records in databases are
registered and processed provide an easy way to link information about the same
subject.

Using pseudonyms, it is possible to separate different aspects of a person's identity.
A person may have several pseudonyms for different purposes. This is what makes
pseudonymity useful. For instance, a person may order medicines using one
pseudonym; she may apply for a job and a credit card using another pseudonym; and
she may use yet another pseudonym for chatting on a singles web site on the Internet.
The different pseudonyms cannot be tied together and without the links between the
information on the different aspects of the person's identity, profiling through data
mining becomes more difficult or impossible.

Pseudonymity cannot always guarantee privacy. Pseudonymity focuses on hiding
explicit identity information but usually ignores a significant amount of information
that leaks from the content of information. For instance, in pseudonymous
communication, messages may be linked using stylometry, which uses syntactic and

30 Much of the literature on privacy-enhancing tools deals only with tools that provide anonymity or
pseudonymity. See Hes and Borking (1998), Van Rossum (1995), Borking and Van Rossum (1996),
liolvast (1996), Borking (1995), Hooghiemstra (1999), Van Esch (2000), and Borking and Raab
(2001).
3t

Kolkman and Van Kralingen (2000). See also Privacy en Informatie (2002).
32 Goldberg (2000), p. 44.
33 Goldberg (2000), p. 46. Unforgeability may, for instance, be realised using so-called blind
signatures, which are a form of credentials without identification. See Chaum (1990) and Chaum
(1992).
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semantic information to ascribe identity. 34 Another more common problem of
pseudonymity is that the persons using pseudonyms may reveal their identity or
information leading to their identity by mistake. 35

7.3 Cryptography

This section deals with cryptography, which may be used for developing information
controls, as it transforms access problems into key management problems. Using so-
called public key infrastructures, anonymity, discussed in the previous section, may
be achieved easily. But although anonymity is a
good starting-point, it does not guarantee privacy qjm-
and it certainly does not offer protection from the  C U:3' 91 )  1/ -*fl
problems that data mining and group profiling \ 1% S  '=3>,</    >< f., 31/may cause. Cryptography can also be used for
secret sharing, i.e., granting access only when -

several parties are co-operating with each other.                           00'
These and other applications of cryptography are
used as the basis for security techniques that may
be more suitable for use in data mining and
group profiling; these are discussed in the
following sections. It should be mentioned that
cryptography is still rarely used in health care. 36

7.3.1      Public  key  infrastructures

Cryptography is the science or study of secret writing and may be used to hide or
encode information.37 Encoption is the automated process of hiding data so that no
unauthorised people can access it. This is done by means of a procedure (a
mathematical algorithm) and a key. Decryption is the reverse process. The clear
message is called the plaintext and the encoded message is called the ciphertext. The
key used to encode and decode messages determines who has access to the
confidential information. In symmetric crypto-systems, both sender and receiver use
the same (secret) key. In asymmetric or public-key copto-systems, they use different
keys. The public key, which is used to encrypt the message or check a signature, is
available to everyone. However, the private key, necessary to decrypt the message or
make a signature, is (or should be) available only to authorised persons.
The problem of public-key cryptography is that authenticating a public key belongs
to an entity.38 A solution to this is having a trusted entity, called the Certificate
Authority (CA), vouch for the binding between a public key and its holder.39 A digital
certdicate is a digital signature of the CA that binds a public key to its holder.40 An
advantage of using digital certificates is that they may be used for single

34 Rao and Rohatgi (2000).
35 See also the discussion about the human factor in security in Subsection 8.3.2.
36

For instance, for the situation in the U.S., see National Research Council (1997), p. 107.
37 Koops (1999), p. 33
38 Diffie and Hellman (1976).
39

Kohnfelder (1978). It should be mentioned that in recent years the term Trusted Third Party (TTP)
has gained in popularity. CAs may be used for different purposes; see also Section 6.4.
40

Brands (1999), p. 2. See also Versmissen (2001).
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characteristics, also non-identifying characteristics, thus offering the possibility of
anonymity.

A public-key infrastructure (PKI), also called a key-management infrastructure, is
an infrastructure for a distributed environment that centres on the management and
distribution of public keys and digital certificates. PKIs are essential for secure
electronic transactions and communications in distributed environments. For instance,
in order to realise anonymity in a medical database, each new medical record entered
by a physician into the database may be split in two parts, one containing only
medical information and the other containing only identifying information. The
correspondence between the identifiers and the medical data may be brought about
using a secret key. This key may be known to a CA or it may be a shared secret (see
below). Bringing about such a correspondence is referred to as mapping.41 Although
encryption may be useful in implementing information controls, it cannot provide
protection for the misuse of data that were released intentionally by a data subject.

Another problem is the so-called lending problem. Certain access tokens, such as
biometrics,42 and personal certificates, such as driver's licenses, diplomas, and
passports, are non-trans»·able, i.e., only the authorised owner can use them.43

However, keys may be stolen or lent, resulting in inadequate security. For some
reason, the lending problem is not widely acknowledged.44 A way of protecting
against this is by combining access controls (see Subsection 7.5.1) on a smartcard
with a biometric, for instance, a fingerprint. As such a smartcard can only be used
with the fingerprint of the authorised user, lending is impossible. One of the major
disadvantages of biometrics, namely, that they leave little room for anonymity, may
be avoided, since the smartcard reveals that the user is authorised without identifying
the user. Another advantage of smartcards is that they may be equipped with an
internal clock and an expiry date. In this way, it is easier to revoke access rights.

7.3.2    Secret sharing

In order to exercise more control, keys may be split such that they only provide access
when used together. Pieces of information leading to the key (which is different from
pieces of the key itself)45 are then distributed over several users. When the different
secret sharers co-operate, the key may be found by combining the different pieces of
information leading to the key. In this way, one single person cannot use the key to
obtain particular information, but co-operating and combining the pieces of
information leading to the key gives access. This principle is called secret sharing.

46

Various secret-sharing protocols can be made. For instance, secret sharing may be
used between two doctors, who both have to consent to the use of particular medical
data. In this way, a 'second opinion' may be included in the access to sensitive

41 Chaum et al. (1999).
42 See Subsection 7.5.1.
43

See also Cap and Maibaum (2001).
44 Brands (1999), p. 12.
45 An example may illustrate this: when the key is 8706, it may be randomly split into 2145 and 6561.
The parts do not reveal any information about the actual key, but when added together they provide
access. Note that breaking this key into two 'pieces' that are to be put after each other, i.e., 87 and 06,
is less secure,  as this would reduce the options  for each secret sharer from 10,000 possible  keys to  100

 ossible keys.6 The term dual control is sometimes used, but since secret sharing may be done by more than two
parties, I do not use this term. It is possible nowadays to use secret sharing methods for video
surveillance images as well, see Dekker (2001).
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information. It is also possible to give the patient or data subject a piece of
information leading to the key, so that it may be guaranteed that he will be involved in
the deciding who may access the information. In this way, consent may be enforced.

Secret sharing may also be constructed in such a way that, for example, three out of
four pieces of information leading to a key are sufficient for recombination of the key.
Alternatively, one out of two doctors plus the patient may be sufficient for access.

Depending on the type of information and the type of key holders, a distribution of
(pieces of information leading to) keys may be made. Based on the evaluation of the
needs of the data subject/patient described in Chapter 5,  it may be recommended that
the data subject or patient be given a crucial, indispensable piece of information

47leading to the key to his information in cases in which consent is required.

7.4 Multilevel security

In a database with different types of users, different access rights are required to meet
the needs of those involved (see Chapter 5).  In the first part  o f this section, the basics
of multilevel security systems, which provide opportunities for diversification of
access rights for different types of users, are described. Multilevel security systems
were developed in military environments. There are not yet many commercial
database management systems that provide multilevel security effectively and
efficiently.48 The second part of this section deals with the problems of assigning
sensitivity labels to data.

7.4.1    Security levels

in multilevel security systems, not all users have the same access rights. Bell and
49LaPadula introduced the concepts of category labels and clearance levels.     All pieces

o f information  are  given a category label indicating the sensitivity of the information.
All users are assigned a clearance level or authorisation leve4 indicating their access
rights. Thus, each security level is represented by an authorisation level and an
information category. The rules that make the Bell-LaPadula system secure are the
following: 50

• Simple security property:  a user has read access to levels lower than and equal
to his clearance level.

51
•  *-property  or conjinement property: a user's write access will result in

information labelled with the category level of the user or a higher level:2

47 Consent is dealt with in Subsection 5.2.4.
48 An example of a commercial multilevel security system is Medlook, an Internet company that
provides electronic patient records (EPRs), and which has different authorisation levels for patients,
doctors, and pharmacists. See www. medlook.nl and Crommentuyn (2000). The system is sufficiently
safe according to the Dutch Data Protection Authority; see Hooghiemstra (2002), p. 56.
49 Bell and Lapadula (1976).
50 Bell and LaPadula (1976). See also Fernandez etat. (1981), p. 75, and Overbeek and Sipman (1992),

 ' P nounced star-property.
52 Bell and LaPadula based their system on the so-called tranquillity principle, stating that the
classification of objects is not changed during normal operation. The upgrading of information to
preserve the *-property is ruled out by this tranquillity principle.
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These rules are sometimes expressed more simple as "no read up" and "no write
down".53 Take as an example the following multilevel security system with four
authority levels (A) and two categories (C) of information: 54

A=0 Unclassified C=l Atomic information

A=1 Confidential C=2 Nuclear information

A=2 Secret
A=3 Top Secret

Transmissions  from the class of secret atomic information (A=2, C=1) to the class of
top secret atomic information (A=3, C=l) are permitted, but not to the class of top
secret nuclear information (A=3, C=2) or to the class of confidential atomic

information (A=l, C=1).
A security system in which all authorisation levels are linearly ordered, such as the

Bell-LaPadula system, is called a linear system or h'near lattice. There is only one
highest level and only one lowest level. Each authorisation level (except the highest

level) is dominated by all higher levels and each authorisation level (except the lowest

level) dominates all lower levels. Non-linear systems (non-linear lattices) may be
considered an extension of the Bell-LaPadula system.55 A security level  is said to  be
dominant over another level if and only i f 6
1.   its classification or clearance level 2 the other,57 and
2.   its category set contains the other.

A data item is visible to a user if his clearance level dominates the level of the data
item.58 This ordering of security levels is illustrated with an example in Figure 7.1. In
Figure 7.1, security level Li dominates security level I.2, since its classification level
is higher and its set of categories includes the set of categories of L . Security levels
Lt and L3, on the other hand, are not comparable. 59

One of the major problems of multilevel security systems is so-called poly-
instantiation.60 A user may create (or create a change to) an object which conflicts
with an invisible object, i.e., an object that requires higher clearance than the user
actually has . Suppose, for instance, that a Mr. Bond starts working for British
Intelligence as an office clerk. A person from the personnel department with low-level
access to the employee database will create a file for Mr. Bond. There is already
another Mr. Bond on the payroll of British Intelligence, but since he is a secret agent,
his file can only be accessed with high-level authorisation. Thus, his file remains
invisible to the user from the personnel department. Security requires that the system
behave as if the invisible object does not exist. The user cannot be notified of the

53
See, for instance, Nyanchama and Osborn (1996).

54
Example from Denning (1983), p. 266.

53 When lattices are no longer linear, not only horizontal boundaries but also vertical boundaries may
be created. This is sometimes called multilateral security or compartmentation, and is protected by
inference controls. See subsection 7.5.3. Anderson (2001), p. 161.
56

Fernandez et al. (1981), p. 73.
57 If its classification or clearance level is > (instead of 2) the other, then it is said to be strictly
dominant (instead of dominant) over the other level.  See Atluri et al (1976).
58 Morgenstern (1991). Note that if data item A depends on data item B, then B must be visible
whenever A is visible. This is the so-called secure dependence ru/e.
59 When a person has access to several non-comparable security levels, some data mining can be done
by connecting these levels. To avoid this, the links between the levels should remain secret. See Adar
and Huberman (2002) on how this may be achieved.
60 Denning (1988).
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conflict, nor can the invisible object be overwritten. The only possibility in such cases
is that data objects exist simultaneously, differentiated by their access class. 61

'-I

L2                          - LJ/*
-

Figure 7.1: In this database. the dijferent authorisation levels Li. L, and L3 are
shown. Level Li dominates level L2. but levels Li and L3 are not comparable. 62

Poly-instantiation is closely related to another problem, namely, that of updates. 63

Updates are meant to replace all existing information that has expired. When this is
not done thoroughly, different versions of information which contradicts each other
may linger in databases. The difference between poly-instantiation and update
anomalies is that the former can exist only in multilevel security systems.

Multilevel security systems may have several disadvantages. First, the Bell-
LaPadula system does not deal with the creation and destruction of subjects and
objects. Furthermore, multilevel security systems are in general expensive and
difficult to build and use. There is also a tendency to overclassify data. The
difficulties of classifying data are dealt with in the next subsection. Also, multilevel
security systems tend to limit operational effectiveness.64

Different multilevel security systems may be connected to each other easily, even at
65

different security levels. This is done using so-called pumps. Pumps ensure a one-
way flow of information from lower to higher levels. The advantage of this is that
systems may be built from cheap commercial o ff-the-shelf components.

66

61 For multilevel relations, i.e., relations between objects in different security levels, the problem of
poly-instantiation may be solved by so-called natural decomposition, a technical process that was
beyond the scope of this thesis. See Cuppens and Yazdanian (1992).
62

Figure from Fernandez et al. (1981), p. 74.
63 The practical problems of updates are discussed in Section 6.4.
64

Anderson (2001), p. 155.
65

Anderson (2001), p. 148.
66 Kang et al. (1997).
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7.4.2 Labelling The Orange Book

Another problem of multilevel security Published in 1983 by the U.S Department of
systems is that it is difficult to assign Defence, the Trusted Computer System
sensitivity labels to data. There are two Evatuation Criteria, also known as the
methods of binding objects to security

Orange Book was the first standard for
computer security. Although the moreclasses: static binding, where the security sophisticated Common Criteria are often used

class of an object is constant, and today, its security categories, ranging from D
dynamic binding, where the security class (Minimal Protection) to A (Verified
of an object varies with its contents. Protection), are still a basic example of how67

Labelling each data object separately
to evaluate the security of computer systems:

may require much memory and may slow D - Minimal Protection
down  the  system. Shared sensitivitY Any system that does not comply with any
labels may be used as a solution. other category, or has failed to receive a68

In order to determine how to assign higher classification. D-level certification is

sensitivity labels, Morgenstern suggested very rare.

the concept of the sphere of influence 69

C - Discretionary Protection
This is a mathematical model that is used Discretionary protection applies to systems
to  quantify the influence o f one data item that offer possibilities to label information.
on other data. Each data item has a range Category  C  has two sublevels:  C 1  provides

of possible values. For instance, a the possibility to separate users and
information. C2 provides the possibility to

person's age may range from 0 to about use the Bell-LaPadula access rules. This is
100 years or someone's (Dutch) zip code not mandatory however.
may range from 1000 AA to 9999 ZZ.
The entropy measures the uncertainty of B - Mandatory Protection
an unknown data item. It is a function of The use of access rules is now mandatory, not

discretionary. Category B has three sublevels:
the probability distribution over the set of B 1 requires labelled security protection,  B2
all possible values. m   Note   that, without requires structured protection,        and        B3

any further information, every zip code requires security domains.
may have the same probability, resulting

A - Verified Protectionin a flat probability distribution. Division A is the highest security division
However, when additional information is and requires verified protection.
available about the number of houses on
each zip code, this may be used as a probability distribution: a zip code with many
houses has a higher probability than a zip code with few houses. 71

The amount of information about one data item which can be inferred from another
data item is called the relative equivocation. It represents the reduction in uncertainty
about one data item when another data item is known. For instance, an unknown
Dutch phone number consists of 10 digits and has, therefore, 109 possible values (the

67
Denning (1976).

68
Hosmer(1991).

69 Morgenstern (1987).

m The entropy of data item X is expressed as H(X)=-IP(X,) log2 PCXi'j with Xi,···Xn the n
.I

possible values with probabilities p(Xi),...,p(X.), where E p(Xi ) =1; see Denning (1983), p. 17
See also Shannon (1948) and Shannon (1949), who came up with the idea of using the concept of
entropy in information theory.
71 Note that the above equations may take this into account by changing p(X,). Similarly, it may be
taken into account when it js known that particular combinations are never used for zip codes.
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first digit is always zero). However, suppose that the residence is known to be
Amsterdam. Since every phone number in Amsterdam starts with city code 20, there
are only seven unknown digits left. Thus the number of possible values is now
reduced to 107 possibilities.72 Note that it is assumed that every phone number has the
same probability. Morgenstern defines the function INFER(x-+y) as the relative
equivocation of data item  y when data item x  is known. The sphere  of influence (SOI)
is the set of all information that can be inferred from some base data, the so-called
core. The sphere of influence can be given a geometrical

inte tretation
by defining

the distances ofobjects from the core ofthe sphere of influence.
In assigning classification-level labels, a data item is safe when its classification

level is higher than or equal to the level of all other data items for which the INFER
function is larger than a chosen threshold. 74 It should be noted that this subsection
offers a theoretical approach. There is not yet a procedure for the consistent
assignment of classification levels to data. More practical solutions are dealt with in
Subsection 7.5.3.

7.5        Control of information

Three types of information controls may be distinguished: access controls, flow
controls, and inference controls.75 Access controls are responsible for ensuring that
direct access occurs only according to rules fixed by security policies. Flow and
inference controls concern indirect access. Flow controls regulate the distribution
(flow) of information among accessible objects. For instance, in multilevel security
systems, information should not leak from higher security levels to lower security
levels, because then different access controls for different security levels would then
become ineffective. Inference controls ensure that no confidential information may be
deduced from legitimately released information. The different types of information
controls are dealt with in the following three subsections.

7.5.1   Access controls

Access controls usually consist of two steps: identification and authentication. This
basically means, who are you and can you prove it? For a person to work on a
computer system, a login usually consists of two boxes to fill out: a user's name and a
password.76 To use an ATM, a person inserts his card and types his PIN. These are

Hty)-HICy)
The relative equivocation is then expressed as , where H.(y) is the relative

HCY)
uncertainty of y, given x.  Note that the value of the relative equivocation is always between 0 and  1.
73 The distance D of an object y from the core of the SOI is defined as D-(y)=1-INFER(core-*y)
Note that D ranges from 0 to 1. See also Subsection 2.3.2 about clustering.
74

Mathematically expressed, object O i s safe if VX [INFER (0-*X) >E 4 level(0) 2 level(X)], where
E is the chosen threshold. "VX" means "for every X"
75

Denning (1983). Another type of information control is sometimes distinguished: concurrency
control, which protects data integrity in the presence of changes coming from concurrent programs in
execution. Although this control may be useful in protecting data integrity, it is not useful in solving
problems of group profiling, for which reason it is beyond the scope of this chapter.  See also Fernandez
et al. (1981), p. 7.
76 Sometimes, only a password without a user's name is required, or the user's name may be included
in the password. In cases where only a user's name is required without a password, the security is
generally considered weak.
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identification and authentication, respectively. Only a valid combination of both
provides access. Identijication and its functions are discussed in Subsection 7.2.1.
Authentication methods are centred on one ofthree things: something a person knows,
something a person has, or something a persqn is.77 This may roughly be described as
passwords, access tokens, or biometrics. Security systems may combine these
methods.

Passwords are probably the most often used, but they do not always work as well as
people assume. The idea of passwords is based on an oxymoron: they should be
random (i.e., difficult to guess) but easy to remember. But if the password is easy to
remember, it is something non-random,  such as a date of birth or the name of a person
close to the password holder. And if it is random, like "h5U*w&k", it is not easy to
remember. As a result, most passwords are non-random and, therefore, easy to attack
with so-called dictionag attacks. Every word in the dictionary is tried, after which
every word is tried in reverse order, after which some letters are capitalised, etc.
Using fast computers, this is much faster than trying every possible combination.78 As
information security expert Bruce Schneier states it: "People choose lousy passwords.
If you force them to choose a good one, they'll write it on a Post-it and stick it on
their computer monitor. If you ask them to change it, they'll change it back to the
password they changed from last month. Other problems with passwords are that

„79

people give away passwords too easily in order to get help from someone,8' and that
people choose the same password for multiple applications, which makes it easy to
get access to many things once the perpetrator has obtained the password.

Examples of access tokens are (physical) keys, smart cards, and (magnetic) ATM
cards.  All have the basic characteristic that they assume the holder of the token is the
authorised user. The problem with access tokens is thus clear: they may be stolen or
they may be copied. The latter is probably worse, since it may be done without the
owner knowing about it. 81

Biometrics identify people by measuring some aspect of individual anatomy or
physiology (such as a fingerprint), some deeply ingrained skill or other behavioural
characteristic (such as a handwritten signature), or a combination of the two (such as a
voice).82 Biometrics work in the same way as access tokens, only they are attached to
a person's body, which makes it harder to steal them. Every doorkeeper decides
whether or not to let a person in on the basis of a biometric, namely, face recognition.
Some biometrics, such as iris scans and face recognitions, may be hard to forge, but

77 Overbeek and Sipman (1992), p. 76.
78 Because of the redundancy in languages, the number of words in a dictionary is much smaller than
the number of possible combinations. A password of n letters may have 26' possibilities, as there are
26 possibilities at each position. A password from a dictionary has only about 3' possibilities, as the
following example may illustrate:

w..h..g..n
People are usually able to read this password, even though no context and only one out of every three
letters are provided. A password of n letters in which only every third letter has to be guessed leaves
only 26' -3n possibilities.  For a small password of 10 letters, this already means reducing the number
of possibilities from 140,000,000,000,000 to 59,000. For longer passwords, the differences are greater.
For those who did not see the password above, the solution is the capital of the U.S.
79 Schneier (2000), p. 138.
80 See also Subsection 8.3.2 on social engineering.
81 Compare this with a stolen house-key: changing the locks may then be an option.
82 Anderson (2001), p. 261. Lesser-known biometrics include hand geometry, typing patterns, retinal
scans, iris scans, and signature geometry. See Schneier (2000), p. 142.
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the major drawback is that they leave little room for anonymity.83 Another problem is
that they may give away more information than is really needed for identification and
authorisation. For instance, DNA, which ma  also be used as

a biometric, may contain
racial information, health information, etc.8 These problems may be solved with the
use of smartcards that combine biometrics with other access controls; see Section 7.3.

Echelon

Echelon is perhaps the most powerful intelligence
gathering organisation in the world. Several reports
suggest that this global electronic communications
surveillance system presents an extreme threat to the
privacy of people all over the world. According to
these reports, Echelon attempts to capture staggering P,
volumes of satellite, microwave, cellular and fibre- ":1

optic traffic, including
communications to and from

 sSIEB
North America. This vast

40"%
quantity of voice and data communications is then processed through

sophisticated filtering technologies. This massive surveillance system
apparently operates with little oversight. Moreover, the agencies that
purportedly run Echelon have provided few details as to the legal guidelines
for the project. Because  of this, there is no  way of knowing if Echelon is being
used illegally to spy on private citizens.

source: www.echelonwatch.org

In a multilevel security system, the accessibility of information depends on the
authorisation level at which a user logs in. A highly authorised user has access to a
larger part of a database than does a user with a low-level authorisation. Apart from
the amount of information that may be accessed, there are also differences in the type
of access. Different forms of access include operations such as read, write, and
execute.85 Write

access, in turn, ma 
be split into operations such as delete, change

permission, and change ownership. 8 These different forms of access should all fulfil
the simple security property and the *-property (see Section 7.4). The current state of
an access control system is known as the authority state.87

7.5.2    Flow controls

In multilevel security systems, there is the risk that information from higher security
levels may leak to lower security levels. Suppose, for instance, that a person with
high-level access starts copying information to other places that are less well secured.
The security of this information is then as high as the lowest access security of all the
places where the information is put. In order to prevent this type of indirect access,
information flow controls are required. Flow controls specify valid channels along
which information may flow.88 This is done using a lattice with a set of security

83 Hes and Borking (1998). Note that this depends on how the biometrics are used. For instance, face
recognition may often be difficult to consider anonymous, whereas handwriting may be as anonymous
as access tokens.
84

Hes et al. (1999).
85

Fernandez et al. (1981), p 66.
86 Schneier (2000), p. 124.
87

Moffet and Lupu (1999).
88 Denning (1983), p. 265.
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classes and arrows indicating relations that order classes.89 Information may flow
within a class or upward.

The ordering of security classes does not have to be linear; in other words, not every
security level has to be dominant over all lower levels. This is referred  to as partial
ordering. Take, for instance, the lattice in Figure 7.2, where High is the highest
security class and Low is the lowest security class. A through I are intermediate
classes.

High           4            (superuser)

/'t At
/«\t.\ ,\
C D E F

\/ \/
A         B0 +

Low           4           (unclassified)

Figure 7.2: Lattice with a partially ordered structure, where Low is the lowest
security class and High is the highest security class. Information is only allowed to
follow the arrows, which are always in upward directions.

In this lattice not all higher levels are dominant over the lower levels. For instance,
class G dominates class C and D but not E and F, although class G is 'higher' than
levels E and F. A person with access to level G cannot access the information in level
B, although his authorisation is higher in the hierarchy. Note that the lowest level is
usually unclassified, since it is normally possible to include unclassified information
in the system. However, this may only be done by a user with write access.

A person with access to all information, direct or indirect, is called a stiper-user. In
the example above, a person with access clearance High would be such a super-user.
It is not always necessary to have a super-user. For instance, removing level High
would result in the levels G, H, and I becoming the highest levels, but none of these
levels provides super-user access. Instead ofno super-user or one super-user, it is also
possible to have several super-users. It is possible to have several super-users that
have super-user access only when they co-operate. This can be achieved using secret
sharing; see Subsection 7.3.2. Having a super-user, e.g., a system manager, may be
practical in cases of system breakdown or when an overview of information is needed.
The major problem of a super-user is safety. All access rights are concentrated in the
super-user position. Attempts to access the system illegitimately will, in general,
focus on the super-user access, which needs, therefore, to be secured thoroughly.
Once corrupted, it gives access to all information (total disclosure), which is quite
different from corruption of, say, class F (partial disclosure):

89 For reasons of convenience, I use security /eve/s and security c/asses as interchangeable terms.
90 The amount of partial disclosure may be expressed using entropies; see Subsection 7.4.2.
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7.5.3   Inference controls

The use of access and flow controls may not be enough to ensure that no confidential
information is obtained by unauthorised users. A user may be able to circumvent these
controls by inferring information for which he is not cleared based on other data for

91.92which he is cleared.   '    This type of security leak does not arise from penetration of
security mechanisms but from the nature of the information, and is a typical problem

93ofdata mining and group profiling.
Inference of high-level information from combined low-level information works as

follows. Suppose a database contains four relations:94

1. Employee *-4 project (unclassified)
2. Project e location (top secret)
3.  Books on loan e employee (unclassified)
4. Project e topic (top secret)

A user authorised only for unclassified information has access to relations 1 and 3. He
may discover that most workers on the Manhattan project have recently checked
guidebooks to New Mexico and books on nuclear physics. The user may draw
conclusions on the relations 2 and 4, which are top secret. Of course, these
conclusions should be expressed as probabilities: it is likely/very likely that the
Manhattan project is located in New Mexico and it is likely/very likely that it deals
with nuclear physics:5 This leads to the distinction between positive compromise and
negative compromise.96 A database is positively compromised if the value of a
particular data item is known and it is negatively compromised if it is known that a
data item does not have a certain value.97 In other words, the range of options for the
possible values of the data item has become smaller. A database is secure if it cannot
be compromised either positively or negatively.

To avoid (statistical) inference, two types of protection methods may be
distinguished: restriction-based and perturbation-based techniques. Restriction-98

based techniques protect against inference by restricting, i.e., not releasing, statistical
queries that may reveal confidential information. Perturbation-based techniques
prevent inference by introducing some type ofmodification in the statistics. The most
important restriction techniques are query set size controls, overlap controls,

91

Zhang (1998). Although inference controls were originally developed to prevent the release of
unclassified characteristics, they may also be used to prevent the discovery of particular relationships.
92 Combining low-level information to draw high-level conclusions is sometimes referred to as
aggregation attacks. See Anderson (2001), p. 174.
93

Glymour et al. (1996), Clarke (1994), O'Leary (1993), Son and Chaney (1998), Lin et al. (1991), and
Lin and Zuo (1998).
94 Example from Meadows and Jajodia (1988) and Morgenstern (1987).
93 The Manhattan project in Los Alamos, New Mexico, was the secret project in which the first atomic
bomb was developed during World War II under direction of physicist Robert Oppenheimer.
96 Fernandez et al. (1981), p. 290.
97 Some  of the literature refers  to this distinction as exact compromise versus partial compromise.  See,
for instance, Castano et al. (1994), p. 297. Other parts of the literature re fer to this distinction as precise
inference versus imprecise inference. See, for instance, Rath et al. (1996). 1 do not use any of these

terms to avoid confusion with the distinction between total and partial disclosure; see the previous
subsection.
98

Denning and Schl8rer (1983)
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maximum order controls, cell suppression, implied queries, and partitioning.99 These
techniques are discussed below.

Suppose that query qi=count("HIV infected") returns the value  1; the user has then
uniquely identified that individual. The user may then disclose additional information
about this individual, for instance, by using the query q2=count("HIV infected" AND
"man").  If this query returns value 0, the person is a woman;  if it returns value  l, the
person  is a man. Now,  if N  is the number of records in the database, a query set size
control states that a query will  be released only if the size of the query set  is between
k and N-k.  The idea is that k should be large enough that queries result only in larger
groups of which the members are not identifiable. N-k is the maximum size, to
prevent the number of people outside the query group from becoming too small and
thus identifiable. The parameter k is a fixed parameter. Thus, in the previous
example, the queries q,  and (12 are simply not answered if k is larger than  1. Note that
i f k 2 N/2, no statistics at all will be released.

This type of control is easily circumvented using more sophisticated techniques,
such as trackers. The following example is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Suppose that

q=count("woman" AND "birth year=1970") results in no answer because the query
set size is too small. It is then possible to use queries qi=count("birth year=1970") and
the tracker q·r=count("birth year=1970" AND "not woman"). In Figure 7.3, the
tracker is the marked area. These queries are to be answered in view of query set size
control. The original query may now be calculated using q=qi-qT. Once the individual
is identified, additional characteristics may be inferred as described above.

*                  *    *                  *
*

*                             *                       q2
*                        *          **     *q

**q' * *    *
*                         * *

Figure 7.3: Database with N=20 records, indicated by the stars. If the query set

size  control  is  k=3,  the  query  q  is  not  answered.  since  the size  is  I.  However,  the
queries  qi  and  Tracker  qf=(qi  AND  not  qz)   (marked  area)  are  answered  with  the
respective valties  6 and  5.  Now q may be uniquely  identified as q 1-qT

The type of tracker described above is an individual tracker, since it is capable of
uniquely identifying an individual. More sophisticated trackers include general
trackers, double trackers, and union trackers that can operate even with query set size
controls where k is very close to N/2. All these tracker attacks basically use the100

overlap o f records to circumvent query set size controls. A method  of preventing such
circumvention is to use query set overlap controls, which state that queries are not to
be answered when they overlap for more than r records. The problem with such
controls is that the system now has to remember every previous query in order to

99 Note that restriction techniques may also be used as access controls. See Hsiao et al. (1991).1 More detailed information may be found in Denning (1983), p. 346. All these tracker attacks are
examples of so-called linear system attacks; see Castano et al. (1994), p. 306.
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determine if the overlap is too large. This may be unfeasible, especially for large
databases. 101

Another technique that works better in practice is the so-called maximum order

control, which restricts statistics that employ more than d attribute values. This
prevents the occurrence of compromises that require a larger number of attributes to
identify an individual, which may be practical for large databases. The threshold d
generally depends on the dimension of the database (see Subsection 2.2.3). How the
percentage of records that may be identified depends on the number of attributes is
shown in Figure 7.4, where a sample of 100 records from a database of 30,000 records
was  investigated:02  As  can  be seen, restricting queries to 3rd.order statistics  may
prevent most compromises from occurring.

100 -

13

:  80
 0

  60
0  40

Ii„-
1E

0-
0          -
3456 7 8 9   10

Number of attributes needed for
identification

Figure 7.4: Percentage of records identified as a function of the number of
attributes. 103

Another restriction technique is the Sm N criterion, which restricts query sets over
attributes that decompose the database into too many sets relative to the size N of the
database. Sm is the number of elementary sets over the attributes involved in the
query. The query is then restricted if the value Sm N exceeds some threshold value.

Cell suppression is a technique that suppresses all cells that are considered sensitive
and cells that may indirectly lead to disclosure of sensitive statistics. Important is

104

the criterion to determine whether or not a cell is sensitive. A generally used criterion
is the n-respondent, k%-dominance rule. According to this criterion, a statistic is105

sensitive if n or fewer values contribute to form more than k% of the total. The values
of n and k remain secret. In general, keeping such parameters secret is considered a
weakness in security. It is unlikely that the parameters remain secret and once they are
revealed, the quality of security may deteriorate considerably.

101 k,-1 k+1However, it was shown that compromise is impossible if N<   2r    I    2 'N being the size of

the database, k the query set size control, and r the query set overlap control. See Dobkin et al. (1979).
102

Schlilrer (1975).
103 Figure based on data from Sch!8rer ( 1975).
104 The latter is called complementary suppression; see Denning (1983), p. 360.105

This method is used, for instance, by the U.S. census.
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To understand the issue of implied queries, some knowledge of logic is required.
For example, suppose that a sensitive characteristic, such as HIV infection, is
protected by restricting the query q("HIV"). In order to make this restriction effective,
the query q("not HIV") also has to be restricted in the same way, since otherwise,
q("HIV") can be calculated as q(All)-q("not HIV"). 106 A second-order statistic implies
four queries. For instance, the query q("Male" AND "not HIV") implies the queries

q("Female" AND "HIV"), q("Male" AND "HIV"), and q("Female" AND "not
HIV").107 In other words, the database is partitioned by these four query sets, which
must all fulfil a query set size control. In the case of m-order statistics, there are 2,11

implied query sets which have to be taken care of.
When the technique of partitioning is used, the database is divided into disjoint

groups such that each group G has g records, where g=O o r g k n a n d g i s e v e n in
order to prevent individuals from being isolated. Records also have to be deleted from
or added to each group in pairs, and query sets must include entire groups. Attacks
based on small query sets or based on isolating individuals are prevented in this way.
A method of inserting records in pairs is inserting dummy records, but this may lead
to the introduction of bias in the statistics. The database may be partitioned in
different ways. Two important concepts are the Population De/inition Construct
(PDC) and the User Knowledge Construct (UKC).108 The PDC defines populations in
the database, operations that may be performed over each population, and the security
constraints of each population, whereas the UKC defines groups of users, their
supplementary knowledge of the database, the operations permitted to the members o f

each group,  and the security constraints of each group.

Restricting techniques are costly and imprecise. Besides, they usually do not take into
account users' supplementary knowledge (see also Chapter 8 on the human factor in
security). Adding noise to statistics may be much easier. Data perturbation is
generally a more efficient way to allow the release of non-sensitive statistics.
Perturbation-based techniques are either result-based (modifying the data after
computing a statistic) or record-based (modifying the data before computing a
statistic).

Result-based techniques are basically a form of rounding. The rounding base is the
set of numbers that is rounded to. Usually, the rounding base consists of integers,
decades, hundreds, etc. Response perturbation, or rounding, may be either systematic
or random.  In  the case o f systematic rounding, similar values are rounded the same
way. For instance, if the rounding base consists of integers, every value between 0.0
and 0.49 is rounded down to 0, and every value between 0.50 and  1.00 is rounded up
to  1. Values between  1.00  and  1.49 are again rounded  down to  1, and values between
1.50 and 2.00 are rounded up to 2, etc. Therefore, the rounded value of 1 must result
from the rounding of value between 0.50 and 1.49.

106 It is assumed that q(All) is not restricted.
107 In terms o f logic, this may be noted as followed: q( aA-nb) = q(a) - q(aAb)

q(-aA  b) = q(b) - q(aAb)
q(   aA   b) = q(a) + q(b) - q(avb)
q(-aA-b) = q(All) - q(avb)

'a b" means -a and b", "avb" means "a or b", and "na" means "not a". In this example, a would be
"Male" and b would be "IfIV infected".
108 Denning (1983), p. 370, and Castano et al. (1994), p. 303.
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In the case of random rounding, a statistic is rounded up with a probability p or
rounded down with a probability 1.p.,09 For instance, if the rounding base is integer
and p = 0.5, then the probability of rounding up is 50% and the probability rounding
down is also 50%. Rounding 0.37 may result in 0 or in  1, with equal probability. The
other way around, the rounded value of 1 may result from the rounding of any value
between 0.00 and 1.99, which is a broader range than in the previous example, where
systematic rounding was used.

Random rounding may be uncontrolled or controlled. Uncontrolled rounding nneans

that the sum of rounded elements may be different from the rounded sum of
elements. Controlled rounding, on the other hand, requires the sum of rounded

110

statistics to equal their rounded sum. Controlled rounding is not possible in the case of
systematic rounding. Take, for example, the following three numbers:

Example numbers: 0.48 0.48 rounding: 0
0.30 0.30 rounding: 0
1.18 + 1.18 rounding: 13

Unrounded sum: 1.96
Rounded sum:                 2                                     Sum of roundings: 1

As may be seen from these numbers, there is a difference between the rounded sum
and the sum of the roundings. In other words, in the case of systematic rounding it is
important to decide what to do first: the adding or the rounding.

Record-based techniques modify the (control over) data before a statistic is released.
Data perturbation adds noise to the data directly. This may be done permanently (so-
called »ed perturbation) or temporarily,  i.e., from query to query (so-called  query-
based perturbation). The perturbation is randomly chosen from a distribution with the
expected value of zero in order to avoid bias in the perturbed sum. In this way,
individual records may be distorted sufficiently to protect their privacy, but the global
statistics  will  not  be  affected. " i

Random-sample queries (RSQs) protect databases
against inference by releasing statistics computed on small samples of the whole
population. Samples are constructed from the query sets associated with the statistical
queries instead of from the whole database. These samples are randomly generated. In
this way, the user is denied precise control over queried records. Data swapping is
based on exchanging attribute values between records of the database. The objective
is to interchange enough values that nothing may be deduced from the disclosure of
individual records, but at the same time to preserve the accuracy of the released
statistics.

An overview ofthe advantages and disadvantages ofthe techniques discussed in this
subsection is given in the next section. It should be noted that the techniques
mentioned may be combined in most cases. 112

109
Thus, the mathematical rule is that the rounded value of q is

q           if d -0
r(q) = .q-d with probability 1-p (round down)

q + (b- d) with  probability p (roundup)
b being the rounding base and d=q modulus b. Note that when p=d/b, random rounding has the
advantage ofbeing unbiased.
"' Note that this may also be the case using systematic rounding.
'" Matloff (1988).
112

See Castano et al. (1994), p. 339.
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7.6         Evaluation of security techniques

In this section, the security techniques that are described in this chapter are evaluated
in the light of the possible problems of data mining and group profiling, and the
needs, interests, and preferences of those involved in epidemiological data mining and
group profiling, as discussed in Chapter 5. However, as technological measures are
not the only possible solutions,"3 combined solutions to the problems of data mining
and group profiling are discussed in Chapter 8. Furthermore, it is important to note
that most of the techniques described in this chapter may be used as independent

building blocks that may be added together, thus creating a compound security system
with different levels and different capabilities. In this way, security techniques may be
combined, for instance, to optimise the fulfilment the needs, interests, and preferences
of those involved.

Starting with anonymity, it was shown in Subsection 7.2.2 that stripping identifiers
from data may not be enough to prevent the linking of information and the
performance of data mining and group profiling. This does not mean, however, that
anonymity is not useful, as anonymous data are still less likely to result in privacy
violations than identified data. In this way, (more) anonymity may particularly
contribute to the needs of data subjects. However, with the current legislation
(described in the previous chapter), anonymity may also be a disadvantage for data
subjects, since the data of identified or identifiable individuals may have more legal
protection than anonymous data. Note that this requires legal solutions, as discussed
in the previous chapter, since anonymity (or technology in general) may not be
sufficient to solve this problem: in the case of data mining and group profiling,
meeting the needs of data subjects requires both anonymity and legal data protection,
whereas the current legislation offers anonymity or legal data protection.
Furthermore, (more) anonymity' 14 may also contribute to the fulfilment of the needs
of data controllers: since non-identifiable data may be more easily obtained (in some
cases, the WGBO may no longer require consent when data are no longer
identifiable)115 and processed (data protection legislation may not apply). 16

Cryptography may serve as the basis for most of the security techniques discussed
in this chapter. It is easy to create anonymity using public-key infrastructures.
However, although it is indicated above that anonymity is a useful starting-point, it
does not guarantee protection from the problems that may be caused by data mining
and group profiling.  For this, more or other tools may be needed; most of these tools
are based on cryptography. One of these tools is secret sharing, which makes it
possible to ensure that information may only be used when particular predefined users

co-operate with each other. Based on the evaluation described in Chapter 5, it may be
recommended that patients/data subjects be given an indispensable part of the key to
their information in cases where consent is required. In this way, secret sharing may
enforce requirements to seek consent and may thus contribute to the autonomy of data
subjects. A practical problem of secret sharing is that it may slow down the release of
information and that such a delay may hinder the data controllers in performing their
tasks. For instance, when doctors do not have easy and adequate access to
information, this may influence the quality of the treatment they can offer. This may

113 Possible legal solutions are discussed in the previous chapter.
1 1 4 See Section  1.7  for the different degrees  of identifiability.
113

See, for instance, Article 458, paragraph  1, sub b WGBO.
116 Note that this may still be the case for much data when data protection legislation is changed, as

suggested in the previous chapter.
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be  a threat  to the (biological) needs  of patients.' 17  Note  that the patient is responsible
for providing all information that may be relevant to his treatment. 118

Multilevel security systems play an important role in implementing the distribution
of access rights to medical information when such information is stored in one
database. A distribution based on the needs, interests, and preferences of the players
involved is technologically feasible using multilevel security. For instance, separation
o f the different tasks of health insurance companies,  such as providing insurances  and
the planning  of health  care,  may be realised using multilevel security. "'  This  may
contribute to meeting the needs of data subjects, without hindering fulfilment of the
needs of data controllers. Although multilevel security may be tailored to the needs,
interests, and preferences of those involved, there are some difficulties such as poly-
instantiation and assigning sensitivity labels to data. 120 These issues may infringe the
needs, interests, and preferences  of those involved,  as  they may result in errors in data
and in too much or too little access to data. These disadvantages may be considered
small compared to the possible advantages of multilevel security systems: without
multilevel security, the access rights would be less tailored to the needs, interests, and
preferences and may then be either too small, which may cause problems to
reliability, or too large, which may cause the possible problems of group profiling. /2I

Another disadvantage is that multilevel security systems are often expensive and
difficult to build and deploy. 122

Access controls are passwords, access tokens, and biometrics. All may contribute to
the fulfilment of the needs, interests, and preferences of both data subjects and data
controllers. Although access controls may be made as strict as desired, for instance,
by using combinations of them, people may consider them annoying and may not
always be careful with their passwords and access tokens. No person is willing to go
through two doors and three scanners, and fill out six passwords, to get access to
something, unless it is a nuclear bomb. Therefore, it may be argued that access

controls should strike a balance between security and practical use. In general, limited
practical use is acceptable only when higher security is needed. 123

Flow controls specify valid channels along which information may flow. It is
relatively easy to enforce security for channels intended for information transfer.
However, it is common that systems contain so-called covert channels, which are
channels  that   are not intended for information transfer  at  all. 124   The   difficulty   is  to
track these covert channels and close them.

Inference controls are specifically tailored to avoid the possibility of particular
information being linked. This aspect makes inference controls important tools for
prohibiting unwanted forms of data mining. For instance, when it is feared that the

117 For the other data controllers in epidemiological group profiling, i.e., medical researchers, insurance
companies, and the government, such a threat may be less immediate or non-existent.
"* See Article 452 WGBO.
"9  This   approach   is called role-based access control (RBAC), see Ferraiolo and Kuhn (1992). In
practice, roles have been used for years in many organisations, and the perspectives used in Chapter 5
may also been seen as roles. The RBAC model is only starting to formalise this; see Anderson (2001),
f''55.See Section 7.4
121 See Section 3.6.
122 Anderson (2001), p. 155.
123 Take as an example the security that is often used for e-mail: messages are usually encrypted with
the aptly named PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), which makes it unreadable for average users. It may easily
be broken by experts, but this is usually acceptable as the contents of most e-mail do not require high
security. For a more detailed account, see Stallings (1999), p. 356.
124

Lampson (1973).
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linking of financial data with medical data is likely to result in group profiles that may
be discriminatory, inference controls may (apart from restricting access) offer a
solution. Another aspect of inference controls is that they may help to provide better
anonymity. Using  some  o f the inference techniques discussed  in the previous section,
it is possible to prevent the identification of individual records.

All the inference controls discussed are evaluated in Table 7.1 in respect of four
characteristics that may be important to the needs, interests, and preferences of those
involved: namely, security, quality, costs, and suitability. Security expresses the level
of protection provided, something that may be evaluated by testing the technique
against various types of attack. Criteria used for classifying security include positive
and negative compromise and robustness, which expresses the capability of the125

technique to take into account the user's possible supplementary knowledge. 126

Robustness thus aims, for instance, at preventing spontaneous recognition. 127

Quality of information released to the user may be divided into four criteria.
Information loss indicates the richness of information released to the user.
Information loss is not the same as completeness, which is discussed in Subsection
2.5.2. Completeness refers to the presence of data, while information loss implies that
data may be present but are not released to a particular user. The other three criteria
for the quality of information apply to perturbation-based techniques only. Bias is
discussed in Subsection 2.5.2. Precision may be estimated using standard errors,
which are also discussed in Subsection 2.5.2. Consistency indicates the lack of
contradictions and paradoxes caused by perturbation.

128

The costs may be divided into three criteria; namely, implementation costs,
indicating the costs of implementing the technique, processing overhead, indicating
the costs of computer processing and storage time, and user education, indicating the
costs of training people in using the protection technique.

Finally, the suitability of each technique is considered. The suitability is considered
of the type ofattributes, i.e., numerical or non-numerical,  of the number ofattributes,
and of online  dynamic databases. Data types and scales are discussed extensively in
Subsection 2.2.2. The number of attributes, and the dimension of the database, which
is closely related to it, is discussed in Subsection 2.2.3. Suitability for online dynamic
databases requires that the inference technique can take changes and updates of the
database into account immediately.

125 See Subsection 7.5.3.
126 Castanoetal. (1994),p. 335.
127 See Subsection 7.2.1.
128 See also Subsection 3.4.1.
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Table 7.1: Comparison criteria for the inference controls discussed  in Subsection
7.6.3. Explanation of the abbreviations: Y=Yes, N=No. L=Low, M=moderate,
H=High, B=balanced against security, and R=depends on rounding base.
Information in the table is from  Castano et al.'29

Table 7.1 provides an extensive overview of the extent to which each inference
control meets the criteria. This overview, together with the other techniques discussed
in this chapter, raises the question which technique or combination of techniques
provides the best solution to the possible problems of data mining and group profiling.
Considering all the techniques, it is clear that there is not one single solution to the

129
Castano et al. (1994), p. 337/338.
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possible problems of data mining and group profiling; neither is there one single
solution to the problems of meeting all the needs, interests, and preferences of those
involved in epidemiological data mining and group profiling. Security techniques may
be used together, making them more secure but possibly also slower and more
expensive. Each technique or combination of techniques, if suitable, has a different
balance between the need for privacy, the need for information, and the costs
involved. In the case of medical databases, combinations of security techniques
discussed in this chapter may be used to better meet the needs of all players involved.
But although these techniques may be tailored to these needs, determination of the
best combination of security techniques in further detail depends on the information
policy used. Another reason to refrain here from suggesting in further detail the130

best combination of security techniques is that such a claim requires having tested the

suggested combination of techniques in practice, which is beyond the scope of this
research: M Nevertheless, without recommending   a (more detailed) combination   of
techniques, it may be said that the use of each of the techniques discussed in this
chapter contributes to the fulfilment of the needs, interests, and preferences of those
involved in epidemiological data mining and group profiling.

7.7 Conclusions

Two different security issues were investigated: the linking of characteristics to an
identity and the linking of characteristics to each other. Although anonymity may help
to prevent many privacy intrusions, it may not prevent data mining and group
profiling; unlinkability is essential to prevent the gradual erosion of informational
privacy. There are different degrees of identifiability. it may be difficult to move from
higher to lower degrees of identifiability because of the lack of forgetfulness of
information and communication technology; however, it may be easier to move from
lower to higher degrees of identifiability using techniques such as linking information
and coupling databases. Pseudonymity may be useful to separate different aspects o f a

person's identity. Although pseudonymity does not guarantee privacy, it may be
useful to prevent the use of several forms of group profiling and data mining.
Although (more) anonymity may contribute to fulfilling the needs of both data
subjects and data controllers, meeting their needs may also be hindered by anonymity:
data subjects may lack the legal protection that data protection law may offer, and
data controllers may in some cases need identifiable data to perform their tasks.

Cryptography may transform access problems into key management problems, and

may provide, as such, a basis for developing information controls, including
anonymity, pseudonymity, secret sharing, multilevel security systems, access controls,
flow controls, and inference controls. Secret sharing makes it possible to ensure that
information may only be used in cases in which particular predefined users co-
operate; in cases in which the consent of the data subject (or others) is required, this
may be enforced by providing the data subject with an indispensable part of the key to
his information.

Multilevel security systems may be useful to provide different access rights to
different users ofone database. Disadvantages of multilevel security systems are poly-
instantiation and update anomalies. Sensitivity labels may be assigned to data by

130 An infonnation pohcy determines who may access what information.
'31 For example, see Subsection 4.5.2 for the security measures for the Icelandic health sector database.
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determining the sphere of influence of a data item, i.e., the set of all information that
may be inferred from this data item. Direct access to multilevel security systems can
be made dependent on the authorisation level of a user with the help of access controls
such as (a combination of) passwords, access tokens, and biometrics. In multilevel
security systems, information in higher security levels may leak to lower security
levels. Flow controls may be required that specify valid channels along which
information may flow. Inference controls may be required to prevent the linking of
lower-level information from disclosing higher-level information. Although inference
controls may be important tools for preventing unwanted forms of data mining, each
combination of inference controls may have a different balance between the need for
information, the need for privacy, and the costs involved.

Although there is no general security technique that solves the possible problems of
data mining, there are several security techniques that may restrict the use of (aspects
of) particular forms of data mining. These security techniques may be used as
independent building blocks that together form a compound security system with
different levels and capabilities, tailored to the needs, interests, and preferences of
those involved in epidemiological data mining and group profiling. Determination of
the best combination of security techniques in further detail depends on the chosen
information policy, and needs to be tested in practice.
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Chapter 8
Combining solutions
8.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the problems that data mining and group profiling may raise
were discussed and measures that may provide solutions to these problems were
suggested. An analysis of data mining and group profiling was provided in Chapters 2
and 3. In Chapter 4, the field of epidemiology was explained and several examples of
group profiling in medical contexts were provided. In Chapter 5, an inventory was
made of the possible moral problems of data mining and group profiling in
epidemiology. Possible solutions were discussed in the fields of law, in Chapter 6, and
technology, in Chapter 7. In this final chapter, I reconsider these problems and
solutions and their mutual connections, and answer the key question of this thesis,
namely, what are the possible moral problems of group profiling using data mining
(e.g., in epidemiological research) and what might be possible solutions?

In Section 8.2, the key question of this thesis is answered. It is indicated which
problems are difficult or impossible to solve and for which problems legal and
technological measures may contribute (at least partially) to solutions. For the latter
category ofproblems, it is shown how and to what extent legal measures may provide
solutions where technological measures are unable to provide solutions, or vice versa.
When both legal and technological measures are required, it is shown why only legal
or only technological measures are insufficient. Finally, these solutions are
summarised in the form of concrete measures that  I recommend be taken.

Implementing these recommendations may raise difficulties, particularly because
not everyone may be convinced of the seriousness and urgency of several of the
problems and of the necessity of the suggested measures. Therefore, in Section 8.3,
awareness of the problems and solutions of data mining and group profiling, required
for implementing the recommendations, is dealt with. Heightened awareness may
result ina change of attitude towards the problems discussed in this thesis.2 Currently,
however, there is no organisation or institution responsible for increasing awareness
of the problems of data mining and group profiling: It may be suggested that an
integrated approach to these problems is lacking.

Clearly, the developments in (and interaction between) ethics, law, and technology
form an on-going process. Sometimes, technological developments are too fast for
ethics and law to keep up with.4 In such cases, technology-independent norms and
standards in law and ethics may be useful. On-going debates may also be useful in
keeping up with rapid developments. Both approaches are discussed in Section 8.4.

' See Subsection 1.1.2.
2 Note that heightened awareness  may also  be a first step in dealing with the category of problems  that
are difficult to solve, as awareness may result in a change of attitude of data subjects and data
controllers regarding the collection and processing of information, even when there are no legal or
technological solutions.
' It should be mentioned that awareness is not a solution in itself, but a prerequisite for the suggested

 egal and technological solutions.
Particularly legal developments may be slower as a result o f codification procedures. As discussed in

Subsection 8.4.1, technological developments are not always faster than ethical and legal
developments, for instance,  in the case of the development of security teChniques.
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8.2      Answering the key question

The following was the key question addressed in this thesis.5

What  are  the possible  moral  problems  of group profiling using data  mining  (e.g.,  in
epidemiological research) and what might be possible solutions?

In Chapter 5, an inventory was made of the moral problems of group profiling using
data mining in epidemiological research. In Chapters 6 and 7, legal and technological
solutions to these problems were discussed. In this section, I combine these problems
and solutions by investigating which measures may (contribute to) solve these
problems. First, I distinguish which problems are difficult or impossible to solve and
for which problems legal and technological measures may contribute (at least
partially) to solutions. For the latter problems, it is shown how and to what extent
legal measures may provide solutions where technological measures are unable to
provide solutions, or vice versa.6 When both legal and technological measures are
required, it is shown why only legal or only technological measures are insufficient.
Finally, these solutions are summarised in the form of concrete measures that I
recommend be taken.

8.2.1    The problems

The possible moral problems of data mining and group profiling were described in
Chapter 5. For many of these problems, no ready-made solutions are available. In fact,
it is doubtful whether several of these problems may be solved at all. Nevertheless,
the legal and technological measures described in the previous chapters may solve, to
a certain degree, several of these problems. For this reason, I divide the possible
problems described in Chapter 5 into problems for which the legal and technological
measures may provide (at least partial) solutions and problems that may be difficult or
impossible to solve. As shown in the next subsection, the former category ofproblems
is then further divided into problems for which legal measures may provide solutions,
problems for which technological measures may provide solutions, and problems that
require both legal and technological solutions. The latter category of problems is not
discussed in further detail in this section because of the absence of possible legal and
technological solutions. 7 This does not mean that I consider these problems
unimportant; it just means that these problems are difficult or impossible to solve.
Furthermore, finding solutions to several of these problems is considered beyond the
scope of this thesis. For instance, encompassing views of the good society (including
determining which are the most just distributions and how to bring them about) when
data mining and group profiling raise problems with regard to justice are beyond the
scope o f this thesis. However, in cases in which data mining and group profiling lead
to urgent and concrete vulnerabilities of individuals, I indicate what may be done
about this. In short, I select the most urgent and concrete problems discussed in
Chapter 5; concrete solutions for these problems are discussed in the next subsection.

6 See  Subsection  1.1.2.
6 In this respect, technological measures may be used to enforce norms and standards, similar to how
legal measures are used for this purpose. See, for instance, Stuurman (2002) and Zittrain (2000).

As discussed in the next section, awareness and a certain amount of decency may be a first step in
solving these problems when legal and technological measures do not work.
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We turn first to problems that are difficult or impossible to solve. As far as the non-
fulfilment of needs, interests, and preferences of those involved is concerned,8
investigating how the fulfilment of all needs, interests, and preferences together may
be maximised is beyond the scope of this thesis. This does not mean, however, that
the non-fulfilment of urgent and concrete needs (including forms of selection,
stigmatisation, and confrontation with unwanted information) is not dealt with:
solutions for this are discussed below. Conflicting needs, interests, and preferences

may also constitute moral conflicts with regard to justice, when they raise distribution
problems. Encompassing views of the good society (including determining which are
the most just distributions and how to bring them about) are beyond the scope of this
thesis.9 Again,  this  does  not  mean that urgent and concrete violations of

 usticeresulting from data mining and group profiling (for instance, when masking' takes

places) are not dealt with.
Another problem discussed in Chapter 5 that is difficult to solve concerns violations

of solidarity. As shown in Subsection 3.2.2, members of groups resulting from group
profiling using data mining may lack mutual ties that may be used as a basis for the
loyalty of group members to their group. Furthermore, there is controversy about
whether people are morally required to contribute to realising the purposes and aims
of the principle of solidarity. In this way, legal and technological measures are not
likely to prevent violations of solidarity.  In the next section, an approach is discussed
that may be more helpful in dealing with this, namely, creating more awareness of the
effects of (lacking) solidarity in groups and in society.

In cases in which the therapeutic exceptionil plays a role, the principles of non-
maleficence/beneficence may conflict with the autonomy of the patient or with the
honesty of the doctor towards the patient. Although these conflicts were identified as
moral problems, these problems are not caused by, or typical of, data mining and
group profiling. As such, they are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, as
indicated in Section 3.6, group profiles may result in confrontation with unwanted
information. The therapeutic exception (and the right not to know) may then play a
role in preventing such confrontations. In this way, the therapeutic exception and the
right not to know may be useful as possible solutions instead of being possible
problems. Possible conflicts between professional secrecy and the principles of non-
maleficence or beneficence (for instance, notifying cases of highly infectious diseases
or cases of child abuse) are dealt with in a similar way. Although these conflicts were
identified as moral problems, 12 they are not caused by, or typical of, data mining and
group profiling and, as such, are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, as the
doctor may be a source of information, professional secrecy may play a role in
preventing the creation of group profiles that may violate the principles of non-
maleficence or beneficence,  or the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved.
In this way, professional secrecy may be useful as a possible solution rather than
being a possible problem.

The problems for which legal and technological measures may provide (at least
partial) solutions are the following.13 Data mining and group profiling may lead to

8 See Section 5.3.
9 See Section  1.1  for the scope of this thesis.
I0 See Subsection  1.2.4.  Note that masking may cause violations not only ofjustice, but also of fairness
and honesty; see below." See Subsection 5.2.4.
I 2 See Subsection 5.3.2.
13 See also Section 5.5.
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forms of selection that violate justice  or  lead  to the non-fulfilment of urgent  and
concrete needs.14  They  may  also  lead to stigmatisation  (both of individuals  and  of
groups) and to confrontation with unwanted information. Masking, i.e., using trivial
characteristics as indicators for sensitive characteristics, may lead to violations of
justice or honesty,15 or both. Group profiles may violate respect for autonomy when
individuals are not able to influence the process of group profiling and/or when no
informed consent is asked. Ensuring informed consent may be difficult because of the
unpredictability of the results of data mining. Individuality may be violated when
limited amounts of characteristics are used in group profiles to describe and judge
unique individuals, or when characteristics are not correct for the group members as
individuals.

Specifically in the epidemiological context, several professional norms may raise
additional problems: for the researcher, freedom of research may conflict with other
starting points, such as justice and respect for autonomy. Particularly in relation to
the freedom of research, the need for information may conflict with the privacy of
individuals: 6 Health insurance companies may have a need to determine risks; this
need may conflict with solidarity. Detailed estimation of risks may even undermine
the insurance markets, which are based on solidarity.

As mentioned above, these concrete problems are dealt with at a concrete level in
the next subsection. In Subsection 8.2.3, I summarise these solutions in the form of
concrete measures that I recommend be taken.

8.2.2    The solutions

In this subsection, I discuss the problems resulting from data mining and group
profiling for which legal and technological measures may provide (at least partial)
solutions. These problems are further divided into problems that may be solved using
legal measures, problems that may be solved using technological measures, and
problems that require both legal and technological solutions. For each problem 1 show
how, and to what extent, the legal and technological measures may (at least partially)
contribute to solutions; I also indicate where law and technology may not provide
solutions. When both legal and technological measures are required, I show why only
legal or only technological measures are insufficient. The order in which the problems
are dealt with is the same as in Chapter 5.  In this subsection, the perspective of Dutch
epidemiological research is explicitly taken.

Consider first the problem that data mining and group profiling may lead to forms of
selection that violate justice or lead to the non-fulfilment of urgent and concrete
needs. 17  This typically involves unequal treatment  that  is not allowed  in the sense  of
the AWGB ('discrimination') or exclusion from requirements for fulfilling biological
or basic needs, such as exclusion from jobs, loans, health care, etc. In order to prevent
or minimise such selection, both legal and technological measures may be used. The
first approach may be to prevent the creation of group profiles that lead to this

14 For instance, group profiles may be used for screening, but when the group profiles have limited
reliability, people may be missed in the screening and remain untreated. This may be decisive for their
survival. As mentioned before, group profiles may also be used for selection  for jobs, mortgages, loans,
benefits, insurances, etc.
15 Note that honesty is also referred to as veracity or truthfulness.
I6 Privacy problems may not be unique to group profiling, but, as shown in Section 3.2, group profiling
using data mining is considerably different from group profiling based on empirical statistical research.
17 See Subsection 5.2.1 for the distinction between needs, interests, and preferences. As indicated,
needs are often more urgent, serious. and acute than interests or preferences.
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selection. Legal measures may be useful for limiting the collection of data (the first
step in the KDD process):8 For medical data, the professional secrecy in the WGBO
may restrict doctors in providing information for data mining purposes." The WBP
may restrict the collection and processing of personal data.20 Both the WGBO  and  the
WBP  contribute to the realisation  of the aims of justice  and the fulfilment of the
needs, interests, and preferences of those involved. Nevertheless, the protection of the
WGBO and the WBP is limited in these cases, as they do not limit the collection and
processing of anonymous data, and anonymous data may be used  for data mining and
group profiling. Thus, in the central steps of the KDD process, legal solutions may not
be applied, unless the scope of WBP is extended, for instance, as suggested in
Subsection 6.4.1.

Technological measures may then be of further help. When it is expected that
coupling particular types of data is likely to result in group profiles that may violate
justice or lead to non-fulfilment of needs, interests, or preferences, such data may be
separated using multilevel security systems. Characteristics described in the AWGB
that may violate justice include religion, political orientation, race, gender, nationality,
and sexual orientation. It is recommended that these characteristics either not be
included in epidemiological databases that are used for data mining, or that these
characteristics be separated from coupling with trivial characteristics, to prevent
masking (see below). Clearly, there may be exceptional cases in which the coupling of
these characteristics is required. Examples of such exceptions are to help
disadvantaged (groups of) people21 or to specifically give people what they can be
expected to need or prefer. In such cases, technological measures may no longer be
useful, but legal measures may again be ofhelp: in the final steps ofthe KDD process,
the AWGB may limit the use of discovered group profiles. Using the AWGB, the use
of particular characteristics as selection criteria that are considered unjust may be
prevented. Some people argue that the AWGB makes all the above measures

superfluous, as it prohibits unjustified selection. However, the AWGB alone is
unlikely to provide sufficient protection, as it may be difficult to enforce (see also the
case of masking below) and it applies only to cases in which selection actually took
place (which does not include problems such as stigmatisation; see below). A possible
way to make the AWGB easier to enforce was suggested in Section 6.8: namely, by
reversing the burden of proof in cases of suspicion in lawsuits, which is already the
case for the commission for equal treatment (CGB).

For related problems, such as stigmatisation22 (both of individuals and of groups)
and confrontation with unwanted information, the solutions are similar to those
described above for unjustified selection. However, contrary to selection,
stigmatisation may already take place in earlier steps of the KDD process;
stigmatisation does not require that selection actually took place. Therefore, the
AWGB cannot prevent or prohibit stigmatisation on the basis of group profiles.
Preventing the creation of stigmatising group profiles, in the ways described above,
may contribute to prevent stigmatisation. However, stigmatisation on the basis of
group profiles is a much more difficult problem to solve than unjustified selection on

'8 See Figure 1.1 in Section 1.2 for the KDD process.
19 See Section 6.5.
20 See Section 6.3.
21 This is sometimes referred to as positive discrimination. See Section 6.7.
22 See also Subsection 5.3.1. Stigmatisation is considered opprobrious and grievous treatment of people
in this thesis. Stigmatisation may, contrary to 'discrimination', also apply to 'soft cases' in which no
provable selection on the basis of personal data takes place. See Subsection 6.4.1.
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the basis of group profiles. At the same time, it should be noted that stigmatisation,
even though it may be a serious problem, is sometimes considered less serious than
unjustified selection, as the latter may involve more urgent, serious, and concrete
needs.

For confrontation with unwanted information there may be several solutions in
addition to those for unjustified selection. The WGBO provides two ways to prevent
unwanted confrontation when dealing with medical data. The doctor may decide that
to use the therapeutic exception when providing particular information would result in
severe disadvantages for a patient. Clearly, a disadvantage of the therapeutic
exception is that it violates the autonomy of the patient. Therefore, a subsidiary
solution may be to use the right not to know, in which case the patient takes this
decision himself. However, the right not to know may not always be used, as in some
cases a patient's anxiety may increase when he knows that there exists information of
which he does not know the contents. An advantage  of both the therapeutic exception
and the right not to know is that they may be applied after the data mining has taken
place. In this way, the problem of the unpredictability of the results of the KDD
process does not constitute a problem. Nevertheless, it is important to note that
confrontation with unwanted information is irreversible, i.e., it may not be undone
once it has taken place.

Another way in which data mining and group profiling may lead to violations of
justice and honesty23 is by the use of masking, i.e., using trivial characteristics as
indicators for sensitive characteristics. Masking is a problem for which technological
measures may provide few solutions, if any.24 However, there are legal measures that
may provide (at least partial) solutions to this problem. Masking takes place after the
discovery of group profiles. As discussed in Section 6.8, the AWGB may be useful in
preventing masking, as it explicitly mentions indirect distinctions. However, in
practice, there may be problems of enforcement, as recognising which characteristics
were used for making a distinction may be difficult.25 Reversing the burden of proof
in cases in which masking is suspected may contribute to transparency and, thus, to
enforcement of the AWGB. This already exists for the commission for equal
treatment (CGB), but not for lawsuits. However, it may be argued that, in the end, not
using masking is a matter of decency. As discussed in the next section, a change of
attitude may be achieved by creating awareness of the problems of data mining and
group profiling.

Group profiles may violate autonomy when individuals are not able to influence the
process of group profiling and/or when no informed consent is asked. This problem
may be addressed with a combination of legal and technological solutions.  In the first
steps in the KDD process, individuals may prevent the collection and processing of
their personal data. Not giving away personal data may prevent, to some extent, the
collection of data, but data collectors may obtain  data in other ways than directly from
data subjects. From a legal perspective, the principles for fair information processing

26

in the WBP may then be useful to limit the processing of information to which data
subjects object. Data subjects themselves may play an active role in this by using the
participation principle, which provides several rights to have inaccurate or incomplete
data changed or removed. Regarding the release of medical data, the WGBO and the

23 Note that honesty is also referred to as veracity or truthfulness; see Subsection 5.2.4.
24 Trivial and sensitive characteristics may be separated in a database, but, as indicated above, there
may be reasons,  such as positive discrimination, to allow coupling of these characteristics.
25 Note that the WBP deals with similar problems of transparency; see Chapter 6.
26 See Section 6.3.
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professional secrecy of doctors may also restrict the release of information. However,
as indicated in Section 6.4, the enforcement of the participation principle may be
hindered by rectification problems. As these rectification problems are mainly caused
by technological factors, this calls for technological measures rather than legal
measures.

From a technological perspective, access controls27 and cryptography28 may
strengthen the control of individuals over their data: when data is encrypted or
otherwise difficult to access, the collection and processing of such data without the
consent of data subjects may be more difficult or impossible. Secret sharing is
particularly useful in this, as this technology may enforce informed consent when
providing a data subject with an indispensable part o f the key to his personal data.29  In

such cases, data controllers, such as doctors, hospitals, and insurance companies,
cannot access a patient's data without his co-operation (and, thus, consent). The
implementation of multilevel security systems may contribute to enforcing the
possibility for data subjects to provide partial consent, i.e., consent in components.
From a legal perspective, a data subject may consent to the processing of data for
purpose X, while not consenting to the processing of data for purpose Y. However,
once data is released for purpose X, checking that the same data is not used for
purpose Y may be difficult for data subjects. Multilevel security systems may enforce
this partial consent, because the data is stored in different levels of a database. Secret
sharing may be another technological solution, when an indispensable part of the key
to the information is given to the data subject.30 As multilevel security and secret
sharing may easily be combined, such a combination may be even more secure.

As indicated in Section 6.4, the WBP may not be applicable to the middle steps of
the KDD process, since in these steps often anonymous data is processed and the
WBP does not apply to anonymous data. Stronger legal protection may consist of
extending the scope of the WBP by extending the concept of personal data. This
would provide individuals with more possibilities to influence the central steps in the
KDD process. In the final steps of the KDD process, there are no technological
measures that may contribute to the autonomy and consent of individuals. From a
legal perspective, the AWGB provides a possibility for individuals to undertake action
when they consider themselves to have been treated unjustly. It should be mentioned
that only legal measures or only technological measures are not sufficient to deal with
this problem: the current legal protection is applicable only to the first and last steps
of the KDD process, whereas the technological measures are applicable only to the
central steps of the KDD process. It is sometimes argued that anonymity may also be
a solution to this problem, but, as pointed out in Chapter 7, anonymity does not enable
individuals to prevent group profiling. In fact, anonymity may only decrease
autonomy in such cases, as the WBP (which allows, for instance, for having
inaccurate or incomplete data removed or corrected) may no longer be applicable.
Anonymity may contribute to privacy, though; see below.

When dealing with problems of data mining and group profiling with regard to
respect for autonomy, autonomy, or the individual as the locus of control, is not all-
important. In some cases, it may be argued that the group rather than the individual
should be the locus of control. Problems of violation of autonomy may then be less

21 See Subsection 7.5.1.
28 See Section 7.3.
29 See Subsection 7.3.2.
30 In this way, enforcement of consent is integrated in the technology. See also Adar and Huberman
(2001).
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serious and less urgent. Respect for autonomy, particularly consent, does not enable or
disable data mining and group profiling. A person who does not consent to the
collection and processing of his data may still be treated on the basis of group
characteristics ascribed to him when others in the group he belongs to consent to the
use of their data. In Section 3.2,  it was indicated that groups may organise themselves
to protect their needs, interests, and preferences. In the following section I argue that
an overall approach, such as co-ordination and co-operation of organisations involved,
may be useful in dealing with these issues.

Another related problem is that ensuring informed consent may be difficult because
of the unpredictability of the results of data mining. Since unpredictability is inherent
in the technology of data mining, technological measures may be more useful than
legal measures in dealing with this problem. Since informing data subjects of the
precise results of the KDD process may be impossible, an alternative may be to
provide information about  the KDD process itself, to  show examples of earlier results,
and to indicate what kind of results may be expected. For instance, when asking for
consent to use medical data for data mining, it may be ensured that consent is better
informed by indicating what other data are already present in that particular database.
If there are financial data in the database, a data subject may not know whether
relations between the medical and financial data may be discovered (since it is not
known if such relations exist at all); nevertheless,  a data subject may refuse consent if
he expects that such relations may be disadvantageous for him (if they exist and are
discovered). Clearly, this is not a technological solution, but technological measures
may strengthen this approach. For instance, when a data subject does not want to
consent to all forms of data mining, but only to several specific forms of data mining,
secret sharing may be useful to ensure this. Furthermore, as described above,
multilevel security systems may prevent the coupling of several types ofdata to which
a data subject has not consented.

Individuality may be violated when limited amounts of characteristics are used in
group profiles to describe and judge unique individuals and/or when characteristics
are not correct for the group members as individuals. This problem is closely related
to the reliability of group profiles, discussed in Section 3.5. Both legal and
technological measures may be useful in addressing this problem. From a
technological perspective, it is often thought that collecting and processing more data
may provide a solution, as more data may result in more characteristics to describe
and judge individuals,  and in more reliable and detailed profiles. However, the use of
more data does not necessarily solve this problem, since not the amounts of data but
the ways in which data are processed cause these problems. Collecting more data
would only enable further data mining and group profiling, possibly with more
unreliable results.i' The solution is more complex than this. As indicated in Chapter 3,
the reliability of group profiles is determined by the reliability of the underlying data
and the reliability of the interpretation and use of the group profiles. The reliability of
the data may be improved by checking the integrity (i.e., the accuracy and
completeness) of the data and the sample sizes. Using a limited number of attributes
may prevent difficulties in interpreting the results. The reliability of the interpretation
of group profiles may be improved by checking the significance and the
interestingness (consisting of novelty, usefulness, and non-triviality) of the results. 32

31 See also the privacy paradox in Subsection 6.4.2.
32 See Section 2.5.
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A logical analysis of the interpretation of group profiles may result in more reliable
use ofthe profiles.

Measures such as these may result in more reliable group profiles, which may result
in (more) correct treatment, as the characteristics and situations of individuals are
(more) taken into account. However, this does not necessarily mean that this will also
be considered fair treatment by those involved. For instance, refusing people the right
to buy health insurance on the basis of a distributive profile may be correct treatment,
but whether this treatment is fair remains to be seen. Thus, the use of technological
measures with regard to the reliability of group profiles may contribute to solving
violations of individuality, but does not solve problems with regard to forms of
selection that may violate justice. Possible solutions to problems with regard to justice
are discussed above.  It is not realistic to expect that improving the reliability of group
profiles will prevent the creation of all non-distributive profiles. Therefore, legal
measures are also required to deal with this problem.

The data quality principle states that the data controller should ensure that data are
accurate, complete, and kept up-to-date:3 Furthermore, as explained in Section 6.4,
the WBP contains provisions to have incomplete or inaccurate data removed or
completed. This may contribute to the reliability of the data, but it may also be applied
when group characteristics are incorrectly ascribed to individuals. In this way, a data
subject may ensure that he is not treated on the basis of group characteristics that he
does not share as an individual.34 A difficulty of the WBP is that incorrect data may,
at some point, no longer be personal data.35 A broadening of the scope of the WBP
may be useful for such cases. The AWGB does not require data to be correct and may
be used when a person considers himself to have been treated unfairly.36 When a
particular form of treatment is incorrect or does not take particular relevant
characteristics or situations into account, such treatment is less likely to be fair
treatment. Only a combination of legal and technological measures may contribute to
individuality: on the one hand, legal measures only may not enhance the reliability of
group profiles, and, on the other hand, technological measures only may not prevent
all incorrect and unfair treatment.

As indicated in Section 5.3, several professional norms may raise additional
problems in the epidemiological context.  For the researcher,  freedom of research (and
the need for information that may come along with it) may conflict with other starting
points, such as justice and autonomy. Violations of these principles are discussed
above. Particularly in relation to the freedom of research, the need for information
may conflict with the privacy of individuals. As indicated in Subsection 6.2.2, privacy
may be an issue when people give away bits and pieces of information about
themselves at different places and for different purposes, and in the end find out that
this information was all linked in one dossier. Although this is closely related to  the
problem of confrontation (see above), the problem of confrontation deals with
whether or not the data subject has information himself, whereas privacy deals with
whether or not persons other than the data subject have access to this information.

It is often argued that anonymity is the best solution to this conflict, as it preserves
the privacy of individuals and, at the same time, allows researchers to perform their
tasks. Legislation, such as the WBP and the WGBO, illustrates this assumption, as the

33 See Subsection 6.3.1.
34 Note, however, that starting with incorrect data, but giving a person the right to amend the data, may
infringe the presumption of innocence; see Subsection 6.4.2.
35 For this similarity between incorrect data and anonymous data, see Subsection 6.4.1.
36 See Section 6.7.
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WBP does not address anonymous data (see Section 6.4) and the WGBO allows the
release of anonymised information for research (see Article 458 WGBO). However,
as was shown in Chapter 7, anonymity does not prevent data mining and group
profiling. The problems of data mining and group profiling based on anonymous data
are in many cases the same as when these are based on personal data. Anonymity may
actually decrease autonomy and individuality in such cases, as the WBP (which
allows, for instance, for having inaccurate or incomplete data removed or corrected)
may no longer be applicable.

In the conflict between the need for information ofresearchers, on the one hand, and
the privacy of individuals, on the other hand, both legal and technological measures
may contribute to solutions. From a technological perspective, anonymity may play a
role in preventing privacy intrusions, even when it may not prevent data mining and
group profiling. As explained in Section 7.2, unlinkability, rather than anonymity, is
essential to prevent the gradual erosion of privay.  For this reason, different degrees
of anonymity/identifiability were distinguished.  Higher degrees of anonymity may
be applied to more sensitive data, such as the types of data that the AWGB prohibits
for unequal treatment.38 However, as indicated above, this measure alone is not likely
to offer any protection, as it does not prevent the linking of identifiable data with
anonymous data. In order to prevent such linking, the data have to be stored in
separate databases or, when in one database, they must be separated in a multilevel
security system. The leaking of information from these databases may then be
prevented using such measures as encoding the data, access controls, flow controls,
and inference controls. From a legal perspective, anonymity may be a disadvantage to
data subjects, since data of identified or identifiable individuals may have more legal
protection than anonymous data. This calls for legal measures as well, since
anonymity (or technology in general) may not be sufficient to solve this issue. In the
case of data mining and group profiling, meeting the needs of data subjects,
particularly with regard to privacy, requires both anonymity and legal data protection,
instead of anonymity or legal data protection.

The last problem to be discussed in this subsection is also related to the
epidemiological context of this thesis. Health insurance companies may have a need
to determine risks, but this need may conflict with solidarity. As explained in
Subsection 5.3.4, very detailed estimations of risks may even undermine the insurance
markets, which are based on solidarity. Note that detailed risk assessments may also
cause problems with regard to privacy, an issue dealt with above. Since estimating
risk is a technological issue, technological measures may be more useful than legal
measures for dealing with this conflict. As shown in Subsection 5.3.4, prohibiting risk
assessments in general is not a solution, as even community rated insurances (in
which risk assessments are not allowed) may not always contribute to realising the
aims of the principle ofsolidarity. 39 Premium rate restrictions create a predictable loss
on high-risk individuals, which insurance companies may try to avoid with tools such
as selective advertising, providing poor services to high-risk individuals, and offering
high-risk individuals a large sum of money to choose another insurer.

37 See Sections  1.7  and 7.2.
18 See Section 6.7.
39 Note that, in the Netherlands, community rated health insurances (sick-funds) co-exist with (private)
risk-adjusted health insurances. However, this is not a free market, as the sick-funds are obliged to
accept people below a particular income and the community rate is regulated by the government. See
Subsection 5.3.4.
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Nevertheless, limiting particular forms of risk assessment may contribute to
realising the aims of the principle of solidarity. To a certain extent, this is the same as
for the principle of justice: insurance companies should be prohibited from using
particular characteristics such as gender, religion, or race for unequal treatment, but
the AWGB already ensures this. Furthermore, the problem of masking should be
addressed as indicated above. Additionally, it may be advisable to separate the data
available to health insurance companies according to their different tasks. Currently,
the tasks of health insurance companies  are to spread health risks among their clients
and to manage (albeit together with others) the demand for, and supply of, health care.
This enables them to use planning information for risk assessments and vice versa.
This may even violate the use limitation principle  (stating that data should not be
used for purposes other than those specified), although it should be mentioned that
most insurance companies try to obtain consent for these uses of information.
Multilevel security systems may enforce the use limitation principle by separating the
information required to perform each task. This would restrict the amount of
information available for data mining and, as it limits risk assessments, contribute to
realising more solidarity. It is important to note that this conflicts with the current
strategies of health insurance companies that try to perform increasingly detailed risk
assessments. However, as explained in Subsection 5.3.4, very detailed risk
assessments may undermine the insurance markets. Therefore, it may be argued that
posing restrictions to risk assessments is also in the interest of health insurance
companies. Clearly, such restrictions should apply to all companies so that possible
advantages or disadvantages for the competitive position of the companies involved
are kept at a minimum.

8.2.3 Recommendations

Now that I have discussed the legal and technological solutions for each problem, I
will summarise the concrete measures that I recommend be taken. From a legal
perspective, it is recommended that the scope of the WBP be extended in such  a way
that it protects not only personal data, but also data in group profiles. An example of
what such an extension may look like was discussed in Subsection 6.4.1, although
there may be other possibilities. Dutch data protection law is arranged at the level of
the European Union, but there  are no indications  that an extension  of the  WBP  such  as
the one suggested conflicts with European rules. It should be mentioned that there
may be insufficient awareness of the necessity of this and other measures; the
following section deals with this.

The protection realised by the privacy  rinciples implemented in the WBP seems

adequate for the needs of those involved.  1 Nevertheless, stricter enforcement of the
WBP may be achieved by focusing on transparency and accountability. Because of
the international scope of information technologies, accountability may be difficult to
enforce when data mining and group profiling take place abroad. A practical approach
to transparency may be to have certificate authorities issue quality marks and to create
more awareness among data subjects and data controllers. The government may take
initiatives for setting up certificate authorities and for creating awareness. Awareness
is discussed in the following section.

40 See Section 6.3.
41 See Section 5.3.
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The WGBO and the AWGB do not seem to require substantial changes with regard
to data mining and group profiling in epidemiology. As the use of the AWGB may
also cause difficulties with regard to transparency, it may be argued that reversing the
burden of proof in cases of suspicion (already existing for the CGB) may also be
introduced for lawsuits. The CGB may serve as an example for this.

From a technological perspective, it is recommended that multilevel security
systems be applied in the databases of those who perform (or may want to perform)
data mining and group profiling. Particularly when health insurance companies are
responsible for the planning of health care, it is recommended that their tasks as
planner and insurer be separated by separating the corresponding data required for
these tasks.42 It should be mentioned that for many data in the database, such a
separation is impossible as the data may be necessary for both purposes. Nevertheless,
separating data according to the rrposes it is used for may limit the number of
relations that may be discovered. Similar separations may be useful in cases in
which one person performs the role of doctor and researcher at the same time and  in
cases in which different parts of the government have different tasks to fulfil. The
exact implementation of a multilevel security system depends on the information
policy determined,44 but in all cases, attention to flow controls and inference controls
is required to prevent information leaks. Furthermore, it is recommended that
sensitive types of data, such as the types of data the AWGB prohibits for unequal
treatment (e.g., religion, gender, and race), have higher protection levels within the
multilevel security systems than trivial data.

In addition to multilevel security systems, the use of other information controls,
usually based on cryptography, is recommended. Consent should be enforced -where
applicable» by providing a data subject an indispensable part of the key to his
information. Databases that may be considered are those of general practitioners,
hospitals, health insurance companies, etc. Instead of limiting the possibilities of
linkability (such as access) for data miners, another approach may be to limit
identifiability. It was shown that this approach may not limit data mining, but it may
still contribute to the needs, interests, and preferences of data subjects. Limiting
identifiability may be achieved by using traditional methods such as anonymisers.
However, the risk of limiting identifiability may be that (current) data protection law
becomes inapplicable.

45

Clearly, implementing these measures may be difficult, particularly because not
everyone may be aware of, or convinced  of, the seriousness and urgency of several  of
the problems and of the need for the measures mentioned above. The following
section deals with the awareness of the possible problems and solutions of data
mining and group profiling that is required for implementing these measures.
Furthermore, it should be noted that, currently, an integrated approach is lacking,
since there is no organisation or institution responsible for all the problems regarding
data mining and group profiling.46 It may be argued that the seriousness of the

42 This is closely related to the data quality principle and the use limitation principle; see Subsection
6.3.1.
43 See Subsection 2.4.2.
44 An information policy states who may access what information.
45 Note that the effectiveness of this technological solution thus depends on the extension of data
protection law; see Subsection 6.4.1.
46

Note, however, that there are various organisations that are responsible for (parts 00 several of the
problems.
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problems of data mining and group profiling requires an integrated approach; the
following sections deal with this.

8.3 Awareness

It may be argued that, in the end, dealing with data mining and group profiling is a
matter ofdecency. This is why a moral point of view, impl ing the willingness to take
the vulnerabilities of people into account, is important.4 Without this willingness,
none of the recommendations above is likely to prove effective.48 This brings us to a
remaining problem: it may be expected that several practical problems may arise
when implementing the above recommendations. Even when there is a willingness to
take the vulnerabilities of people into account, not everyone may be aware of (or
convinced of) the seriousness and urgency of several of the problems and of the
necessity of the measures suggested above. Therefore, it may be argued that
awareness of the risks and benefits of data mining and group profiling is required.49,50

Note that awareness is not in itself a solution, but a prerequisite for the previously
suggested measures.

It may be argued that the current lack of awareness is a result of the fact that no
organisation or institution is responsible for spreading awareness. This brings us to a
more general problem: at the moment, there is no single organisation or institution
responsible for all the problems regarding data mining and group profiling. Several
problems are the responsibilities of different organisations and institutions, whereas
other problems (for instance, problems regarding anonymous data) are not assigned to
a particular organisation or institution. It may be argued that the seriousness of the
problems of data mining and group profiling requires an integrated approach that
covers all problems.

This section is divided into a part concerning (awareness about) the importance of
openness for the effective functioning of the legal solutions and a part concerning
awareness about security for the effective functioning of the technological solutions.
The latter type of awareness mainly concerns data controllers, i.e., those collecting
and processing data.51 Clearly, data mining and group profiling are also forms of data
processing. Since the so-called human factor is usually the weakest link in security
systems, people working with security systems should be aware of how to treat
security and the consequences ofneglecting security.

52

Openness concerns both data subjects and data controllers. Since data mining and
group profiling is usually performed behind the scenes, patients/data subjects may not
be aware of how their data is processed. Data subjects may not know who has what
information available about them, what this information is used for, where the data
was obtained, what rights they have concerning these data, etc. In this section, I point
out the (legal) obligations of data controllers with regard to openness. However, it

47 See  Sections  1.5 and 5. 1.
48 See also Zittrain (2000), p. 69.
49 Although most of the literature mentions this, hardly any literature on data mining and group

Po

rofiling deals with this issue in more detail.
Even the U.S. Congress recognised that while laws can be a deterrent, the most effective way to

control ICT problems is to create general awareness of the ethical and legal questions involved. See
Black (2002), p. 289.
"   Of the roles discussed in Section 5.3, the data controllers are the doctor, the (medical) researcher, the
health insurance companies, and the government.
52  See also Articles  16 and  17  of the European data protection directive.
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may be argued that data subjects, like other parts of society, have, to a certain extent,
a responsibility to protect their own needs, interests, and preferences. Therefore, I
suggest data subjects and data controllers have joint responsibility, which may
contribute to more transparency.

8.3.1    Awareness about openness

The issue addressed in this subsection is the things about which openness is required
(i.e., what people need to be aware of with regard to data mining and group profiling)
and how this openness may be achieved. As I point out below, individuals and groups
have, to a certain extent, like other parts of society, a responsibility to protect their
own needs, interests, and preferences with regard to data mining and group profiling.
Awareness about data mining and group profiling may thus emphasise the things that
people can do themselves.

Starting with the collection of data, people may need to be aware of the effects of
giving away information, even though large amounts  of data  are not collected directly
from individuals. Awareness about giving away data may apply to both personal data
and non-personal data, as both may be used for data mining. Although the price
reductions, free products, or services offered may often seem advantageous in return
for filling out some form with personal information, people may be unaware of the
effects this may have.53 This may result from the fact that a longer period of time
elapses between the first step of the KDD process (data collection) and the final step
(actions), see Figure 1.1, in which the data subjects are not informed of the progress in
the KDD process. More in general, it could be stated that profiling techniques, by
their nature, tend not to be visible processes for data subjects.54 Thus, it may be
argued that awareness of the problems and solutions of data mining and group
profiling as a whole is required.

During the KDD process, data subjects may forget what data they released to whom
and therefore not recognise the feedback. For instance, it may be difficult for data
subjects to find out how the senders ofjunk mail obtained their e-mail address, even if
the sender is not anonymous.55 Especially when an organisation collecting data sells
this data to other organisations, tracing how the data was obtained may be difficult. Of
course, there are methods for tracing data. An easy method is with the use of what I
refer to as a tracer.56 A tracer is an intentional error in a person's data. For instance, if
someone's surname is 'Greenspan', he may fill out the name 'Greenspade'. As soon
as this person is addressed under this name, it is clear where the data originated from.

Providing false data does not work when a person wants to have something done.
For instance, giving a doctor incorrect data will not exactly contribute to a person's
treatment. When ordering a book on the Internet, filling out false address is of no use,
because having the book delivered will then be difficult. Furthermore, tracers do not
work when used in redundant data, i.e., data that may be derived from other available
data.57 For instance, a person's age may be derived from his date of birth. Thus, a

53 This seems to be an incongruity between public opinion and public behaviour: although people tend
to express concern about privacy when asked about it, they routinely disclose personal information
because of convenience, discounts, and other incentives, or a lack of understanding of the
consequences; see Regan (2002). See also OIPC (2000), Cantrill and Cantrill (1994), and the surveys
on www.pnvacyexchange.org.
54 See also Bygrave (2002), p. 311, Swdak (2001).
55

See Zweers (2001)
56 DO not confuse the tracer with the tracker mentioned in Subsection 7.5.3.
57 Compare this with the sphere of influence discussed in Subsection 7.4.2.
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false age is not a good tracer when the corresponding date of birth is known.
58

Databases may be cross-referenced with databases with public information.
Therefore, filling out a false phone number usually does not work when name and
address are known, since cross-referencing with a phone book may provide the correct

phone number anyway.
When data subjects do not recognise the connection between the first and the last

step of the KDD process, balancing the advantages (which are often short-term) with
the disadvantages (which are often long-term) may be difficult for them. People may
not realise how many characteristics may be ascribed to them on the basis of trivial
information. For instance, particular Internet sites enable ascribing about    150
characteristics to an individual  on the basis of a zip code.59 Collection and processing

information may take place little by little, without the data subjects being aware of it.
When decisions are taken on the basis of the information provided, data subjects may
become aware of what has happened, but it may be too late to change such a decision.
Therefore, creating some awareness about (the central steps in) the KDD process may
be helpful, so that data subjects realise what can be done with, or concluded from, the
information that is released and how linking data may result in a gradual erosion of
privacy.60 Often the effects of giving away particular information cannot be known,
even for data controllers, because the data released still has to be mined and the
results of data mining are unpredictable by nature. Consider, for instance, Fneticinformation from which new characteristics may be derived in the future. 1 This
unpredictability may raise even more difficulties for a data subject that is trying to
assess the positive and negative effects ofreleasing information.

At the moment, much data has already been collected. There is a great deal of
information available for data mining and group profiling, even if people immediately
stopped releasing any further information. Awareness with regard to this information
should be created as well.62 The (legal) obligations that data controllers have
regarding openness can be found in Articles 33 and 34 of the Dutch data protection
law (WBP).63 These obli tions include providing (on request) information on what
data they have collected,   how they obtained the data, for what purposes the data is
used, how they process the data, and providing information about their identity as data
controllers.65 Furthermore, to improve the functioning of legal measures, data subjects
should be made aware of their legal rights,66 for instance, to have incomplete or
inaccurate data changed, rectified, or destroyed if they want to. This may include
awareness about how they can enforce their rights: data subjects often assume that
they have certain rights regarding their data, but they may not know how these rights

58 See Subsection 2.4.2.
59 Van Nieuwstadt (1999). See, for instance, www.Drizm.nl.
60 Brands (1999), p. 26. See also Schwartz (1995) who speaks of the "silent ability of technology to
erode our expectations of privacy".
61 See also the Iceland case in Section 4.5.
62 This problem also exists in the U.S. where even fewer laws exist to track or control this. See Black
(2002),p. 304.
63 See also Articles 10 through  12 of European Directive 95/46/EG of the European Parliament and the
Council of 24th October 1995, [1995] 01 L281/31. For a more detailed discussion, see Section 6.4.
64 Note that this may include information about the reliability of the data collected, see Section 3.5.
65 There are indications that transparency may be lacking. See Artz and Van Eijk (2000). Hospitals and
insurance companies  seem to neglect the obligation of notifying  the data protection authority,  see CBP

 2003a) and CBP (2003b).
See, for instance, Articles  35  and 36 of the WBP.
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may be effectuated.67 Awareness on the part of data subjects may emphasise what
68people can do themselves.

Do you know your own IP addresses?

To differentiate computers, each computer connected to the Internet is assigned at least one unique W
address (Internet Protocol address). Thus, an IP address is simply a number that locates someone's
computer on the Internet  Do you know Milat your computer's IP address is?
I f your computer is constantly connected to the Internet, through a local network at work or school for
example. most likely you have a static IP address, which is an address that doesn't change every tillie

you log on to the Internet. If you have a dial-up
   connection to the Internet or are using a
/     "mr...... '*•." 11..,1.....0.-.1. computer that gets connected to the Internet

OM#1     14. 4  4 ' ......71*• -•, 1.. 1.'..  1.·.1-
M    It   i  .ix/1    01 0./  ..11  01| 1   1., ..'.,8. 10...,"-1-11 intermitlently, you're most likely picking up a
tt'·  .1""  M    "-  h .d VAA- drnamic IP address from a pool of possible IP
et*e#C,mFA id addresses at your Internet service provider's
Clia,               17."

'
network during each login.
If you think you have a dynamic IP address.
you may ask your network administrator or

g/U.*9,1=a   M,1.11, 1,11,1*,1,1,, Il -19'M.1,1 91-,1 1, 01 Internet service provider for the range of IP #j/1. ..ra    .1.4/h'.,1.1....'1..„.11„, ......„„.1
miri &.'  w*'., addresses that your computer could get
jV.I.-..........'...4. assigned. For static addresses. your IP address

can be found with the help of the web site
4 *1  1  ur- 1   r.,4 1   below.

Source: http://www.chami.com/tins/intemet/041498I.html

Data controllers, such as (medical) researchers and (health) insurance companies,
may not always be aware of their rights and obligations. Before processing a 
personal data, they must in principle notify the Data Protection Authority of this.
However. they do not always know this. 70 Notification is required only when personal
data is processed, but whether the data that is processed is personal data or not may
not always be clear.71 As pointed out in Section 6.4. information in group profiles may
also be subject to this discussion. When such obligations are not clear to data
controllers. holding them responsible for a lack of compliance may be difficult.

At the same time. data collectors and processors may have reasons to prefer a lack
of transparency. For instance, openness about the risk assessments that (health)
insurance companies perform may weaken their competitive position. as revealing
strategies and processes may imply revealing organisational secrets. Another reason
not to prefer openness may be that data subjects whose data is collected and processed
may not like being subjected to such risk assessments once they are informed about it.
Revealing these strategies may damage the reputation of an organisation and data
subjects may start resisting the processing of their personal data. However. it may be
argued that these are not sufficient reasons to support a lack of openness. as a lack of
openness contributes to many of the problems discussed in Chapter 5. such as

67 See also Blok (2002).,cho argues that this problem is even worse in the U S. where individuals often
have to go to court to enforce their rights. See also Flaherty (1989). p  315
68

Murray (1992).
69 See Article 18 ofthe European data protection directive and Article 27 WBP  Note that neglecting to
notify is subject to sanctions. see Article 66 WBP
70

Especially hospitals and insurance companies seem to neglect the notification. see CBP (2003a) and
CBP (2003b).
7I For a more detailed discussion on personal data, see Holvast ( 1996)
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violations ofjustice and respect for autonomy. Furthermore, openness is not supposed
to be in the interest of data subjects only; openness is considered as essential to
creating a healthy competitive market in the data collection and processing sector, as
it is in any other market sector.

The question is how can more awareness about the importance of openness be
realised. According to the U.S. Electronic Privacy Information Centre (EPIC),

72

creating awareness among data subjects about how their data is collected and
processed is a joint responsibility of data controllers and data subjects. For this reason
EPIC has suggested that, in addition to the OECD privacy principles described in
Section 6.3, there should be two other principles: an education principle and an
awareness principle:3 The education principle places a responsibility on the users of
information: "The full effect of privacy principles on both data use and personal
privacy is not readily apparent and individuals may not recognise how their lives can
be affected by networked information. Therefore, data collectors and processors
should educate themselves, their employees, and the public about how personal
information is obtained, sent, stored and protected, and how these activities affect
others."74 The awareness principle places a responsibility on data subjects: "While
information collectors have a responsibility to tell individuals why they want
information about them, individuals also have a responsibility to understand the
consequences of providing personal information to others. Therefore, individuals
should obtain adequate, relevant information about: 75

• Planned primary and secondary uses of the information
•     Any efforts that will be made to protect the confidentiality and integrity o f the

information
•    Consequences for the individual ofproviding or withholding information
•   Any rights of redress the individual has if harmed by improper use of the

information. ''

Clearly, the education principle and the awareness principle are an attempt to ensure
that data controllers and data subjects take joint responsibility. Such joint
responsibility may be created, for instance, with the help of self-regulation, using
quality marks issued by certificate authorities, see Section 6.4. In cases in which data
protection laws have been violated, the Data Protection Authority may use
sanctions.76 Thus, it is argued that a data subject should have the opportunity to
become informed, but when information users are offering this information, data
subjects should also pay attention to this information. If data subjects were informed
properly but they did not pay any attention, they should not complain afterwards that
their data has been used against their will. At the same time, the obligation to provide
information should not be taken too lightly by data controllers. Many pages of general
terms consisting of highly technical and legal phrases are usually not considered

proper provision of information.
Education may help to improve openness and openness may help education. When

people  are educated about the risks of releasing personal  data,  they may want to know
who has data about them and what it is used for. Although awareness is the

72 See http://www.evic.org.
71 See ele Principles for providing and using personal information of the Information infrastmcture
task force of the Information policy committee of the Privacy working group, in:  EPIC  (1994).
74 See also Bygrave (2002), p. 353.
75 EPIC (1994).
76 See Section 6.4.
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responsibility ofboth data subjects and data controllers, the openness principle applies
to data controllers only. As in other parts of society, data subjects have a
responsibility to protect their own needs, interests, and preferences. Implementation of
the education principle and the awareness principle in the WBP can contribute to this
joint responsibility.

It may be suggested that the current lack of awareness is a result of the fact that no
organisation or institution is responsible for increasing awareness. This brings us to a
more general problem: at the moment, there is no organisation or institution
responsible for all the problems regarding data mining and group profiling. Several
problems are the responsibilities of different organisations and institutions, whereas
other problems are not assigned to a particular organisation or institution. For
instance, the CGB is responsible for the enforcement of the AWGB (dealing with
equal treatment problems), the CBP is responsible for the enforcement of the WBP
(dealing with personal data protection problems), and the Inspectie voor de
gezondheidszorg (IGZ, Dutch Health Care Inspectorate) is responsible for the
enforcement of the WGBO and the Wet BIG (dealing with medical data problems).
Other possible problems, for instance, problems regarding anonymous data, are in
most cases not assigned to a particular organisation or institution.

The seriousness of the problems of data mining and group profiling requires an
integrated approach that covers all problems. In my view, this does not necessarily
require establishing a new organisation with the specific task of dealing with data
mining and group profiling, but it does require more coordination and cooperation
between the different existing organisations. Such an integrated approach starts with
awareness about the possible problems of data mining and group profiling. It should
be noted that there is a circular argument in this: raising awareness may result in a
more integrated approach of the organisations involved, but, at the same time,  a more
integrated approach may lead to more awareness, for instance, when information
campaigns are organised. In Subsection 8.4.2, it is explained how public debate and
expert debates may play a role in this.

8.4.2   Awareness about security

Awareness not only concerns legal solutions, it also concerns technological solutions:
without awareness about security, the enforcement of security is likely to fail. This is
because of the so-called human factor in security. A lack of understanding how
security mechanisms work and what they are meant for may undermine the security
techniques being used. For instance, if health insurance company employees do not
realise that the information they have access to is secret, information may leak
through personal notes they make when using the information during their work.

A common method of obtaining information without any need to break security
mechanisms is social engineering. This is a hacker term for persuading someone to do
what you want; social engineering may be very effective since it usually bypasses all
technology. A typical example of a social engineering attack is a person pretending to
be a system administrator who says he needs your password to fix something on your
computer. In the case of medical records, a typical social engineering attack is
someone calling the doctor's office or health insurer with a plausible tale: 77 44Hello,
this is Dr. Burnett of the cardiology department at the Conquest Hospital in Hastings.

17 Example from Anderson (2001), p. 167. In the U.S. and in Britain, there seem to be people who earn
their living doing this. See Economist (1999).
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Your patient Sam Simmons has just been   -
admitted here in a coma, and he has a <what pdrr of *)

(Co=puter tic=t fo be \          -
funny-looking   ventricular   arrhythmia.   Can    (c,ust,eti.immy /     Ci,te mur *rmA
you tell me if there's anything relevant in ,$<proble'.11 g./ \»0#rd!./1
his record?" Protection against such attacks E-Ave-)=
is difficult. Ensuring that employees are Apa r'R   ./.*
alert to this kind of attack may be helpful,
but, in some cases, the employees
themselves may be the persons violating St' 21 
privacy. In such cases, introducing so-called           -'   ' lf"  2fle»- 
honey traps, i.e., fake records with celebrity li «225/
names, may be helpful to trace employees
who are too curious.78 In most cases of social engineering, employees do not seem to
have malicious intentions when releasing information; they simply trust the wrong
persons. However, for those cases in which employees behave unethically,79

controllers may be appointed.
Information in single records such as in the examples above is usually insufficient

for data mining and group profiling. Although it is not likely, it may be possible to
gain unauthorised access to entire databases, for instance, by a person pretending to be
a system officer that performs the data mining himself It is more likely that, with the
help of social engineering, group profiles are revealed that were supposed to remain
secret.

It may be argued that employees working with secure systems should be aware of
the basics of how the security works.80 Training and education may be required for
this.81 Furthermore, it is important that a security system is easy to use and does not
slow down the processing, as this may decrease security. Especially medical databases
intended for quick access by multiple users are often not encrypted because it Slows
down the processing.82 Since human failure will always exist, it is generally held that
security systems must be made in such a way that the disclosure of information is
limited in cases of security breaches. Just like smart travellers put money in different
places so that they do not lose everything in case they are pickpocketed,
compartmentalising information, i.e., limiting access of users to a need-to-know basis,
is useful. 83

Awareness of what security systems may achieve may also be important for the
general public. Citizen trust in security is generally low, whether it is justified or not,
and, therefore, there is a general reserve and reluctance to use technologies such as
digital signatures, digital cash, and E-commerce.84 Public awareness strategies may be

78 Reportedly, one Boston hospital uses fake medical records with the names of the Kennedy family
and employees browsing these records can be identified and disciplined. See Anderson (2001), p. 169.
79 Schneier (2000), p. 379.
80 For instance, many people seem to be unaware that the usual delete command does not remove a file,
but merely marks the space it uses as reusable, and is as such easily retrievable. With more advanced
methods focussing on the hardware, information may still be retrievable after it has been overwritten or
formatted several times. Cryptography may prevent compromises in such cases; see Section 7.3.
8' Dennis (2000), p. 70.
nOTA Report (1995), p.61.
8  This is also called the principle of least  privilege. See Schneier (2000) p. 368. Subsection 7.4.1 dealt
with the implementation of compartmentalisation o f information.
84

Cap and Maibaum (2001); Koops et al. (2002), p. 35. Technophobia often occurs in middle-aged and
older age groups, so on the basis of such a profile, awareness may be created among these target

groups. See Raab (19988) and Raab (1998b).
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used to restore trust in security systems to appropriate levels. Security is not all-or-
nothing; likewise security breaches do not necessarily involve disclosure of all
information when the appropriate security systems are used.85

Spy'ware

There is a lot of free software on the Internet. The ./

revenues of the producer of such software often                 G
result from advertisements shown in the software.                 1
Such advertisements are usually adapted to the user
of the program. In order to find out the preferences
of the user, a user is asked to  fill out a questionnaire
However, some programs choose another approach:
spying on the user. )
This software, so-called spyware, registers, for
instance, which websites are visited, what programs

000
are used, how long the Internet is visited, and what &F,paemail is received. This information is forwarded to rgeejaad,the software developer that may use it to customise
advertisements. Even the user's e-mail address may
be used to send such advertisements. Http://www.alphalink.com.aul-iohnf/dspyodf.html features a list
of currently known spyware.

Source  http //www dediettalerevolutie nl/index html

When people are aware of the levels of security that may reasonably be achieved,
they may be able to take more conscious decisions about the types and levels of
security that are required. Furthermore, awareness regarding security issues may
create more market demand for these technologies so that security tools may be
integrated in more health care information systems.86 More market demand may also
result in the development of more user-friendly tools and holding producers of
security software liable for products that lack quality may be easier. These effects are
likely to result in better security, the former because the human factor will be easier to
control, the latter because the security products will become safer.

8.3.3      Limitations  of awareness

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, raising awareness is in itself not a
solution. Awareness  of the seriousness and urgency of several  of the problems of data
mining and group profiling, and awareness of the necessity of the measures suggested
above, may contribute to implementing the recommendations that were made. As
such, awareness is essential for the effective functioning ofthe legal and technological
solutions suggested in the previous section. However, raising (fult) awareness may be
difficult and many practical problems may occur. Patients/data subjects may not take
notice of information provided (for instance, when the information is too complex) or
data controllers, such as (health) insurance companies, may not want to provide
information (for instance, for reasons of competition or reputation).  But data subjects,
like other parts of society, have, to a certain extent, a responsibility to protect their
own needs, interests, and preferences with regard to data mining and group profiling.
However, instead of recognising the joint responsibility of data subjects and data
controllers regarding awareness, the sanctions possible in the WBP may currently be
used only against data controllers. A practical step to achieving joint responsibility

83 See also Custers (2002a), Custers (2002b).
86 National Research Council  (1997), p. 123.
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may involve implementing the education principle and awareness principle, discussed
in this section, in the WBP. Other practical approaches, particularly to keep up with
new developments, could involve technology-independent legislation and on-going
debates, which are discussed in the next section.

When awareness is flawed, it is not likely that the recommended legal and
technological measures will be taken, or their enforcement may be flawed. To a
certain extent, this is already the case with the current laws and technologies.

Examples were provided about data controllers who do not provide the legally
required transparency, such as neglecting to notify the Data Protection Authority and
neglecting the human factor in security. Greater awareness may contribute to the
effectiveness of current laws and technologies, as well as to the effectiveness of the
suggested legal and technological measures that specifically aim to solve or avoid the
problems ofgroup profiling. However, flawed awareness could result in a laissez-faire
approach.  In the remainder of this subsection, I will show what could happen if this
approach were taken.

Without legal and technological measures, it is reasonable to assume that, according
to basic economic rules, whenever data can be collected, data is likely to be collected
and stored, if only because not collecting data that can so easily be collected may be
considered a waste of resources.87 Once available, disclosed data may be used for
purposes other than the purpose for which it was disclosed.88 Purposes are currently
formulated rather broadly, so that concrete purposes do not necessarily have to be
known at the time of collection.89 Furthermore, data disclosed at some place may be
linked to other data disclosed somewhere else, unless the costs of linking outweigh
the benefits.90 However, with increasing computing and storage

ca abilities,
these

costs are likely to decrease, thus reducing the threshold to linking.9 Consequently,
when no measures are taken, the collection ofdata is likely to further increase, it may
be used for purposes other than the purpose for which it was collected, and the linking
of data may further increase. The problems of data mining and group profiling that
were described in this thesis may result from these developments.

It is generally held that not aU information should be free; particular information
may be harmful92 in the wrong hands.93 Examples of such information may include

'7 Brands (1999), p. 24, Artz (1999), Bygrave (2002), p. 338, Zittrain (2000).
S8

See, for instance, Artz and Van Eijk (2000) and Bygrave (2002), p. 363.
89 For instance, the purpose of information collection of the large ICT company Cisco reads: "Cisco
uses information for several general purposes: to fulfil your requests for certain products and services,
to personalise your experience on our website, to keep you up to date on the latest product
announcements, software updates, special offers or other infonnation We think you'd like to hear about
either from us or from our business partners, and to better understand your needs and provide you with
better services. We may also use your information to send you, or to have our business partners send
you, direct marketing information or contact you for market research."
See: http://www.cisco.com/public/privacy.html.
90 Note that, in this respect, paper-based records are less threatening to privacy than computer-based
records, since paper records hinder information flows much more. See OTA Report (1995), p. 40.
91 The concept of entropy is often used to describe the spreading of information. See Subsection 7.4.2
for a more detailed discussion. See also Shannon (1948) and Shannon (1949) who came up with this
idea.
92 Information is considered harmful in this thesis when it hinders the fulfilment of a person's needs,
interests, or preferences; see Section 1.5.
93

Illegal access to medical data may be particularly harmful, as was shown when a group of hackers
broke into the computer system of a Cancer Center in New York. In doing so, they accessed the
radiation treatment records of 6,000 past and present cancer patients and had the opportunity to alter
the radiation treatment levels for each patient, creating a potentially life-threatening situation. See
Marbach (1983) and Black (2002), p. 287.
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information regarding nuclear state security, company secrets, information regarding
the private sphere of life of individuals, know-how, and information to which
exclusive rights were given, such as copyrights. Who should be able to access what
information may depend on many factors, including the type of information, the
persons and organisations involved, and the possibilities of coupling or linking
information. Nevertheless, it is sometimes argued that, in the end, there may be no
way to stop information from spreading.94 Information may be withheld using the
most advanced security techniques, but even the most advanced security techniques
may not always be perfectly secure, for instance, because of the human factor
involved.95 After a piece of information is revealed, withdrawing it may be di fficult or
impossible.

96

Big Brother is Watching You
'819 Bro·liter fs     i

In his classic novel, 1984, George Orwell described a

..„"M, YO'.     dtotalitarian society in which the government, referred
to as the Party, had almost complete control over the
people. The supreme ruler of the Party was Big
Brother. Posters announced that "Big Brother is
Watching You". Telescreens, which could not be
turned off, droned endlessly with brainwashing 494-propaganda about wondrous government programs.
Coins, stamps, books, films, and banners proclaimed
the three slogans of the Party:  War is Peace, Freedom
is Slavery, Ignorance is Strength. People lived by rigid -  fe.-42<-1/   /
schedules dictated by the Thought Police. The story of -lif 
Winston Smith's rebellion against the Party, of his
hatred of Big Brother, and of the thoughtcrime that - ST,%/237results in his destruction, was written in 1948  The year
1984 passed many years ago, but Orwell's vision of brutalised and manipulated humanity is still
gripping and still supremely relevant.

Source: http://www.shire.net/big.brother/

However, even when information does not remain secret indefinitely, it is possible
to restrict the spread of information using the legal and technological measures
described in this thesis. Furthermore, initiatives may arise from individuals or groups
to restrict the spread of information. Once people realise that their information  is used
for purposes they do not agree with, they may change their attitude towards the
collection and processing of data. For instance, they may decide not to release their
personal data, or they may organise themselves in interest groups in order to
strengthen their position towards data controllers. In reaction to this, data controllers
may decide to change their data collection and processing methods when this
contributes to their reputation, competitive position, or profits. A demand for the fair
processing of data (including, for instance, a demand for security techniques) may
arise from such forms of self-regulation. However, one should realise that such
initiatives and attitude changes require awareness of the problems of data mining and
group profiling. Furthermore, even when people are fully aware of the problems and

94 Compare this with the often-used phrase "information wants to be free". Although it is not certain
who came up with this phrase first, it is often attributed to Stewart Brand. See Brand (1987). See also
the description of the dissemination of information in terms of entropy in Shannon ( 1948) and Shannon
(1949); see Subsection 7.4.2.
95

Schneier (2000), p. 255. See also Subsection 8.3.2.
96 See Subsection 6.4.2.
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solutions of data mining and group profiling,  it may be argued  that,  in the end, dealing
with these problems is a matter of decency. Without the willingness to take the
vulnerabilities of people into account, none of the recommendations suggested  in the
previous section is likely to prove effective.

8.4       Keeping up with developments

Clearly, the developments in data mining and group profiling are an on-going process.
In this section, 1 discuss two approaches for keeping up with new developments:
technology-independent legislation and on-going debates. Technology-independent
legislation may be useful for dealing with new developments in a timely and adequate
way. Technology-independent formulations require, to some extent, predictions of the
ways in which technology will develop; investigating the technology push and data
pull may be useful for this.'7 When developments are very fast, creating awareness
and finding solutions may be done at the same time.98 In such cases, on-going debates

may be useful. Furthermore, I focus on some developments that may require further
research.

8.4.1     Technology push versus data pull

As mentioned above, when new technologies develop much faster than law and
ethics, this can be a problem.99 Particularly legal developments may take more time as
a result of codification procedures. Understanding the legal and ethical implications of
each new consumer technology and developing adequate new standards and policies
to deal with it may take many years. In the early stages of new technologies,
regulation and control may be easier because particular developments can still be
prevented and technologies may not yet be widespread. However, in such early stages,
unintended or harmful consequences may not yet be known. In later stages, when
possible

harmful conse ences
are probably known, taking effective actions may have

become more difficult.' 0 This creates a gap between technology and society that may
raise problems, including the problems of data mining and group profiling that this
thesis is concerned with. Keeping ethics, technology, and legislation in balance may,
therefore, be preferable. Continuing cooperation between experts in these fields may
be helpful for achieving this.

101

When the current data protection law was drafted, an attempt was made to create
legislation that is independent of the technology used. As explained in Section 6.3, it
was assumed that the legal concept of personal data was independent of the
technology used. The older legal concept of person registrations, focusing on
centralised databases, no longer offered sufficient protection in the light of the
networked areas   that were developed   in the early 1980s. However, as shown   in
Chapter 6, the concept of personal data may not be technology independent in the

97 See Subsection  1.1.1  on the technology push and the data pull.
98 Note that increasing awareness and finding solutions go hand in hand: only a person who is aware of
the problems can find solutions and spreading awareness can only be done by people familiar with the
new technologies.
99 Note that the opposite (i.e., ethical and legal developments are faster than technological
developments) may also be the case, particularly with security techniques, see Subsection 8.3.2.
100 Collingridge (1980); Horner (2002), p. 799.
lot See also Hooghiemstra (2002), p 67.
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light of data mining, an even newer technology. Although an extension of the concept
of personal data was suggested in Section 6.4 (for instance, with the use of categorical
privac , predicting whether newer technologies may also outdate such a concept is
hard.

Technology-independent legislation may be useful, but it is not always a solution
for keeping legislation in pace with technology. Predicting which formulation will, in
practice, be technology independent is difficult, as was illustrated by the concepts of
person registers and personal data, and technology-independent formulations in law
may also be too vague, resulting in a lack of legal security. '03 When legislation is too
abstract, it may be unclear what situations are covered by it. Although technology-
independent formulations in law may be useful, it certainly is not the final solution for
legislation to keep up with rapid changes in technology. 104

To create technology-independent norms and standards, it is usual to try to predict
how technology will develop, which can be rather difficult. However, as suggested in
Subsection  1.1.1, new technologies are usually the result not only of a 'technology
push', but also of a 'data pull'. Thus, instead of looking at how technologies may
develop in the future, investigating what the demand for data and knowledge will be
in the future is also a possibility since the demand for data may also influence the
direction in which technology develops. The demand for data in epidemiological
group profiling was investigated in Chapter 5, but this analysis is context-dependent
and may, therefore, not be sufficient for a technology-independent approach. The
problem with data mining is that its results are often unpredictable. In order to be on

the safe side, m'TZ
data collectors collect all kinds of data they think may be (or will

become) useful. As discussed in the previous section, more awareness about what
data may be useful for a particular information user might result in more careful
considerations about what data to collect. This could result in a more predictable
demand for several types ofdata.

Since developments in technology form an on-going process, further research may be
needed regarding the issues of data mining and group profiling. Although in this
thesis epidemiological research is used to illustrate the risks of data mining and group
profiling, there are many other areas in which data mining and group profiling
occur.'06 One example of this is web mining, i.e., data mining the Internet, which is a
recent development that may have, to some extent, problems and solutions similar to
those in data mining and group profiling in epidemiology. 107

Web mining is a recent development that requires attention. The World Wide Web
is the largest database in the world and there are numerous possibilities for mining it,
although the types of data found on the Internet are rather diverse and may therefore

102 Note that in the U.S. some similar problems occurred when pursuing technology-independent
approaches. For instance, in the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)   of   1996,   the
definition of the contents of a communication was narrowed in such a way that it does not include
interception or disclosure, information about the identity of the parties or the existence of the
communication. See Black (2002), p. 274.
103

Koops (2000), Blok (2002). See Section 6.3.
104 Stuurman (2002), Prins (2002).
105 See also Bygrave (2002), p. 338.
106 There were several reasons to focus on the field ofepidemiology in this thesis (see Subsection 1.4.2)
but the scale on which data mining and group profiling is performed in epidemiology was not one of
these reasons: there are other fields, such as the field of direct marketing, in which data mining and

eup profiling are performed on a larger scale. See, for instance, Adriaans and Zantinge (1996), p  7.
See also Custers  (2001 c)
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require the use of rather sophisticated mining tools. Efforts are being made to
108

develop tools that can even perform data mining on pictures, sound, and video files.
New ways to collect information have been developed in recent years, such as cookies
and spyware (see textboxes). These new data collection methods are becoming
increasingly prevalent.

Several types of web mining may be distinguished: content mining, structure
109

mining, and usage mining. Content mining analyses the contents of data available
in web documents, such as text, images, and audio files. Web content mining may be
considered the analogy of relational databases data mining."o  One  of the  applications
that content mining is currently used for is scanning texts for e-mail addresses that
may be used for direct marketing. Structure mining focuses on hyperlink111

information.'12 The aim is to analyse the ways in which websites and web documents
are linked together. This can be particularly useful when combined with content
mining because it may interpret the contents of hyperlinks. Search engines, in

113

particular, may become more accurate when they include the structure of web sites in
their searches. For instance, the search engine Google includes in its searches not only
whether the words in the search string occur in the resulting web pages, but also
whether they occur in the pages to which these resulting web pages are linked.114 The
third category, usage mining, analyses the transaction data that are logged when users
interact with the web. In contrast to content and structure data, web usage data is1 i 5

usually not publicly available. This ability to track the browsing behaviour of web
users to individual mouse clicks makes it possible to determine what a user is looking
for and may therefore be an important method to personalise the services for
individual customers on a large scale. 116

Under particular circumstances, there are legal requirements in the Netherlands (and
in several other countries) to save data concerning surfing behaviour, so-called
clickstream data. The Dutch government is allowed to tap data flows (or have them
tapped) in order to conduct criminal

117
investigations. For this reason, the Dutch tt'; 6 librs,y, logy.
Telecommunications Act Kid of M urly

(Telecommunicatiewet) of 2001 forces118 version of the Wort* 1
-_--..."Fa Rk Web.

Internet providers to use systems that allow   -rrm[111 vi
for the possibility  to  tap  them  and  save         111111   AP
personal data and clickstream data for 22 M W 10.-     1 1*
longer periods. Note   that   this   kind   of    1  \1  11,7

119

legislation may conflict with several data \ r ™1'll(4

'08 See Subsection 2.2.2 on data types and how they require different mining tools.
109 Madria et al. (1999).
110 See Subsection 2.2.3 on relation databases.
"'Sprangers (200Ob).
1 12 A hyperlink is a clickable button that can be used to go to the next website, e.g., www.uvt. nl.
111 Van Wel (2001 ).
114 See www.gooele.com.
"5 Usage mining is sometimes referred to as log mining because it involves mining the web server logs;
see Van WeI (2001).
"6 Srivastava et al. (2000), Khabaza (2000). See also Section 3.6 for more about customisation and the
risk of one-sided information supply.
117 A critique of some recent developments may be found in Vedder and Custers (2003).
"8 See Staatsblad 2001, p. 658. See also Van Duivenvoorde (200Oa) and Van Duivenvoorde (200Ob).
119

See Chapter  13  of the Telecommunications Act.
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protection principles mentioned in the OECD guidelines.
120

Governments seem to prefer encryption methods with trapdoors, i.e., possibilities
that allow a person with additional information to tap encrypted data flows. 121

Government institutions may use such additional information for criminal
investigations. Companies like Microsoft, Netscape, and Lotus implemented trapdoors
in their software. It may be asked how much privacy a person has left when a

121

government  may look  into this data.  The  11 th September 2001 terrorist attacks  on  the
World Trade Center and the world-wide reaction to counter terrorism do not seem to
have been helpful in dealing with the problems of data mining and group profiling.

123

Cookies

Collecting personal data on the Internet may be done with the help of
cookies. Cookies are pieces of information generated by a Web server

and stored in the user's computer, ready for future access. Cookies -6
were implemented to allow user-side customisation of Web /
infonnation. For example, cookies are used to personalise Web search   /
engines. Essentially, cookies make use of user-specific information

<  08% jtransmitted  by the Web server onto the user's computer so  that  the        
information might be available for later access by itself or

other    servers.
Cookies are based on a two-stage process. First the cookie is stored  / hi =-Mi 

in the user's computer without their consent or knowledge. As a result,
personal information such as the user's category preferences is formatted by the Web server,
transmitted, and saved by the user's computer. During the second stage, the cookie is clandestinely and
automatically transferred from the user's machine to a Web server. Whenever a user directs her Web
browser to display a certain Web page from the server, the browser will, without the user's knowledge,
transmit the cookie containing personal information to the Web server.

Source: www. cookiecentral.com

It may be expected that possibilities for data mining (including web mining) and
group profiling will increase in the near future. Although the analyses and solutions
presented in this thesis may be helpful, it is difficult to say whether they will be
sufficient at that time. The analyses and solutions presented in this thesis were
developed to deal with large-scale data mining and group profiling, but new problems,
inherent to new techniques, may arise. What seems to be required to keep ethics,

124

technology, and legislation in balance is a continuing critical evaluation of each new
development. On-going debates may be useful for this and are, therefore, discussed in
the next subsection.

120 See Section 6.3.
121 For more on trapdoors, see Van der Lubbe (1997), p. 143. Systems with exceptional access include
key  recovery  systems,  key  escrow  systems,   or  trusted  third-party  encryption.  Schneier  (2000),  p.  241.
See also Abelson et al. (1998), Akdeniz (1998), and Zielinski (1998)
122

Leprovost (1999).
123 The U.S. government is currently building a system to search large databases called the Terronsm
Information Awareness System. See http://www.darpa.mil/iao/TIASystems.htm. See also EC&LR
(2003), Custers (2003d), and Custers (2003e).
124 For  more  on the discussion about privacy  on the Internet, see Custers  (2001 a), Custers  (2001 b),
Fulda (1998), News.nl (2001), Van Valen (2000), NRC (2001), Daan (2001), Klaver (1999), and
Eisenberg (1996).
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8.4.2    On-going debates

On-going debates may have different forms and purposes. For keeping up with the
developments in (and interaction between) ethics, law, and technology, and for
making timely and adequate decisions to deal with such new developments, expert
debates seem most suitable.  For creating awareness about the problems of data mining

and group profiling, initiating a public debate seems advisable.
Starting with the latter, it is often suggested that public debate can contribute to

improving awareness. However, there is a circular argument in raising awareness125

through public debate, as awareness is also a prerequisite for that same debate. Thus,
on the one hand, awareness may be created through the debate; on the other hand,
awareness is (to a certain extent) required for the debate. Although these opposite
movements may reinforce each other once they get started, it is important to note that,
at the moment, as pointed out in the previous section, sufficient awareness concerning
the problems of data mining and group profiling seems to be lacking among the larger
public in the Netherlands. Thus, as a prerequisite for a possible public debate is still
missing, it may be argued that the time for a public debate on data mining and group
profiling has not arrived yet. The time for such a public debate may never come if
awareness of the problems of data mining and group profiling is not achieved or if
these problems are adequately dealt with before that.

When discussing the possibilities of a public debate, it may be useful to have a
closer look at the public debate that took place in Iceland, regarding the case of the
DNA database of Iceland, described in Subsection 4.5.2. At first sight, the debate in
Iceland over the database seems to have been constructive and seems to have had a
substantial effect on the final legislation (considering the changes that were made in
the draft versions) and the database license that was eventually granted. The debate
included 700 newspaper articles, more than 100 radio and television programs, and
several town meetings across Iceland.126 However, during the debate, it became clear
that only a few people understood the underlying issues, which are complex and
technical. In an opinion poll conducted one month before the final vote on the127

database  act,  only  13%  of the persons asked claimed  to  have  a good grasp  of the
case. 128 DeCODE, the company operating the database, claims that on the eve of the
parliamentary vote, 75% of the Icelanders supported the database. After the database
act was passed, the support grew to 90% of the Icelanders. Mannvernd, the129

association of Icelanders for Ethics in Science and Medicine, which opposed the
health sector database, argued that these figures are far from correct and that there has
been no reliable assessment of public opinion.130 The number of opt-outs  by the end
of 2002 was over 20,000, which is about 7% of the Icelandic population.

It should also be mentioned that the debate focused on an act other than the one that
was finally accepted. The public at large seems to have been overwhelmed by the
debate. It was simply too much and many people lost interest in the case and stopped

tls 14Ole, however, that a public debate is not likely be the most effective way to create awareness.
126 Gulcher and Stefansson (2000).  To get some idea of the international extent of this debate, see
McInnis (1999), Lewontin (1999), Chadwick (1999), Annas and Suster (1997), Berger (1999), Duncan
(1999), Enserink (1998a), Enserink (1998b), Enserink (1999), Haraldsdottir (1999a), Haraldsdottir
(1999b), Lyall (1999), Hodgson (1998), Gulcher and Stefansson (1999), Andersen et al. (1999),
Andersen and Zoega (1999), Andersen and Arnason (1999), and Helgason (1999)
127

Zoega and Andersen (1999).
128 Palsson and Thorgeirsson (1999).
129 Senituli and Boyes (2002).
130

See http://www.mannvernd.is/english/index.html.
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participating in the debate. The main points of the debate were the personal
identification and personal protection, informed versus presumed consent, freedom to
conduct research, the monopoly of the licence holder, and the financing of the
database. Despite all the discussion, the public debate has not really solved these

131

issues. 132

The decisive argument with which the supporters of the Icelandic database seem to
have won the public debate lies in the financial profits that were expected to be
enormous. DeCODE financed and orchestrated an intense public relation campaign
prior to the parliament's vote. They claimed that this method for seeking public
support is part of the model for obtaining community consent. 133 Practical objections
concerning abuse of the database were rejected with the questionable argument that
there has never been any abuse of medical data in Iceland. Possible risks of group
profiling, such as those discussed in Section 3.6, were hardly part ofthe public debate.
This may illustrate how difficult it is to discuss complex problems in a broad public
debate.

Although a public debate on data mining and group profiling in the Netherlands
may be a bit premature (see above), this does not have to prevent experts from
developing solutions to the possible problems that may be raised by new
technologies. These solutions may then be suggested when support for taking134

measures has grown. Expert debates on data mining and group profiling are already
taking place, for instance, at universities and advisory organisations. 135

It may be argued that expert debates should include contributions by experts from
several disciplines, in order to ensure that many different viewpoints are taken into

136account. Scientists are likely to know most about the technological aspects of
(developments in) collecting data, data mining and group profiling, and data
security. 137 Legal experts are essential with regard to developing law and regulations.
Ethicists may contribute to debates and information campaigns by providing
definitional clarity, by providing examples and counterexamples, and by analysing
arguments. Furthermore, the participation of experts in the fields in which data138

mining and group profiling take place, such as epidemiologists, marketing experts,
insurance experts, and Internet experts, may be helpful.

In my view, the current (systems of) expert debates in the Netherlands are
increasingly focussing on such a multi-disciplinary approach:39 From the perspective
ofthis thesis, this provides an adequate basis for developing solutions for the possible
problems of new technologies, particularly with regard to data mining and group

131

Gudmundsson (1999).
132 See also Subsection 4.5.2.
133

Berger (1999).
134 It makes sense that the government, which is, in the end, responsible for the common good of the
general public, ensures that such expert debates take place. However, this does not mean that the
government has to organise them itself.
35 In the Netherlands, the Rathenau Institute (the technology assessment office) initiates such expert

debates. See http.//www.rathenau.nl/ni/profiel/index.html. See also the seminars organised by the
Department of Law, Public Administration and Informatisation of Tilburg University, at
http://rechten.uvt.nl/privacy, and the seminars organised by the Dutch Data Protection Authority, at
http://www.cbpweb.nl/index.htm.
/6

See, for instance, Brom (1997), p. 259, Brom (1998), p. 81, and Postema (1992), p. 164.
137 As such, they may even have a moral obligation to inform the debate; see Shickle (1997), p.76.
138

Beauchamp (2001), p.38-41.
139 The different backgrounds of the people participating in the expert debates and working at the
organisations mentioned above illustrate this.
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profiling, since issues are discussed from different perspectives (both theoretical and
practical), with attention to the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved. 140

8.5 Conclusions

If no legal or technological measures are taken, it is likely that the collection and
processing of data will increase. The problems of data mining and group profiling
described in this thesis may result from these developments. Therefore, concrete
measures are recommended to deal with the most serious and urgent problems. From
a legal perspective, it is recommended that the scope of the WBP be extended in such
a way that it protects not only personal data, but also data in group profiles. It was
shown that this contributes to realising the aims ofjustice, respect for autonomy, and
individuality. The protection realised by the privacy principles implemented in the
WBP seems adequate for the needs of those involved, but stricter enforcement of the
WBP may be achieved by focussing on transparency and accountability. The WGBO
and the AWGB do not seem to require substantial changes with regard to data mining
and group profiling in epidemiology. Nevertheless, for better enforcement of the
AWGB,  it is recommended to reverse the burden of proof for lawsuits in those cases
in which unequal treatment is suspected (already standard practice for the CGB). This
may be a better way of preventing the violation of justice and honesty by the use of
masking. It was shown that legal measures alone are insufficient to deal with
particular problems such as problems regarding anonymous data, stigmatisation, and
lack oftransparency.

From a technological perspective, it is recommended that multilevel security
systems be applied in the databases of those who perform data mining and group
profiling. Particularly when health insurance companies are responsible for the
planning of health care, it is recommended, in order to restrict very detailed risk
assessments, that their tasks as planner and insurer are separated and that the data
required for these tasks is separated correspondingly. The exact implementation of a
multilevel security system depends on the determined information policy, but in all
cases attention to flow controls and inference controls is required to prevent
information leaks. Furthermore, it is recommended that sensitive types of data, such
as the types of data that the AWGB prohibits for uneqllaI treatment, have higher
protection levels within the multilevel security systems than trivial data. In this way,
multilevel security systems can contribute  to the realisation  of the  aims of justice,
respect for autonomy, and individuality. Apart  from  this,  the use of other information
controls, usually based on cryptography, is recommended. Secret sharing, i.e.,
providing a data subject an indispensable part of the key to his information, is
recommended to enforce -where applicable-- consent (and thus autonomy) regarding
the use of data in databases of general practitioners, hospitals, health insurance
companies, etc. Instead of limiting the possibilities of linkability (such as access) for
data miners, another approach may be to limit identifiability. It was shown that this
approach may not limit data mining, but it may still contribute to the fulfilment of the
needs, interests, and preferences of data subjects (including unwanted selection,
stignlatisation, and confrontation with particular information), as well as to their
privacy. Identifiability  may be restricted by using traditional methods   such   as
anonymisers, although a risk of limiting identifiability is that (current) data protection

140 See Section  1.5  for the normative framework o f this thesis.
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law becomes inapplicable. It was shown that technological measures only are
insufficient to deal with particular problems as technological measures may not
prevent the creation and use o f all group profiles that may cause problems.

It may be argued that, in the end, dealing with data mining and group profiling is a
matter of decency.  This  is why a moral point of view, implying the willingness to take
the vulnerabilities of people into account, remains important. Without this
willingness, none of the recommended solutions is likely to prove effective. However,
even when there  is a willingness  to  take the vulnerabilities of people into account,  not
everyone may be aware o f (or convinced o f) the seriousness and urgency of several of
the problems and of the suggested measures. Therefore, it may be argued that
awareness of the problems of data mining and group profiling is required. More in
general, an integrated approach to these problems is lacking. Ensuring that data
subjects and data controllers have joint responsibility may be helpful to realising more
transparency and, thus, more awareness. Implementation of the education principle
and the awareness principle (suggested by the U.S. Electronic Privacy Information
Centre, EPIC) in the WBP may contribute to the development of this joint
responsibility. At the same time, more coordination and cooperation between the
responsible organisations and institutions (such as the CBP, the CGB, and the
Inspection for public health care) may contribute to an integrated approach.

In order to keep up with the (sometimes rapid) technological developments, ethics
and law may use technology-independent formulations. Another approach may be to
have on-going debates. A public debate on data mining and group profiling in the
Netherlands may be a bit premature, but this does not prevent experts from
developing solutions to the problems that new technologies may cause.

It may be obvious that there is no single solution to the (possible) problems of data
mining and group profiling. However, the multidisciplinary approach in this thesis
shows that there is ample opportunity to avoid or minimise the risks of these
problems. It was pointed out where technological measures may be more useful than
legal measures, and vice versa. Although several shortcomings were pointed out, the
current and recommended legal and technological measures seem to offer (by and
large) adequate solutions for dealing with these problems. However, an integrated
approach for dealing with these problems does not (yet) exist, hence, the special focus
on awareness and enforcement in this thesis, as these are the most important
instruments to achieve the necessary change in attitude towards the problems of data
mining and group profiling.
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The European data protection directive
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection
of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, passed 2 February 1995.

Chapter 1
General provisions

Object of     Art. 1
the 1. In accordance with this Directive, Member States shall protect the fundamental rights

Directive and freedoms of natural persons, and in particular their right to privacy, with respect to the
processing of personal data.
2. Member States shall neither restrict nor prohibit the free flow of personal data between
Member States for reasons connected with the protection afforded under paragraph 1.

Dejinitions   Art. 2
For the purposes of this Directive:
(a) "personal data" shall mean any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person ("data subject"); an identifiable person is one who can be identified,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or
more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social
identity;

(b) "processing of personal data" ("processing") shall mean any operation or set of
operations which is performed upon personal data, whether or not by automatic means,
such as collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making
available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction;
(c) "personal data filing system" ("filing system") shall mean any structured set of
personal data which are accessible according to specific criteria, whether centralized,
decentralized or dispersed on a functional or geographical basis;
(d) "controller" shall mean the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any
other body which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of the
processing of personal data. Where the purposes and means of processing are determined
by national or Community laws or regulations, the controller or the specific criteria for his
nomination may be designated by a national or Community law.
(e) "processor" shall mean the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any
other body which processes personal data on behal f of the controller;
(f) "third party" shall mean the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any
other body other than the data subject, the controller, the processor and the persons who,
under the direct authority of the controller or the processor, are authorized to process the
data;
(g) "recipient" shall mean the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other
body to whom data are disclosed, whether a third party or not; however, authorities which
may receive data in the framework of a particular inquiry shall not be regarded as

recipients;
(h) "the data subject's consent" shall mean any freely given specific and informed
indication of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data
relating to him being processed.

Scope Art. 3

1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by
automatic means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal

data which  form part of a filing system or are intended to  form part of a filing system.
2. This Directive shall not apply to the processing ofpersonal data:
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- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of community law, such as
those provided for by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case to
processing operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the
economic well-being of the State when the processing operation is bound up with
questions of State security) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law;
- by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity.

National Art. 4
law 1. Each Member State shall apply the national provisions it adopts pursuant to this
applicable Directive to the processing of personal data where:

(a) the processing is carried out in the context of the activities of an establishment of the
controller on the territory of the Member State; when the same controller is established on
the territory of several Member States, he must take the necessary measures to ensure that
each of these establishments complies with the obligations laid down by the national law
applicable;
(b) the controller is not established on the Member State's territory, but in a place where
its national law applies by virtue of international public law;
(c) the controller is not established on Community territory and, for purposes of
processing personal data makes use of equipment, automated or otherwise, situated on the
territory of said Member State, unless such equipment is used only for purposes of transit
through the territory of the Community.
2.  In the circumstances referred  to in paragraph   1 (c), the controller must designate  a
representative established in the territory of that Member State, without prejudice to legal
actions which could be initiated against the controller himself.

Chapter II
General rules on  the  lawfulness  of the processing of personal  data

Lawful Art. 5
processing Member States shall, within the limits of the provisions of this Chapter, determine more

precisely the conditions under which the processing of personal data is lawful.

Section 1
Principles relating to data quality

Data Art. 6

quality l. Member States shall provide that personal data must be:
(a) processed fairly and lawfully;
(b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a
way incompatible with those purposes. Further processing of data for historical, statistical
or scientific purposes shall not be considered as incompatible provided that Member
States provide appropriate safeguards;
(c) adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are
collected and/or for which they are further processed;
(d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to
ensure that data which are inaccurate or incomplete, having regard to the purposes for
which they were collected or for which they are further processed, are erased or rectified;
(e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer that is
necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are further
processed. Member Sates shall lay down appropriate safeguards for personal data stored
for longer periods for historical, statistical or scientific use.
2. It shall be for the controller to ensure that paragraph 1 is complied with.

Section lI
Principles  relating  to  the  reasons for  making  data  processing  legitimate

Legitimate    Art. 1
processing Member States shall provide that personal data may be processed only if:

(a)  the data subject has given his consent unambiguously; or
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(b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contact to which the data subject is
party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject entering into a contract.; or
(c) processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller
is subject; or
(d) processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject;  or
(e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest
or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller or in a third party to  whom
the data are disclosed; or
(0 processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the
controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where
such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the
data subject which require protection under Article  1 (1)

Section III
Special  categories  of processing

Re Art. 8
processing 1 Member States shall prohibit the processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic
of special origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and
categories the processing of data concerning health or sex life.
ofdata 2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply where:

(a) the data subject has given his explicit consent to the processing of those data, except
where the laws of the Member State provide that the prohibition referred to in paragraph  1

may not be waived by the data subject giving his consent.; or
(b) processing is necessary for the purposes of carrying out the obligations and specific
rights of the controller in the field of employment law insofar as it is authorized by
national law providing for adequate safeguards; or
(c) processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another
person where the data subject is physically or legally incapable ofgiving his consent; or
(d) processing is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities with appropriate
guarantees by a foundation, association or any other non-profit-seeking body with a
political, philosophical, religious or trade-union aim and on condition that the processing
relates solely to the members  of the body or to persons who have regular contact with it in
connection with its purposes and that the data are not disclosed to a third party without the
consent of the data subjects; or
(e) the processing relates to data which are manifestly made public by the data subject or
is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defense of legal claims.
3. Paragraph 1 shall not apply where processing of the data is required for the purposes of
preventive medicine, medical diagnosis, the provision of care or treatment or the
management of health-care services, and where those data are processed by a health
professional subject under national law or rules established by national competent bodies
to the obligation of professional secrecy or by another person also subject to an equivalent
obligation of secrecy.
4. Subject to the provision of suitable safeguards, Member States may lay down for
reasons of important public interest, exemptions in addition to those laid down in
paragraph 2 either by national  law or by decision o f the supervisory authority.
5. Processing of data relating to offences, criminal convictions or security measures may
be carried out only under the control of official authority, or if suitable specific safeguards
are provided under national law, subject to derogations which may be granted by the
Member State under national provisions providing suitable specific safeguards. However,
a complete register of criminal convictions may be kept only under the control of official
authority.
Member States may provide that data relating to administrative sanctions or civil trials
shall also be processed under the control of official authority.
6. Derogations from paragraph 1 provided for in paragraphs 4 and 5 shall be notified to the
Commission.
7. Member States shall determine the conditions under which a national identification
number or any other identifier of general application may be processed.
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Processing    Art. 9
ofpersonal Member States shall provide for exemptions or derogations from the provisions of this
data and Chapter,  Chapter IV  and  Chapter VI  for the processing  of personal data carried  out solely
freedom of for journalistic purposes or the purpose of artistic or literary expression only if they are
expression necessary to reconcile the right to privacy with the rules governing freedom ofexpression.

Section IV
information to be given to the data subject

Information Art. 10
in cases Of Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative must provide a data
coUection subject from whom data relating to himself are collected with at least the following
ofdata information, except where he already knows:
from the (a) the  identity of the controller and of his representative, if any,
data (b)  the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended,
subject (c) any further information such as

- the recipients or categories o f recipients of the  data;
- whether replies to the questions are obligatory or voluntary, as well as the possible
consequences of the failure to reply;
- the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him
insofar as they are necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in which the data
are collected, to guarantee fair processing in respect of the data subject.

Information Art. 11
where the 1. Where  the  data  have  not been obtained  from  the data subject, Member States shall
data have provide that the controller or his representative must at the time of undertaking the
not been recording  of personal  data  or  if a disclosure to a  third party  is  envisaged,  no  later  than the
obtained time when the data are first disclosed provide the data subject with at least the following
from the information, except where he already knows:
data (a) the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any,
subject (b)  the purposes of the processing,

(c) any further information such as
- the categories of data concerned
- the recipients or categories of recipients;
- the existence of the right of access to and the right to recti fy the data concerning him
insofar as they are necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in which the data
are processed, to guarantee fair processing in respect of the data subject.
2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply where, in particular for processing for statistical purposes or
for the purposes of historical or scientific research, the provision of information proves
impossible or involves a disproportionate effort or if recording or disclosure is expressly
laid down by law. In these cases Member States shall provide appropriate safeguards.

Section V
The data subjects right of access to data

Right of Art. 12
access Member States shall guarantee for every data subject the right to obtain from the

controller:
1. without constraint at reasonable intervals and without excessive delay or expense:
- confirmation as to whether or not data relating to him are processed and information at
least as to the purposes of the processing, the categories of data concerned, and the
recipients or categories of recipients to whom  the data are disclosed;
- communication to him in an intelligible form of the data undergoing processing and of
any available information as to their source;
- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of data concerning him at
least in the case of the automated decisions referred to in Article  15(1);
2. as appropriate the rectification, erasure or blocking of data, the processing of which
does not comply with the provisions of this Directive, in particular because of the
incomplete or inaccurate nature of the data;
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3. notification to third parties to whom the data have been disclosed of any rectification,
erasure or blocking carried out in compliance with paragraph 2, unless this proves
impossible or involves a disproportionate effort.

Section VI
Exemptions and restrictions

Exemptions  Att. 13
and 1. Member States may adopt legislative measures to restrict the scope of the obligations

restrictions and rights provided  for in Articles  6(1),   10,   11(1),   12  and  21   when  such a restriction
constitutes a necessary measure to safeguard:
(a) national security;
(b) defence;
(c) public security;
(d) the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offences, or of
breaches of ethics for regulated professions;
(e) an important economic or financial interest of a Member State or of the European
Union, including monetary, budgetary and taxation matters;
(f) a monitoring, inspection or regulatory function connected, even occasionally, with the
exercise of official authority in cases referred to in (c), (d) and (e);
(g) the protection of the data subject or of the rights and freedoms of others.
2. Subject to adequate legal guarantees, in particular that the data are not used for taking
measures or decisions regarding any particular individual data subject, Member States

may restrict, by a legislative measure, the rights provided for in Article 12 when data are
processed solely for purposes of scientific research or are kept in personal form for a
period which does not exceed the period necessary for the sole purpose of creating
statistics.

Section VIl
The  data subject's  right  to  object

The data Art. 14
subject's Member States shall grant the data subject the right:
right to (a) at least in the cases referred to in Article 7(e) and (f), to object at any time on
object compelling legitimate grounds relating to his particular situation to the processing of data

relating to him, save where otherwise provided by national legislation. Where there is a
justified objection, the processing instigated by the controller may no longer involve those

data;
(b) to object, on request and free of charge, to the processing of personal data relating to
him which the controller anticipates being processed for the purposes of direct marketing;
or

to be informed before personal data are disclosed for the first time to third parties or used
on their behalf for the purposes of direct marketing, and to be expressly offered the right
to object free of charge to such disclosures or uses.
Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that data subjects are aware of
the existence of the right referred to in the first subparagraph of (b).

Automated   Art. 15
individual 1. Member States shall grant the right to every person not to be subject to a decision which
decisions produces legal effects concerning him or significantly affects him and which is based

solely on automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects
relating to him, such as his performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability, conduct,
etc.

2.  Subject to the other Articles of this Directive, Member States shall provide that a person
may be subjected to a decision of the kind referred to in paragraph  1  if that decision:
(a) is taken in the course of entering into or performance of a contract, provided the
request by the data subject has been satisfied, or that there are suitable measures to
safeguard his legitimate interests, such as arrangements allowing him to defend his point
ofview; or
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(b) is authorized by a law which also lays down measures to safeguard the data subject's
legitimate interests.

Section VIII
Conjidentiality  and  security  of processing

Confiden-    Art. 16
tiality of Any person acting under the authority of the controller or of the processor, including the
processing processor himself, who has access to personal data must not process them except on

instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law.

Security of   Art. 17
processing 1 Member States shall provide  that the controller must implement appropriate technical

and organizational measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful
destruction or accidental loss and against unauthorized alteration, disclosure or access, in
particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a network, and
against all other unlawful forms of processing.
Having regard to the state of the art and the costs of their implementation, such measures
shall ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks represented by the processing and
the nature of the data to be protected.
2. The Member States shall provide that the controller must, where processing is carried
out on his behalf, choose a processor who provides sufficient guarantees in respect of the
technical security measures and organizational measures governing the processing to be
carried out and must ensure compliance with those measures
3. The carrying out of processing by way of a processor must be governed by a contract or
legal act binding the processor to the controller and stipulating in particular that:
- the processor shall act only on instructions from the controller;
-  the  obligations  set  out in paragraph  1, as defined  by  the  law  of the Member State  in
which the processor is established, shall also be incumbent on the processor.
4. For the purposes of keeping proof, the parts of the contract or legal act relating to data
protection and the requirements relating to the measures referred to in paragraph 1 shall be
in writing or in another equivalent form.

Section IX
Notification

Obligation   Art. 18
to not(15' the 1. Member States shall provide that the controller or his representative,  if any,  must noti fy
supen'isory the supervisory authority referred to in Article 28 before carrying out any wholly or partly
authority automatic processing operation or set of such operations intended to serve a single purpose

or several related purposes.
2. Member States may provide for the simplification of or exemption from notification
only in the following cases and under the following conditions:
- where, for categories of processing operations which are unlikely, taking account of the
data to be processed, to affect adversely the rights and freedoms of data subjects, they
specify the purposes of the processing, the data or categories of data undergoing
processing, the category or categories of data subject, the recipients or categories of
recipient to whom the data are to be disclosed and the length of time the data are to be
stored and/or
- where the controller appoints, in compliance with the national law which governs him, a
data protection official, responsible in particular
- for ensuring in an independent manner the internal application of the national provisions
taken pursuant to this Directive
- for keeping the register of processing operations carried out by the controller, containing
the items of information referred to in Article 21(2),
thereby ensuring that the rights and freedoms of the data subjects are unlikely to be
adversely affected by the processing operations.
3. Member States may provide that paragraph 1 does not apply to processing whose sole
purpose is the keeping of a register, which according  to laws or regulations is intended to
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provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person demonstrating a legitimate interest.
4. Member States may provide for an exemption from the obligation to notify or a
simplification of the notification in the case or processing operations referred to in Article
8(2)(d).

5. Member States may stipulate that certain or all non-automatic processing operations
involving personal data shall be notified, or provide for these processing operations to be
subject to a simplified notification.

Contents  of Art. 19
noti/ication 1. Member States shall specify the information  to be given  in the notification. It shall

include at least:
(a) the name and address of the controller and of his representative, if any;
(b) the purpose or purposes of the processing;
(c) a description of the category or categories of data subject and of the data or categories
of data relating to them;
(d) the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the data might bc disclosed;
(e) proposed transfers ofdata to third countries;
(f) a general description allowing a preliminary assessment to be made of the
appropriateness    of the measures taken pursuant to Article    17 to ensure security    o f

processing.
2. Member States shall specify the procedures under which any change affecting the
information referred to in paragraph 1 must be notified to the supervisory authority.

Prior Art. 20
checking 1. Member States shall determine the processing operations likely to present specific risks

for the rights and freedoms of data subjects and shall check that these processing
operations are examined prior to the start thereof.
2. Such prior checks shall be carried out by the supervisory authority following receipt of
a notification from the controller or by the data protection official, who in cases of doubt
must consult the supervisory authority.
3. Member States may also carry out such checks in the context of preparation of a
measure (?) decided on by the national parliament or based on such a decision, defining
the nature of the processing operation and laying down appropriate safeguards.

Publicizing  Art. 21
of                     1. Member States shall take measures to ensure that processing operations are publicized.
processing 2. Member States shall provide that a register of processing operations notified in
operations accordance with Article 18 shall be kept by the supervisory authority.

The register shall contain at least the information listed in Article  19(1)(a) to (e).
The register may be inspected by any person.
3. Member States shall provide, in relation to processing operations not subject to
notification, that controllers or another body appointed by the Member States make
available at least the information referred to in Article 19(1)(a) to (e) in an appropriate
fashion to any person on request.
Member States may provide that this provision does not apply to processing whose sole
purpose is the keeping of a register, which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can provide proof of a legitimate interest.

Chapter III
Judicial remedies, liability and penalties

Remedies Art. 22
Without prejudice to any administrative remedy for which provision may be made, inter
alia before the supervisory authority referred to in Article 28, prior to referral to the
judicial authority, Member States shall provide for the right of every person to a judicial
remedy for any breach of the rights guaranteed him by the national law applicable to the
processing in question.
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Liability Art. 23
1. Member States shall provide that any person who has suffered damage as a result of an
unlawful processing operation or of any act incompatible with the national provisions
adopted pursuant to this Directive is entitled to receive compensation from the controller
for the damage suffered.
2.  The controller may be exempted  from this liability, in  whole or in part, if he proves that
he is not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage.

Sanctions Art. 24
The Member States shall adopt suitable measures to ensure the full implementation of the
provisions o f this Directive and shall in particular lay down the sanctions to be imposed  in
case of infringement of the provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive.

Chapter IV
Transfer  of personal  data  to third countries

Principles     Att. 25
1. Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data which
are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place
only if, without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to
the other provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate
level of protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in
the light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data
transfer operations; particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the
purpose and duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of
origin and country of final destination, the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force
in the third country in question and the professional rules and security measures which are
complied with in those countries.
3. Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where the consider
that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2.
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31(2), that a
third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of this Article Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent the
transfer of data of the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resulting from the funding made pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article
31(2), that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international
commitments it has entered into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred
to in paragraph 5, for the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of
individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's
decision.

Deroga- Art. 26
lions 1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic

law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25(2) may take place on condition that:
1) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer, or
2) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and
the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the
data subject's request, or
3) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or for the performance of a contract
concluded in the interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party,  or
4) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for
the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims, or
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5) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject, or
6) the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended
to provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public
in general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph  1, a Member State may authorize a transfer or a  set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25(2), where the controller adduces sufficient
guarantees with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and
freedoms of individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such
guarantees may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations granted pursuant to paragraph 2.
If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection
of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall
take appropriate measures in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31(2)
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's
decision.
4. Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article
31(2), that certain standard contractual clauses offer suflicient guarantees required  by
paragraph 2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the
Commission's decision.

Chapter V
Codes  of conduct

Art. 27
1. The Member States and the Commission shall encourage the drawing up of codes of
conduct intended to contribute to the proper implementation of the national provisions
adopted by the Member States pursuant to this Directive, taking account of the specific
features of the various sectors.
2. Member States shall make provision for trade associations and other bodies
representing other categories of controllers which have drawn up draft national codes or
which have the intention of amending or extending existing national codes to be able to
submit them to the opinion of the national authority.
Member States shall make provision for this authority to ascertain, among other things,
whether the drafts submitted to it are in accordance with the national provisions adopted
pursuant to this Directive.  If it sees  fit, the authority shall seek the views o f data subjects
or their representatives.
3. Draft Community codes, and amendments or extensions to existing Community codes,
may be submitted to the Working Party referred to in Article 29. This Working Party shall
determine, among other things, whether the drafts submitted to it are in accordance with
the national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive.  If it sees  fit, the authority shall
seek the views of data subjects or their representatives. The Commission may ensure
appropriate publicity for the codes which have been approved by the Working Party.

Chapter VI
Supervisory authority and working party on the protection of individuals with regard to
the  processing  of personal  data

Supervisory Art. 28
authority 1. Each Member State shall provide that one or more public authorities are responsible for

monitoring the application within its territory of the provisions adopted by the Member
States pursuant to this Directive.
These authorities shall act with complete independence in exercising the functions
entrusted to them.
2. Each Member State shall provide that the supervisory authorities are consulted when
drawing up administrative measures or regulations relating to the protection of individuals'
rights and freedoms with regard to the processing of personal data.
3 Each authority shall in particular be endowed with:
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- investigative powers, such as powers of access to data forming the subject-matter of
processing operations and powers to collect all the information necessary for the
performance of its supervisory duties;
- effective powers of intervention, such as, for example, that of delivering opinions in
accordance with Article 20, before processing operations are carried out and ensuring
appropriate publication of such opinions, or that of ordering the blocking, erasure or
destruction of data, or of imposing a temporary or definitive ban on processing, or that of
warning or admonishing the controller or that of referring the matter to national
parliaments or other political institutions;
- the power to engage in legal proceedings where the national provisions adopted pursuant
to this Directive have been violated or to bring these violations to the attention of the
judicial authorities.
Decisions by the supervisory authority which give rise to complaints may be appealed
against through the courts.
4. Each supervisory authority shall hear claims lodged by any person, or by an association
representing that person, concerning the protection of his rights and freedoms in regard  to
the processing of personal data. The person concerned shall be informed of the outcome of
the claim.
Each supervisory authority shall, in particular, hear claims for checks on the lawfulness of
data processing lodged by any person when the national provisions adopted pursuant to
Article   13  of this Directive apply. The person shall  at any  rate be informed  that a check
has taken place.
5. Each supervisory authority shall draw up a report on its activities at regular intervals.
The report shall be made public.
6. Each supervisory authority is competent, whatever the national law applicable to the
processing in question, for exercising, on the territory of its own Member State, the
powers attributed to it in accordance with paragraph 3. Each authority may be requested to
exercise its powers by an authority of another Member State.
The supervisory authorities shall cooperate with one another to the extent necessary for
the performance of their duties, in particular by exchanging all useful information.
7. Member States shall provide that the members and staff of the supervisory authority,
even after their employment has ended, are to be subject to a duty o f professional secrecy
with regard to confidential information to which they have access.

Working Art. 29
Party on l. A Working Party on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing of
the Personal Data, hereinafter referred to as "the Working Party", is hereby set up.

Protection it shall have advisory status and act independently.
of                  2. The Working Party shall be composed of a representative of the supervisory authority
Individuals or authorities designated by each Member State and of a representative of the authority or
with regard authorities established for Community institutions and bodies, and of a representative of
to the the Commission.
Processing Each member of the Working Party shall be designated by the institution, authority or
ofPersonal authorities which he represents. Where a Member State designates more than one
Data supervisory authority, they shall nominate a joint representative. The same shall apply for

the authorities established for Community institutions and bodies.
3.   The Working Party shall take decisions by a simple majority of the representatives of
the supervisory authorities.
4. The Working Party shall elect its chairman. The chairman's term of office shall be two
years. His appointment shall be renewable.
5. The Worlang Party's secretariat shall be provided by the Commission.
6. The Working Party shall adopt its own rules of procedure.
7. The Working Pa,y shall consider items placed on its agenda by its chairman, either on

his own initiative or at the request of a representative of the supervisory authorities or at
the Commission's request.

Art. 30
1  The Working Party shall:
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(a) examine any question covering the application of the national measures adopted under
this Directive in order to contribute to the uniform application of such measures;
(b) give the Commission an opinion on the level of protection in the Community and in
third countries;
(c) advise the Commission on any proposed amendment of this Directive, on any
additional or specific measures to safeguard the rights and freedoms of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on any other proposed Community
measures affecting such rights and freedoms;
(d) give an opinion on codes of conduct drawn up at Community level.
2. If the Working Party finds that divergences likely to affect the equivalence of protection
for persons with regard to the processing of personal data in the Community are arising
between the laws or practices of Member States, it shall inform the Commission
accordingly.

3. The Working Party may, on its own initiative, make recommendations on all matters
relating to the protection of persons with regard to the processing of personal data in the
Community.
4. The Working Party's opinions and recommendations shall be forwarded to the
Commission and to the committee referred to in Article 31.
5. The Commission shall inform the Working Party of the action it has taken in response
to its opinions and recommendations. It shall do so in a report which shall also be
forwarded to the European Parliament and the Council. The report shall be made public.
6. The Working Party shall draw up an annual report on the situation regarding the
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data in the
Community and in third countries, which it shall transmit to the Commission, the
European Parliament and the Council. The report shall be made public.

Chapter VII
Community implementing measures

The Art.  31

Committee    1. The Commission shall be assisted by a committee composed  of the representatives of
the Member States and chaired by the representative of the Commission.
2. The representative of the Commission shall submit to the committee a draft of the
measures to be taken. The committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a time
limit which the chairman may lay down according to the urgency o f the matter.
The opinion shall be delivered by the majority laid down in Article 148(2) of the Treaty.
The votes of the representatives of the Member States within the committee shall be
weighted in the manner set out in that Article. The chairman shall not vote.
The Commission shall adopt measures which shall apply immediately. However, if these
measures are not in accordance with the opinion of the committee, they shall be
communicated by the Cornmission to the Council forthwith. In that event:
The Commission shall defer application of the measures which it has decided for a period
to be laid down in each act adopted by the Council, but which may in on case exceed three
months from the date of communication.
The Council, acting by a qualified majority, may take a different decision within the time
limit referred to in the previous paragraph.

Final provisions

Art. 32
1. Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions
necessary to comply with this Directive at the latest at the end of a period of three years
from the adoption of the Directive.
When Member States adopt these measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive
or be accompanied by such reference on the occasion of their official publication. The
methods of making such reference shall be laid down by the Member States.
2. Member States shall ensure that processing already underway on the date the national
provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive enter into force, is brought into conformity
with these provisions within 3 years of this date.
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By way of derogation  from the preceding subparagraph, Member States may provide that
the processing of data already held in manual filing systems on the date of entry into force
of the national provisions adopted in implementation of this Directive shall be brought
into conformity with Articles 6,7 and 8 within 12 years of the date on which this Directive
is adopted. Member States shall, however, grant the data subject the right to obtain, at his
request and in particular at the time of exercising his right of access, the rectification,
erasure or blocking of data which are incomplete, inaccurate or stored in a way
incompatible with the legitimate purposes pursued by the controller.
3. By way of derogation from paragraph 2, Member States may provide, subject to
suitable safeguards, that data kept for the sole purpose of historical research are not
brought into conformity with Articles 6,7 and 8  of this Directive.
4. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the provisions of national law
which they adopt in the field covered by this Directive.

Art. 33
The Commission shall report to the Council and the European Parliament at regular
intervals, starting not later than three years after the date referred to in Article 32(1),on
the implementation of this Directive, attaching to its report, if necessary, suitable
proposals for amendments. The report shall be made public.
The Commission shall examine, in particular, the application of this Directive to the data
processing of sound and image data relating to natural persons and shall submit any
appropriate proposals which prove to be necessary, taking account of developments in
information technology and in the light of the state ofprogress in the information society.

Art. 34
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
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Icelandic Act on a Health Sector Database no. 139/1998
Passed by Parliament at 123rd session, 17 December 1998.

Section I
General terms

Objectives    Art. 1
The objective of this legislation is to authorise the creation and operation of a centralised
database of non-personally identifiable health data with the aim of increasing knowledge
in order to improve health and health services.

Scope Art. 2

This legislation extends to the creation and operation of a centralised health sector
database. The legislation does not apply to the medical record systems of individual health
and research institutions, data collections made in connection with scientific research into
individual diseases or groups of diseases, nor to records kept by health and social security
authorities on users of the health service and operation of the health service. The
legislation does not apply to the storage or handling of, or access to, biological samples.

Definitions   Art. 3
In this legislation the following definitions apply:
1.Health sector database: A collection of data containing information on health and other
related information, recorded in a standardised systematic fashion on a single centralised
database, intended for processing and as a source of information.
2.Personal data: all data on a personally identified or personally identifiable individual.
An individual shall be counted as personally identifiable  if he can be identified, directly or
indirectly, especially by reference to an identity number, or one or more factors specific to
his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.
3.Non-personally identifiable data. data on a person who is not personally identifiable as
defined in clause 2.
4.Coding: the transformation of words or numbers into an incomprehensible series of
symbols.
5.One-way coding: the transformation of words or series of digits into an
incomprehensible series of symbols which cannot be traced by means of a decoding key.
6.Health data: information on the health of individuals, including genetic information.
7.Genetic data: any data; of whatever type, concerning the heriditary characteristics of an
individual or concerning the pattern of inheritance of such characteristics within a related
group of individuals. It also refers to all data on the carrying of any genetic information
(genes) in an individual or genetic line relating to any aspect of health or disease, whether

present as identifiable characteristics or not.

Section II
Licence and committee on the creation and operation of a health sector database

Grant of Art. 4
operating The creation and operation of a health sector database are only permitted to those who
licence and  have an operating licence by the terms of this legislation. When an application has been
payments received, the Minister of Health may grant an operating licence to create and operate a

by licensee health sector database subject to the further terms o f this legislation.  The licensee shall  pay
a fee for the grant of the licence in order to meet the costs of preparing and issuing the
licence. The licensee  shall also  pay a yearly fee equivalent  to the costs of the  work  of the
committee under the terms of Art. 6, and other costs pertaining to service and monitoring
of the operation, including monitoring by the Data Protection Commission under the terms
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of legislation on the recording and handling o f personal data, and costs of publication and
publicity cp. Art.8. The licensee shall pay all costs of processing information for entry
onto the database, cp. Clause 8, Art 5.The minister and licensee may agree on further
payments to the Treasury, which shall be devoted to promoting the health service, research
and development.

Conditions   Art. 5
oflicence An operating licence for the creation and operation of a health sector database is
etc. contingent upon the following conditions:

1.The database must be located exclusively here in Iceland.
2.Technical, security and organisational standards  meet the requirements  of  the  Data
Protection Commission.
3.The recording and processing of health data shall be carried out by, or under the
supervision of, people who are professionally qualified in the health sector.
4.Detailed information shall be available on the area of activity and projects of the
applicant for a licence.
5.A detailed work plan from the applicant shall be available, which shall fulfil the
conditions and objectives of this Act regarding working arrangements and progress.
6.The operation of the database shall be financially separate from the licensee's other
business.
7.The Ministry of Health and Social Security and the Director General of Public Health
shall at all times have access to statistical data from the database in accessible form, so
that they will be of use in statistical processing for compiling health reports and planning,
policy-making and other projects of the parties specified.
8.The licensee shall  pay all costs of processing  data from health institutions  and  self-
employed health workers for entry onto the database. The data shall be processed in a
manner that fulfils the needs of the relevant institution or self-employed health worker for
a standardised information system, the needs of medical specialist fields and the
requirements of health authorities, cp. Clause 7, and so that it can be used in scientific
research.
9.The licence shall be temporary,  and it shall  not be granted  for  more  than 12 years  at  a
time.
10.The licensee shall hand over to the committee cp. art. 6 a copy of the database, which
shall be updated regularly, to be further specified in the licence. A copy of the database
shall always be stored in a bank safety deposit box, or in some other secure manner, to be
further specified in the licence.
11.The licensee shall ensure that after the expiry o f the period of the licence, the Minister
of Health and Social Security, or the party assigned by the Minister to operate the
database, shall receive indefinite use of all software and right required for the maintenance
and operation of the database.
The Minister may make the licence subject to further conditions than those specified
above. At the end of the period of the licence by the terms of the licence, the Minister
shall make a decision on the operation of the database, after receiving the opinion of the
committee cp. art. 6 and the Data Protection Commission. The same applies if the licence
is revoked  or if the licence is withdrawn  from the licensee  by the terms  of this legislation.
The licence and database under the terms of this legislation cannot be transferred, nor can
they be subjected to attachment for debt. Neither the licence nor the database may be used
as collateral for financial liabilities.

Committee   Art. 6.
on the The Minister shall appoint a committee on the creation and operation of a database under
creation the terms of this legislation. The committee shall comprise three people and three
and substitutes, appointed for four years at a time. One shall be a health sector worker with a

operation knowledge of epidemiology, another shall have knowledge of information technology
of-a health and/or computer science, and the third shall be a lawyer, and shall chair the committee.
service Their substitutes shall fulfil the same conditions. The role of the committee is to ensure
database that the creation and operation of the database are in keeping with the terms of this

legislation, regulations made on the basis ofthe legislation, and conditions laid down in
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the operating licence, in so far as this does not fall within the ambit of the Data Protection
Commission. The committee shall supervise the negotiation of contracts between the
licensee on the one hand and health institutions and self-employed health workers on the
other. It shall protect the interests of health authorities, health  institutions, se! f-employed
health workers and scientists in the drawing up of agreements. The sum to be paid by the
licensee under the terms of para.3 art. 4. shall be negotiated by the committee, as shall
recompense in the form of access to data from the database for health institutions, self-
employed health workers and their staff for purposes of scientific research. The committee
shall advise the Ministry of Health and the Director General of Public Health on the
utilisation of data from the database. Should the operating licence be revoked or the
licence withdrawn from the licensee, the database shall be operated by the committee until
the Minister has reached a decision on its long-term operation, cp. Para. 3, Art. 5. The
committee shall be provided with staff and working facilities. The committee shall seek
specialist assistance as deemed necessary. The committee shall inform the Minister and
the Data Protection Commission without delay if it believes that there is some defect in
the operation of the database. The committee shall, no later than 1 March each year,
submit a report to the Minister on the operations of the past year

Section III
Collection of information

Access to Art. 7
datafrom     With the consent of health institutions or self-employed health workers, the licensee may
health be provided with data derived from medical records for entry onto a health sector
records database. The health institutions shall confer with the physicians' council and specialist

management of the relevant institution before contracts are concluded  with the licensee.  In
the handling of records, other data and information, the conditions deemed necessary by
the Data Protection Commission at any time shall be complied with. Personal
identification shall be coded before entry on the database, so that it is ensured that the
licensee's staff work only with non-personally identifiable data. The staff of the relevant
health institution or self-employed health workers shall prepare the data for entry on the
health-sector database. Health data shall be transferred in coded form in order to ensure
their security. Personal identification shall be coded one-way, i.e. by coding that cannot be
traced using a decoding key. The Data Protection Commission shall carry out further
coding of personal identification, using those methods that the commission deems to
ensure confidentiality best. With regard to access to data from medical records, this shall
otherwise be subject to the Acts on the rights of patients, on physicians, on the health
service and on the recording and handling of personal data.

Rights of      Art. 8
patients A patient may request at any time that information on him/her not be entered onto the

health-sector database. The patient's request may apply to all existing information on
him/her or that which may be recorded in the future, or to some specific information. Such
a request must be complied with. The patient shall inform the Director General of Public
Health of his/her wish. The Director General of Public Health shall produce forms for
giving such notice, and shall ensure that these are available at health institutions and at the
premises of self-employed health workers. The Director General of Public Health shall
ensure that a coded register of the relevant patients is always accessible for those who
carry out the entry of data onto the health-sector database. The Director General of Public
Health shall ensure that information on the health-sector database and on the rights of
patients cp. para. 1 shall be accessible to the public. Health institutions and self-employed
health workers shall have this information available to patients on their premises.

Access by
hea/th Section IV
authorities   Access to the database and utilisation of data, etc.
to data on
the health-   Art. 9
sector The Ministry of Health and Director General of Public Health shall always be entitled to

database statistical data from the health sector database so that it may be used in statistical
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processing for the making of health reports and planning, policy-making and other
projects of these bodies. This information to the specified parties shall be provided free o f
charge.

Utilisation  Art. 10.
ofthe Data recorded or acquired by processing On the health-sector database may be used to

health develop new or improved methods of achieving better health, prediction, diagnosis and

sector treatment of disease, to seek the most economic ways of operating health services, and for

database making reports in the health sector. The licensee shall be authorised to process data on the
health sector database from the health data recorded there, provided that data are
processed and connected in such a way that they cannot be linked to identifiable
individuals. The licensee shall develop methods and protocols that meet the requirements
of the Data Protection Commission in order to ensure confidentiality in connecting data
from the health-sector database,  from a database of genealogical data,  and  from a database
of genetic data. With regard to linking the data on the health-sector database with other
databases than those specified here, the Act on recording and handling of personal data
shall apply. It is not permissible to give information on individuals, and this shall be
ensured e.g. by limitation of access. The licensee may not grant direct access to data on
the database. The licensee is authorised during the period  o f the licence  to use the  data  on
the database for purposes of financial profit, under the conditions laid down in this
legislation and the licence. The health service database may not be transported out of
Iceland, and processing of it may only be carried out here in Iceland.

Confiden-      Art.  1 1
tiality Employees of the licensee, including contractors, are bound by an obligation of

confidentiality on matters that they become aware of in their work which should remain
confidential, by law or by their nature. They shall sign an oath of confidentiality before
they begin work The obligation of confidentiality remains in force, even if employment
ceases.

Section V
Monitoring

Monitoring  Art. 12
of the The Data Protection Commission shall monitor the creation and operation of the health
creation sector database  with  regard  to recording  and handling of personal  data and  the  security of
and data on the database, and is responsible for monitoring compliance with conditions laid
operation       down by the commission. The committee on the operation of the database, cp.  Art. 6, shall
ofa health- be responsible for monitoring the compliance in every way of the activities of the health
sector sector database with the terms of this  legislation, regulations  issued under the terms of this

database legislation, and  the conditions  of the  licence.  The committee  shall monitor all  questions to
and processing from the database. It shall regularly send to the Science Ethics Committee
a record of all questions processed on the database, together with information on the
enquirers. The minister shall issue regulations on an interdisciplinary ethics committee
which shall assess studies carried out within the licensee's company and questions which
are received. The committee's evaluation must reveal that there is no scientific or ethical
reason to prevent the study in question being carried out, or the questions processed from
the database.

Section VI
Penalties

Revocation   Art.  13
of/icence The Minister may revoke the licence under the terms of this legislation if the licensee or

the licensee's employees violate the terms of legislation,  if the conditions  of the licence are
not fulfilled, or if the licensee becomes unable to operate the database. Should the licensee
violate the terms of this legislation or not comply with the conditions of the licence, the
Minister shall  give the licensee a written warning, allowing a reasonable period o f grace to
rectify matters. Should the licensee not comply with such a warning, the licence shall be
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revoked. In the case of deliberate violation or gross negligence, the Minister may revoke
the licence without notice and without allowing time for rectification.

Penalties Art. 14
Violation of the terms of this legislation entails fines or imprisonment for up to three

years, unless a more severe penalty is prescribed in other legislation. The same penalties
apply to failure to comply with the conditions for granting of an operating licence under
the terms of this legislation, or government regulations under the terms of the legislation,
or failure to comply with a command or prohibition under the terms of the legislation, or
government regulations under the terms of the legislation.  A legal entity may be sentenced
to pay fines due to violation of this Act or regulations based on it. A legal entity may be
fined regardless of the guilt of its employees. The legal entity shall be responsible for
payment  of a fine imposed upon an employee of the legal entity, provided that the offence
is connected to the employee's work for the legal entity.

Withdrawal Art. 15
ofhcence    The licensee may, in addition to the penalties specified in Art. 14, be subject to revocation
etc. of the licence by legal verdict, in the case of deliberate violation or gross negligence.

Equipment which has been used for serious violation of this legislation may be
confiscated, together with the profits of the violation, cp. Art. 69 of the Penal Code no.
19/1940.

Attenipt Art. 16
andpartici- Attempted violation, and participation in violation, of this legislation are subject to
pation penalties as  stated in  section III of the Penal Code,  no.  19/1940.

Compensa-  Art. 11
tion Should the licensee, an employee of the licensee or a person assigned to process data

violate the provisions of this Act with regard to confidentiality, regulations issued on the
basis of them, or the conditions laid down by the Data Protection Commission, the
licensee shall compensate the person to whom the data relate for financial loss which this
has caused. The licensee, however, is not obliged to compensate for loss which the
licensee proves not to be attributable to a mistake or negligence on the licensee's part, or
that of an employee or processor.

Section VII
Various provisions

Regulations Art. 18
The Minister may prescribe further terms on the practice of this Act by issuing

regulations.
The Minister shall issue regulations on the activity of the committee on operation of a
health sector database under Art.  6, and on limitation of access under para.  2  art.  10.

Enactment   Art. 19
This Act shall take force immediately.
This Act shall be reviewed no later than 10 years after its enactment.

Provisional clauses

I The licensee's licence fee under para. 3, Art. 4 shall for the first year be based upon
estimated costs pertaining to the preparation and monitoring of the operations o f the health
sector database.
II The entry of data onto the health-sector database shall not commence until six months
after the enactment of this Act.
III Before processing begins on the health-sector database, the committee on the operation
of the database cp. art. 6 shall ensure that the assessment of an independent expert on the
security ofinformation systems has been sought.
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Data mining and group profiling

In recent years, the collection and processing of data have increased considerably.
Using new technologies, attempts are made to extract knowledge from the data
collected. Data mining is an automated analysis using mathematical algorithms in
order to find new patterns and relations in data. It is one of the main techniques

used for this purpose. A group projile is a property or a collection of properties of a
group of people. A group profile is one of the forms of knowledge that may result
from data mining. It seems that society cannot do without their use, even if for
taxonomic reasons only.

Although group profiles may be useful, they may pose risks as well. As the
advantages and disadvantages of group profiles may depend on the field in which
they are used and on the people involved, in this research I focus on profiling in
epidemiology, i.e. the study of the distribution and determinants of disease
frequency in man.

In this thesis, the possible moral problems of group profiling using data mining
(e.g., in epidemiological research) and possible solutions are investigated. The
possible moral problems are investigated with the help of ethics.  In this approach,
different normative theories are used to identify and articulate the possible

problems of data mining and group profiling in epidemiology from a critical
distance. For heuristic reasons, I combine this critical distance of ethics with a
moral point of view, implying a willingness to take the vulnerabilities of people
into account. For possible solutions, legal and technological measures and informal
(moral) directives are investigated. Clearly, law and technology put their own
conditions and restrictions to these measures.

This research is based on an extensive study of the literature available,
supplemented with interviews and contacts with ethical, legal, and technological
experts. A problem and solution-oriented approach is taken. This means that
concrete problems pr potential problems are taken as a starting point and via
different (theoretical) approaches an attempt is made to find concrete solutions.
Such an approach is relatively broad in its use of source materials and study
methods. This broad approach follows from the nature of the issues discussed: to
clarify what may be considered problems, explanations of data mining, group
profiling, and epidemiology are required; to clarify what may be solutions,
explanations of ethical, legal, and technological aspects of profiling are required.
This may seem like many different fields, but all these fields are only considered
insofar as they are regarded as relevant to data mining and group profiling.

Although  many of the issues discussed  in this thesis have a global scope, a Dutch
perspective is taken. Nevertheless, many of the issues discussed have a global scope

or may at least be valid for particular countries. Part of this research was performed
in the U.S. and in Iceland. However, I do not draw full comparisons between the
U.S. or Icelandic situations  the one hand and the Dutch situation on the other hand.
Some problems that may exist in the U.S. or Iceland may also be or become

problems in the Netherlands. Furthermore, 'ingredients' for solutions may be
transposed from one situation to another.

The aim of data mining is to transform data (i.e. a set of facts) into knowledge
(i.e. a pattern that is interesting and certain enough for a user, according to the
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user's criteria). Data mining is the central step in the KDD process, i.e. Knowledge
Discovery in Databases. The types of data and the structure and dimension of the
database are important because they influence the range of data-mining tools that
may be used. The choice of data-mining tools, in turn, determines the set of
possible results of the data-mining process. Classification and clustering are typical
data-mining tools used to identify groups. Regression is another important data-
mining tool, often used to make predictions. Data mining differs from traditional
data analysis in that hypotheses are generated automatically. As a result, relations
discovered may be unsuspected and not necessarily causal. Data-mining tools are
also capable of processing many more hypotheses more quickly than traditional
data-analysis methods. Although the coupling of databases may be limited by the
database structures, the coupling of databases may considerably increase the
number of possible relations to be discovered. Data mining results in patterns and
relations, which may include personal profiles and group profiles.

Distinguishing different types of information in group profiles may be helpful to
determine the possibilities and risks of a particular group profile. Distributivity -
i.e. the validity of a group characteristic for each member of the group as an
individual- is an important factor in the reliability of the use of group profiles.
Therefore, a distinction is made between distributive and non-distributive profiles.
Non-distributive profiles may lead to treating people on the basis of group
characteristics that they do no share as individuals. This may cause problems with
regard to several moral principles, such as justice and autonomy (see below). When
inferring personal characteristics from group profiles, deduction is reliable in the
case of distributive profiles only. When dealing with non-distributive profiles,
deduction and induction are not possible. In such cases, non-monotonic reasoning
may be helpful as it provides a way of reasoning with exceptions and inconsistent
information. The reliability of a group profile is an important factor in determining
the positive and negative effects that the group profile may have. In this respect,
non-distributive group profiles are more likely to cause moral problems than
distributive profiles. However, only using distributive group profiles is not realistic
from a practical perspective and even the use of distributive profiles will not
necessarily be considered fair, just, or good treatment by those involved.

Group profiles may offer general advantages, such as enabling the selection of
target groups, customisation, and cost efficiency; general disadvantages of group
profiles may involve, for instance, unjustified discrimination, stigmatisation, de-
individualisation, and confrontation with unwanted information. However, many of
the effects of group profiles may be considered advantageous as well as
disadvantageous, depending on the context and the way in which, and by whom, the
group profile is used.

In epidemiology, frequencies of diseases are usually expressed in prevalence
and/or incidence. The concepts of sensitivity and specificity may be used as
indicators of the reliability of group profiles. Data mining may result in non-causal
relations, but, in epidemiology, underlying causes do not always have to be known
in order to  act upon statistical relations. Screening  is a typical example of this.  Data
mining and group profiling in epidemiology may result in the finding of new,
unexpected determinants of diseases. Furthermore, data mining and group profiling
may be useful in some cases to deal with common problems in epidemiology, such
as confounding (the influence of determinants other than the determinant under
investigation) and shortages ofavailable data.
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Several cases of group profiling in epidemiology are investigated in this thesis.
The case concerning smoking behaviour shows that the level of detail of a group
profiles should be balanced with its reliability and anonymity. The case of the
Icelandic health sector database is an example of a situation in which a considerable
effort is made to examine the new possibilities of data mining and group profiling
in medical databases. The third case, concerning screening, shows that group
profiles may be useful in enhancing the effectiveness of screening processes. When
screening for cancer, for instance, more targeted screening may result in earlier
detection and may improve the patient's prospects. In general, the cases discussed
show that data mining and group profiling are changing epidemiology.

Moral problems

Three types of moral problems may be distinguished: (1) violations of moral
principles, (2) moral conflicts, and (3) new (types of) problems, i.e., problems that
occur when it is unclear which moral principles apply. In order to take a broad
approach, a broad meaning of the term 'moral principle'  was used; it was regarded

as nothing more than a starting point. Several starting points, originating from
different normative theories, were investigated in this thesis. For heuristic reasons,
these were combined with a moral point ofview, implying a willingness to take the
vulnerabilities of people into account.

The first approach was to identify, at the most basic level, the needs, interests,
and preferences of those involved. Whether not fulfilling needs, interests, and
preferences constitutes a moral problem in itself is a controversial issue. Therefore,
apart from this heuristic approach, several starting points, originating from different
normative theories, were investigated. For instance, for those who do not consider
this to be a moral problem in itself, it may still be possible to regard several such
issues as moral problems of the first or second type, with regard to the (classic)
moral principles of beneficence or non-maleficence, or both, when 'doing no harm'
and 'doing good' are interpreted in terms of fulfilment of needs, interests, and
preferences. In some cases, it is clear how to apply non-maleficence/beneficence,
such as in cases that are Pareto optimal, but in other cases there may be conflicting
needs, interests, and preferences that constitute moral problems (o f type 2).

In the relations between groups and society, group profiles may cause problems
with regard to justice and solidarity. Masking -i.e., using trivial characteristics as
indicators of sensitive characteristics in decision-making- may involve a violation
of the principle of justice  (type  2),  but even without masking group profiles  may
result in distribution problems because of conflicting needs, interests, and
preferences (type 2). Determining what characteristics are relevant to justify equal
or unequal treatment may constitute a moral problem of the third type. Furthermore,
group profiles may violate solidarity (type  1), both  in the relations between groups
and society and in the relations between groups and their members.

In the relations between individuals and groups, group profiles may lead to
problems with regard to autonomy, individuality, and honesty. Autonomy may be
violated  (type   1) when individuals  are  not  able to influence the process of group
profiling or when it is not possible to obtain informed consent. When it is not clear
how to ensure informed consent because of the unpredictable results of data
mining, a moral problem of the third type may arise. Conflicts between non-
mateficence/beneficence and autonomy (type 2) may arise when information
provided to obtain consent is harmful to the needs, interests, and preferences of
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individuals. Individuality   may be violated   (type   1) when limited numbers   of
characteristics are used in group profiles to describe unique individuals or when
characteristics are not correct for group members as individuals. Honesty may be
violated  in  the  case of masking  (type   1),  and  moral conflicts between honesty  and
beneficence (type 2) may arise in the case oftherapeutic exceptions.

The roles of the various relevant players in epidemiology were investigated to
show in more detail the vulnerabilities that may arise from the starting points
mentioned above and from professional norms, i.e. normative starting points
typically related to the professions/roles in epidemiology. The roles of the
patient/data subject, the doctor, the (medical) researcher, the (health) insurance
companies, and the government were investigated. The patient/data subject is a
particularly vulnerable player because his needs, interests, and preferences are
direct and personal. Other typical vulnerabilities of the patient/data subject may
exist with regard to justice (e.g. in cases of selection) and with regard to autonomy
(e.g. when patients are dependent on other players or have limited abilities, or
both).

For the doctor, the most relevant functional needs with regard to information
include the trust of patients (particularly regarding the Hippocratic principle and
professional secrecy) and the reliability and adequacy o f information. Without this,
a doctor may not be able to provide adequate treatment. These professional norms
may conflict with non-maleficence/beneficence. For the researcher, the most
relevant functional need with regard to information is freedom of research, which
particularly involves access to the relevant data. However, freedom ofresearch may
conflict with other starting points, such as justice, respect for autonomy, and
privacy.

Health insurance companies have a need to make sufficient profit to stay in
business. Data mining and group profiling may be in their interest as these methods
may be used to determine risks. Selection on the basis of risks may constitute
vulnerabilities for insurers (because of adverse selection) and for patients/data
subjects (because of cream skimming). Both forms of selection may conflict with
the solidarity on which insurance markets are based. For the planning of health
care, the government or health insurance companies. or both, have a functional
need for information regarding the supply of and demand for health care.
Furthermore, the government may be expected to protect the other starting points
(e.g. justice and respect for autonomy), at least to some extent, when protecting the
vulnerabilities of the general public.

The inventory above contains the most important moral problems that may arise
from the use ofdata mining and group profiling in epidemiology. Possible legal and
technological solutions are investigated in the light of the starting points discussed
above and in the light of a moral point of view. Nevertheless, law and technology
may impose their own conditions and restrictions on the possible measures.

Legal and technological solutions

For part of the problems mentioned, data protection law, public health law, and
anti-discrimination law may provide solutions. In the Netherlands, the main legal
regimes of interest in the field of data protection law are the Treaty of Strasbourg,
the European Data Protection Directive, and the Dutch Personal Data Protection
Act (Wet Beschenning Persoonsgegevens). The central rules of these data
protection laws are based upon and embody the so-called privacy    principles,
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developed by the OECD in  1980. These principles apply to the concept of personal
dam, i.e., any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.
The definition of this concept, based on identifiability, may have as a result that
data protection law is applicable only to the first and last steps of the KDD process.
The privacy principles contribute to (or at least do not hinder) the fulfilment of the
needs, interests, and preferences of the players involved in epidemiological data
mining and group profiling, but there are indications that the enforcement of data
protection law may have to be strengthened. To a certain extent, limited
enforcement of the participation principle seems to have technological causes,
which may call for technological solutions rather than adjustments in the Dutch
Personal Data Protection Act.

As far as Dutch public health law is concerned, the Medical Treatment Contracts
Act (Wet Geneeskundige Behandelingsovereenkomst) applies to (the professional
secrecy in) the doctor-patient relation. With regard to the problem of confrontation,
the Act contains a right not to know for patients. Furthermore, the Dutch Medical
Treatment Contracts Act restricts the release of information to exceptional cases;
this contributes to the fulfilment of the needs of the data subject and the doctor.
However, the Act does not extend beyond the release/collection of data; further
steps of the KDD process are beyond the scope of the Act.

Dutch anti-discrimination law mainly concerns the Equal Treatment Act
(Algemene Wet Gelijke Behandeling), which prohibits the use of particular
characteristics for making decisions. Since these characteristics need not belong to
identifiable individuals and need not to be correct, this protection may supplement
the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act. However, the Dutch Equal Treatment Act
only addresses cases where selection actually took place; earlier steps in the KDD
process are beyond the scope of the Equal Treatment Act. Although the Act also
addresses masking,  a lack of transparency may be a problem for enforcement.

For part of the problems mentioned, restricting the linking of characteristics to an
identity and the linking of characteristics to each other may provide solutions.
Anonymity -i.e. limiting the possibility of linking characteristics to an identity-
may help to prevent many privacy intrusions, but it may not prevent data mining
and group profiling; unlinkability is essential to prevent the gradual erosion of
informational privacy. There are different degrees of identifiability, and (more)
anonymity may contribute to fulfilling the needs of both data subjects and data
controllers. However, meeting their needs may also be hindered by anonymity: data
subjects may lack the legal protection that data protection law may offer, and data
controllers may in some cases need identifiable data to perform their tasks.

As cryptographic techniques may transform access problems into key
management problems, they may provide a basis for developing information
controls, including anonymity, pseudonymity, secret sharing, multilevel security
systems, access controls, flow controls, and inference controls. Secret sharing helps
to ensure that information is used only in cases in which particular predefined users

cooperate; in cases in which the consent of the data subject (or others) is required,
this may be enforced by providing the data subject with an indispensable part of the
key to his information. Multilevel security systems provide different access rights
to different users of one database and may be useful to restrict the possibility of
linking characteristics (including identifying characteristics) to each other. Direct
access to multilevel security systems can be made dependent on the authorisation
level of a user with the help of access controls such as passwords, access tokens,
biometrics, or a combination thereof. Flow controls, specifying valid channels
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along which information may flow, may be required, as information at higher
security levels may leak to lower security levels. Inference controls may be
required to prevent the linking of lower-level information from disclosing higher-
level information.

The security techniques mentioned may be used as independent building blocks
that together form a compound security system with different levels and
capabilities, tailored to the needs, interests, and preferences of those involved in
epidemiological data mining and group profiling. Determination of the best
combination of security techniques in further detail depends on the information
policy chosen, and needs to be tested in practice.

If no legal or technological measures are taken, it is likely (on the basis of
economic and technological developments) that the collection and processing of
data will increase, which may cause the moral problems described above.
Therefore, concrete measures are recommended to deal with the most serious and
urgent problems. From a legal perspective, it is recommended that the scope of the
Dutch Personal Data Protection Act be extended in such a way that not only
personal data are protected, but also data in group profiles. This will contribute to
realising the aims ofjustice, respect for autonomy, and individuality. The protection
realised by the privacy principles implemented in the Dutch Personal Data
Protection Act seems adequate for the needs of those involved, but stricter
enforcement of the Act may be achieved by focussing on transparency and
accountability. The Medical Treatment Contracts Act and the Equal Treatment Act
do not seem to require substantial changes with regard to data mining and group
profiling in epidemiology. Nevertheless, for better enforcement of the Equal
Treatment Act, it is recommended to reverse the burden of proof in lawsuits in
those cases in which unequal treatment is suspected (already standard practice for
the Equal Treatment Commission -Commissie Geluke Behandeling). This may be a
better way of preventing the violation ofjustice and honesty by the use of masking.
Legal measures alone are insufficient to deal with particular problems such as
problems regarding anonymous data, stigmatisation, and lack oftransparency.

From a technological perspective, it is recommended that multi-level security
systems be applied in the databases of those who perform data mining and group
profiling. Particularly when health insurance companies are responsible for the
planning of health care, it is recommended -in order to restrict very detailed risk
assessments- that their tasks of planning and insuring be separated and that the data
required for these tasks be separated correspondingly. The exact implementation of
a multi-level security system depends on the information policy determined, but in
all cases attention to flow controls and inference controls is required to prevent
information leaks. Furthermore,  it is recommended that sensitive types o f data,  such
as the types o f data that the Dutch Equal Treatment Act prohibits to use for unequal
treatment, have higher protection levels within the multi-level security systems than
trivial data. In this way, multi-level security systems can contribute to the
realisation  of the  aims of justice, respect for autonomy, and individuality. Apart
from this, the use of other information controls, usually based on cryptography, is
recommended. Providing a data subject with an indispensable part of the key to his
information using secret sharing is recommended to enforce -where applicable-
consent (and thus more autonomy) regarding the use of data in databases  of general
practitioners, hospitals, health insurance companies, etc. Limiting identifiability,
though it may not limit data mining, may contribute to fulfilment of the needs,
interests, and preferences of data subjects (including unwanted selection,
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stigmatisation, and confrontation with particular information), as well as to their
privacy. Identifiability may be restricted by using traditional methods such as
anonymisers, although the risk of limiting identifiability is that current data-
protection law becomes inapplicable. Technological measures alone are insufficient
to deal with particular problems, as technological measures may not prevent the
creation and use ofall group profiles that may cause problems.

Attitudes and responsibilities

It may be argued that, in the end, dealing with data mining and group profiling is a

matter of decency. This is why a moral point of view, implying the willingness to
take the vulnerabilities of people into account, remains important. Without this
willingness, none of the recommended solutions is likely to prove effective.
However, even when there is the willingness to take the vulnerabilities of people
into account, not everyone may be aware of or convinced of the seriousness and
urgency of several of the problems and of the measures suggested. Therefore, it
may be argued that awareness of the problems of data mining and group profiling is
required. More in general, an integrated approach to these problems is lacking.
Ensuring that data subjects and data controllers have joint responsibility may help
to realise more transparency and, thus, more awareness. Implementation of the
education principle and the awareness principle (suggested by the U.S. Electronic
Privacy Information Centre, EPIC) in the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act may
contribute to the development of this joint responsibility. At the same time, more
coordination and cooperation between the responsible organisations and institutions
(such as the Data Protection Authority, the Equal Treatment Commission, and the
Dutch Health Care Inspectorate) may contribute to an integrated approach.

Clearly, there is no single solution to the problems and potential problems of data
mining and group profiling. However, the multidisciplinary approach in this thesis
shows that there is ample opportunity to avoid or at least minimise the occurrence
of these problems. It has been pointed out where technological measures may be
more useful than legal measures, and vice versa. Although several shortcomings
were mentioned, the current and recommended legal and technological measures
seem to offer (by and large) adequate solutions for dealing with these problems.
However, an integrated approach for dealing with these problems does not yet exist
-hence, the special focus on awareness and enforcement in this thesis, as these are
the most important instruments to achieve the necessary change in attitude towards
the problems of data mining and group profiling.
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Samenvatting (summary in Dutch)
Data mining en groepsproillering

In de afgelopen jaren is het verzamelen en verwerken van tal van gegevens
aanzienlijk toegenomen. Met behulp van nieuwe technologieEn wordt getracht
kennis uit de verzamelde gegevens te extraheren. Data mining is een
geautomatiseerde analyse door middel van mathematische algoritmen teneinde
nieuwe patronen en verbanden in gegevens te vinden. Het is een van de
belangrijkste technieken die gebruikt worden voor dit doel. Een groepsproftel is een
eigenschap of een verzameling eigenschappen van een groep mensen.

Groepsprofielen is een van de vormen van kennis die kunnen voortvloeien uit data
mining. Het lijkt erop dat de samenleving niet zonder het gebruik ervan kan, al was
het maar om enkel taxonomische redenen.

Hoewel groepsprofielen nuttig kunnen zijn, kunnen ze ook risico's met zich
meebrengen. Aangezien de voor- en nadelen ervan afhangen van het gebied waarin
ze gebruikt worden en van de hoedanigheden en functies van de betrokken
personen, richt ik mij in dit onderzoek op profilering in de epidemiologie, de studie
van de distributie en determinanten van ziektefrequenties bij mensen.

In dit boek wordt onderzocht wat de mogelijke morele problemen van
groepsprofilering door middel van data mining (bijvoorbeeld in epidemiologisch
onderzoek) zijn en wat mogelijke oplossingen zijn. De mogelijke morele problemen
worden onderzocht met behulp van de ethiek. In deze aanpak worden verschillende
normatieve theorie8n gebruikt om de mogelijke morele problemen van data mining
en groepsprofilering in de epidemiologie vanaf een kritische distantie te
identificeren en te articuleren. Om heuristische redenen combineer ik deze kritische
distantie van ethiek met een moreel standpunt, hetgeen de bereidheid impliceert
rekening te houden met de kwetsbaarheden van mensen. Voor de mogelijke
oplossingen zijn juridische en technische maatregelen onderzocht en informele
(morele) directieven. Uiteraard leggen recht en techniek hun eigen voorwaarden en
restricties op aan deze maatregelen.

Dit onderzoek is gebaseerd op een uitgebreide studie van beschikbare literatuur,
aangevuld met interviews en contacten met deskundigen op de gebieden ethiek,
recht en technologie. Er is gekozen voor een probleem- en oplossingsgeoriEnteerde
benadering. Dit houdt in dat concrete (mogelijke) problemen als uitgangspunt
worden genomen en dat via verschillende (theoretische) benaderingen getracht is
concrete oplossingen te vinden. Een dergelijke aanpak is verhoudingsgewijs breed
in het gel)ruik van bronmateriaal en studiemethoden. Deze brede aanpak volgt uit
de aard van de problemen die besproken worden: om te verduidelijken wat als
problemen beschouwd kunnen worden, is uitleg vereist omtrent data mining,
groepsprofilering en epidemiologie. Om te verduidelijken wat oplossingen kunnen
zijn, is uitleg vereist omtrent de ethische, juridische en technologische aspecten van
profilering. Dit lijken veel verschillende vakgebieden, maar al deze vakgebieden
worden slechts in ogenschouw genomen voor zover ze relevant beschouwd worden
met betrekking tot data mining en groepsprofilering.

Hoewel wet van de onderwerpen die in dit boek besproken worden een
wereldwijde strekking hebben, is uitgegaan van een Nederlands perspectief.
Desalniettemin gelden veel van de besproken onderwerpen weI degelijk wereldwijd
of op zijn minst voor bepaalde  landen.  Een decl van dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd in
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de Verenigde Staten en Usland. Toch trek ik geen volledige vergelijkingen tussen
de situatie in de Verenigde Staten of IJsland enerzijds en de Nederlandse situatie
anderzijds. Sommige problemen die in de Verenigde Staten of IJsland bestaan
kunnen ook problemen in Nederland zijn of worden. Verder kunnen 'ingredienten'
voor oplossingen overgenomen worden van de ene situatie naar de andere.

Het doel van data mining is om data (gegevens, een verzameling feiten) te
transformeren tot kennis (een patroon dat voldoende interessant en zeker is voor een
gebruiker, volgens de criteria van die gebruiker). Data mining is de centrale stap in
het KDD-proces (Knowledge Discovery in Databases), het ontdekken van kennis in
databases. Het type data en de structuur en dimensie van de database zijn belangrijk
omdat ze de range vastleggen van de verschillende data-miningtechnieken die
gebruikt kunnen worden. De keuze van data-miningtechnieken bepaalt op zijn beurt
de verzameling mogelijke uitkomsten van het data-miningproces. Classificatie en
clustering zijn typische data-miningtechnieken die gebruikt worden om groepen te
identificeren. Regressie is een andere belangrijke data-miningtechniek, die vaak
gebruikt wordt om voorspellingen te doen. Data mining wijkt af van traditionele
data analyses omdat de hypotheses geautomatiseerd gegenereerd worden. Derhalve
kunnen de ontdekte verbanden onverwacht zijn en niet noodzakelijk causaal. Met
data-miningtechnieken is het bovendien mogelijk veel meer en veel sneller
hypotheses te verwerken dan met traditionele methoden om gegevens te analyseren.
Hoewel het koppelen van databases beperkt kan zijn vanwege databasestructuren
kan het koppelen van databases de aantallen verbanden die ontdekt kunnen worden
aanzienlijk vergroten. Data mining resulteert in patronen en verbanden waaronder
mogelijk ook persoonlijke profielen en groepsprofielen.

Het onderscheiden van verschillende typen informatie in groepsprofielen kan
nuttig zijn bij het vaststellen van de mogelijkheden en risico's van een bepaald
groepsprofiel. Distributiviteit, d.w.z. de geldigheid van een groepseigenschap voor
elk groepslid als een individu, is een belangrijke factor in de betrouwbaarheid van
het gebruik van groepsprofielen. Daarom wordt een onderscheid gemaakt tussen
distributieve en non-distributieve profielen. Bij non-distributieve profielen kunnen
mensen behandeld worden op basis van groepseigenschappen die ze niet als
individu bezitten. Dit kan problemen veroorzaken met betrekking tot allerlei morele
beginselen, zoals rechtvaardigheid en autonomie (zie hieronder). Voor het afleiden
van persoonlijke eigenschappen uit groepsprofielen is deductie een betrouwbare
methode bij distributieve profielen. Bij non-distributieve profielen zijn deductie en
inductie niet mogelijk. In dergelijke gevallen kan niet-monotoon redeneren nuttig
zijn aangezien dat de mogelijkheid verschaft te redeneren met uitzonderingen en
inconsistente informatie. De betrouwbaarheid van een groepsprofiel is een
belangrijke factor in het vaststellen van de positieve en negatieve effecten die dat
groepsprofiel kan hebben. Non-distributieve profielen kunnen in dit opzicht eerder
leiden tot morele problemen dan distributieve profielen. Desalniettemin is het enkel
gebruiken van distributieve profielen niet realistisch uit praktisch oogpunt en
bovendien betekent dit niet noodzakelijkerwijs dat het gebruik ervan ook als eerlijk,
rechtvaardig, ofgoed gezien zal worden door betrokkenen.

Groepsprofielen kunnen algemene voordelen bieden, zoals de mogelijkheid tot
het selecteren van doelgroepen, persoonlijke aanbiedingen en kostendoelmatigheid;
algemene nadelen van groepsprofielen kunnen bijvoorbeeld zij n

ongerechtvaardigde discriminatie, stigmatisering, de-individualisatie en
confrontatie met ongewenste informatie. Echter, veel van de effecten van
groepsprofielen kunnen beschouwd worden als zowel voordelig als nadelig,
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afhankelijk van de context waarin ze gebruikt worden en de manier waarop en de
persoon door wic het groepsprofiel gebruikt wordt.

In de epidemiologie worden frequenties van ziekten gewoonlijk uitgedrukt in
prevalentie en/of incidentie. De begrippen sensitiviteit en specificiteit kunnen

gebruikt worden als indicatoren van de betrouwbaarheid van groepsprofielen. Data
mining kan resulteren in niet-causale verbanden, maar in de epidemiologie hoeven
onderliggende verbanden niet noodzakelijkerwijs bekend te zijn om mensen de
gelegenheid te bieden te handelen op basis van statistische verbanden. Screening is
een typisch voorbeeld hiervan. Data mining en groepsprofilering in de
epidemiologie kunnen leiden tot het vinden van nieuwe, onverwachte
determinanten van ziekten. Bovendien kunnen data mining en groepsprofilering in
bepaalde gevallen nuttig zijn bij gebruikelijke problemen in de epidemiologie, zoals

confounding (invloeden van andere determinanten dan de determinant die
onderzocht wordt) en schaarste van beschikbare gegevens.

Verschillende casussen van groepsprofilering in de epidemiologie zijn onderzocht
in dit boek. De casus betreffende rookgedrag laat zien dat de hoeveelheid details
van een groepsprofiel afgewogen dient te worden tegen de betrouwbaarheid en
anonimiteit ervan. De casus van de Uslandse medische database is een voorbeeld
van een situatie waarin een aanzienlijke inspanning wordt verricht om de nieuwe
mogelijkheden van data mining en groepsprofilering in medische databases te
verkennen. De derde casus, betreffende screening, laat zien dat groepsprofielen een
bijdrage kunnen leveren aan de doelmatigheid van het screeningsproces. Bij het
screenen voor kanker, bijvoorbeeld, kan meer doelgericht screenen resulteren in
eerdere detectie en kunnen de vooruitzichten voor pati8nten navenant verbeteren. In
het algemeen tonen de besproken casussen aan dat data mining en groepsprofilering
epidemiologie veranderen.

Morele problemen

Er kunnen drie typen morele problemen onderscheiden worden: (1) schendingen
van morele beginselen, (2) morele conflicten en (3) nieuwe (typen) problemen,
d. w. z. problemen die zich voordoen als onduidelijk is welke morele beginselen van
toepassing zijn. Om een brede benadering te kiezen is een brede betekenis van de
term moreel beginsel gebruikt; het wordt beschouwd als niets meer dan een
uitgangspunt. Verschillende uitgangspunten, afkomstig van verschillende
normatieve theorieEn, zijn onderzocht in dit boek. Om heuristische redenen is dit
gecombineerd met een moreel standpunt, hetgeen de bereidheid impliceert om
rekening te houden met de kwetsbaarheden van mensen.

De eerste benadering diende om, op het meest basale niveau, de behoeften,
belangen en voorkeuren van de betrokkenen te identificeren.  Of het niet vervullen
van behoeften, belangen en voorkeuren een moreel probleem op zich constitueert is
controversieel. Daarom zijn, afgezien van deze heuristische benadering,
verschillende uitgangspunten, afkomstig uit verschillende normatieve theorieEn
onderzocht. Bijvoorbeeld, voor diegenen die dit geen probleem op zichzelf
beschouwen, is het nog steeds mogelijk verscheidene zaken als een moreel
probleem van het eerste of tweede type te beschouwen met betrekking tot de
(klassieke) morele beginselen van "geen schade aanrichten" of "goed doen" of
beide, wanneer "geen schade aanrichten" en "goed doen" worden geinterpreteerd in
termen van vervulling van behoeften, belangen en voorkeuren. In sommige
gevallen is het duidelijk hoe "geen schade aanrichten" en "goed doen" toegepast
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kunnen worden, zoals in gevallen die Pareto-optimaal zijn, maar in andere gevallen
kunnen er conflicterende behoeften, belangen en voorkeuren zijn die morele
problemen constitueren (van type 2).

In de relaties tussen groepen en samenleving kunnen groepsprofielen problemen
veroorzaken met betrekking tot rechtvaardigheid en solidariteit. Maskering, het
gebruik van triviale eigenschappen als indicatoren van gevoelige eigenschappen bij
besluitvorming, kan een schending van het beginsel van rechtvaardigheid inhouden
(type 2), maar zelfs zonder maskering kunnen groepsprofielen leiden tot
distributieproblemen, voortvloeiend uit conflicterende behoeften, belangen en
voorkeuren (type 2). Vaststellen welke eigenschappen relevant zijn om (on)gelijke
behandeling te rechtvaardigen kan een moreel probleem van het derde type
constitueren. Ook kunnen groepsprofielen inbreuk maken op solidariteit (type 1),
zowel in de relaties tussen groepen en samenleving als in de relaties tussen groepen
en hun groepsleden.

In de relaties tussen individuen en groepen kunnen groepsprofielen leiden tot
problemen met betrekking tot autonomie, individualiteit en oprechtheid. Autonomie
kan geschonden worden  (type  1) als individuen  niet  goed in staat zijn het proces
van groepsprofilering te beYnvloeden of als het niet mogelijk is geTnformeerde
toestemming te vragen. Als niet duidelijk is hoe geinformeerde toestemming
verzekerd kan worden vanwege de onvoorspelbare resultaten van data mining, kan
dit een moreel probleem van het derde type vormen. Conflicten tussen het beginsel
van "geen schade aanrichten" of "goed doen" en autonomie (type 2) kunnen zich
voordoen als de informatie die verstrekt wordt om geinformeerde toestemming te
verkrijgen schadelijk is voor de behoeften, belangen en voorkeuren van individuen.
Individualiteit kan geschonden worden     (type     1) als beperkte aantallen
eigenschappen gebruikt worden in groepsprofielen om unieke individuen te
beschrijven of als eigenschappen niet correct zijn voor groepsleden als individu.
Oprechtheid kan geschonden worden in gevallen van maskering (type  1) en morele
conflicten kunnen zich voordoen tussen oprechtheid en "goed doen" (type 2)
ingeval van therapeutische excepties.

De rollen van de verscheidene relevante spelers in de epidemiologie zijn
onderzocht om meer in detail de kwetsbaarheden te laten zien die kunnen
voortvlocien uit de bovengenoemde uitgangspunten en uit professionele normen,
d.w.z. uitgangspunten die typisch zijn voor de professies/rollen in de
epidemiologie. De rollen van de patitnt/ data subject, de arts, de (medisch)
onderzoeker, de (zorg)verzekeraars en de overheid zijn onderzocht. De patient/data
subject is een buitengewoon kwetsbare speler aangezien zijn behoeften, belangen
en voorkeuren direct en persoonlijk zijn. Verdere typische kwetsbaarheden voor de
patiEnt/data subject kunnen bestaan met betrekking tot rechtvaardigheid
(bijvoorbeeld in gevallen van selectie) en met betrekking tot autonomie
(bijvoorbeeld als patienten afhankelijk zijn van andere spelers of beperkte
capaciteiten hebben ofbeide).

Voor de arts zijn de meest relevante functionele behoeften met betrekking tot
informatie het vertrouwen van de patiEnten (in het bijzonder ten opzichte van het
Hippocratisch beginsel en het beroepsgeheim) en de betrouwbaarheid en
toereikendheid van de informatie. Deze professionele normen kunnen conflicteren
met "geen schade aanrichten" en "goed doen". Voor de onderzoeker is de meest
relevante functionele behoefte met betrekking tot informatie de vrijheid van
onderzoek, in het bijzonder de toegang tot de benodigde gegevens. Echter, de
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vrijheid van onderzoek kan conflicteren met andere uitgangspunten, zoals
rechtvaardigheid, respect voor autonomie en privacy.

Zorgverzekeraars hebben een behoefte om voldoende winst te maken om te
kunnen blijven bestaan. Data mining en groepsprofilering kunnen in hun belang
zijn omdat ze gebruikt kunnen worden om risico's vast te stellen. Risicoselectie kan
een kwetsbaarheid vormen voor verzekeraars (bij adverse selectie) en voor
patienten/data subjecten (bij afroming). Beide vormen van selectie kunnen
conflicteren met de solidariteit waarop verzekeringsmarkten zijn gebaseerd. Voor
de planning van gezondheidszorg hebben de overheid of zorgverzekeraars of beiden
een functionele behoefte aan informatie betreffende vraag en aanbod van medische
zorg. Bovendien kan van de overheid verwacht worden de andere uitgangspunten
(zoals rechtvaardigheid en respect voor autonomie) tot een bepaalde hoogte te
beschermen  als het gaat om het beschermen van de kwetsbaarheden van het
algemeen publiek.

De bovenstaande opsomming bevat de belangrijkste morele problemen die
kunnen voortvloeien uit het gebruik van data mining en groepsprofilering in de
epidemiologie. Mogelijke juridische en technologische oplossingen zijn onderzocht
in het licht van bovenstaande uitgangspunten en in het licht van een moreel
standpunt. Desalniettemin kunnen recht en technologie hun eigen voorwaarden en
restricties opleggen aan de mogelijke maatregelen.

Juridische en technologische maatregelen

Voor een deel van de bovengenoemde problemen kunnen het
gegevensbeschermingsrecht, het gezondheidsrecht en het anti-discrimatierecht
oplossingen bieden. Voor Nederland worden de belangrijkste relevante juridische
kaders op het gebied van het gegevensbeschermingsrecht gesteld door het Verdrag
van Straatsburg, de Europese gegevensbeschermingsrichtlijn en de Wet
Bescherming Persoonsgegevens (WBP). De centrale regels van dit
gegevensbeschermingsrecht zijn gebaseerd op en bestaan uit de zogeheten
privacybeginselen, ontwikkeld  door  de  OESO  in   1980. Deze beginselen  zijn  van
toepassing op het concept persoonsgegevens, d. w. z. elk gegeven betreffende een
geTdentificeerde of identificeerbare natuurlijke persoon. De definitie van dit
concept, gebaseerd op identificeerbaarheid, kan als resultaat hebben dat het
gegevensbeschermingsrecht slechts toepasbaar is op de eerste en de laatste stappen
in het KDD-proces. De privacybeginselen dragen bij aan (althans hinderen
tenminste niet) de vervulling van de behoeften, belangen en voorkeuren van de
betrokken spelers in epidemiologische data mining en groepsprofilering, maar er
zijn indicaties dat de handhaving van het gegevensbeschermingsrecht versterking
behoeft. Tot op zekere hoogte lijkt de beperkte handhaving van het
participatiebeginsel technologische redenen te hebben, hetgeen om technologische
oplossingen kan vragen, veeleer dan om aanpassingen in de WBP.

Voor zover dit het Nederlandse gezondheidsrecht betreft, is de Wet
Geneeskundige Behandelingsovereenkomst (WGBO) van toepassing op (het
beroepsgeheim in) de relatie tussen patient en arts. Met betrekking tot het probleem
van confrontatie bevat de WGBO het recht van patitnten om niet geinformeerd te
worden. Verder beperkt deze wet het verstrekken van informatie tot uitzonderlijke
gevallen; dit draagt bij aan de vervulling van de behoeften van het data subject en
de arts. Echter, de WGBO reikt niet verder dan het vrijgeveWverzamelen van
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gegevens; verdere stappen in het KDD-proces vallen buiten het bereik van de
WGBO.

Het Nederlandse anti-discriminatierecht is voornamclijk geregeld in de Algemene
Wet Gelijke Behandeling (AWGB), die het gebruik van bepaalde eigenschappen
verbiedt voor beslissingen. Aangezien deze eigenschappen niet hoeven te behoren
aan identificeerbare individuen en aangezien deze eigenschappen niet correct
hoeven te zijn, kan deze bescherming de WBP aanvullen. Echter, de AWGB richt
zich enkel op gevallen waarin selectie daadwerkelijk heeft plaatsgevonden; eerdere
stappen in het KDD-proces vallen daarmee buiten het bereik van de AWGB.
Hoewel de AWGB zich ook richt op maskering, kan een gebrek aan transparantie
een probleem zijn voor handhaving.

Voor een deel van de bovengenoemde problemen kan het beperken van het
koppelen van eigenschappen aan een identiteit en het koppelen van eigenschappen
aan elkaar oplossingen bieden. Anonimiteit, het beperken van de mogelijkheid
eigenschappen aan een identiteit te koppelen, kan een bijdrage leveren privacy-
inbreuken te voorkomen, maar het kan niet data mining en groepsprofilering
voorkomen; het niet kunnen koppelen is essentieel als het erom gaat een
geleidelijke erosie van informationele privacy te voorkomen. Er zijn verschillende
gradaties van identificeerbaarheid en (meer) anonimiteit die kunnen bijdragen aan
het vervullen van de behoeften van zowel data subjecten als gegevensbeheerders.
Echter, tegemoetkoming aan hun behoeften kan ook gehinderd worden door
anonimiteit: data subjecten kunnen de juridische bescherming ontberen die het
gegevensbeschermingsrecht kan bieden en gegevensbeheerders kunnen in sommige
gevallen identificeerbare gegevens nodig hebben om hun taken uit te voeren.

Aangezien cryptografische technieken toegangsproblemen kunnen transformeren
in sleutelbeheerproblemen, kunnen deze een basis verschaffen voor het ontwikkelen
van informatiebeheersingstechnieken, zoals anonimiteit, pseudonimiteit, secret
sharing, multilevel veiligheidssystemen, toegangscontroles,
informatiestroomcontroles en inferentiebeperkingen. Secret sharing verschaft de
mogelijkheid te verzekeren dat informatie enkel gebruikt kan worden in gevallen
waarin bepaalde vooraf vastgestelde gebruikers samenwerken; in gevallen waarin
toestemming van het data subject (of anderen) vereist is, kan dit afgedwongen
worden door aan het data subject een onmisbaar deel van de sleutel tot diens
informatie te verschaffen. Multilevel veiligheidssystemen verschaffen verschillende
toegangsrechten aan verschillende gebruikers van een database en kunnen nuttig
zijn om de mogelijkheid van het koppelen van eigenschappen (inclusief
identificerende eigenschappen) te beperken. Directe toegang tot multilevel
veiligheidssystemen kan afhankelijk gemaakt worden van het autorisatieniveau van
een gebruiker door middel van toegangscontroles zoals (een combinatie van)
wachtwoorden, toegangsbewijzen en biometrie. Informatiestroomcontroles, die
geldige kanalen specificeren waarlangs informatie mag stromen, kunnen nodig zijn
aangezien informatie in hogere beveiligingsniveaus kan lekken naar lagere
beveiligingsniveaus. Inferentiebeperkingen kunnen nodig zijn om te voorkomen dat
het koppelen van lager beveiligde informatie hoger beveiligde informatie onthult.

De bovengenoemde beveiligingstechnieken kunnen gebruikt worden als
onathankelijke bouwstenen die met elkaar een samengesteld beveiligingssysteem
kunnen vormen met verschillende lagen en eigenschappen, op maat gemaakt voor
de behoeften, belangen en voorkeuren van degenen die betrokken zijn in
epidemiologische data mining en groepsprofilering. Het meer in detail vaststellen
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van de beste combinatie van beveiligingstechnieken hangt af van het gekozen
informatiebeleid en dient te worden getest in de praktijk.

Als er geen juridische of technologische maatregelen genomen worden, is het
aannemelijk (op basis van economische en technologische ontwikkelingen) dat het
verzamelen en verwerken van gegevens zal toenemen, hetgeen kan leiden tot
bovengenoemde morele problemen. Derhalve worden concrete maatregelen
aanbevolen voor de meest serieuze en urgente problemen. Vanuit een juridisch
perspectief wordt aanbevolen dat de reikwijdte van de WBP wordt uitgebreid, op
zodanige wijze dat niet enkel persoonsgegevens worden beschermd, maar ook
gegevens in groepsprofielen. Dit draagt bij aan het realiseren van de doelstellingen
van rechtvaardigheid, respect voor autonomie en individualiteit. De bescherming
die gerealiseerd wordt door de privacybeginselen die geimplementeerd zijn in de
WBP lijkt adequaat te zijn voor de behoeften van de betrokkenen, maar een
striktere handhaving van de WBP kan bereikt worden door meer te letten op
transparantie en verantwoordelijkheid. De WGBO en de AWGB lijken geen
substantiale veranderingen te behoeven met betrekking tot data mining en
groepsprofilering in de epidemiologie. Desalniettemin wordt aanbevolen, voor een
betere handhaving van de AWGB, dat de bewijslast omgekeerd wordt in
rechtszaken in die gevallen waarin ongelijke behandeling wordt vermoed (hetgeen
reeds gebruikelijk is voor de CGB). Dit kan een betere manier zijn om schendingen
van rechtvaardigheid en oprechtheid door het gebruik van maskering te voorkomen.
Enkel juridische maatregelen zijn onvoldoende om bepaalde problemen aan te
pakken, zoals problemen met betrekking tot anonieme gegevens, stigmatisering en
gebrek aan transparantie.

Vanuit een technologisch perspectief wordt aanbevolen dat multilevel
beveiligingssystemen toegepast worden in de databases van diegenen die data
mining en groepsprofilering uitvoeren. Zeker wanneer zorgverzekeraars
verantwoordelijk zijn voor de planning van de gezondheidszorg wordt aanbevolen
dat hun taken als planner en verzekeraar, en respectievelijk de gegevens benodigd
voor deze taken, gescheiden worden, teneinde al te gedetailleerde risico-
inschattingen te beperken. De exacte implementatie van een multilevel
beveiligingssysteem hangt af van het vastgestelde informatiebeleid, maar in alle
gevallen zijn informatiestroomcontroles en inferentiebeperkingen noodzakelijk om
het lekken van informatie te voorkomen. Verder wordt aanbevolen gevoelige typen
gegevens, zoals de typen gegevens die de AWGB verbiedt voor ongelijke
behandeling, een hoger beschermingsniveau in de multilevel beveiligingssystemen
toe te kennen dan triviale gegevens. Op deze manier kunnen multilevel
beveiligingssystemen bijdragen aan het realiseren van de doelen van
rechtvaardigheid, respect voor autonomie en individualiteit. Afgezien hiervan wordt
aanbevolen andere informatiebeheersingstechnieken, gewoonlijk gebaseerd op
cryptografie, te gebruiken. Aan een data subject een onmisbaar deel van de sleutel
tot diens informatie verschaffen wordt aanbevolen om -waar dat van toepassing is-
geinformeerde toestemming (en dus meer autonomie) af te dwingen met betrekking
tot het gebruik van gegevens in databases van huisartsen, ziekenhuizen,
zorgverzekeraars, etc. Het beperken van de identificeerbaarheid, hoewel dat niet
echt data mining beperkt, kan bijdragen zowel aan de vervulling van de behoeften,
belangen en voorkeuren van data subjecten (inclusief ongewenste selectie,
stigmatisering en confrontatie met bepaalde informatie) als aan hun privacy.
Identificeerbaarheid kan beperkt worden met behulp van traditionele methoden,
zoals anonymisers, maar het risico van het beperken van identificeerbaarheid is dat
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(de huidige) gegevensbeschermingswetgeving ontoepasbaar wordt. Enkel
technologische maatregelen zijn onvoldoende om bepaalde problemen aan te
pakken, daar technologische maatregelen niet het crearen en gebruiken van alle
groepsprofielen die problemen kunnen veroorzaken kunnen voorkomen.

Attitudes en verantwoordelijkheden

Er kan gesteld worden dat, uiteindelijk, het omgaan met data mining en
groepsprofilering een kwestie van fatsoen is. Om die reden blijft een moreel
standpunt belangrijk, hetgeen de bereidheid impliceert rekening te houden met de
kwetsbaarheden van andere mensen,. Zonder deze bereidheid is het waarschijnlijk
dat geen van de aanbevolen oplossingen doeltreffend zal blijken te zijn. Echter,
zelfs wanneer er de bereidheid is rekening te houden met de kwetsbaarheden van
mensen, dan kan het nog zijn dat niet iedereen zich bewust is van (of overtuigd is
van) de ernst en de urgentie van de verschillende problemen en van voorgestelde
oplossingen. Derhalve kan geredeneerd worden dat bewustwording van de
problemen van data mining en groepsprofilering vereist is. Meer in het algemeen
kan gesteld worden dat een geintegreerde aanpak van deze problemen ontbreekt.
Verzekeren dat data subjecten en gegevensbeheerders gezamenlijk

verantwoordelijkheid dragen, kan helpen bij het realiseren van meer transparantie
en, bijgevolg, meer bewustwording. Implementatie in de WBP van het
educatiebeginsel en het bewustwordingsbeginsel (voorgesteld door het
Amerikaanse Electronische Privacy Informatie Centrum, EPIC) kan bijdragen aan
de ontwikkeling van deze gezamenlijke verantwoordelijkheid. Tegelijkertijd kan
meer co8rdinatie en samenwerking tussen de verantwoordelijke organisaties en
instituten (zoals het CBP, de CGB en de Inspectie voor de Gezondheidszorg)
bijdragen aan een geintegreerde aanpak.

Het mag duidelijk zijn dat er geen enkelvoudige oplossing is voor de (mogelijke)
problemen van data mining en groepsprofilering. Desalniettemin laat de
multidisciplinaire aanpak in dit boek zien dat er ruimschoots mogelijkheden zijn de
risico's van deze problemen te vermijden of te minimaliseren. Er is getoond waar
technologische maatregelen nuttiger zijn dan juridische maatregelen en omgekeerd.
Hoewel er verscheidene beperkingen zijn, lijken de huidige en aanbevolen
juridische en technologische maatregelen voldoende toereikend voor het aanpakken
van deze problemen. Een geintegreerde benadering voor het aanpakken van deze
problemen bestaat echter (nog) niet; vandaar de speciale aandacht voor
bewustwording en handhaving in dit boek, aangezien dit de belangrijkste
instrumenten zijn om de noodzakelijke verandering van attitude ten opzichte van de
problemen van data mining en groepsprofilering te bewerkstelligen.
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Stellingen
Behorende bij het proefschrift

The Power of Knowledge
Ethical, Legal, and Technological Aspects of Data Mining and Group Profiling in Epiderniology

van

Bart Custers

1.     In onze maatschappij kunnen we niet zonder het gebruik van groepsprofielen.
Dit  proefschrift,  hoofdstuk  1.

2.      De privacy paradox bij groepsprofielen houdt in dat iemand (meer) informatie over zichzelf moet
verstrekken wanneer die persoon wit aantonen dat groepsprofielen niet op hem of haar als
individu van toepassing zijn.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken 3 en 6.

3.    In plaats van het concentreren van wetgeving rond het concept persoonsgegevens, zou aandacht
voor de risico's van bepaalde gegevens, of dat nu persoonsgegevens zijn of niet, meer bruikbaar
kunnen zijn bij de aanpak van de (mogelijke) problemen van data mining en groepsprofilering.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.

4.    Anonimiteit is slechts beperkt effectief als preventieve maatregel tegen het uitvoeren van data
mining en groepsprofilering.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7.

5.   Hoewel er geen enkelvoudige oplossing voor de (mogelijke) problemen van data mining en
groepsprofilering is, biedt een multidisciplinaire aanpak ruimschoots mogelijkheden om de
nadelige effecten van het gebruik van groepsprofielen te vermijden of te minimaliseren.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 8.

6. Ondanks mogelijke juridische en technologische oplossingen is het omgaan met problemen van
data mining en groepsprofilering uiteindelijk afhankelijk van de bereidheid van mensen om
rekening te houden met de kwetsbaarheden van anderen.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken 5 en 8.

7.       Ieder mens zou het recht moeten hebben geluk nate jagen.
Stelling naar aanlei(ling van "the pursuit of happiness", opgenomen als onvervreemdbaar recht
in de  Declaration  of Independence  of the  United  States  of America,  July  4,   1776.

8.     Het antwoord op een vraag is eigenlijk altijd een andere vraag.

9.   Het lijkt er wel eens op dat onze maatschappij zo goed draait omdat we geen tijd nemen om
erover na te denken.

10. Het mooie van reizen is dat je af en toe meemaakt dat iets wat je altijd doodnormaal vond. ook
anders blijkt te kunnen.

11.    Stel niet uit tot morgen waar je vandaag van kunt genieten.

12.   In onze maatschappij is een volle agenda een statussymbool.

13. Iedereen zou het recht moeten hebben dornme dingen te doen, zolang daar maar de plicht
tegenover staat daarvan te leren

14. Het kennen van je zwakheden maakt je sterker; eraan toegeven maakt je zwakker.

15. Zoveel mogelijk plezier in het leven bereik je niet door de dingen te doen die je leuk vindt,  maar
door de dingen die je doet leuk te vinden.

16. Het aantal stellingen dat verdedigbaar is, is eindeloos.
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